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Abstract
In agricultural field trials, sprays containing agrichemicals (typically pesticides) must be
delivered to plants in a way that maximises the retention of spray fluid while simul-
taneously minimising waste. Unfortunately, the field experiments normally required to
aid pesticide application research are expensive and time consuming, and are often com-
promised due to the variability of factors such as prevailing meteorological conditions.
Theoretical models and computer simulations offer an alternative to the traditional ex-
perimental approach, with reproducible results provided rapidly and economically. This
thesis presents a progression of work undertaken as part of an Australian Research Council
Linkage Project concerned with developing a suite of such models. Specifically, we explore
mathematical models which describe the impaction and post-impaction interactions that
occur between spray droplets and leaves.
We consider the project in two distinct areas, namely Thin films and Impaction models,
which require significantly different modelling approaches. The former considers the post-
impaction motion of a droplet on a leaf, and its interaction with the leaf topography and
other drops. The latter encompasses the interception event and how a droplet is retained
on a leaf at impact, if at all. The thesis is presented as a series of journal articles which
relate to these two overarching objectives.
In order to model the post-impaction motions of a drop on a leaf, we develop a family of
lubrication models for the flow of a thin liquid film on a solid substrate. We are first in-
spired by recently published experimental work to investigate the gravity-driven fingering
instability of a fluid film flowing down the inside and outside of a vertical cylinder. This
work is motivated in three ways: to treat a simple geometry with nonzero curvature as a
precursor to further work; to develop the numerical tools required for solving further thin
film flow problems; and to obtain new results for a classical problem. Our numerical sim-
ulations show three-dimensional solutions of fingering instabilities and pearling droplets
in this geometry for the first time, and we show that the governing equation is analogous
to that for flow on an inclined or inverted plane.
With this foundation, we extend our investigation to consider droplet motion on complex
topography. A virtual leaf surface, reconstructed by colleagues from 3D scans of a real
cotton leaf, is used as the substrate for droplet motion. A generalised curvilinear thin film
model is employed to describe fluid flow in response to gravity and gradients in substrate
curvature. This is the first time, to our knowledge, that a realistic leaf surface with all its
inherent curvature has been used as the substrate for three-dimensional flow within a thin
film framework. Our numerical simulations demonstrate coalescence between multiple
drops which agrees qualitatively with experimental spray observations. We observe that
substrate curvature gradients have a significant, and even dominating, role in the motion
of small spray droplets.
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To investigate impaction, we first develop simple mathematical models for the prediction
of adhesion, bounce, or splash of a droplet on a dry leaf surface. These models make use
of fluid, surface and droplet properties to predict adhere/bounce/splash over a range of
impaction scenarios (including different spray formulations, plant types, and droplet sizes,
velocities, and impingement angles), and they describe the exit velocity and trajectories
of reflected droplets in order to model possible secondary recapture. The models are effi-
cient enough to be incorporated within simulation software for virtual agricultural spray
scenarios developed by colleagues for industry use. The performance of the impaction
models is tested against experimental data obtained by colleagues. Overall, the simple
models produce the correct trends for spray retention within the simulation model, but
do not capture the inherent natural variability of leaves. There is also a need for further
research to properly model droplet splash, and to establish the role that dynamic surface
tension plays in impaction.
Finally, we present some new and preliminary work in the appendix. This extends upon
some ideas about the well-known corner–cusp–pearling transition of a running drop that
were encountered in earlier chapters.
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1 Introduction
Spray impingement occurs frequently in both industrial applications and natural pro-
cesses, and thus attracts a great deal of interest from a range of fields. For example, the
impingement of fuel spray onto surfaces in an internal combustion engine is fundamental
to engine performance and pollutant emissions [162], the shape of splats produced by
cooling molten metal droplets determines the mechanical properties of protective thermal
spray coatings [12], and the kinetic energy of raindrops on impact with soil determines
the amount of particle detachment which cumulatively leads to erosion [91].
In addition to these applications, spray impingement is of particular relevance to agri-
cultural field trials, in which sprays containing agrichemicals (typically pesticides, such
as insecticides and fungicides) must be delivered to plants in a way that maximises the
retention of spray fluid while simultaneously minimising waste. In a canopy of thousands
of leaves, the interactions between spray fluid and plant surfaces can be complex. Every
time a droplet of the spray is intercepted by a leaf, three possibilities arise: the drop
is retained on the leaf in its entirety; the drop is repelled from the leaf in its entirety;
or the drop is partially retained and partially repelled. Any repelled droplets or droplet
fragments may either be intercepted by another leaf in the canopy, or lost as waste to
the ground. Fluid retained at interception may spread to provide coverage if the surface
is easily wettable, or bead up and form a spherical shape if not. In some cases, droplets
may migrate along the leaf surface and spill over the edges to be lost as run-off. Suffice to
say, there are many processes to consider when estimating the overall retention of a spray.
This is greatly complicated by the sheer number of droplets bombarding the canopy at
once, and the complex forms of the plants themselves.
The work in this thesis is associated with the Australian Research Council (ARC) Linkage
Project entitled Modelling interactions of spray droplets with plants. The research team
consists of academics from both mathematics and agriculture backgrounds, and several
agrichemical research and development companies (Syngenta, Dow AgroSciences, Crop-
lands/NuFarm, Bill Gordon Consulting, and Plant Protection Chemistry NZ Ltd.) act
as industry partners. While the scope of the ARC project is quite broad, the overarching
objective of this thesis is to develop mathematical models describing the interactions that
occur between spray droplets and leaves, with the intention of providing them as tools to
1
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our industry partners to improve their own spray technologies. This application of spray
modelling requires a delicate balance: the models must be complex enough to adequately
capture the physics of droplet impaction, spreading and sliding, yet computationally fea-
sible enough to be incorporated into programs simulating large spray scenarios. At the
same time, the research undertaken must satisfy the academic requirements of the degree
and provide a significant contribution to the literature. In this respect, more sophisticated
and less application-oriented models also form a vital component of this thesis.
The approach we have taken to achieve these objectives is to partition the project into
two distinct areas, namely Thin films and Impaction models, which require significantly
different modelling approaches. The former considers the motion of a droplet on a leaf
and its interaction with the leaf topography and other drops. The latter encompasses the
interception event and how a droplet is retained on a leaf, if at all.
1.1 Significance of research and expected outcomes
The ARC Linkage Project Modelling interactions of spray droplets with plants aims to
deliver a comprehensive suite of mathematical models to investigate spray deposition and
retention by plant foliage at the single leaf, whole plant, and crop level. A big-picture
goal is for interactive software to be implemented by members of the research team to
visualise a large variety of agrichemical spray scenarios. Further, the intention is for the
models to reduce the need for expensive operational field trials and to be used to identify
environmentally friendly technologies that deliver agrichemicals efficiently to the target
plant or pest of interest, while optimising spray retention and minimising operational
resources.
A realistic description of droplet–leaf interactions at the single leaf level is fundamental
for the development of a model at the whole plant or crop level. This thesis contributes
to the linkage project by addressing the following objectives.
Objective 1: Thin films
For those droplets or droplet fragments that adhere to the leaf after impact, it is necessary
to track their movement in order to understand if, and how, they are retained. Of most
interest is the interaction that occurs between numerous deposited drops (which can lead
to coalescence, and potentially leaf coverage), and the interaction that occurs between
drops and the leaf topography (which can determine the path a drop takes, and whether it
will become caught in particular features). The work addressing this objective is intended
to provide a better understanding of the underlying physics behind droplet motion. In
particular, we aim to:
• Formulate thin film models which accurately describe fluid driven by gravity, sur-
face tension, and substrate curvature. These must be capable of incorporating the
complex topography of a virtual leaf.
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• Determine the most appropriate physics at the contact line. The model must contain
devices to regularise the contact line paradox (see section 2.1.1), and incorporate
disjoining forces for realistic contact line motion.
• Implement appropriate numerical schemes for thin film flow. These should utilise
appropriate and efficient numerical methods and exploit available computational
resources such as GPUs to run the schemes as efficiently as possible.
Objective 2: Impaction models
Impaction models must be developed to determine the outcome of the initial collision of
a droplet with a leaf. Models of adhesion, bounce, and splash tend to have little crossover
in the literature, due to the vastly different underlying physics of each process. The
work in this thesis aims to unify theories of these three phenomena in order to create
a self-consistent predictive impaction model. The work addressing this objective will be
strongly application-oriented. In particular, we aim to:
• Develop process-oriented impaction models (as opposed to empirical). These must
make use of fluid, surface and droplet properties to predict adhesion/bounce/splash
over a range of impaction scenarios; this may include different spray formulations,
plant types, and droplet sizes, velocities, and impingement angles.
• Validate models with data provided by others in the research team.
• Provide models to colleagues for implementation in L–studio software to simulate
and visualise spray scenarios interactively.
Effective collaboration with academic and industry partners is an important aspect of
this project. As outlined in the last objective, the mathematical models developed in this
thesis have been incorporated with software developed by others in the research team to
simulate spray scenarios. This technology is intended be used for two purposes: to provide
agrichemical developers with a tool for testing the efficacy of their products without the
need for as many costly spray trial experiments, and to provide a demonstrative and
educative tool for potential clients.
While the significance of Objective 2 is primarily in industry, Objective 1 makes a contri-
bution to the literature by using thin film models to simulate the flow of films and droplets
in new geometries. The use of thin film models to simulate the motion of drops in the
context of agricultural applications is receiving an increasing amount of attention lately
(see [1, 89, 255] for recent studies of particular relevance), yet none sufficiently account
for the topography of a leaf. Our use of a virtual leaf substrate with all of its inherent
substrate curvature (along with a nonorthogonal generalisation of the thin film equation)
provides new insight into the competing effects that curvature and gravity have on droplet
motion on topography. While the models developed for Objective 1 are too complex for
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use in software such as L–studio, they do provide a benchmark for any simplified models
developed in the future.
1.2 Structure of this thesis
First, chapter 2 provides an overview of the existing literature on thin film models and
droplet impaction. The thesis is then presented in two parts, corresponding to the two
distinct areas of research. Each chapter is a published journal article, except for chapter
8 which is currently in progress and yet to be submitted. Apart from standardising the
style and layout, adding cross references, and fixing typographical errors, the chapters’
contents are reproduced herein as they were published. First, chapters 3–5 comprise Part
1: Thin films. I am the primary author on each of these articles, which cover a range of
topics related to thin film models. Chapters 6–8 then comprise Part 2: Impaction models.
I made a significant contribution to a group effort in each of these articles.
In chapter 3 we consider the gravity-driven fingering instability of a thin film flowing down
the outside of a vertical cylinder. The motivation for this work is three-fold. First, we are
motivated to treat a simple geometry with nonzero curvature as a precursor to further
work. Second, there is an opportunity for new results here: recent work by Smolka and
SeGall [232] presented new experimental observations and a linear stability analysis for
the fingering instability on a vertical cylinder, but no full numerical simulations. Finally,
this problem can be used to develop the numerical tools required for solving thin film flow
problems. Thus in chapter 3 we reproduce Smolka and SeGall’s experimental observations
numerically. We also simulate the flow of droplets down a cylinder in order to investigate
the effect that substrate curvature has on pearling. It is found that the governing equation
for flow on the outside of a vertical cylinder shares a remarkable relationship with that
for flow down an inverted inclined plane.
Chapter 4 extends upon chapter 3 by considering the gravity-driven fingering instability
on the inside of a vertical cylinder. In this case, the governing equation is shown to be
perfectly analogous to that for flow down an inclined plane. We also add further details
of the numerical scheme in this article.
In chapter 5 we return to the problem of droplets moving on curved substrates, and
simulate droplet motion on a virtual leaf. The virtual leaf surface is constructed from
three-dimensional scans of a real cotton leaf by collaborators on the ARC Linkage Project.
The governing thin film equation for the flow is derived under a nonorthogonal curvilinear
coordinate system, due to the complexity of the leaf topography, and is a generalisation
of the well-known equation for flow down an incline (and also of that for flow down a
vertical cylinder in chapters 3 and 4). This is the first time, to our knowledge, that
a realistic leaf surface with all its inherent curvature has been used as the substrate
for three-dimensional flow within a thin film framework. Previous studies have either
used simply curved substrates (cylinders, spheres, etc.) or neglected curvature entirely.
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Our numerical simulations demonstrate two types of coalescence between multiple drops,
which agree qualitatively with experimental spray observations for easy- and difficult-to-
wet systems. It is found that the movement of a typical spray size droplet on a leaf is
driven almost exclusively by substrate curvature gradients. It is not until droplet mass is
sufficiently increased via coalescence that gravity becomes the dominating force of droplet
motion.
In chapter 6, we begin Impaction models by considering the normal impaction of a drop
onto a horizontal, dry, leaf surface. Mathematical models for the prediction of adhesion,
bounce, or splash are used to provide an estimate of spray retention. In the event of
splash, methods for calculating the number and velocity of secondary drops are presented.
These impaction models are incorporated within a Windows-based software environment
developed by collaborators for creating simulation models of agricultural spray scenarios.
The trajectories of all virtual spray drops, including rebounded or shattered droplets, are
tracked in case of primary or secondary retention by virtual leaves. It is found that overall
predicted spray retention increases as formulation surface tension, static contact angle,
droplet size and velocity decreases.
Chapter 7 then modifies the bounce and shatter models to account for impaction occurring
at any leaf and impingement angle. Results of the impaction models are compared to
experimental data obtained from high speed video footage of several leaf varieties sprayed
by droplets produced from agricultural nozzles. Three spray formulations, in addition to
water, were tested. The results show that the impaction models predict correct trends,
but do not account for anomalies produced by the inherent natural variability of leaves.
In chapter 8, we revisit the spray simulation software and compare simulated retention
to measured retention obtained experimentally by colleagues. The impaction models
developed in the previous two chapters are further modified here to account for a broader
range of spray scenarios. In particular, new parameters are introduced to account for
partial retention on splash, and for a variable time of splash. The parameters are found
to have a substantial influence on retention, as they affect both primary and secondary
droplet capture.
While the full details of the authorship of these articles are provided in the following
section, it is important to emphasise that the intellectual contribution in chapter 6 is
primarily in section 6.2.4, the intellectual contribution in chapter 7 is primarily in section
7.3 (with a significant contribution to the introduction, results, and discussion), and the
intellectual contribution in chapter 8 is primarily in section 8.2.1 (with a contribution to
the discussion).
To conclude the thesis, we summarise the results and novel contributions of this work in
chapter 9. We provide discussion on specific problems that have arisen in the previous
chapters and deserve future investigation. A draft of some future work is presented in
appendix A.
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1.3 Statements of joint authorship
This section outlines the contributions of the authors to each paper. All co-authors have
consented to the presentation of this material in this thesis.
Chapter 3: Gravity-driven fingering simulations for a thin liquid film
flowing down the outside of a vertical cylinder
This chapter has been published as
Mayo LC, McCue SW, Moroney TJ. Gravity-driven fingering simulations for a thin
liquid film flowing down the outside of a vertical cylinder. Physical Review E 87, 053018
(2013).
Abstract: A numerical study is presented to examine the fingering instability of a
gravity-driven thin liquid film flowing down the outer wall of a vertical cylinder. The
lubrication approximation is employed to derive an evolution equation for the height of
the film, which is dependent on a single parameter, the dimensionless cylinder radius.
This equation is identified as a special case of that which describes thin film flow down an
inclined plane. Fully three-dimensional simulations of the film depict a fingering pattern
at the advancing contact line. We find the number of fingers observed in our simulations
to be in excellent agreement with experimental observations and a linear stability analysis
reported recently by Smolka and SeGall [232]. As the radius of the cylinder decreases,
the modes of perturbation have an increased growth rate, thus increasing cylinder cur-
vature partially acts to encourage the contact line instability. In direct competition with
this behaviour, a decrease in cylinder radius means that fewer fingers are able to form
around the circumference of the cylinder. Indeed, for a sufficiently small radius, a tran-
sition is observed, at which point the contact line is stable to transverse perturbations
of all wavenumbers. In this regime, free surface instabilities lead to the development of
wave patterns in the axial direction, and the flow features become perfectly analogous
to the two-dimensional flow of a thin film down an inverted plane as studied by Lin and
Kondic [135]. Finally, we simulate the flow of a single drop down the outside of the
cylinder. Our results show that for drops with low volume, the cylinder curvature has
the effect of increasing drop speed and hence promoting the phenomenon of pearling. On
the other hand, drops with much larger volume evolve to form single long rivulets with a
similar shape to a finger formed in the aforementioned simulations.
Statement of joint authorship:
• Lisa Mayo helped design the methods, devised the algorithms for simulating the
thin film flow, implemented the subsequent computer programs and wrote most of
the manuscript.
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• Scott McCue conceived the study, helped design the methods, coordinated the
project, acted as corresponding author, and wrote much of the manuscript.
• Timothy Moroney helped design the methods, helped devise the algorithms for
simulating the thin film flow and helped draft the manuscript.
Chapter 4: Numerical solutions for thin film flow down the outside and
inside of a vertical cylinder
This chapter has been published as
Mayo LC, McCue SW, Moroney TJ. Numerical solutions for thin film flow down the
outside and inside of a vertical cylinder. ANZIAM Journal 54, C377-C393 (2013).
Abstract: We consider a model for thin film flow down the outside and inside of a verti-
cal cylinder. Our focus is to study the effect that the curvature of the cylinder has on the
gravity-driven instability of the advancing contact line and to simulate the resulting finger-
ing patterns that form due to this instability. The governing partial differential equation
is fourth order with a nonlinear degenerate diffusion term that represents the stabilising
effect of surface tension. We present numerical solutions obtained by implementing an
efficient alternating direction implicit scheme. When compared to the problem of flow
down a vertical plane, we find that increasing substrate curvature tends to increase the
fingering instability for flow down the outside of the cylinder, whereas flow down the in-
side of the cylinder substrate curvature has the opposite effect. Further, we demonstrate
the existence of nontrivial travelling wave solutions which describe fingering patterns that
propagate down the inside of a cylinder at constant speed without changing form. These
solutions are perfectly analogous to those found previously for thin film flow down an
inclined plane.
Statement of joint authorship:
• Lisa Mayo helped design the methods, devised the algorithms for simulating the
thin film flow, implemented the subsequent computer programs and wrote most of
the manuscript.
• Scott McCue conceived the study, helped design the methods, coordinated the
project, acted as corresponding author, and helped draft the manuscript.
• Timothy Moroney helped design the methods, helped devise the algorithms for
simulating the thin film flow and helped draft the manuscript.
Chapter 5: Simulating droplet motion on virtual leaf surfaces
This chapter has been published as
Chapter 1. Introduction 8
Mayo LC, McCue SW, Moroney TJ, Forster WA, Kempthorne DM, Belward JA, Turner
IW. Simulating droplet motion on virtual leaf surfaces. Royal Society Open Science 2,
140528 (2015).
Abstract: A curvilinear thin film model is used to simulate the motion of droplets
on a virtual leaf surface, with a view to better understand the retention of agricultural
sprays on plants. The governing model, adapted from Roy, Roberts and Simpson [206]
with the addition of a disjoining pressure term, describes the gravity- and curvature-
driven flow of a small droplet on a complex substrate: a cotton leaf reconstructed from
digitised scan data. Coalescence is the key mechanism behind spray coating of foliage, and
our simulations demonstrate that various experimentally observed coalescence behaviours
can be reproduced qualitatively. By varying the contact angle over the domain we also
demonstrate that the presence of a chemical defect can act as an obstacle to the droplet’s
path, causing break-up. In simulations on the virtual leaf, it is found that the movement of
a typical spray size droplet is driven almost exclusively by substrate curvature gradients.
It is not until droplet mass is sufficiently increased via coalescence that gravity becomes
the dominating force.
Statement of joint authorship:
• Lisa Mayo helped design the methods, devised the algorithms for simulating the
droplet motion, implemented the subsequent computer programs and wrote most
of the manuscript.
• Scott McCue conceived the study, helped design the methods, coordinated the
project, acted as corresponding author, and helped draft the manuscript.
• Timothy Moroney helped design the methods, helped devise the algorithms for
simulating the droplet motion and helped draft the manuscript.
• Alison Forster produced the videos for figure 5.1, and helped to contextualise and
interpret the results.
• Daryl Kempthorne scanned the cotton leaf, devised the algorithms for reconstructing
the leaf surface data and implemented the subsequent computer programs.
• John Belward and Ian Turner helped devise the algorithms for reconstructing the
leaf surface data.
All authors proofread the manuscript.
Chapter 6: Towards a model of spray–canopy interactions: Interception,
shatter, bounce and retention of droplets on horizontal leaves
This chapter has been published as
Dorr GJ, Kempthorne D, Mayo LC, Forster WA, Zabkiewicz JA, McCue SW, Belward
JA, Turner IW, Hanan J. Towards a model of spray–canopy interactions: interception,
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shatter, bounce and retention of droplets on horizontal leaves. Ecological Modelling 290,
94-101 (2014).
Abstract: Pesticides used in agricultural systems must be applied in economically viable
and environmentally sensitive ways, and this often requires expensive field trials on spray
deposition and retention by plant foliage. Computational models to describe whether
a spray droplet sticks (adheres), bounces or shatters on impact, and if any rebounding
parent or shatter daughter droplets are recaptured, would provide an estimate of spray
retention and thereby act as a useful guide prior to any field trials. Parameter-driven
interactive software has been implemented to enable the end-user to study and visualise
droplet interception and impaction on a single, horizontal leaf. Living chenopodium,
wheat and cotton leaves have been scanned to capture the surface topography and realistic
virtual leaf surface models have been generated. Individual leaf models have then been
subjected to virtual spray droplets and predictions made of droplet interception with the
virtual plant leaf. Thereafter, the impaction behaviour of the droplets and the subsequent
behaviour of any daughter droplets, up until recapture, are simulated to give the predicted
total spray retention by the leaf. A series of critical thresholds for the stick, bounce, and
shatter elements in the impaction process have been developed for different combinations
of formulation, droplet size and velocity, and leaf surface characteristics to provide this
output. The results show that droplet properties, spray formulations and leaf surface
characteristics all influence the predicted amount of spray retained on a horizontal leaf
surface. Overall the predicted spray retention increases as formulation surface tension,
static contact angle, droplet size and velocity decreases. Predicted retention on cotton is
much higher than on chenopodium. The average predicted retention on a single horizontal
leaf across all droplet size, velocity and formulations scenarios tested, is 18, 30 and 85%
for chenopodium, wheat and cotton, respectively.
Statement of joint authorship:
• Gary Dorr conceived the study, developed the spray simulation within an L–Studio
environment, wrote most of the manuscript, and acted as corresponding author.
• Daryl Kempthorne scanned the leaves, devised the algorithms for reconstructing the
leaf surface data and implemented the subsequent computer programs, and wrote
the corresponding section of the manuscript.
• Lisa Mayo investigated and developed models for droplet bounce and shatter, and
wrote the corresponding section of the manuscript.
• Alison Forster estimated and supplied the parameters for use as inputs into the
simulation.
• Jerzy Zabkiewicz provided assistance to verify the simulation model.
• Scott McCue assisted with the development of models for droplet bounce and shat-
ter.
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• John Belward and Ian Turner helped devise the algorithms for reconstructing the
leaf surface data.
• Jim Hanan provided assistance with development of the simulation within the L–
Studio environment.
All authors proofread the manuscript.
Chapter 7: Impaction of spray droplets on leaves: influence of formula-
tion and leaf character on shatter, bounce and adhesion
This chapter has been published as
Dorr GJ, Wang S, Mayo LC, McCue SW, Forster WA, Hanan J, He X. Impaction of
spray droplets on leaves: influence of formulation and leaf character on shatter, bounce
and adhesion. Experiments in Fluids 56 (2015).
Abstract: This paper combines experimental data with simple mathematical models
to investigate the influence of spray formulation type and leaf character (wettability) on
shatter, bounce and adhesion of droplets impacting with cotton, rice and wheat leaves.
Impaction criteria that allow for different angles of the leaf surface and the droplet impact
trajectory are presented; their predictions are based on whether combinations of droplet
size and velocity lie above or below bounce and shatter boundaries. In the experimen-
tal component, real leaves are used, with all their inherent natural variability. Further,
commercial agricultural spray nozzles are employed, resulting in a range of droplet char-
acteristics. Given this natural variability, there is broad agreement between the data and
predictions. As predicted, the shatter of droplets was found to increase as droplet size and
velocity increased, and the surface became harder to wet. Bouncing of droplets occurred
most frequently on hard to wet surfaces with high surface tension mixtures. On the other
hand, a number of small droplets with low impact velocity were observed to bounce when
predicted to lie well within the adhering regime. We believe this discrepancy between the
predictions and experimental data could be due to air layer effects that were not taken
into account in the current bounce equations. Other discrepancies between experiment
and theory are thought to be due to the current assumption of a dry impact surface,
whereas, in practice, the leaf surfaces became increasingly covered with fluid throughout
the spray test runs.
Statement of joint authorship:
• Gary Dorr conceived the study, helped perform the experiments, interpreted the
experimental data, wrote much of the manuscript, and helped to respond to reviewer
comments.
• Shuangshuang Wang performed the experiments, analysed the data, and contributed
to writing the experimental, results, and discussion sections.
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• Lisa Mayo investigated and developed models for droplet bounce and shatter,
wrote the corresponding section of the manuscript, helped to respond to reviewer
comments, and contributed to the writing of the literature review, results section,
and discussion.
• Scott McCue assisted with the development of models for droplet bounce and shat-
ter, helped draft the manuscript, helped to respond to reviewer comments, and
acted as corresponding author.
• Alison Forster helped to contextualise and interpret the results, respond to reviewer
comments, and proofread the manuscript.
• Jim Hanan provided assistance with interpretation of the experimental data, and
proofread the manuscript.
• Xiongkui He supervised the experiments.
Chapter 8: Spray retention on whole plants: modelling, simulations and
experiments
This chapter is in preparation as
Dorr GJ, Forster WA, Mayo LC, McCue SW, Kempthorne DM, Hanan J, Turner IW,
Belward JA, Barry M, Young J, Zabkiewicz JA. Spray retention on whole plants: mod-
elling, simulations and experiments. Pest Management Science (2015).
Abstract: Simulations from a combined spray and plant architecture model, incorpo-
rating an energy based model for droplet impaction, are compared to experimental data
obtained from spraying five mixtures via five different commercially available nozzles onto
three plant species ranging from easy-to-wet (cotton) through to hard-to-wet (wheat and
fat hen). The model correctly predicts retention to be highest overall on easy-to-wet cot-
ton, and lowest on wheat due to it being both difficult-to-wet and having long, narrow,
vertically oriented leaves. There is a trend in both measured data and the model pre-
dictions for retention to decrease with increasing droplet size, on all three plant species.
Spray formulation is correctly predicted to have little influence on retention by easy-to-wet
cotton plants, while adjuvants are correctly predicted to enhance retention by the harder-
to-wet wheat and fat hen plants. Good agreement can be achieved between the predicted
and measured retention. However, further work is required to obtain more appropriate
input parameters in the model, in particular those that characterise the properties of
droplet shatter upon impact with the leaf surfaces.
Statement of joint authorship:
• Gary Dorr conceived the study, developed the spray simulation within an L–Studio
environment, wrote much of the manuscript, and acted as corresponding author.
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• Alison Forster coordinated, helped perform, determined the results and provided the
statistics for the spray retention experiments, estimated and supplied the parameters
for use as inputs into the simulation, and helped draft the manuscript.
• Lisa Mayo investigated and developed models for droplet bounce and shatter,
wrote the corresponding section of the manuscript, and helped draft the relevant
discussion sections of the manuscript.
• Scott McCue assisted with the development of models for droplet bounce and shat-
ter, and helped draft the manuscript.
• Daryl Kempthorne scanned the leaves, devised the algorithms for reconstructing the
leaf surface data and implemented the subsequent computer programs.
• Jim Hanan provided assistance with development of the simulation within the L–
Studio environment.
• John Belward and Ian Turner helped devise the algorithms for reconstructing the
leaf surface data.
• Mark Barry and Joe Young helped with the methods for scanning the leaves and
extracting the surface data.
• Jerzy Zabkiewicz provided assistance to verify and interpret the simulation model,
and helped draft the manuscript.
All authors proofread the manuscript.
2 Literature review
2.1 Thin films
The adhesion of a spray droplet on a leaf surface does not guarantee retention [72, 83,
217, 283]; drops initially deposited on a leaf may run off for several reasons, such as
hydrophobicity of the surface encouraging beading and rolling [15], or an accumulation
of spray fluid leading to large, heavy drops that slide down inclines due to gravity [156]
(see chapter 5). Therefore the study of overall spray retention is incomplete without a
description of the post-impaction behaviour of droplets.
Oqielat et al. [176] simulated the movement of drops on a virtual leaf surface, constructed
from data points sampled from a real Frangipani leaf with a laser scanner. The motion
of the drop was driven primarily by an external gravitational force, which guided the
droplet motion essentially via a path of steepest descent over the triangulated substrate.
A crude one-dimensional thin film theory was used to approximate the height of the drop
and motion ceased when the height decreased below a critical value. The results were
compared to experiments and found to capture reality reasonably well.
Other studies of drop motion on topography include that by Wang et al. [259], who employ
a ‘virtual surface’ method to simulate droplet motion over curved surfaces including leaves,
Zhang et al. [287], who use a deformable surface model to simulate impacting drops as
well as drops moving on three-dimensional objects, Chen et al. [38], who use a particle
system and height map to simulate interaction between drops on a glass pane, and Yang
et al. [276], who simulate dynamic coupling between an entire virtual plant and many
impacting and sliding raindrops.
While Oqielat et al. [176] were motivated by agrichemical spray retention, the authors of
[38,259,276,287] were motivated by computer animation, with the use of heuristic methods
for the efficient (and in some cases, real-time [287]) simulation of fluid characteristics in
a physically plausible way. This body of research shows great promise for the realistic
simulation of droplets on complex surfaces, in ways that may be computationally feasible
for use within a spray simulation. However, there is still a need for models that embrace a
more complete description of the underlying physics behind droplet motion. To this end,
13
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Figure 2.1: A fluid droplet on a horizontal substrate. The inset illustrates the contact line, which is
formed by the three phase interface between fluid, solid, and air. If the droplet is sitting at rest, the angle
that the fluid makes with the substrate at the contact line is referred to the static contact angle θs.
we turn to the field of thin film flows, which typically involves the study and solution of
a reduced form of the Navier-Stokes equations for the motion of a fluid film. In section
2.1.1 we introduce the classical thin film equation and explore some preliminary matters
of mathematical interest. In section 2.1.2 we consider the implications of a moving contact
line and its inherent instability. Then in section 2.1.3 we return to the concept of sliding
droplets, and provide an overview of the existing literature on modelling them within the
thin film framework.
2.1.1 The thin film equation
The study of thin film flow is pertinent to applications in many fields. As the name
would suggest, thin films are characterised by a geometry in which one length scale of the
fluid body is significantly smaller than the others, with the coordinate in this direction
conventionally defined as the height scale. The exact nature of the film’s flow varies with
application, but gravitational, centrifugal or surface tension effects are common driving
forces [49, 177]. A simple but fundamental scenario sees a thin film driven along a dry
substrate by gravity. The three-phase interface where the fluid front, substrate and air
meet is referred to as the contact line (see figure 2.1), and it is often of interest to
understand how the shape of the contact line evolves as the film moves.
The (dimensionless) prototype equation for thin film flow is
∂h
∂t
= −∇ · (hn∇ (∇2h)) , (2.1)
where z = h(x, y, t) represents the position of the free surface of the fluid above the
substrate [112, 113, 233]. This nonlinear fourth order diffusion equation arises from con-
sidering the spreading flow of fluid on a horizontal plane, and is derived by exploiting
the disparity between height (H) and length (L) scales of the film. The small thin film
parameter  = H/L 1 is used to expand the Navier-Stokes equations in a perturbation
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series [172]. It is generally assumed that the dimensionless Reynolds number is of O(1)
or smaller (for a relatively viscous and slow-moving flow), and that the contact angle of
the fluid on the surface is very small (the small slope assumption, valid for a complete or
highly wetting fluid).
The nonlinear diffusion coefficient of (2.1) is hn, where the value of n is general, but
commonly we have n = 3 as a consequence of including surface tension in the model.
As h → 0, the right hand side of (2.1) vanishes, implying degeneracy. This means that
solutions to (2.1) may have compact support (i.e. solutions can take on a form where h = 0
for some of the domain and h > 0 for other parts), which is necessary for modelling of the
contact line [113]. It is also interesting to note that (2.1) lacks the maximum principle.
Consequently, solutions are not bounded from above or below, so there is no guarantee
that they will be nonzero everywhere regardless of the initial condition.
A standard boundary condition in fluid mechanics is the no-slip condition, which specifies
that at a solid boundary, the velocity of a viscous fluid is zero relative to that boundary.
This poses an obvious contradiction to the expected movement of the contact line; while
the no-slip condition implies that the contact line must be stationary on a stationary
substrate, this is clearly not observed in reality. This is a very well documented issue
known as the contact line paradox. There are existing theories about the mechanisms
behind moving contact lines, but the problem is not yet fully understood. Consequently a
number of ways to work around, or ‘regularise’, the problem have been proposed [20,64]. A
common regularisation involves a precursor film, in which the true contact line is removed
by prewetting the entire substrate with fluid of much smaller height than the bulk of the
film [113]. The precursor film regularisation is often preferred over other methods such as
the Navier slip regularisation due to both its ease of implementation and its computational
advantages [51,172]. Furthermore, precursor films are a real phenomenon, and have been
experimentally verified to form ahead of a spreading film either due to a condensation
of vapour [94] or surface diffusion of molecules [13]. See also [25, 184, 243] for further
discussion of the prewetting film.
2.1.2 Instability, fingers and pattern formation
Thin film flows are fascinating to physicists and mathematicians due to various insta-
bilities associated with the moving contact line. One very well-studied problem is the
case of the flow of a thin film down an inclined plane. Early and influential experimental
progress was made by Huppert [101], who observed that as a thin film propagates down
an inclined surface, the contact line begins to develop a fingering pattern with a roughly
constant distance between fingers. The strength of the instability behind this fingering
increases as the angle of incline (measured between the plane and the horizontal; see figure
2.2 (top right)) increases, and is evidenced by a transition from sawtooth shapes in the
contact line to straight-sided rivulets. This is illustrated by figure 2.2 (left), which shows
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Figure 2.2: Left: Experimental photos of a thin film of silicon oil flowing down a plane inclined at
5◦, 30◦ and 90◦ respectively. Source: Kondic and Diez [123]. Top right: A schematic of the profile of a
fluid film as it flows down a plane inclined by α. A capillary ridge is present at the advancing fluid front.
Bottom right: Growth rate σ versus transverse wavenumber q = 2pi/λ, as obtained by a typical linear
stability analysis. A mode of maximum growth has wavenumber qm, and a transition from unstable to
stable regimes occurs at the critical wavenumber qc.
fingering patterns formed at three inclinations in an experiment performed by Kondic and
Diez [123]. Similar experiments have also been performed in [31,103,122,232,240].
The (dimensional) thin film equation for gravity-driven flow down an inclined plane is
∂h
∂t
= − 1
3µ
∇ · [γh3∇∇2h− ρgh3∇h cosα+ ρgh3 sinαi] , (2.2)
where z = h(x, y, t) is the fluid height measured perpendicularly from the plane, µ is the
fluid viscosity, γ is surface tension at the fluid–air interface, ρ is density, g is acceleration
due to gravity, and α is the inclination angle of the plane. The gradient operator is defined
as ∇ = (∂x, ∂y), where x is the distance down the incline and y is the transverse direction.
Thus (2.2) describes flow in three spatial dimensions and full numerical simulations are
usually referred to as three-dimensional, despite the third dimension being dependent.
Linear stability analyses for (2.2) have been performed in [19, 136, 232, 235, 250, 257] to
investigate the relationship between the gravity-driven instability and the formation of
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fingers in the contact line. Linear stability analysis predicts a range of transverse per-
turbation wavelengths (λ) for which the growth rate (σ) is positive. Perturbations to
the contact line that fall within this range will evolve into a finger or sawtooth pattern.
Linear stability analysis shows that there exists a wavelength corresponding to maximum
growth, which is usually reported via the wavenumber qm = 2pi/λm. However, below a
critical wavelength (or above a critical wavenumber, qc = 2pi/λc), negative growth values
mean the regime is stable, and the perturbed contact line will evolve back to an unper-
turbed state. Figure 2.2 (bottom right) illustrates the results of a typical linear stability
analysis.
Two-dimensional solutions of (2.2) assume independence of the transverse direction y and
consider the evolution of the fluid profile; see figure 2.2 (top right). This approach neglects
patterning at the contact line, but allows insight into the fundamental nature of the flow.
Early experimental observations by Johnson et al. [103] show that the fluid profile exhibits
a ‘hump’ at the fluid front immediately behind the contact line. This capillary ridge is the
primary peak of a heavily damped wave, and varies in size according to the inclination
angle of the plane α, with higher angles producing larger humps. Numerical results
in [52, 67, 119, 257] confirm this phenomenon for inclined planes with 0◦ < α ≤ 90◦, and
additionally demonstrate that the profile rapidly reaches a steady-state (travelling wave)
formation. The height of the capillary ridge can be directly related to the strength of the
instability, and Wagner and Mu¨nch [257] show that there exists a small but finite critical
value of α below which the capillary ridge vanishes, corresponding to a stable contact
line (in theory). However, experimental results almost always show pattern formation
below these critical angles. This can be explained by the fact that the eigenvalue analysis
performed in linear stability analysis fails to recognise transient growth in the contact
line, such as microscopic scale perturbations that occur in the substrate and are amplified
as the fluid passes over [19, 118]. Lin and Kondic [135] demonstrate that free surface
instabilities will develop when the inclination angle of the plane is increased beyond 90◦
so that the fluid is on the underside of the plane (an inverted plane). In this regime,
various wave patterns form behind the capillary ridge.
Full numerical simulations of (2.2) reproduce the experiments in [31,101,103,122,123,232]
and support linear stability analyses. Three-dimensional flow of an unstable advancing
contact line on an inclined plane has been simulated in [52,119,124] for gravity-driven flow,
in [67,288] for gravity-driven flow with contact angle effects, in [122,123] for flow on pat-
terned substrates, in [67,133] for thermal gradient-driven flow (also known as Marangoni
flow), in [48, 66] for surfactant-driven flow, and in [230] for surface tension gradient- and
topography-driven flow, among others. Lin and Kondic [136] simulated flow on an in-
verted plane, and observed an interaction between the fingering instability at the contact
line and free surface instabilities. The fingering instability has also been considered on
curved substrates such as cylinders, both rotating [68, 69] and stationary [154, 155, 232]
(see chapters 3 and 4), and spheres [240].
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The advancing contact line is seen to be perfectly stable (with no formation of fingers)
in all numerical simulations unless some artificial perturbation is imposed on the system,
in order to replicate microscopic perturbations that would be present in reality. These
imposed perturbations may be prescribed in the form of an initial condition that is nonuni-
form in the transverse direction [52,119,124,136], or physical and chemical heterogeneities
in the substrate [123,230,288]. Instability typically increases with the inclination angle α,
leading to fingers that continuously grow in length [119]. It is also possible to find nontriv-
ial travelling waves for smaller α, where patterns exist in the contact line but at some point
cease growth and continue to flow in the same formation indefinitely [52,67,119,124,218].
Kondic and Diez [52,119] note that their numerical results show eventual complete surface
coverage for any inclination angle, despite the fact that nonuniform coverage is regularly
observed in experiments and applications. However, de Bruyn [31] notes that incomplete
coverage is generally only observed in experiments using partially wetting or nonwetting
fluids, while highly wetting fluids (which are consistent with the derivation of (2.2)) do
in fact see complete coverage.
As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the simplest and most common method for dealing with
the contact line paradox when solving (2.2) and others in the same family of equations, is
the precursor film method, although slip models are occasionally used as well [257]. Diez
et al. [51] note that the accuracy of computational solutions is rather insensitive to the
choice between precursor film and slip models, and in fact that computational performance
favours the precursor film. However, if this film is not sufficiently thin, it may affect the
behaviour and instability of the fluid front. As the precursor thickness b is decreased,
the moving front encounters a larger resistance and the size of the capillary ridge grows,
resulting in a larger instability [122]. Kondic and Diez [119] have analysed this in detail,
noting that large precursor thicknesses result in the tips of the emerging patterns moving
slower than expected, while the speed of the roots is increased. Therefore if b is too
large, flows at high angles may be surprisingly stable, and even resemble flows at lower
angles. Bertozzi and Brenner [19] suggest that b = 10−3 or b = 10−4 are appropriate
(dimensionless) values, since b should represent the scale of microscopic physics in the
problem, such as surface roughness or van der Waals interactions. Similarly, experimental
measurements of precursor films range from 1 to 100 nm [219,243]. However, the work of
Kondic and Diez [119] shows that a decrease of the nondimensional precursor thickness to
10−2 units (i.e. 1% of the representative film height) is enough to render the speed of the
roots and tips independent of b. Furthermore, smaller values of b lead to computational
difficulties due to convergence issues, which require very fine grids to compensate for the
reduced precursor film thickness [119].
2.1.3 Sliding droplets
While fingering instabilities provide a great deal of insight into the mathematical and
practical implications of the thin film equation (2.1) and its variations (2.2), the primary
concern of the ARC Linkage Project is the movement of droplets. The evolution of drops
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on a solid substrate has long been studied mathematically and experimentally. However,
much of the early work has been concerned with spreading [241] and pinning [22, 79],
and coalescence between sessile drops [121,131,225]. Other studies have considered drops
running down inclines, but only in the regime of a completely non-wetting fluid [144,195].
It was not until relatively recently that partially-wetting drops running down an inclined
surface at significant velocities, in the absence of pinning, was considered.
Podgorski et al. [182] were motivated by the fact that partially-wetting running drops
had received little attention in the literature, despite the simplicity of the experiment (in
principle). In practice, however, the steady movement of drops down an incline requires
very careful preparation of the substrate in order to minimise heterogeneities of the surface
that cause variations in the contact angle and encourage hysteresis. The static contact
angle θs, which is determined by molecular interactions that take place between materials
at the three-phase interface (see figure 2.1), is notoriously difficult to measure accurately
since in most material systems there exists an interval [θs,r, θs,a] (where θs,r < θs < θs,a)
within which the contact line does not move [25, 64, 84]. Contact angle hysteresis refers
to this nonuniqueness of the static contact angle. In the context of drops running down
inclines, hysteresis is usually measured by finding the maximum inclination at which a
drop will remain stationary. Then, hysteresis is computed by the difference between the
static advancing (maximal) contact angle θs,a at the front contact line, and the static
receding (minimal) contact angle θs,r at the rear contact line. Since hysteresis inhibits the
motion of drops below a critical substrate inclination, it must be minimised to approach
the ideal case of θs,a = θs,r = θs. Podgorski et al. [182] use a glass plate coated with a
fluoropolymer to reduce the hysteresis of silicon oil droplets to about 10◦. By using a
change in plate inclination to vary drop velocity, a range of steady and transient shapes
were observed. At low velocities, drops travelled down the incline in a circular or oval
formation. An increase in velocity caused drops to deform and develop a corner at the
trailing edge which, at a critical velocity, reached a minimum in-plane half-angle of about
φ = 30◦ before jumping to a cusp. At even higher velocities, a tail is released at the rear
of the drop, which breaks up due to a Rayleigh-type instability. This process is known as
pearling. Podgorski et al.’s experimental results are shown in figure 2.3 (left).
These transitions in the rear of a sliding drop – from corners to cusps to pearling – are
closely related to the well-studied problem of a plate being withdrawn from a pool: at
low velocities the contact line is horizontal and steady, and at higher speeds a sawtooth
pattern emerges, releasing small drops from the tip of each peak [24]. The transition to a
sawtooth pattern, which is essentially a series of corners in the contact line, is theorised to
postpone a transition to fluid entrainment, in which the dynamic receding contact angle
vanishes. The formation of a corner achieves this by allowing the contact line to move
normally to itself at the critical velocity for entrainment, while the plane itself moves at
a higher velocity. Podgorski et al. [182] suggested that the corner transition of a running
drop occurs for the same reason.
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Figure 2.3: Left: Drops sliding down a plate at increasing velocity (performed by increasing plate
inclination). A transition from an oval shape, to a cornered rear, to a cusp, and then to pearling occurs as
the velocity increases. Source: Podgorski et al. [182]. Right: A photograph of a spinach leaf with drops
of various volumes deposited onto the surface. Image provided by PPCNZ.
To expand on Podgorski et al.’s work [182], Le Grand et al. [132] used an improved
experimental setup to further investigate sliding drops. The corner regime was found to
have a conical structure with a rounded tip of high curvature and a non-zero receding
contact angle, contradicting the assumption of a vanishing angle at the wetting transition.
However, the experiments did confirm that the contact line in the corner region retains
a constant normal velocity that is equal to the critical transition velocity. Contrary to
Podgorski et al.’s measurement of φ = 30◦, Le Grand et al. observed that the minimum
in-plane half-angle of the corner was consistently 45◦.
The contact angles considered in the experiments of [132, 182] were in the vicinity of
θs = 45
◦, for a relatively easy-to-wet system, and the fluids (silicon oils) were fairly viscous.
Puthenveettil et al. [189] performed similar experiments with the intention of investigating
more capillary- and inertia-driven droplet motion, by working with larger contact angles,
and less viscous and faster-moving drops. In their experiments for water on fluoropolymer-
coated glass (θs = 90
◦), no corner, cusp, or pearling regimes were observed. Instead, there
was a direct transition from an oval shape to a rivulet at the rear. This is likely due, at
least in part, to the large contact angle hysteresis of 35◦. This hysteresis causes pinning
at the rear of the drop, which prevents the contact line from maintaining the critical
normal velocity required for corner formation. For mercury on glass (θs = 140
◦), an oval
transitioned to a corner, then a cusp, and then a rivulet with no pearling. In this case
hysteresis was very low at 6◦. The corner regime in mercury drops resembled a cone
with a rounded tip and the in-plane half-angle of the corner immediately before the cusp
transition was φ = 45◦, providing very good agreement with the findings in [132].
Additional notable experiments of the corner–cusp–pearling transition have been per-
formed by Winkels et al. [267] within the context of immersion lithography technology,
where optical resolution is enhanced by using water to fill the gap between a lens and
silicon wafer.
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Several authors have used a thin film model to produce numerical simulations of the
corner–cusp–pearling transitions described in [132,182,189,267]. The governing equation
of the flow is commonly of the form
∂h
∂t
= − 1
3µ
∇ · [γh3∇∇2h− ρgh3∇h cosα+ ρgh3 sinαi]−∇ · [h3∇Π] , (2.3)
which is identical to (2.2) for flow on an incline, apart from the addition of a disjoining
pressure term Π, which takes the form
Π =
2γ
Hb
(1− cos θs)
[(
Hb
h
)3
−
(
Hb
h
)2]
. (2.4)
The parameter θs is the contact angle of the drop resting at equilibrium on a horizontal
surface (often also referred to as θe), H is the representative height scale of the prob-
lem, and b is the dimensionless precursor film height (and hence Hb is the dimensional
precursor film height).
The introduction of disjoining pressure into the model is necessary to accurately model
the contact line motion, particularly in the receding portion of the droplet, since the
complete wetting assumption (θs = 0) of (2.2) prevents dewetting of the substrate. By
prescribing a contact angle in (2.3), the fluid is allowed to be partially wetting so that
the rear contact line of the droplet may move along the substrate. Disjoining pressure
describes fluid–solid and fluid–fluid intermolecular forces within the contact region, and
gradients arise when these forces vary with film thickness [243]. In (2.4), the first term (in
square brackets) represents liquid–solid repulsion, while the second describes attractive
forces. A stable film thickness exists at h = Hb, and Π → 0 as we move sufficiently
far from the contact line and towards the bulk of the film (i.e. as h increases). Thus
(2.4) is only effective in the immediate contact line region. While there are many forms
of disjoining pressure used in the literature [49, 84, 177, 243], the above two-term form
is often chosen for these types of simulations due to its ease of implementation and its
compatibility with a precursor film regularisation.
Schwartz et al. [222] used (2.3) to simulate drops sliding down a vertical plane and varied
the droplet volume to reproduce the various experimental observations of [182]. For
relatively small volumes, the drops quickly assumed a steady shape and velocity. A
critical volume was found which signalled the transition from a cusp to pearling. With
increasing volume, Schwartz et al. observed that pearling would first occur as a neat trail
of uniformly-sized and spaced satellite drops, and then in a more irregular manner, with a
mixture of smaller and larger satellite drops. If large enough, the satellite drops coalesce
and interact with each other. By increasing drop volume even further, an additional
regime was observed in which the rear of the drop becomes practically pinned in place
(despite the presence of disjoining pressure), and a long rivulet of fluid drips from the
front.
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Koh et al. [115] also used (2.3) to simulate droplets sliding down inclined and vertical
planes. Much like Schwartz et al. [222], they demonstrated steady-state and pearling
behaviours depending on plane inclination angle and drop size. The measured velocity of
each drop was used for comparison with experimental data from [132, 182]. While Koh
et al.’s simulations were qualitatively similar to the experimental findings in [132, 182],
in the sense that various sliding regimes were reproduced, Koh et al. could not obtain
very close quantitative agreement with experiments. This is due to the impracticality of
prescribing a numerical precursor film level that is commensurate with experiments (in
reality, a prewetting film is typically of the order of 1 to 100 nm [219,243]), and the fact
that an unnaturally large precursor film results in an increased velocity of the simulated
drops. Koh et al. [115] also modelled contact angle hysteresis through the prescription of a
spatially varying contact angle in the two-term disjoining pressure, based on information
about the current motion of the drop.
A similar hysteresis model was employed by Veremieiev et al. [255] to simulate the flow
of bio-pesticide droplets on foliage. This work was motivated by the addition of entoma-
pathogenic nematodes to spray formulations to kill pests that are detrimental to crops.
Due to the low concentration of entomapathogenic nematodes used in a spray, Veremieiev
et al. assumed that their presence would not cause the fluid to be inhomogeneous or
non-Newtonian. Furthermore, the ‘leaf’ surface considered was simply estimated by an
inclined plane. The novelty of the work was instead in the retention of inertial terms in
the Navier-Stokes equations, which allowed the description of thin film flow without the
requirement for a low or zero Reynolds number (this was an extension of their own pre-
vious work in [254]). Simulations showed that the presence of inertia appears to extend
the time a sliding drop takes to relax into a steady shape and velocity.
Ahmed et al. [1] also used (2.3) with a hysteresis model to simulate droplet motion down
inclined surfaces. In the advancing (front) portion of the drop, θs,a was prescribed in the
disjoining pressure (2.4), and similarly θs,r was prescribed for the receding (rear) portion.
The addition of hysteresis was seen to decelerate the drop and delay pearling.
In a similar vein, Schwartz [219] and Schwartz and Eley [220] demonstrated that a spatially
varying contact angle in (2.4) could cause a droplet on a horizontal surface to sponta-
neously spread or even split into smaller pieces. Similar to Koh et al. [115], the timescale
of their simulations was much smaller than observed in reality due to the presence of an
unrealistically large precursor film.
A variation of (2.3) was studied by Schwartz et al. [221] to model the surfactant-driven
motility and break-up of drops on a horizontal plane. Glass et al. [89] also considered
surfactant effects, as well as evaporation, in the context of pesticide delivery to foliage.
They employed a surface profile function to incorporate the effect of topographical features
on droplet movement, such as channels and microscopic plant surface characteristics,
although the surface was still largely approximated by a plane and lacked curvature.
Gaskell et al. [80] considered droplet motion influenced by an interplay of contact angle
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and topographic heterogeneities (the latter of which were also implemented with a surface
profile function), demonstrating the possibility of driving preferential spreading patterns.
Lee et al. [129] simulated the flow of films and drops as obstructed by large occlusions.
Simple surface topographies have also been utilised to demonstrate the stick-slip motions
of two-dimensional droplets [213], which are mostly known to occur on surfaces with
chemical heterogeneities (such as a spatially-varying contact angle) [215,248]. Savva and
Kalliadasis [214] combined both topographic and chemical heterogeneities of the two-
dimensional surface to demonstrate these dynamics, and showed that chemical gradients
could cause a droplet to move uphill. They stated that an ideal homogeneous substrate
could not cause droplet pinning, as substrate heterogeneities are the principle source of
contact angle hysteresis.
There has clearly been a wealth of research into droplet motion in response to various
physical and chemical characteristics, even in the context of movement on leaf-like sur-
faces. However, many of these surfaces are highly simplified, either due to the use of a
triangulated surface produced from three-dimensional scans (which is essentially just a
series of inclined planes) [176], the use of a surface profile function which allows the user
to prescribe channels, troughs, and obstacles in an otherwise planar substrate [80,89], or
the use of a simple curved substrate like a cylinder or sphere [68, 69, 154, 155, 232, 240].
Figure 2.3 (right) shows a photograph of a spinach leaf with several water drops sitting
on its surface. Clearly, some plant species have a considerably complex shape which can-
not be reproduced with simple methods. A drop moving on this spinach leaf is going to
encounter an interplay between gravity and substrate curvature that has not yet received
much attention in the literature, at least in this context.
Roy and Schwartz [207], Roy et al. [206] and Roberts and Li [201] derived a thin film
model in a curvilinear coordinate system. The model accurately describes fluid motion
in response to gradients in substrate curvature on an arbitrarily curved surface, as well
as gravity and inertia. It is a generalisation of (2.2), and the derivation assumes a special
coordinate system in which lines of principal curvatures are orthogonal. Thus the model
lends itself well to flow on simply curved substrates (cylinders, spheres, tori), but not to
substrates like our spinach leaf which have umbilical points (points of the substrate where
two principal curvatures coincide). Following Roy et al., Thiffeault and Kamhawi [249]
presented the same curvilinear model in nonorthogonal form, for use when the curved
substrate does not have orthogonal lines of curvature. This model allows for much more
arbitrary topography, but it has not yet been applied to anything as complex as a virtual
leaf.
2.1.4 Numerical methods
Kondic and Diez’s relatively early (between 2001 and 2005) numerical studies of (2.2),
for the three-dimensional simulation of fingering instabilities on an inclined plane, em-
ployed traditional finite difference schemes for the discretisation of spatial derivatives and
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the Crank-Nicolson scheme for temporal discretisation [52,119,120,122–124]. The result-
ing system of nonlinear algebraic equations was linearised using Newton-Kantorovich’s
method with the biconjugate gradient method for the iterative solution of linear systems.
In [119], Kondic and Diez stated that this numerical scheme may take between 15 hours
to produce a smaller simulation, to a couple of weeks for larger simulations consisting of
105 grid points.
Due to the computational intensiveness of this method, alternative numerical schemes
have been developed for more efficient solution of higher-order nonlinear equations like
(2.2). One such scheme is known as Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI), and involves an
approximate factorisation of the evolution equation. Witelski and Bowen [269] present a
family of ADI schemes for the solution of higher-order nonlinear diffusion equations, which
can be easily generalised for use with (2.2) and its variations. The concept is to factorise
the evolution equation into two parts, so that only one of the two spatial operators is
implemented implicitly in each part. In some cases these two steps may be considered as
half time steps, and so ADI may be referred to as either an operator - or time-splitting
method. Due to the operator-splitting nature of the scheme, each so-called half time
step essentially describes the solution of a system of one-dimensional problems, by taking
successive x and y sweeps of the domain. The fourth-order nature of (2.2) means that its
solution under an ADI scheme requires only the solution of sets of pentadiagonal linear
systems.
The use of ADI schemes in the solution of (2.2) actually appeared a few years before
Kondic and Diez first simulated fingering instabilities in [52,119]. In 1998, Schwartz [219]
and Schwartz and Eley [220] used an ADI scheme to find solutions to (2.3) for the simu-
lation of droplet motion and splitting in response to substrate heterogeneities (recall that
(2.3) is identical to (2.2) apart from the addition of disjoining pressure). In 2000, Eres
et al. [67] had also produced simulations of fingering on an inclined plane with an ADI
scheme. Subsequent relevant applications of ADI include the sliding drop simulations
of [222], the fingering patterns on cylinders in [69, 154, 155], and the fingering and free
surface instabilities simulated on an inverted plane in [136].
Although ADI has proved a useful device in many studies of thin film flow, an increasing
number of researchers opt for a multigrid method instead. Mutigrid methods solve differ-
ential equations on a hierarchy of grids G0, G1, ..., GM , where GM is the finest grid (with
the largest number of grid points) on which the solution is desired. Thus the problem on a
coarser grid Gk (where k < M) approximates the same problem on GM . Furthermore, an
even coarser grid Gj (where j < k) approximates the problem on Gk, and so on. This phi-
losophy leads to a recursive two-grid process. First, given an approximation of the exact
solution on a fine grid, high frequency errors are smoothed with a relaxation method such
as Gauss-Seidel. The residual is then restricted to a coarser grid, where a solution for the
error can be obtained with relative efficiency. The error is then interpolated back to the
fine grid and used to correct the fine-grid approximation of the solution. The multigrid
method and its various algorithms have been well documented in [28,266], among others.
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Of particular relevance to thin film flows in the current context is the collaborative work
of Gaskell, Thompson, Sellier, Lee, Jimack et al. [43, 80–82, 89, 127–130, 224]. Gaskell
et al. [80] first applied multigrid methods to the problem of droplet spreading in 2004.
The numerical solver was further refined throughout [81, 82, 127, 128, 130], with with an
increasing focus on parallelisation. Applications of this solver include sliding drops in
[1,89,115,255], and thin film flow past occlusions and over topography in [82,128–130,224].
In [43], Cowling et al. evaluated the comparative efficiency of time-splitting and multigrid
methods. They found that, for a benchmark drop-spreading problem, a multigrid method
with a coupled form of (2.3) (i.e. with the governing fourth-order equation represented
as two second-order equations) performed the most efficiently. This was followed by a
time-splitting scheme performed with (2.3) in its uncoupled form.
2.2 Impaction models
In 1875, Worthington [270] was the first to carefully document and publish a wide array
of shapes produced by impacting droplets. Inspired by a conversation with a colleague
regarding some interesting patterns formed by falling drops, Worthington reproduced the
observations himself by releasing drops of milk and mercury onto a glass plate smoked by a
candle flame. He observed an array of different phenomena, such as the formation of fluid
‘arms’ around the circumference of a spreading drop, which then broke up into smaller
drops. This was all achieved by performing the experiment in comparative darkness,
viewing the shapes at impact in the momentary light of an electrical spark, and drawing
the results. From 1894 onwards, Worthington was able to use photography to better
capture impaction phenomena and confirm his drawings [271]. In recent times, the rapid
rise of high speed imaging technology has made observation of these processes accessible
in greater detail than ever before. This has revealed a myriad of dynamics that occur
between the fluid, solid and gas phases on spatial and temporal scales that were previously
unobservable. High speed video is now widely used to study droplet impaction, and with
advances in theoretical and numerical approaches, the subject is becoming increasingly
well-studied [149].
In this chapter we provide a review of droplet impact experiments and the methods used
to describe the observations mathematically. In section 2.2.1 we introduce the concept
of a single droplet approach, in which the spray is assumed to be a superposition of
individual impaction events. In section 2.2.2 we consider the various potential outcomes
of an impaction (namely adhesion, bounce, and splash), and review methods that have
been developed to predict them.
2.2.1 Single droplet approach
Droplet impaction is the first hurdle to spray retention on leaves. Consequently, impaction
models are of great interest to those within the industry of agricultural spraying. The
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appropriateness of an impaction model is, however, often determined by its ability to pro-
duce realistic results quickly. This is due to the complexity of spray simulation software,
in which plant architecture, air turbulence and droplet trajectory tracking routines run
alongside impaction models for potentially thousands of drops [55, 217, 244]. A common
simplification employed within impaction models is to consider the spray as a superpo-
sition of many single droplet impactions. This eliminates the complexities of interaction
between drops, which tends to be highly variable and difficult to model.
A single droplet approach is necessary for developing the foundations of knowledge of
droplet impaction; by neglecting the influence of neighbouring droplets, it is possible to
study the effect of factors such as impact velocity and impingement angle independently
and in a more deterministic manner. However, it is also worth admitting the faults of
this assumption, since a spray does not behave exactly as a summation of individual
droplets. In particular, Moreira et al. [162] argue that dense sprays often involve inter-
actions between drops of dissimilar diameters, velocities and impingement angles, and so
many of the essential phenomena are likely to be neglected if single droplet superposition
is assumed. In single droplet experiments, a droplet is typically impinged onto an undis-
rupted solid or fluid surface and the resulting spread and/or splash is roughly symmetric
in appearance [23,173]. In the reality of spray impingement, droplets are often deposited
on rippling films created by prior splashes [203], or in proximity to other droplets that
are impacting in the same instance of time [105]. This results in much more irregular
and asymmetric outcomes, and often even helps to increase the prevalence of splashing
beyond what would be expected from single impacts.
Noting these criticisms, Kalantari and Tropea [105] proposed an empirical model for spray
impact which employed mean statistics over many events rather than those based on single
drop impact experiments. This approach not only helped to account for collisions between
droplets themselves, but also allowed for the effect of an accumulating film of fluid on the
target: an essential factor that has been the focus of very few studies [162]. Nevertheless,
since Kalantari and Tropea’s model is purely empirical, it provides little insight into the
physical mechanisms behind interaction. Furthermore, an empirical model by its nature
is only applicable within the scope of the experiment in which it was fitted (with perhaps
some careful extrapolation). For our industry partners in the agrichemical field, it is of
utmost importance to develop models for use in future spray scenarios involving any new
configuration of plant, fluid, and other such relevant conditions.
While single droplet impact modelling may not be entirely realistic, it does provide the
simplification necessary to investigate impaction in a more deterministic, process-oriented
manner. The little-understood physics behind droplet impaction can only be uncovered
in this way, and only when they are better understood can we hope to accurately model
interaction in a more generalised setting, without resorting to largely empirical models.
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2.2.2 Adhesion, bounce and splash
The simplest single droplet impaction scenario sees a drop impinging a dry, solid, hori-
zontal surface from directly above. If the surface is sufficiently smooth, the droplet will
expand radially from the point of impact as momentum is redirected from the downward
direction (into the surface) to the outward direction (tangential to the surface). As the
droplet spreads it typically forms a fluid lamella which is bounded by a rim around the
circumference [11, 148, 199]. Fingers or lobes of fluid may form in the rim as a result
of instability, which can break away and become secondary drops (splash/shatter). If
splash does not occur, the drop will continue to spread until all kinetic energy has been
dissipated by viscous forces. At this point the drop sits momentarily at rest [148], with a
large amount of surface energy due to the increased surface area of the fluid. Surface ten-
sion will then cause the droplet to recoil, first in the rim region, which collects fluid from
the lamella in its retraction. Depending upon the physical properties of the fluid and its
relationship with the solid, the droplet may oscillate before settling to an equilibrium on
the surface (adhesion), or it may recoil rapidly enough to eject from the surface (bounce).
Thus, there are three general outcomes of a droplet impaction: adhesion, bounce or
splash [149, 159, 192, 277]. However, each of these regimes may occur in a variety of
forms. A few examples are illustrated by figure 2.4, obtained from [88]. Row (a) shows
a drop impacting a smooth, easy to wet, surface. A classic lamella and rim forms, and
the drop spreads radially to reach an equilibrium state. In (b), a drop impacts a rough
surface instead, which prevents even spreading and causes the drop to break up soon
after impaction. This is known as a prompt splash. In (c), a crown splash occurs, where
secondary drops break away from a sheet of fluid ejected from the circumference of the
lamella. In (d) we see receding break-up, where the secondary drops are produced in the
recoil stage. Finally, in (e) and (f), we observe partial and complete rebound, respectively.
Many factors may influence the outcome of impaction. Most notable are the fluid prop-
erties (density, viscosity, and surface tension), surface properties (wettability, roughness,
compliance, and wet vs. dry), and the size, velocity, and impingement angle of the droplet
itself. Experiments to study the adhesion, bounce and shatter criteria of droplets are per-
formed under controlled circumstances, with parameters varied systematically. Mao et
al. [148] and Rioboo et al. [198, 199] studied droplets of various fluids impacting various
dry surfaces at a normal angle (90◦ between the surface tangent and the impact trajec-
tory). They observed impact phenomena much like those illustrated in figure 2.4, and
summarised the influence that various parameters (droplet size and velocity, fluid sur-
face tension and viscosity, and surface roughness and wettability) played in producing
these outcomes. Aziz and Chandra [12] studied the effect of impact angle and substrate
temperature on the impact of molten metal droplets, and observed similar rebound and
shatter results as those for room temperature fluid impacting an unheated surface. Like
Mao et al. and Rioboo et al., Sˇikalo et al. [228] also analysed a range of fluid droplets
impacting surfaces normally, but focused on the kinematics of the moving contact line
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Figure 2.4: Experimental photos of droplet impactions. A range of behaviours are observed due to a
variation of droplet, fluid, and surface properties. In particular, three types of splash are pictured, as well
as two types of bounce, and one example of adhesion. Source: Gipperich et al. [88].
during spreading. Sˇikalo et al. [229] then considered impact onto inclined surfaces and
observed an increased tendency for full and partial rebound as the impact became more
oblique. Due to the obliqueness, they also observed sliding during spreading. For oblique
impact onto highly hydrophobic surfaces, Antonini et al.’s [7] findings agree that oblique-
ness enhances bounce. In addition to deposition, sliding, and rebound, their experiments
demonstrated impact regimes such as rolling drops and rivulets. Other authors have con-
sidered normal [41,173,200,258] and oblique impaction [134,174] onto films of fluid, which
in the context of agrichemical spraying would be representative of droplets impacting a
site prewetted by other drops. In this case splash becomes prevalent, although bounce
may also occur under certain circumstances [42, 87, 289]. Rein, [192], Yarin [277] and
Marengo et al. [149] provide comprehensive reviews of impaction experiments to date.
It is well known that droplet, fluid, and surface properties are critical in determining the
outcome of a droplet impaction. More recently, there has been increasing investigation
into the role that an air layer, present between the impinging drop and the surface, can
play in the event. In some cases it has been shown that the air layer can remain intact
and prevent coalescence between the fluid and solid. This may lead to rebound even when
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the drop’s kinetic energy is low [87], or when the surface is highly wettable [117]. When
coalescence does occur, the film of air may fail to drain entirely and a bubble may become
trapped within the fluid, in turn influencing the impaction outcome [116, 146, 193]. The
pressure of the gaseous atmosphere surrounding the droplet has also been identified as an
important factor in impaction, specifically in the context of enhancing and suppressing
splash [194,272].
In light of the many experimental impaction studies, there have been, and continue to
be, many attempts to model the process mathematically. Some authors have developed
impressive three-dimensional simulations of droplet impaction; numerical simulations in
[27,141,145,170,179,279,280] appear to realistically mimic droplet spread, splash, rebound
and even interaction between multiple droplets. The problem here, however, is that such
simulations are performed either by solving the Navier-Stokes equations (with the volume
of fluid method to track the fluid–air interface), or with a particle-based Lattice Boltzmann
method. Both numerical techniques are far too computationally intensive for use in large
spray simulations.
Therefore we are primarily interested in models of a lower complexity, which generally
involves representing the droplets in lower dimensions. Naturally, many assumptions
must be made to achieve this. Most commonly, the form of the spreading droplet is
approximated by a basic geometric shape. This type of modelling has led to a family of
one-dimensional ordinary differential equations that describe the spreading and receding
motions of an oscillating drop through a single parameter: either the radius or height.
Some authors employ spherical cap [21, 111, 178] and cylinder models [111, 143], while
others opt for a more realistic lamella and rim [11]. Attane´ et al.’s [11] use of a crude
lamella and rim geometry, along with their consideration of dissipation due to the rolling
motion of the rim, proved to perform better than the spherical cap and cylinder model
predecessors when compared to experimental results. In [159], Mercer et al. extended the
Attane´ model by including a very simple criterion for bounce.
Although these one-dimensional models only require the solution to an ordinary differen-
tial equation, for which many efficient algorithms are readily available, they are still not
always tractable in large spray scenarios where many droplet impingements must be con-
sidered at once. Many algebraic models for the calculation of maximum spread diameter
have been published [34, 39, 143, 216], but most are overly simplified, largely empirical,
and do not include a criterion for bounce. Mao et al. [148] developed a simple model by
considering energetics at several key stages of the droplet impact process: immediately
before impact, at maximum spread, at maximum recoil, and after bounce. Conservation
of energy led to an easily-solvable cubic equation for maximum spread diameter, and
an algebraic equation to predict the tendency for bounce. Although their model was
semi-empirical (due to the fitting of a dissipation term), it proved to be more broadly
applicable than existing spread diameter models when compared to impaction data from
various published studies.
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In addition to spread and bounce, the modelling of splash is also of great importance.
Many relations have been proposed in the literature as threshold criteria for splashing.
These criteria are usually based on dimensionless numbers such as the Reynolds (Re),
Weber (We), Ohnesorge (Oh) and capillary (Ca) numbers, since they characterise the
relative magnitude of various forces acting on the droplet (namely the inertial, viscous,
and surface tension forces) [193]. It is generally accepted that a drop will splash if the
inertial forces during the spreading stage of impaction are significant enough to overcome
the capillary effects that hold the fluid together [162]. A family of models of the form
K = WeαReβ , (2.5)
(or some similar function involving any two of Re, We, Oh and Ca, since they are all
related) arises from this concept, where α, β are constants and splash is predicted if the
value of K exceeds a critical value Kcrit. Splash models in this family include [23,163,239,
252] for impact onto a dry surface, and [41, 252, 278] for impact onto a wet surface. The
parameters Kcrit, α and β must be empirically fitted to data, hence the range of different
models in the literature. Forster et al. [74] offer a solution to this, at least for use with
Mundo et al’s [163] splash criterion
K = We1/2Re1/4 , (2.6)
by providing a formula to estimate Kcrit with contact angle measurements of standardised
formulations (20% and 50% acetone) on the particular surface of interest. In this way,
the value of Kcrit reflects wettability properties of the surface, while the dimensionless
parameters reflect the droplet and fluid properties.
It is also of great interest to predict post-splash events – the number of secondary droplets
that the primary drop will break into, their individual size, ejected direction, and velocity
– as they play a significant role in secondary recapture of droplets by plants. Linear
stability analysis has been useful in the first point; if it is assumed that the droplet rim
forms unstable fingering patterns in the spreading process, the number of fingers should
correspond to the number of satellite droplets produced. A number of mechanisms have
been theorised as the cause of instability in the spreading droplet rim, each leading to
slightly different predictions for the number of splashed droplets. Rieber and Frohn
[197] found that the number of satellite droplets observed in their numerical simulations
agreed well with predictions based on Rayleigh theory, an instability stemming from a
column of fluid’s tendency to minimise surface tension when perturbed. On the other
hand, the Rayleigh-Taylor or Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities have also been identified as
possible mechanisms for splashing [3, 12, 286], while Yarin and Weiss suggest a nonlinear
amplification mechanism [278]. Yoon and DesJardin [281] provide a summary of several
linear stability theories for droplet splash, in addition to a simple energy balance to predict
the momentum of the secondary droplets once the desired theory is chosen. As yet, only
ad hoc-type methods have been used to approximate the exit direction of each of the
secondary droplets.
Part 1
Thin films
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3 Gravity–driven fingering simulations for a thin
liquid film flowing down the outside of a vertical
cylinder
This chapter has been published as
Mayo LC, McCue SW, Moroney TJ. Gravity-driven fingering simulations for a thin
liquid film flowing down the outside of a vertical cylinder. Physical Review E 87, 053018
(2013).
Abstract
A numerical study is presented to examine the fingering instability of a gravity-driven
thin liquid film flowing down the outer wall of a vertical cylinder. The lubrication ap-
proximation is employed to derive an evolution equation for the height of the film, which
is dependent on a single parameter, the dimensionless cylinder radius. This equation is
identified as a special case of that which describes thin film flow down an inclined plane.
Fully three-dimensional simulations of the film depict a fingering pattern at the advancing
contact line. We find the number of fingers observed in our simulations to be in excellent
agreement with experimental observations and a linear stability analysis reported recently
by Smolka and SeGall [232]. As the radius of the cylinder decreases, the modes of pertur-
bation have an increased growth rate, thus increasing cylinder curvature partially acts to
encourage the contact line instability. In direct competition with this behaviour, a decrease
in cylinder radius means that fewer fingers are able to form around the circumference of
the cylinder. Indeed, for a sufficiently small radius, a transition is observed, at which
point the contact line is stable to transverse perturbations of all wavenumbers. In this
regime, free surface instabilities lead to the development of wave patterns in the axial
direction, and the flow features become perfectly analogous to the two-dimensional flow
of a thin film down an inverted plane as studied by Lin and Kondic [135]. Finally, we
simulate the flow of a single drop down the outside of the cylinder. Our results show that
for drops with low volume, the cylinder curvature has the effect of increasing drop speed
and hence promoting the phenomenon of pearling. On the other hand, drops with much
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larger volume evolve to form single long rivulets with a similar shape to a finger formed
in the aforementioned simulations.
3.1 Introduction
Mathematical modelling of the flow of a thin film of viscous fluid is of significant interest
for practical reasons, with a plethora of applications to tear film dynamics [29], gravity
currents [102] and coating flows [265], just to mention a few. Further, these flows are fas-
cinating to physicists and mathematicians due to various instabilities associated with the
moving contact line and the rich form of resulting patterns. Depending on the dominant
physics at play, the contact line instabilities and corresponding patterns can be driven by
gravity, centrifugal forces, Marangoni forces, or thermal effects, for example (see [49,177]
for full reviews); in the present study we consider a gravity-driven instability which is
resisted by the effects of surface tension and aided by substrate curvature.
While the present paper is concerned with flow of a thin liquid film down the outside
of a vertical cylinder, the bulk of the relevant literature concerns the well-studied case
of flow down an inclined plane. Early and influential experimental progress was made
by Huppert [101], who observed that as a thin film propagates down an inclined surface,
the contact line (the three-phase moving interface where the front of the film, air, and
substrate meet) begins to develop a fingering pattern with a roughly constant distance
between fingers. The strength of the instability behind this fingering increases as the
angle of incline increases.
To study the problem of flow down an incline analytically, much progress has been made
by applying the lubrication approximation to derive the governing equation
∂h
∂t
= −∇ · [h3∇ (∇2h)]+D∇ · [h3∇h]− ∂
∂z
(h3) , (3.1)
where y = h(x, z, t) represents the dimensionless fluid height [19, 96, 250]. Here ∇ =
(∂x, ∂z), where z measures distance down the incline and x is the transverse direction,
along the width of the plane on which the fluid is flowing. The first term on the right-
hand-side (RHS) of (3.1) represents the contribution from surface tension while the second
and third correspond to that from gravity.
Equation (3.1) is a fourth-order partial differential equation (PDE) with a nonlinear
degenerate diffusion term. It is derived by scaling all lengths in the y direction with
respect to a representative film height H (typically related to the initial condition), all
lengths in the x and z directions with respect to L = (γH/ρg sinα)1/3, and assuming
 = H/L  1. Here γ is the surface tension, ρ is the fluid density, g is acceleration
due to gravity, and α > 0 is the angle of incline. Time and velocities are scaled by
T = 3µ(γ/ρ4g4H5 sin4 α)1/3 and W = L/T , respectively, where µ is the fluid viscosity. In
this form (3.1) has one dimensionless parameter, D = (3Ca)1/3 cotα, where Ca = µW/γ
is the capillary number. The sign and magnitude of D indicate the inclination of the
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plane, with D > 0 corresponding to a plane inclined in the range 0 < α < pi/2 and D < 0
corresponding to an inverted plane with α > pi/2. For the special case D = 0, the inclined
surface is vertical, leading to
∂h
∂t
= −∇ · [h3∇ (∇2h)]− ∂
∂z
(h3) . (3.2)
Here and throughout the following, γ, ρ and µ are held constant.
Important linear stability analyses for (3.1) are performed in [19, 235, 250] to investigate
the relationship between gravity-driven instability and the formation of fingers in the
contact line. Of particular relevance to our study, we note that there exist travelling wave
solutions h = h0(z − ct) that propagate down the inclined plane with constant speed c
and a constant shape that is independent of the transverse direction across the incline.
By employing the travelling wave solution as a ‘base state’ for the three-dimensional
flow, a linear stability analysis can be undertaken that obtains the growth rate σ for
imposed perturbations, or modes, on the fluid front. Each mode of wavelength λ in the
transverse direction corresponds to a value of σ, and growth rates are typically related
to the wavenumber q = 2pi/λ. It is found that σ = 0 for q = 0, but increases with
q up to a maximum of σ∗ at q = q∗, and then decreases until σ = 0 at q = qc. For
q > qc, the growth rate σ < 0, and thus modes with sufficiently small wavelengths are
all stable. For 0 < q < qc, a mode is unstable with σ > 0. For the special case of a
vertical plane with D = 0, the dimensionless wavelength of the most unstable mode is
roughly λ∗ = 2pi/q∗ ≈ 12.5 (recall that for D = 0, transverse lengths have been scaled by
L = (γH/ρg)1/3).
Full numerical simulations of (3.1) support the linear stability analyses in [19, 235, 250].
With an initial condition that consists of a randomly perturbed contact line, nonlinear
solutions of (3.1) exhibit the fingering patterns observed in nature, with the average
distance between growing fingers roughly equal to λ∗ = 2pi/q∗. For the vertical wall case
D = 0, the length of the fingers appears to increase for all time, while for an inclined
plane with D > 0, the pattern length appears to eventually saturate, with the solution
approaching a nontrivial travelling wave profile in the long-time limit [52, 119, 124, 218].
More recently, and importantly for our own study, solutions to (3.1) for D < 0 (α > pi/2)
have been analysed, corresponding to flow down an inverted plane [135,136]. These present
a coupling between fingering instabilities at the contact line and surface instabilities in
the form of waves (in the z direction) on the film’s free surface.
Here our goal is to provide a link between the above studies and the problem of thin
film flow down a vertical cylinder, characterised by an advancing contact line, for which
the major contribution is documented recently by Smolka and SeGall [232]. Smolka and
SeGall perform experiments using both complete-wetting silicon oil and partial-wetting
glycerin which clearly demonstrate fingering. Figure 3.1 illustrates the results of one of
these experiments, in which a fluorescent dye is added to the fluid in order to distin-
guish between fluid and substrate. In addition, Smolka and SeGall apply the lubrication
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Figure 3.1: Silicone oil fingers developing around the circumference of a cylinder in an experiment
performed by Smolka and SeGall [232]. The front of the cylinder is pictured in the centre while two
reflections are shown to either side for a circumferential view of the contact line. Adapted from [232] with
permission from the American Institute of Physics.
approximation to derive a governing equation for the film height. They undertake a lin-
ear stability analysis that provides a relationship between the growth rate and size of
perturbations in the contact line, predicting the number of fingers that form about the
circumference of the cylinder as a function of the fluid properties and the cylinder’s radius.
However, no numerical solutions to the full nonlinear problem have yet been published;
it is only through such simulations that we can better understand the effect of substrate
curvature on finger formation for longer times.
In section 3.2, we make the assumption that  = H/L  1, where H is a typical film
height and L is the length scale L = (γH/ρg)1/3, to derive the governing equation
∂h
∂t
= −∇ · [h3∇ (∇2h)]− 1
Rˆ2
∇ · [h3∇h]− ∂
∂z
(h3) , (3.3)
for the flow of a thin liquid film down the outside of a vertical cylinder, where y = h(θ, z, t)
is the dimensionless height of the film measured from the cylinder wall, ∇ = ( 1
Rˆ
∂θ, ∂z),
and the dimensionless parameter is
Rˆ = R
(
ρg
γH
)1/3
, (3.4)
where R is the dimensional radius of the cylinder. Equation (3.3) differs from the corre-
sponding PDE presented in [232] because the radial coordinate is scaled by L rather than
R, and due to the definition of the small parameter as  = H/L rather than  = H/R.
We prefer our approach as it is more consistent with the majority of studies for flow down
an inclined plane [19,52,119,124,135,136]. In particular, an advantage of (3.3) is that in
the limit Rˆ→∞ (infinitely large radius), the governing equation immediately reduces to
(3.2), recovering the well-studied problem of flow down a vertical plane. The governing
equation in [232] does not have this property.
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Interestingly, (3.3) is precisely the cylindrical form of (3.1) with the parameters D and
Rˆ connected via D = −1/Rˆ2. In fact, (3.3) is simply a special case of (3.1) in the
following sense. Due to a cylindrical geometry, the domain associated with (3.3) must be
periodic and have a width of Lθ = 2piRˆ (i.e. the cylinder circumference). Thus there is a
dependency between the parameters Rˆ and Lθ. On the other hand, (3.1) has no necessary
dependency between its parameter D and domain width Lx.
The relation D = −1/Rˆ2 implies that flow down the outside of a vertical cylinder shows
characteristics of flow down an inverted plane (recall that D < 0 corresponds to flow down
a plane that has an inclination angle of greater than pi/2). Thin film flow down an inverted
plane has been studied in [135, 136]. We illustrate that, despite the evolution equations
being identical, the dependency of Rˆ and Lθ in (3.3) leads us to different conclusions
about the instability of the contact line than those presented for flow down an inverted
plane. We note that the limiting cases of the two problems differ greatly; flow down a
vertical cylinder of decreasing radius (Rˆ → 0) encounters a beading phenomenon due to
the Rayleigh-Plateau instability, while fluid on highly inverted planes (D → −∞) will
completely detach from the substrate. The current equations (3.1) and (3.3) are not valid
in these extreme regimes, however.
We note that our derivation requires that H  R (or  Rˆ) in addition to H  L. For
a sufficiently small cylinder radius Rˆ = O(), the derivation of (3.3) is no longer valid.
Further, for the complementary regime Rˆ  O(), in which the radius of the cylinder
is much less than the film thickness, the well-studied flow without an advancing contact
line resembles axially symmetric beads or drops flowing down a fibre or wire. There are
a number of experimental and theoretical studies in this area, revealing multiple flow
regimes due to the interplay between various instabilities [47, 50, 62, 63, 114, 210, 231].
As a summary of the link between the studies, we note, for example, that Craster and
Matar [47] derive an evolution equation for h(z, t) by assuming R+H  (γ/ρg)1/2 (where
here (γ/ρg)1/2 is the capillary length scale), so that either flow down a narrow fibre with
a relatively thick film, or flow down a larger cylinder with a relatively thin film, may be
considered. Our derivation applies under the two assumptions that both H  (γ/ρg)1/2
and H  R, which means that our evolution equation does not apply for arbitrarily small
radii R. In the overlapping regime, Craster and Matar [47] observe that their governing
equation reduces to (in our dimensionless variables)
(
1 +
h
Rˆ
)
∂h
∂t
= − ∂
∂z
[
h3
(
1 +
h
Rˆ
)
×
(
1
(Rˆ+ h)2
∂h
∂z
+
∂3h
∂z3
+ 1
)]
(3.5)
(their equation (2.17)). For Rˆ = O(1) and   1, this equation further reduces to the
axially symmetric version of (3.3) (given later by (3.29)), as expected. Thus, while this
immediate regime has been treated by other authors, we emphasise that all such studies
are for either axially symmetric flows or do not involve an advancing contact line (in fact
for almost all studies, both are true) and so do not give rise to the fingering instabilities
treated here.
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We present our numerical scheme in section 3.3.1. In section 3.3.2 we treat the axially
symmetric version of (3.3). A precursor film model is used to treat the moving contact line,
as has been done in many related studies in which the fluid is assumed to be completely
wetting and no explicit contact angle is prescribed [19,52,119,124,135,136]. These axially
symmetric solutions are equivalent to those for the problem of two-dimensional flow down
an inverted plane [135]. They are particularly relevant for cylinder radii less than roughly
Rˆ = 0.96 (for the precursor film height used in our simulations), which turns out to be the
parameter range in which all transverse perturbations to a fully three-dimensional film
are stable. The possible two-dimensional flow regimes include travelling wave solutions
with no free surface waves (see figure 3.3(a)), solutions with transient free surface waves
that travel faster than the front itself (see figure 3.3(b) and figure 3.4), and a complicated
film profile that has a capillary ridge at the front followed by a constantly moving window
of periodic waves (see figure 3.3(c),(d)).
Next, in section 3.3.3 we provide fully numerical results to (3.3) computed using an
alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme that uses transversely perturbed travelling
wave solutions as initial conditions. Our results confirm the linear stability predictions
in [232] for the number of fingers that form for a given radius Rˆ. As Rˆ decreases, the
growth rate of each mode of perturbation increases, and thus we see that increasing the
substrate curvature has the effect of promoting the instability at the contact line. In this
respect, our problem exhibits behaviour that is in agreement with the analogous problem
of flow down an increasingly inverted incline, as we would expect [135, 136]. However,
as the cylinder radius Rˆ decreases, the dependency between Rˆ and the domain size Lθ
affects the qualitative behaviour of the flow. Specifically, the number of fingers that form
around the cylinder decreases as the domain contracts. There is ultimately a cylinder
radius below which only one finger forms; in our numerical simulations this transition to
a single finger occurs roughly Rˆ = 3.05 (corresponding to R = 0.38 cm for silicon oil using
parameters in [232]), while a further decrease to roughly Rˆ = 0.96 (R = 0.12 cm for the
same experiments) sees a transition from one finger to an axisymmetric contact line with
no fingers. Below Rˆ = 0.96, all transverse perturbations to the travelling wave solution
decay in time. The implication is that the contact line becomes stable to fingering when
the radius becomes sufficiently small. This is a result that is not observed in [135, 136]
for flow down an inverted plane since there is no dependency between their parameter D
and the domain size for that problem.
Finally, in section 3.4 we briefly consider the problem of a single drop sliding down a
vertical cylinder. We introduce a disjoining pressure term to the model, which operates in
conjunction with the precursor model but also allows for the prescription of an equilibrium
contact angle. This in turn allows the simulation of more realistic behaviour at the contact
line of a three-dimensional sliding drop, as demonstrated in [115,222]. Our results suggest
that decreasing the cylinder radius Rˆ has the effect of increasing the drop speed, which
for smaller drops promotes the phenomenon of pearling. We show that larger drops tend
to a shape which is similar to a single finger formed from perturbing a moving front.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the coordinate system, illustrating flow down the outside of a cylinder from
both front and plan perspectives.
The paper is closed in section 3.5 with a short discussion, including some remarks on the
problem of thin film flow down the inner wall of a cylinder.
3.2 Derivation of lubrication model
In this section we utilise the same assumptions and scalings involved in deriving (3.1) to
derive (3.3), the equivalent model for the flow of a thin liquid film down the outer wall of
a vertical cylinder of dimensional radius R.
In a cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z), with z pointing in the direction of gravity, we
denote the velocity components by (u, v, w) and the pressure by p. The free surface of the
film is measured radially from the cylinder surface, and the modified radial coordinate
y = r − R is introduced so that we may consider flow on the interval 0 < y < h(θ, z, t),
where y = 0 corresponds to the cylinder surface and y = h(θ, z, t) to the film’s free surface.
An illustrative schematic is shown in figure 3.2.
The key to applying the lubrication approximation is to exploit the disparity in height
and length scales of the film by assuming that the ratio  = H/L is a small quantity,
where H is a representative height scale of the film and L is a representative length scale
in both the axial and azimuthal directions. This approach is equivalent to that taken
in [19, 52, 119, 124, 135, 136] for the case of flow down an inclined, vertical, or inverted
plane, but differs slightly from Smolka and SeGall [232], who instead used R in place of
L, thus assuming that ¯ = H/R is the small parameter. A consequence of the lubrication
approximation is that the film is assumed to have small slopes, requiring that the fluid is
highly wetting.
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Following [19,52,119,124,135,136], the problem is nondimensionalised as follows:
(rˆ, zˆ, tˆ) =
(
r
L
,
z
L
,
t
T
)
, (uˆ, vˆ, wˆ) =
( u
W
,
v
W
,
w
W
)
, yˆ =
y
H
, pˆ =
p
P
. (3.6)
Note that to be consistent with [19,52,119,124,135,136], the radial coordinate r has been
scaled by L. In the cited works, the transverse direction x is scaled by L. To scale the
radial coordinate similarly, we identify that x = Rθ establishes the relationship between
the transverse distance on a plane to the distance about the circumference of the cylinder.
Further, since the film on the outer wall of the cylinder is assumed to be very thin, we
may say that x ≈ rθ. The scaling xˆ = x/L then leads us to rˆ = r/L as an appropriate
scaling for the radial coordinate that is consistent with studies of flow down an inclined
plane (although a different scaling to rˆ = r/R, which is more traditionally seen for flow
on cylinders [68,69,232,264]). The characteristic velocity, pressure, length and time scales
are
W =
ρgH2
3µ
, P =
ρgL
3
, L =
(
γH
ρg
)1/3
, T =
L
W
, (3.7)
and the small parameter is defined by
 =
(
ρgH2
γ
)1/3
, (3.8)
which is the Bond number. The scaled radial coordinate can be written as rˆ = Rˆ + yˆ
where Rˆ = R/L.
The above scalings are applied to the governing continuity and Navier-Stokes equations
for a Newtonian fluid to give the following (from here we neglect the hat notation for
nondimensional variables except Rˆ):
1
r
∂
∂y
(ru) +
1
r
∂v
∂θ
+
∂w
∂z
= 0 , (3.9)
3Re
(

∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂y
+ 
v
r
∂u
∂θ
+ w
∂u
∂z
− v
2
r2
)
=− ∂p
∂y
+ 2
1
r
∂
∂y
(
r
∂u
∂y
)
+ 4
1
r2
∂2u
∂θ2
+ 4
∂2u
∂z2
− 4 u
r2
− 23 1
r2
∂v
∂θ
, (3.10)
2Re
(
∂v
∂t
+ u
∂v
∂y
+
v
r
∂v
∂θ
+ w
∂v
∂z
+ 
uv
r
)
=− 1
r
∂p
∂θ
+
1
r
∂
∂y
(
r
∂v
∂y
)
+ 2
1
r2
∂2v
∂θ2
+ 2
∂2v
∂z2
− 2 v
r2
+ 23
1
r2
∂u
∂θ
, (3.11)
2Re
(
∂w
∂t
+ u
∂w
∂y
+
v
r
∂w
∂θ
+ w
∂w
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂z
+
1
r
∂
∂y
(
r
∂w
∂y
)
+ 2
1
r2
∂2w
∂θ2
+ 2
∂2w
∂z2
+ 3 .
(3.12)
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The Reynolds number, Re = ρWL/µ, arises naturally here. Its magnitude is assumed
to be of O(1) or smaller due to the relatively slow-moving and viscous nature of the
fluid. Consequently, the reduced Reynolds number, 2Re, is negligibly small and allows
the omission of the inertial effects from the problem. If we further assume that all terms
of O() and higher provide little contribution to the description of the flow, the problem
reduces significantly to
∂u
∂y
+
1
Rˆ
∂v
∂θ
+
∂w
∂z
= 0 , (3.13)
∂p
∂y
= 0 , (3.14)
∂2v
∂y2
=
1
Rˆ
∂p
∂θ
, (3.15)
∂2w
∂y2
=
∂p
∂z
− 3 . (3.16)
Written in this form, the equations are perfectly analogous to those governing flow down
an inclined plane [19,52,119,124,135,136]. They are solved with the aid of the following
scaled boundary conditions (given in more detail in [68]):
1. On the outer wall of the cylinder, the standard no-slip condition is applied. This
gives
u = v = w = 0 , (3.17)
at y = 0.
2. Shear stresses are set to zero at the free surface of the film. Once nondimension-
alised, this condition becomes
∂v
∂y
+O() = 0 ,
∂w
∂y
+O() = 0 , (3.18)
at y = h.
3. At the free surface, normal stress is balanced by both pressure and surface tension,
giving
p =
3
Rˆ
− 3
Rˆ2
h− 3
Rˆ2
∂2h
∂θ2
− 3∂
2h
∂z2
+O() , (3.19)
at y = h. Note that the first term on the RHS of (3.19) disappears due to the ∂p/∂θ
and ∂p/∂z terms in (3.15) and (3.16).
4. As fluid cannot pass through its own boundary, the kinematic condition is also
imposed on the free surface boundary. This is of the form
∂h
∂t
+
v
Rˆ
∂h
∂θ
+ w
∂h
∂z
= u , (3.20)
at y = h.
After some algebra, the evolution equation for the flow is found to be (3.3) with the
dimensionless cylinder radius Rˆ given by (3.4). Recall that our model is valid only in the
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lubrication limit  1. Even in this case, the model will break down for Rˆ = O() since
(reverting momentarily to our hat notation) (3.3) is derived by assuming yˆ  Rˆ, where
yˆ = O(1). It is important to note that the corresponding thin film equation derived by
Smolka and SeGall [232] for flow down the outside of a vertical cylinder differs from ours.
For comparison, their evolution equation is:
(1 + ¯h¯)
∂h¯
∂t¯
= − ¯
3B¯o
∇¯ · [h¯3∇¯ (h¯+ ∇¯2h¯)]− 1
3
∂
∂z¯
(
h¯3 + ¯h¯4
)
. (3.21)
The overbar notation used here denotes variables and parameters under Smolka and
SeGall’s scaling and definition. As noted previously, their thin film parameter ¯ = H/R is
different from our  = H/L. As a consequence, the distinction between the two evolution
equations is the appearance of the ¯h¯ multiplying the temporal derivative, and the ¯h¯4
term on the far right of (3.21). These two terms, which appear in (3.21) but not in (3.3),
can be retrieved using our approach if we were to keep all terms of O() as well as the
terms of O(1). However, due to the difference in scaling between our approach and that
in [232], the retention of O() terms in our working introduces even more additional terms.
Under the scalings of Smolka and SeGall, these other terms are of O(¯2), which is why
they do not appear in (3.21).
We prefer the current evolution equation, (3.3), due to the direct relationship with the
equation for flow down an inclined plane, (3.1). In fact, (3.3) and (3.1) are identical, except
that the former is represented in cylindrical coordinates and the latter in Cartesian: the
transverse direction on a plane is given by x = Rˆθ and so ∂x =
1
Rˆ
∂θ. The relationship
between the parameters in the two equations, D = −1/Rˆ2, demonstrates that an increase
in substrate curvature on the cylinder is analogous to an increase in the inversion of a
plane. In the large radius limit, 1/Rˆ2 vanishes and we obtain the equation for flow down
a vertical plane as we would expect, since substrate curvature disappears. The evolution
equation presented by Smolka and SeGall [232] does not have these properties.
3.2.1 Boundary conditions
Equation (3.3) is incomplete without the provision of boundary conditions for the edges
of the domain. The conditions we have imposed along the top and bottom of the cylinder
are
h(θ, 0) = 1 , h(θ, Lz) = b , (3.22)
hz(θ, 0) = 0 , hz(θ, Lz) = 0 . (3.23)
The first of these in (3.22) enforces a constant-height condition at the top of the cylinder.
The second condition in (3.22) enforces the presence of a precursor film of height b ahead
of the moving fluid front. This precursor film ‘regularisation’ has been set in place to
avoid the contact line paradox: a contradiction that is encountered when the contact
line is expected to move along a substrate on which the no-slip condition has previously
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been enforced. The precursor film regularisation serves to remove the true contact line by
prewetting the entire substrate with fluid of much smaller height than the bulk of the film.
Thus the true problem with a moving contact line at h = 0 exists in the limit b→ 0, but
we can still obtain a reasonable representation of the moving contact line by considering
the region where the bulk of the fluid meets the precursor layer. In the case where
complete wetting of the fluid is assumed, such as here, the precursor film regularisation
is often preferred over other methods such as the slip regularisation due to both its ease
of implementation and its computational advantages [51, 172]. While we would like to
use the smallest value possible of the precursor film thickness parameter b when solving
our governing equation, it happens that very small choices of b can be computationally
intensive, requiring fine grid spacing to properly resolve the fluid front [119, 232]. The
required resolution is not necessarily a serious obstacle for our two-dimensional simulations
but is particularly costly in the full three-dimensional computations to follow. We found
that the smallest value of b which could be used without dramatically increasing run time
in the full simulations was roughly 0.07. Coincidentally, Smolka and SeGall also used
b = 0.07 in [232].
The remaining two boundary conditions, presented in (3.23), state that the fluid surface
has zero slope in the axial direction at either end of the domain. Finally, (3.3) is subject to
periodic boundary conditions on the lateral edges of the domain to reflect the continuous
nature of the circumference.
3.3 Analysis and simulations
The following subsections present numerical solutions of (3.3). To make comparisons with
Smolka and SeGall [232], we note their parameters for silicon oil, γ = 21.9 dyn/cm and
ρ = 0.986 g/cm3, as well as their experimentally measured representative fluid height
H = 0.085 cm. We choose to simulate their silicon oil experiments since silicon oil
is a complete wetting fluid, which is consistent with our model assumptions. Smolka
and SeGall used the radii R = 0.159, 0.318, 0.635, 0.953, 1.27 and 3.81 cm in their
experiments. These translate to the dimensionless radii Rˆ = 1.28, 2.56, 5.10, 7.66, 10.21
and 30.62 (of course, other combinations of γ, ρ, H and R can also give these values of
Rˆ). It is important to point out that with the given parameters, the small parameter is
calculated as  = 0.68, which is rather a large value given our stated assumption that
  1. However, the results in the following sections show the strong resilience of the
lubrication model in its ability to still produce solutions that are in very good agreement
with theory and experiment. The given range of radii is acceptable for the second model
requirement that  Rˆ.
Section 3.3.1 details the numerical approach utilised to solve (3.3). Section 3.3.2 treats
the axisymmetric version of (3.3) in order to gain an understanding of the base flow in
the absence of transverse perturbations. Section 3.3.3 then returns to the full problem
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of interest, and investigates the manifestation of gravity-driven instability as fingering
patterns in the advancing contact line of the film.
3.3.1 Numerical scheme
To solve (3.3) efficiently, we choose to employ an ADI method. ADI methods have proved
to be valuable in producing timely and accurate solutions to thin-film-type equations
[136, 137, 219, 222]. Witelski and Bowen [269] review and test a number of ADI schemes
for fourth-order nonlinear diffusion equations; we make use of the non-iterated version of
the scheme they denote as pL1, which factorises (3.3) into the following form
Lθw =− δt
{
∇ ·
[
(h(n))3∇
(
∇2h(n)
)]
+
1
Rˆ2
∇ ·
[
(h(n))3∇h(n)
]
+
∂
∂z
[(h(n))3]
}
, (3.24)
Lzv = w , (3.25)
h(n+1) = h(n) + v . (3.26)
Equations (3.24)–(3.26) are solved in sequence at each time step in order to update the
solution from h(n) to h(n+1). The linear operators Lθ and Lz are defined by
Lθ =1 +
δt
Rˆ4
∂θ
[(
h(n)
)3
(∂θ + ∂θθθ)
]
, (3.27)
Lz =1 + δt∂z
[(
h(n)
)3( 1
Rˆ2
∂z + ∂zzz
)]
+ 3δt
(
h(n)
)2
∂z , (3.28)
and are obtained by splitting the spatial operators into distinct θ and z parts. As a
result, (3.24)–(3.26) sequentially solve a family of one-dimensional problems by way of θ-
and z-direction sweeps of the discretised domain. We have discretised Lθ and Lz using a
second-order finite difference scheme, which leads to linear pentadiagonal systems to be
solved in each iteration of (3.24) and (3.25), as detailed in [269].
We treat the nonlinear prefactors in (3.27)–(3.28) explicitly by evaluating them at time
t(n). Alternatively, (3.24)–(3.26) may be iterated at each time step in order to gain suc-
cessive estimates of h(n+1) to use in place of h(n). This modification allows the method to
remain pseudolinear and yet behave like a fully implicit backward-Euler scheme. However,
the iterative version significantly increases the computational load and has been shown
to provide little improvement to the stability and accuracy of the scheme [137,269]. Thus
we take the non-iterative approach.
A ‘moving window’ approach has been taken in the following three-dimensional simula-
tions in order to reduce computational expense [222]. Due to the precursor film regular-
isation, the moving contact line of the fluid film is not tracked explicitly as it would in
a true moving boundary problem, but rather ‘captured’ in a stationary domain as the
interface between the precursor film and the main body of fluid [223]. As a result, there
are generally vast regions of uniform film height that occur ahead of and behind the con-
tact line in which computations have a negligible contribution to the overall solution, but
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take valuable time to resolve. The moving window arrangement seeks to overcome this
expense by shifting a small computational domain along with the moving flow front in
order to focus computational work on the fingering instabilities that are of interest, and
avoid extraneous calculations.
3.3.2 Two-dimensional simulations
Before we interpret three-dimensional solutions of (3.3), it is important to understand
the fundamental nature of the base flow. To achieve this, we remove the complication of
fingering at the contact line by considering an axisymmetric geometry. Hence we assume
θ-independence in the evolution equation, (3.3), to obtain
∂h
∂t
= − ∂
∂z
[
h3
∂
∂z
(
∂2h
∂z2
+
h
Rˆ2
)
+ h3
]
. (3.29)
While (3.29) has one independent spatial variable z, the dependent variable h describes the
second dimension of the film: the height. Thus, the numerical solution is conventionally
considered two-dimensional in most of the literature, with three-dimensional solutions
defined similarly.
Equation (3.29), or similar versions, has been used to investigate very thin films flow-
ing down fibres for some time (see [78], for example), but most have not focused on
the dynamics near an advancing contact line. As mentioned above, recent attempts at
understanding the role of the contact line are given by Smolka and SeGall [232], who
solved an analogous equation for flow down the outside of a vertical cylinder, and Lin and
Kondic in [135], who solved the Cartesian form of (3.29) in the context of flow down an in-
verted plane. Note that for axisymmetric flow the inherent cylindrical domain restriction
Lθ = 2piRˆ is not imposed, and so the solutions of the equivalent equation in [135] apply
directly to our own. Therefore we only briefly review the key features here to present the
reader with some insight to the nature of the flow in preparation for section 3.3.3.
Both [232] and [135] showed that there exist travelling wave solutions to (3.29). To
search for the travelling waves, we can write h(z, t) = h0(ξ), where ξ = z− ct and c is the
wavespeed, and obtain the translationally invariant travelling wave ordinary differential
equation (ODE)
−cdh0
dξ
+
d
dξ
[
h30
(
d3h0
dξ3
+
1
Rˆ2
dh0
dξ
+ 1
)]
= 0 . (3.30)
Equation (3.30) must then be solved for the axisymmetric travelling wave solution h0(ξ).
The boundary conditions h0 → 1 as ξ → −∞ and h0 → b as ξ → +∞ allow the wavespeed
to be calculated as c = 1+b+b2, which means the speed of the travelling wave is dependent
only on the precursor film thickness b, and tends to unity in limit as b→ 0.
In this section we demonstrate the effect that increasing substrate curvature (decreasing
cylinder radius) has on the shape of the fluid profile and relate this to flow down an
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inverted plane. Since we consider parameter regimes for which time-dependent solutions
do not necessarily evolve to travelling wave solutions, we solve the full PDE (3.29) directly
and simply present (3.30) for completeness.
Figure 3.3 shows numerical solutions of (3.29) for cylinders of four different radii. For
comparison, the equivalent fluid profile for flow down a vertical plane is also imposed
(dashed line), computed from the x-independent form of (3.2).
In figure 3.3(a), for a cylinder radius of Rˆ = 1.28 (corresponding to the smallest radius
investigated in [232]), the cylindrical and planar profiles are very similar in shape. In fact,
for any radius greater than this value, the two profiles are practically indistinguishable.
Therefore, the cylinder radius does not need to be particularly large before the axially
symmetric problem tends to behave like two-dimensional flow down a vertical plane. The
profile snapshot shown in figure 3.3(a) is taken at dimensionless time t = 60, at which the
profile has long approached a travelling wave. We found that the profile will tend to this
shape regardless of the initial condition as long as it satisfies the boundary conditions,
(3.22)–(3.23). The main feature of the travelling wave is a large ridge at the fluid front
resulting from capillary effects. The capillary ridge is slightly larger on the cylinder than
the plane, implying a stronger contact line instability [119]. For the true travelling wave
solution, valid on an infinite domain −∞ < ξ <∞, the capillary ridge actually forms the
primary maximum of an infinite number of (heavily damped) oscillations of fluid height
behind the fluid front [17]. A careful view of figure 3.3(a) shows that these oscillations are
slightly more pronounced on the cylinder than the plane, although they still damp out
very quickly. This feature again suggests a stronger instability for flow down the cylinder,
as it is the precursor to the development of the free surface waves which are pictured in
the remaining plots.
The remaining three plots in figure 3.3 are presented to illustrate the effect of decreasing
the cylinder radius further, thereby exaggerating the contribution of the h/Rˆ2 substrate
curvature term in (3.29). However, in terms of the experiments shown in Smolka and
SeGall [232] (for which  = 0.68) we should interpret these results with care, since our
model will break down for Rˆ = O(). Of course in other experiments, involving different
fluid parameters, we may have  1 for the same radii.
Figure 3.3(b) shows a profile at t = 60 for flow down a vertical cylinder of radius Rˆ = 0.80
(R = 0.1 cm for the silicon oil experiments in [232]), and it is clear that the profile has
departed from that for flow down a vertical plane. The new regime that we observe shows
a capillary ridge followed by a transient wave train. While the current figure shows only
a snapshot of the profile at time t = 60, comparisons of the solution at a range of times
reveal that the trailing waves travel faster than the fluid front itself, causing periodic
merging of waves with the capillary ridge. These interactions cause the film to move
forward in a pulse-like behaviour with a higher average speed than the travelling wave
speed c = 1 + b + b2. The time evolution of the film is better illustrated in figure 3.4,
where the profile is pictured at times t = 20, 40 and 60. The behaviour exhibited here
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Figure 3.3: Comparisons of two-dimensional fluid profiles for flow down a vertical plane (dashed lines)
and flow down vertical cylinders of various radii (solid lines): (a) Rˆ = 1.28, (b) Rˆ = 0.80, (c) Rˆ = 0.72,
(d) Rˆ = 0.64. For comparison with the system described by (3.1) for flow down an inverted plane, these
parameter values translate to D = −0.61,−1.56,−1.93,−2.44 respectively. Each simulation has been
computed on a grid of 13001 nodes to time t = 60.
for Rˆ = 0.80 is that of the ‘Type 2’ regime described in [135] for flow down an inverted
plane.
Figures 3.3(c) and (d) demonstrate the ‘Type 3’ regime of [135], in which the wave train
exhibits nonlinear steady travelling wave behaviour, but only within a moving window
between the left boundary and capillary ridge. Outside this moving window unsteady
behaviour still occurs. First we see sinusoidal waves at Rˆ = 0.72 (R = 0.09 cm), and then
very tall solitary ‘humps’ at Rˆ = 0.64 (R = 0.08 cm). In each of these two plots, the free
surface waves continue to interact with the capillary ridge in a similar manner as those
in figure 3.3(b). Again, the interested reader should consult [135] for more information
on this regime.
These results demonstrate that increasing substrate curvature increases the strength of
the instability of the flow, not only to fingering at the contact line (characterised in
these axially symmetric solutions by a higher capillary ridge) but also to axial waves
along the free surface. In the context of flow down a cylinder, free surface waves occur
due to the Rayleigh-Plateau mechanism as surface tension forces dominate the flow in
response to decreasing radius. Figures 3.3(b)–(d) are in fact somewhat reminiscent of
regimes observed on a thin fibre or wire [47, 62, 63, 114, 210, 231]. The Rayleigh-Taylor
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Figure 3.4: Profile evolution of a film flowing down a vertical cylinder of radius Rˆ = 0.80, at times
t = 20, 40, 60 respectively.
instability would be expected to further break up the film into separate beads of fluid for
small enough radii, however, this is outside the scope of the current model. This is very
different to the interpretation for the analogous problem of flow down an inverted plane,
where the fluid film would presumably detach from the substrate in the same parameter
limit.
Remark. Recall that we have used a precursor thickness of b = 0.07 in these simulations.
The influence of b is to change the resistance to motion of the fluid front, with the most
resistance being in the small b limit approaching the no-slip condition. On the other
hand, larger values of b allow the main film to move easily and quickly down the cylinder
wall. This dependence is illustrated by the wavespeed c = 1 + b+ b2 which gives a larger
speed for a larger value of b. The choice of b further affects the size of the capillary
ridge and the slope of the film front. A smaller b (i.e. larger resistance to motion at the
contact line) results in a build-up of fluid which presents as a high capillary ridge and
steep front (see [19, 235, 250] for the implications that this has on the instability of the
contact line to fingering). It is important to note that while we choose b = 0.07 for the
results presented in this article, our simulations indicate that a value of roughly b = 0.01
or smaller is required for the numerical solution to be independent of b to acceptable visual
accuracy. However, as observed by Lin et al. [136], varying the precursor film thickness
has very little influence on the instability regimes, does not significantly change the radii
at which regime changes occurred in the axisymmetric profile, and has no effect on the
fingering arrangements observed in the following three-dimensional simulations other than
to slightly alter each finger’s growth rate.
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R Rˆ D Lθ e1 e2 e3 F1 F2
0.159 1.28 -0.61 7.93 1.891 0.330 0.528 0.87 1
0.318 2.56 -0.15 15.96 1.851 0.059 0.209 1.47 1
0.635 5.10 -0.04 31.97 1.295 0.022 0.065 2.73 3
0.953 7.66 -0.02 48.02 1.015 0.008 0.035 3.99 3
1.270 10.21 -0.01 64.13 0.519 0.005 0.016 5.25 5
3.810 30.62 -0.00 192.19 0.078 0.001 0.002 15.4 14-15
Table 3.1: Summary of average error metrics ((3.31)–(3.33)) for each simulation, and comparison between
observed (F2) and predicted (F1) number of fingers at the contact line at simulation time t = 100. Results
are given for the range of cylinder radii R considered in [232], which are then scaled as Rˆ in our model.
For comparison with the system described by (3.1) for flow down an inclined plane, D = −1/Rˆ2 is also
shown. The dimensionless circumference of each cylinder (and width of each corresponding plane) is given
by Lθ = 2piRˆ.
3.3.3 Three-dimensional simulations
We now return to the full evolution equation, (3.3), and simulate fingering instabilities in
the advancing contact line of the film. The gravity-driven process is inherently unstable,
and so we expect that only a very small perturbation to the flow is required for the
development of fingers. As with the analogous problem of flow down a plane, the linear
stability analysis conducted by Smolka and SeGall [232] provides a band of unstable modes
with wavenumbers 0 < q < qc for each cylinder radius R. The most unstable mode has
a wavenumber q = q∗ and wavelength λ∗ = 2pi/q∗. The number of fingers around the
cylinder is roughly given by the integer closest to Smolka and SeGall’s reported values for
q∗ (which have been obtained from table III in [232]). We denote Smolka and SeGall’s
predicted number of fingers by F1 = q
∗, and compare these to the average number of
fingers found in our own three-dimensional simulations, denoted by F2. Our findings are
summarised in table 3.1.
In addition to simulations for flow down the outside of a vertical cylinder, we solve the
analogous problem for flow down a vertical plane via (3.2) in order to determine the
extent to which substrate curvature has an effect on the flow. The same initial condition
and domain size (Lθ = Lx) are utilised for each cylinder and vertical plane pair for fair
comparison. A few error metrics are utilised in order to quantify the difference between
the cylindrical and planar cases:
e1 = max
1≤i≤N
|Hci −Hpi | , (3.31)
e2 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Hci −Hpi | , (3.32)
e3 =
1√
N
√√√√ N∑
i=1
|Hci −Hpi |2 , (3.33)
where N is the number of nodes in the solution mesh, and Hci is the cylinder solution
at node i at a specified time level. The interpretation is the same for the vertical plane
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solution Hpi . The first metric measures the maximum difference between the two solutions,
while the second measures the mean difference and the third is a weighting of the Euclidean
norm. We expect to find that each of these metrics becomes larger as the contribution of
substrate curvature grows.
In order to encourage the formation of fingers in our simulations, it is necessary to impose
an artificial perturbation of the fluid front. The algorithm described in section 3.3.1 does
not produce artificial fingering instabilities; unperturbed contact lines were observed to
remain as such, with the fluid profile equivalent to the corresponding two-dimensional
axisymmetric solution, for simulation times up to t = 1000. Hence physical fingering
instabilities must be prompted by a physical perturbation of the fluid front.
Following the technique of Kondic and Diez [52,119], a series of random perturbations are
made to the contact line by pushing various areas of the fluid front very slightly ahead
of the rest (note that the base state before perturbation is taken to be the corresponding
two-dimensional film profile). This can be seen in the initial condition pictured for time
t = 0 in figure 3.5. Here a fluid film is initialised on a virtual cylinder of scaled radius
Rˆ = 30.62, and very small perturbations have been made to the length of the contact
line. The second contour plot then shows the film at a later time of t = 40, where the
fluid has begun to flow downwards and the perturbations have taken form as a series of
fingers with raised capillary ridges. At the third time t = 100, the fingers have formed
quite clearly, each with a large capillary ridge at its tip and a slight ridge down the centre.
Since the circumference of the cylinder is very large in this case, at 192.2 dimensionless
units, Lθ is in turn also large and a significant number of fingers are able to form in the
contact line. It is easy to see by their differing lengths that the fingers have grown at
varying rates throughout the simulation; this is due to differing growth rates associated
with different modes of perturbation, as well as interactions with neighbouring fingers.
Most notably, the fingers which have most free space to either side have grown longest,
since they need share less of the incoming flux of fluid from the rear with others. Those
fingers which begin in close proximity at early times either grow slowly, or may merge
together when the surface curvature between them becomes unfavourably large. Although
they differ in length, the fingers shown in figure 3.5 share an approximately equal width.
Each has sides which are almost parallel but taper slightly toward the tip. Finally, our
simulations indicate that the fingers continue to grow in length for all time. All of these
observations are in agreement with those for flow down a vertical plane [119], which is to
be expected for Rˆ = 30.62 where substrate curvature is small.
The corresponding simulation for flow down a vertical plane, with the same domain size,
initial condition and boundary conditions, is identical to visual accuracy. Hence table
3.1 shows three small error metrics for the case of Rˆ = 30.62. For smaller values of Rˆ,
the error metrics illustrate how substrate curvature affects flow: as the cylinder radius Rˆ
decreases, the cylinder solution departs increasingly from the planar solution. Visually,
the cylindrical and planar simulations do not differ significantly until Rˆ becomes as small
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Figure 3.5: Time evolution of an initially-perturbed fluid film down a cylinder of radius Rˆ = 30.62
(Lθ = 192.19). This value of Rˆ translates to D = −0.001 in (3.1), which indicates flow down a near-
vertical plane. Computations were performed on a grid of 2,883,961 nodes.
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as 2.56. Up until this point, the effect of substrate curvature appears to simply be to
slightly increase the growth rate of each finger on the cylinder as compared to that on
the plane.
Figure 3.6 further illustrates this feature. First, figure 3.6(a) shows a finger which has
formed on a vertical cylinder of radius Rˆ = 2.56 by time t = 100. It is slightly longer
than the finger shown in figure 3.6(b), which was allowed to grow from the same initial
condition, for the same amount of time, but on an equivalently-sized vertical plane. Table
3.1 shows large error metrics since the entirety of the capillary ridge in figure 3.6(a) is
ahead of that in figure 3.6(b). The single finger which has formed in this simulation agrees
well with Smolka and SeGall’s linear stability result of F1 = 1.47 for Rˆ = 2.56; however,
the small circumference of Lθ = 15.96 units here means that only one finger can fully
form in the contact line. The finger pictured in figure 3.6(a) again shows slightly tapered
sides and a single capillary ridge. It is also of similar width to the fingers in figure 3.5.
As we decrease the cylinder radius further, more interesting behaviour is observed. Figure
3.6(c) shows the numerical solution for flow down a cylinder of radius Rˆ = 1.28. A single
long finger has formed much like the one in figure 3.6(a), as we would expect from Smolka
and SeGall’s linear stability calculation of F1 = 0.87 in [232]. The finger is noticeably
more straight-sided and less tapered than any of the fingers on cylinders of larger radii,
but its width appears to be similar. On the other hand, the solution for flow down an
equivalently-sized vertical plane shows no finger at all, illustrated in figure 3.6(d). The
disparity between the two cases here can be explained by linear stability analysis. For
the planar situation, Kondic and Diez show that a perturbation of less than around
λc = 8.2 nondimensional units in the transverse direction will have a negative growth
rate [119]. In figure 3.6(d), the width of the domain is smaller than this critical value at
just Lθ = 7.93 units. Consequently, an unstable mode cannot ‘fit’ in the domain and so
a combination of surface tension and the imposed lateral domain width acts to abate any
imposed perturbation, reverting the fluid front to its axisymmetric base state.
For the case of flow down a vertical cylinder, however, the growth rate associated with
a given mode of perturbation changes with cylinder radius. This behaviour is illustrated
in figure 3.7, which is drawn by taking the data points from the dispersion curves shown
in figure 2 of [136]. The linear stability performed in [136], which led to their figure 2,
was for the analogous problem of flow down an inverted plane with parameter values
D = −1,−0.5, and 0. We have simply presented their results in terms of our parameter
values Rˆ = 1.00, 1.41, and ∞, respectively. Figure 3.7 shows that the dispersion curve
of q versus σ raises up as Rˆ is decreased, resulting in a higher maximum growth rate σ∗
(the value corresponding to the peak of the curve) and larger critical wavenumber qc (the
value corresponding to σ = 0). Therefore the critical transverse wavelength λc = 2pi/qc
decreases as Rˆ decreases, which allows certain perturbations of a given wavelength to be
unstable on a cylinder even when they are stable on a vertical plane. It is in this way
that substrate curvature promotes the fingering instability in the contact line.
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Figure 3.6: An illustration of the effect of high substrate curvature on the stability of the flow. Subfigures
(a) and (b) show flow down a cylinder and equivalently-sized plane for Rˆ = 2.56 (Lθ = Lx = 15.96)
respectively, while (c) and (d) show flow down a cylinder and plane for Rˆ = 1.28 (Lθ = Lx = 7.93). See
table 3.1 for corresponding values of D. Computations were performed on a grid of 192,160 nodes for (a)
and (b), and 96,080 nodes for (c) and (d).
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Figure 3.7: Transverse wavenumber q versus growth rate σ for Rˆ = 1.00, 1.41,∞. This plot has been
generated from the data points in figure 2 of [136], which was for the analogous problem of flow down an
inverted plane with parameter values D = −1,−0.5, 0 respectively.
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Although table 3.1 shows only the six values of Rˆ which match up with Smolka and
SeGall’s experiments, we performed simulations for a broader range of radii. In these we
observed that the circumference of the cylinder, Lθ, plays the primary role in determining
how many fingers may form in the contact line. Below roughly Rˆ = 3.05 (R = 0.38 cm
for silicon oil), for example, only one finger forms on the contact line. At a radius of
Rˆ = 0.96 (R = 0.12 cm) or smaller, no fingers form at all. This compares with Smolka
and SeGall’s prediction (via linear stability analysis) that the transition from one to no
fingers will occur at Rˆ = 0.88 (R = 0.11 cm) [232]. The transition to a stable regime with
no fingers is a result of the fact that cylinder circumference decreases with Rˆ at a much
faster rate than λc decreases; the circumference quickly become smaller than λc and so
no unstable modes can fit into the domain.
These findings shed light on the competition between the promotion of instability at
the contact line due to increased curvature, and the restriction that the geometry places
on the domain. We conclude that the contact line tends to become more unstable to
fingering as the cylinder decreases in radius (i.e. as substrate curvature increases) due to
an increased growth rate for each mode of perturbation and a larger range of unstable
modes. However, this trend only applies up until the point at which the circumference of
the cylinder becomes smaller than λc and can no longer support the growth of a single
finger. Thereafter, for small cylinder radii the contact line becomes stable to fingering.
The transition to a stable regime (Rˆ < 0.96) indicates the parameter space for which
the two-dimensional solutions of the previous section become physically relevant, since
perturbed flows ultimately become axisymmetric.
This picture is to be contrasted with the more general problem of thin film flow down an
inverted plane [136]. For that problem there exists no dependency between the parameter
D (related to cylinder radius by D = −1/Rˆ2) and the domain size, and so the contact line
instability continues to increase as D decreases. In fact, Lin et al. [136] observe a coupling
between the surface waves from figure 3.3 and fingering which we are unable see in our
simulations due to the restrictive relationship between Rˆ and Lθ. Hence the conclusions
about instability are quite different between (3.1) and (3.3), despite the governing PDE
being identical.
Returning again to the number of fingers that form in a given simulation, it has already
been established that the two cylinder solutions depicted in figure 3.6 show single fingers
which are consistent with the values of F1 given in table 3.1 for Rˆ = 2.56 and Rˆ = 1.28. In
figure 3.5, a final configuration of 14 fingers is shown, which is typical of the 14 or 15 fingers
found in each of the simulations that we conducted for Rˆ = 30.62 with randomised initial
conditions. This compares favourably with Smolka and SeGall’s linear stability prediction
of F1 = 15.4 [232], which would lead us to expect around 15 fingers, allowing for variation
due to nonlinear effects and random perturbations. For the remaining three cylinder radii
that were investigated, table 3.1 summarises the results and shows that our simulations
agree quite well with Smolka and SeGall’s linear stability analysis across the board. They
agree not only for very early times at which linear stability is most valid, but also for the
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Figure 3.8: Three-dimensional illustrations of flow down the outside of a cylinder for various radii. (a)
Rˆ = 30.62, (b) Rˆ = 10.21, (c) Rˆ = 7.66, (d) Rˆ = 2.56.
later times which we have based our F2 values on. We note that for all cases other than
Rˆ = 1.28 and Rˆ = 5.10, the observed number of fingers is lower than the corresponding F1
values. This is not surprising since the observed number of fingers is generally bounded
from above by F1, due to mergers between adjacent incipient fingers in early simulation
times [286]. On the other hand, we stress that the contact line is unstable due to a range
of modes rather than just the fastest growing one, which adds to the variation between
runs.
Finally, figure 3.8 is presented to illustrate our simulations in a more three-dimensional
environment. The first and fourth cylinders correspond to the solutions shown in figure 3.5
and figure 3.6(a) respectively, but the second and third are previously unpictured solutions
for Rˆ = 10.21 and Rˆ = 7.66, showing five and three fingers, respectively. These images
illustrate that that the number of fingers in the contact line increases approximately
linearly with the radius of the cylinder, since finger width does not significantly change
with Rˆ.
Remark. Although we only presented simulations corresponding to Smolka and SeGall’s
experiments with silicon oil, we also recreated those with glycerin for the range of radii
given in table 3.1. We observed that, despite glycerin only being partially wetting, the
numerical results for the number of fingers in the contact line agreed equally well with
the linear stability predictions in [232].
3.4 Evolution of single drops
Under the present framework, it is possible to simulate the movement of finite drops of
fluid down the outside of a vertical cylinder. There have been many studies concerning the
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sliding motions of drops on planar surfaces of various inclination [115, 182, 222, 234, 247],
however, less attention has been given to the effect of substrate curvature in drop motion
(or on a plane inverted between α = pi/2 and α = pi, for that matter). Here we add to
both our current study and the existing literature on drop motion by briefly considering
the flow of drops of various sizes down a vertical cylinder.
We wish to solve (3.3) for the shape of a droplet whose surface is initially a spheroid-like
shape described by h(θ, z, 0) = 1− Rˆ2θ2/aˆ2 − z2/aˆ2, where aˆ is the dimensionless radius
of the droplet’s initial base. To better account for the physics near the contact line, the
addition of a disjoining pressure effect at the liquid–gas interface has been suggested by
several authors [67, 219, 246, 247]. We employ the disjoining pressure term presented by
Scwhartz [219], which allows the prescription at a contact angle so that we are no longer
necessarily considering a perfectly wetting fluid. This is necessary to realistically simulate
the motion of droplets: in the complete wetting case, the rear contact line of an initial
droplet will simply not travel forward with the bulk of the drop (c.f. the two-dimensional
constant volume simulations in [90]). By assuming a small contact angle we can rectify
this issue and still retain a high level of wetting to be consistent with previous sections.
The dimensional disjoining pressure term, presented in [219], is of the form
Π =
γ
Hb
(n− 1)(m− 1)
(n−m) (1− cos Θe)
[(
Hb
h
)n
−
(
Hb
h
)m]
, (3.34)
where H is the initial droplet height, b is the dimensionless precursor layer thickness,
Θe is the equilibrium contact angle, and m and n are constants such that n > m > 1.
The values of m and n are chosen to best reflect the physical properties of the system
which is being replicated; one choice is (m,n) = (2, 3) which is favoured in part due to
its associated numerical stability [288]. Incorporating the disjoining pressure (3.34) into
the current model with (m,n) = (2, 3), we obtain the updated evolution equation
∂h
∂t
= −∇ · [h3∇ (∇2h)]− 1
Rˆ2
∇ · [h3∇h]− ∂
∂z
(h3)− 4
baˆ2
∇ ·
{
h3∇
[(
b
h
)3
−
(
b
h
)2]}
,
(3.35)
where again we have ∇ = ( 1
Rˆ
∂θ, ∂z). Note that the occurrence of (1− cos Θe) has disap-
peared due to some assumptions based on the small-slope requirement (see [222] for more
information).
The dimensional values for the initial radius a and initial height of the drop H can be
estimated by first assuming the physical parameters of the fluid (in this case we continue to
use those for silicon oil) and a drop volume V , and then using the formula for the volume
of a spheroid V = 2pia2H/3, and finally the small slope estimation of the equilibrium
contact angle Θe ≈ 2H/a.
Figure 3.9 shows the results of four simulations: for drops of two sizes on both cylindrical
and vertical planar surfaces. Assuming the parameters of silicon oil from [232], and a small
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equilibrium contact angle of Θe = 15
◦, the first two figures, 3.9(a) and (b), depict a drop
of volume 1 mm3 on a vertical cylinder and plane, respectively. This volume translates to
a droplet radius of aˆ = 2.00 and cylinder radius Rˆ = 0.84, or in dimensional quantities,
a = 1.53 mm and R = 0.65 mm. The small size of the droplet requires a comparatively
small precursor layer; we use b = 0.01 throughout this section. Note that although we are
now dealing with a cylinder several orders of magnitude smaller than those in previous
sections, the magnitude of substrate curvature relative to the small drop is similar to that
for the problem of gravity-driven fingering down a cylinder of radius R = 0.1 cm, for
which Rˆ = 0.80. Between the first two simulations (which were each allowed to evolve
to the dimensionless time of t = 200) we can see a clear difference in the behaviour of
the drops, with that on the cylinder having a long trail of pearling droplets while fewer
appear on the plane. Additionally, the droplet on the cylinder has advanced at a faster
pace and is therefore at a lower position on the cylinder. The increased velocity has helped
to promote the phenomenon of pearling, in accordance with Podgorski et al.’s findings,
where it was reported that an increase in velocity (or equivalently, the droplet capillary
number) stimulates pearling [182]. Since substrate curvature on the cylinder wall is fairly
high at a radius of Rˆ = 0.84, the Rayleigh-Plateau mechanism is likely also playing a
role in pearling. The Rayleigh-Plateau instability is known to cause the break-up of films
when surface tension forces are strong, and so we may speculate that this has contributed
to the increase in break-up at the rear of the droplet.
Pearling behaviour in droplets is a physical phenomenon present in both experimental
[182, 234] and numerical results [115, 222, 247] that have been published for drops sliding
down inclined planes, where several pearling regimes are observed. Note that the regimes
pictured in figures 3.9(a) and (b) show secondary droplets of various sizes like those
in [222]; we would expect to observe more uniform trails, such as those often seen in
experiments, for smaller initial droplet volumes (more simulations would be required to
pinpoint the precise range of V where this occurs). For simulations of droplets which we
conducted with volumes below 0.2 mm3 the droplets did not pearl, but instead travelled
in a constant ovoid formation on both the vertical plane and cylinder. The presence of
substrate curvature again caused the droplets to move faster on the cylinder.
A different regime is seen in the sliding drops shown in figures 3.9(c) and (d). Here
the initial droplet volume is much larger at 10 mm3 (corresponding to aˆ = 3.91 or a =
3.65 mm), and rather than observing pearling behaviour we now see a droplet whose rear
contact line remains pinned in its initial position on the cylinder wall, while the bulk of
the fluid drips from the front. This regime is interesting because it is evocative of the
fingering patterns simulated in the main part of this study, with the shape of the large
drop displaying key features of a single finger: a large capillary ridge at the tip of dripping
front, and a slight ridge down the centre of the rivulet. This regime has been observed
numerically in [222]. Also of note is the fact that substrate curvature no longer appears to
have a significant effect on the droplet behaviour. The droplet on the cylinder has moved
only slightly faster and thus formed a slightly longer and more slender finger shape than
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Figure 3.9: An illustration of the effect of substrate curvature on the flow of droplets. Subfigures (a)
and (b) show flow down a cylinder and vertical plane, respectively, for a droplet of initial radius aˆ = 2.00
on a cylinder of radius Rˆ = 0.84, while (c) and (d) show cylindrical and planar flow for a droplet of initial
radius aˆ = 3.91 on a cylinder with Rˆ = 1.39. Computations were performed on a grid of 1,068,265 nodes
for (a) and (b), and 876,438 nodes for (c) and (d).
that on the vertical plane. The negligible difference between figures 3.9(c) and (d) is due
to the droplet’s size requiring a relatively large cylinder to accommodate it. As a result,
the cylinder is of a larger radius than that in figure 3.9(a), at Rˆ = 1.39 (or R = 1.30 mm),
and substrate curvature has comparatively little effect on the flow. It is also worth noting
that the ‘pinning’ of the rear of a larger droplet is very similar to the behaviour that we
observe for droplets of any size when a disjoining pressure term is not included in the
model. Possibly, the microscopic effects at the contact line which are accounted for in the
disjoining pressure term are simply not sufficient to influence the bulk movement of the
large droplets in figures 3.9(c) and (d).
To check the model assumptions for this section, note that  = 0.26 for figures 3.9(a) and
(b) and  = 0.38 for figures 3.9(c) and (d). These values of the small parameter are much
more in line with our initial assumption that  1 than in previous section.
3.5 Discussion
In this study we developed a lubrication model for the gravity-driven flow of a thin
liquid film down the outer wall of a vertical cylinder. In this model, the influence of
substrate curvature on the flow is controlled by the single dimensionless parameter Rˆ in
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our evolution equation (3.3), with infinitely large Rˆ corresponding to the vertical plane
limit where substrate curvature is absent. Our focus was to treat flows with an advancing
contact line with the goal of studying, for the first time in the context of flow down a
vertical cylinder, the fully nonlinear nature of fingering patterns that form from transverse
perturbations to axisymmetric solutions. Our study forms a contribution to the literature
on fingering instabilities for thin film flows over curved substrates, such as the flow over
horizontal cylinders and spheres [16,61,69,240,264].
Interestingly, our governing equation (3.3) is a special case of the previously studied
equation for flow down an inclined plane, (3.1). It is specifically relevant to the case
of flow down an inverted plane, with the relationship between parameters being D =
−1/Rˆ2 [135, 136]. This relationship provides an important connection between the roles
of substrate curvature and angle of inversion in instability regimes. There are significant
differences, however, as we summarise below.
Two-dimensional simulations, found by solving the one-dimensional form of (3.3), show
that simple axisymmetric travelling wave solutions exist for sufficiently large cylinder
radii; in these a single capillary ridge is present at the fluid front with strongly damped
oscillations behind. Illustrative solutions for smaller radii show a transition to regimes
involving many free surface waves behind the ridge. This behaviour is consistent with
findings for an inverted plane by Lin and Kondic, who have provided a detailed investiga-
tion of these phenomena in [135]. In fact, given our finding (summarised below) that all
transverse perturbations die away for a sufficiently small cylinder radius, we argue that
thin film flow down a vertical cylinder is adequately described by the two-dimensional
simulations reported in [135] in the small-Rˆ regime (and, in fact, these two-dimensional
simulations seem more relevant for our problem than the problem studied in [135]).
Our fully three-dimensional solutions of (3.3) provide results that support the linear sta-
bility analysis conducted by Smolka and SeGall [232] for small times, with the predicted
number of fingers formed around the cylinder even agreeing for larger times. Our simula-
tions of finger formation are also consistent with experimental observations reported by
the same authors.
For rather large values of the cylinder radius, the fingering pattern produced by the
simulations is essentially the same as that for flow down a vertical wall, as would be
expected. As the cylinder radius Rˆ decreases, a summary of the key features of the flow
are as follows:
• The fingers themselves become more straight-sided and less tapered as Rˆ decreases.
• The curve describing growth-rate σ versus wavenumber q is raised up and shifts
slowly to the right (refer to figure 3.7), so that the wavenumber qc = 2pi/λc at
which σ = 0 increases as Rˆ decreases. Further, the maximum growth rate σ∗
gradually increases as Rˆ decreases.
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• As a consequence, a transverse perturbation of a given wavelength may be stable
(σ < 0) for a particular value of Rˆ, then unstable (σ > 0) for a lower value of Rˆ. In
this sense we see that substrate curvature is promoting the fingering instability at
the contact line.
• The cylinder circumference decreases linearly as Rˆ decreases, and so more and more
of the unstable modes have wavelengths that are greater than the actual domain
width. Indeed, for sufficiently small Rˆ, none of the unstable modes can ‘fit in’ to
our domain, and all transverse perturbations die away. In this regime we observe
essentially axially symmetric flow conditions. Thus the circumference of the cylinder
is the primary indicator of the number of fingers which will form in the contact line.
For the precursor film height used in this study, the transition from two to one finger
occurs at roughly Rˆ = 3.05, while the transition from one finger to no fingers occurs
at roughly Rˆ = 0.96
Thus we see that the stability at the contact line is dictated by two competing, but
dependent influences: the cylinder radius Rˆ and the domain size Lθ = 2piRˆ. This is
compounded by periodic boundary conditions at θ = 0 and θ = Lθ, which ensures that
only a whole number of fingers may form in the contact line.
For the analogous problem of flow down an inverted plane [135, 136], there exists no
necessary dependence between the parameter D and domain size. Therefore instability
is able to continuously increase as D decreases, and in fact a regime incorporating both
fingering patterns and free surface waves may be observed for small enough D. We
conclude that, while the governing thin film equation for flow down an inverted plane and
down a vertical cylinder are the same (with D = −1/Rˆ2), the actual observed behaviours
are quite different for sufficiently small Rˆ (or sufficiently negative D).
We also briefly treated the evolution of single drops down a vertical cylinder, which showed
that increasing cylinder curvature promotes pearling for small drops. Larger drops, which
tend to the shape of a single finger over long time-scales, were largely unaffected by
curvature due to the requirement of a larger domain and consequent smaller substrate
curvature.
We close by noting that it is straightforward to adapt our model to hold for the problem
of a thin liquid film flowing down the inner wall of a vertical cylinder. The governing
equation (3.3) remains the same, except that the centre term on the RHS changes sign.
In this case, the equation is equivalent to (3.1) where D = 1/Rˆ2, which means that a
decrease in cylinder radius (i.e. an increase in substrate curvature) for the problem of
flow down the inside of a cylinder is analogous to a decrease in angle for flow down an
inclined plane (where 0 < α ≤ pi/2) [119]. Preliminary three-dimensional computations
suggest that as the cylinder radius decreases, the contact line instability is inhibited due
to a decrease in the range of unstable modes as well as their corresponding growth rates.
This effect is amplified by the imposed restriction on the domain size, and so fewer fingers
form in the contact line as Rˆ decreases. The transition to a completely stable contact
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line occurs at roughly Rˆ = 1.53 for the precursor film height used in our calculations.
Overall, this flow regime is more stable than that on a vertical plane. Since there are no
longer two competing influences on the question of instability, we could argue that flow
down the inside of a cylinder is less interesting than flow down the outside of a cylinder.
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4 Numerical solutions for thin film flow down the
outside and inside of a vertical cylinder
This chapter has been published as
Mayo LC, McCue SW, Moroney TJ. Numerical solutions for thin film flow down the
outside and inside of a vertical cylinder. ANZIAM Journal 54, C377-C393 (2013).
Abstract
We consider a model for thin film flow down the outside and inside of a vertical cylinder.
Our focus is to study the effect that the curvature of the cylinder has on the gravity-driven
instability of the advancing contact line and to simulate the resulting fingering patterns
that form due to this instability. The governing partial differential equation is fourth
order with a nonlinear degenerate diffusion term that represents the stabilising effect of
surface tension. We present numerical solutions obtained by implementing an efficient
alternating direction implicit scheme. When compared to the problem of flow down a
vertical plane, we find that increasing substrate curvature tends to increase the fingering
instability for flow down the outside of the cylinder, whereas flow down the inside of the
cylinder substrate curvature has the opposite effect. Further, we demonstrate the existence
of nontrivial travelling wave solutions which describe fingering patterns that propagate
down the inside of a cylinder at constant speed without changing form. These solutions
are perfectly analogous to those found previously for thin film flow down an inclined plane.
4.1 Introduction
The fingering pattern formed by the contact line of a thin liquid film flowing over a
dry, or slightly prewetted, substrate is of significant interest to theoreticians and exper-
imentalists alike [49, 177]. From a mathematical modelling perspective, the appropriate
governing equation is typically a fourth-order parabolic partial differential equation with
a degenerate nonlinear diffusion term [119,165]. The highly unstable nature of these flows
makes the task of calculating accurate and efficient solutions a significant computational
challenge.
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In a recent study, we considered the problem of thin film flow down the outside of a
vertical cylinder [154]. The dimensionless model derived in that paper is
∂h
∂t
= −∇ · [h3∇ (∇2h)]− β
Rˆ2
∇ · [h3∇h]− ∂
∂z
(h3) , (4.1)
where the dependent variable h(θ, z, t) measures the dimensionless height of the fluid film
radially from the cylinder wall, the spatial variables z and θ denote the axial and angular
directions in a cylindrical coordinate system, and ∇ = ( 1
Rˆ
∂θ, ∂z). The dimensionless
parameter Rˆ is a scaling of the dimensional cylinder radius R with respect to the length
scale L = (γH/ρg)1/3. Here γ is the surface tension, ρ is the fluid density, g is acceleration
due to gravity and H is the representative film height. The parameter β = 1 for this
problem (other values of β are discussed below). A similar model for the same problem
is given by Smolka and SeGall [232]. We utilise their experimental parameters for silicon
oil here; they are γ = 21.9 dyn/cm, ρ = 0.986 g/cm3, and H = 0.085 cm.
Equation (4.1) was derived under the assumption that H  L to ensure the thinness of
the film, but also requires that H  R. The complementary regime of flow down the
outside of a narrow fibre, for which the radius of the cylinder is much less than the film
thickness, was investigated in many previous studies [47,114].
In our recent study [154], we extend the work of Smolka and SeGall [232] by producing
fully three-dimensional simulations and using these to confirm the linear stability analysis
performed by these authors. The problem of thin film flow down the outside of a vertical
cylinder is interesting for a further reason; it is perfectly analogous to the problem of flow
down an inverted plane (that is, flow down an inclined plane making an angle pi/2 < α < pi
to the horizontal) [135, 136]. Equation (4.1) with β = 1 is precisely the equation for flow
down an inverted plane derived by Lin et al. [136], but expressed in cylindrical coordinates
rather than Cartesian. This occurs because Rˆθ is equivalent to the transverse direction on
a plane. The only difference between the mathematical formulation for the two problems
is that flow down the outside of a cylinder must be modelled on a periodic domain, which
implies a dependence between the parameter Rˆ and the width of the domain (specifically,
the domain must be of the same size as the cylinder circumference, Lc = 2piRˆ). This
dependence between Rˆ and Lc does not apply for flow down an inverted plane. Mayo et
al. [154] showed that this single difference between the two analogous problem formulations
leads to very different conclusions about the stability of the contact line.
Mayo et al. [154] briefly mentioned that a value of β = −1 in (4.1) represents flow down
the inside of a vertical cylinder, again under the assumption that the height of the film
is much smaller than the cylinder radius. In this case, the problem is perfectly analogous
to flow down an inclined plane, but one which is inclined in the range 0 < α < pi/2 [119].
Again, like the case in which β = 1, flow on the inside of a cylinder requires Lc = 2piRˆ
and a periodic domain, whereas flow down an inclined plane does not.
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The limit Rˆ→∞ for both flow down the outside and inside of a cylinder corresponds to
the very well-studied equation for flow down a vertical plane (α = pi/2) [19, 96, 101, 119,
250]. By observing that β = 0 removes substrate curvature completely from the model
(4.1), we use this value of β as a ‘control’ against which we compare our results for β = 1
(outside a cylinder) and −1 (inside a cylinder).
In the present article we present new results for flow down the inside of a cylinder β = −1
to complement those presented by Mayo et al. [154] for β = 1. We find that substrate
curvature influences the fingering patterns that form at the contact line, but in contrasting
ways. Further, we present numerical evidence for the existence of nontrivial travelling
wave solutions for flow down the inside of a cylinder. The travelling wave profiles consist
of a fingering pattern that keeps its shape as it evolves with constant velocity. Such
solutions do not exist for flow down the outside of a cylinder.
4.2 Numerical scheme
We employ an alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme for the solution of (4.1). ADI
schemes are popular solution methods for thin-film-type equations [136,137,219]. A tradi-
tional implicit approach for solving (4.1) requires the costly inversion of a two-dimensional
spatial operator at each time step of the algorithm. The advantage of an ADI scheme
is that, through the approximate factorisation of this two dimensional operator, it solves
the same problem via the inversion of simpler one-dimensional operators.
Witelski and Bowen [269] reviewed and tested a number of ADI schemes for fourth-
order nonlinear diffusion equations . We make use of their non-iterated version of the
scheme, termed pL1, in [269, section 3.1], which derives the psuedolinear factorisation of
the backward Euler method for (4.1):
Lθw = −δt
{
∇ ·
[
(h(n))3∇
(
∇2h(n)
)]
+
β
Rˆ2
∇ ·
[
(h(n))3∇h(n)
]
+
∂
∂z
[(h(n))3]
}
,
Lzv = w , h
(n+1) = h(n) + v . (4.2)
Equations (4.2) are solved in sequence at each time step in order to update the solution
from h(n) to h(n+1). The linear operators Lθ and Lz are defined by
Lθ =1 +
δt
Rˆ4
∂θ
[(
h(n)
)3
(β∂θ + ∂θθθ)
]
, (4.3)
Lz =1 + δt∂z
[(
h(n)
)3( β
Rˆ2
∂z + ∂zzz
)]
+ 3δt
(
h(n)
)2
∂z , (4.4)
and are obtained by splitting the spatial operators into distinct θ and z parts. As a result,
each horizontal and vertical cross-section of the discretised domain is effectively treated as
an independent one-dimensional problem. These are referred to as the θ- and z-sweeps,
respectively. The operators (4.3)–(4.4) are linearised by treating nonlinear prefactors
explicitly by evaluating them at time t(n). We discretise Lθ and Lz using second-order
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finite differences on a rectangular grid. This leads to a linear pentadiagonal system for
each sweep, each of which is solved efficiently with a banded solver.
The non-iterative pL1 scheme is first order in time, and was shown by Witelski and
Bowen [269] to outperform their alternative first-order approximate Newton method (de-
noted as N1). However, Witelski and Bowen do also suggested a number of second-order
methods which may be implemented for further accuracy. Further, Witelski and Bowen
implemented an adaptive time-stepping scheme, while we take uniform steps of δt = 0.01.
To complete the problem formulation for (4.1), we provide boundary conditions for the
edges of the computational domain. The conditions imposed along the top and bottom
of the cylinder are
h(θ, 0) = 1 , hz(θ, 0) = 0 (4.5)
and
h(θ, Lz) = b , hz(θ, Lz) = 0 , (4.6)
respectively. The first condition in (4.5) simplifies analysis by imitating a constant source
of fluid at the top of the domain, feeding the flow and encouraging finger growth. The
first condition in (4.6) is due to the presence of a precursor film of height b prewetting the
domain. This precursor film ‘regularisation’ avoids the well-studied contact line paradox
(Mayo et al. [154], and references therein discuss related issues). We use b = 0.07 in this
study.
The remaining two boundary conditions state that the fluid surface has zero slope in the
axial direction at either end of the domain. These boundary conditions are incorporated
into the model by imposing symmetry planes along the top and bottom of the discrete grid;
fictitious nodes which inevitably arise in the spatial discretisation are allocated the value
of their ‘mirror’ node from inside the domain. This treatment of the boundaries preserves
second order accuracy through, for example, the discretisation hz ≈ (h1−h−1)/(2∆z) = 0,
which implies that the fictitious node h−1 is assigned the value of the inner h1 node.
Finally, (4.1) is subject to periodic boundary conditions on the lateral edges of the domain
θ = 0 and 2piRˆ. These are implemented in a natural way by setting fictitious nodes to
the value of nodes from the other side of the domain. The consequence of this approach
is that the θ-sweep, described by the first line of (4.2), now produces cyclic pentadiagonal
systems. Computational expense is minimised by using the Woodbury formula to regain
regular pentadiagonal systems [183].
A ‘moving window’ approach was taken in the following three-dimensional simulations.
This arrangement shifts a small computational domain along with the moving flow front
every 10 units of dimensionless time. Essentially, the algorithm is given an initial condi-
tion, the simulation is allowed to evolve to t = 10, and then the solution is imposed onto
a new array such that the apparent contact line of the solution is shifted back towards the
‘top’ of the domain. The new array is then treated as the initial condition for the next
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Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional solutions of (4.7) for Rˆ = 1.61, 0.88, 0.72 and β = −1 (blue dotted), β = 0
(black solid) and β = 1 (red dashed). These are each computed on a domain of 3501 nodes by allowing
the fluid to evolve to dimensionless time t = 22.
simulation to t = 10. This method helps to centre the frame on the fingering pattern at
the contact line, removing the need for a large computational domain.
4.3 Simulations
We begin by treating the axisymmetric version of (4.1):
∂h
∂t
= − ∂
∂z
[
h3
∂
∂z
(
β
h
Rˆ2
+
∂2h
∂z2
)
+ h3
]
. (4.7)
Mayo et al. [154] reported that ordinary travelling wave solutions exist for (4.7) for radii
above Rˆ = 0.88 when β = 1, and that the film becomes unstable to free surface waves for
smaller values of Rˆ. We expand on these results here.
In figure 4.1, a comparison between the fluid profiles for β = −1, 0, 1 is shown for the
cylinder radii Rˆ = 1.61, 0.88 and 0.72. In the top plot, corresponding to Rˆ = 1.61,
the fluid profiles for the three cases are all quite similar, indicating that the substrate
curvature effect is small at this reasonably large radius. Each of the three profiles has one
main feature: a clear peak in the fluid height at the fluid front. This is referred to as a
capillary ridge, and its presence is known to be a necessary condition for the instability
of the flow [119]. In the middle plot, for the smaller radius Rˆ = 0.88, the strengthening
of the substrate curvature effect is evident as the three profiles vary in shape. The profile
for flow down the outside of the cylinder (β = 1) possesses the largest capillary ridge,
indicating the highest level of instability. In contrast, the small ridge for flow on the
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Figure 4.2: Solutions of (4.1) for Rˆ = 1.53 and β = −1, 0, 1. Simulations evolved until dimensionless
time t = 100 on a periodic domain of 112, 894 nodes (grid spacing is ∆z = 0.05, Rˆ∆θ ≈ 0.1).
inside (β = −1) shows a low level of instability. The bottom plot, drawn for the radius
Rˆ = 0.72, illustrates a further destabilisation of the film down the outside of the cylinder
(β = 1) in response to high substrate curvature. Here we observe a free surface wave
instability which appears as a train of waves behind the leading capillary ridge [135,154].
On the other hand, flow down the inside (β = −1) becomes even less unstable as substrate
curvature increases, with the height of the capillary ridge diminishing as Rˆ decreases.
We now return to the full evolution equation (4.1) and simulate fingering instabilities at
the advancing contact line of the film. The gravity-driven process is inherently unstable,
and so very small perturbations are imposed on the initial contact line to encourage the
growth of fingers. The axisymmetric solution from (4.7) is taken as the base state for
the unperturbed contact line, and then random perturbations are placed in the manner
described in Kondic and Diez [119] to create the initial conditions for the following sim-
ulations. Mayo et al. [154] showed that substrate curvature has an insignificant effect on
the flow for radii greater than Rˆ = 2.56. Therefore, we are motivated to consider radii
below this value in our numerical simulations.
In figure 4.2, three-dimensional simulations are shown for Rˆ = 1.53 and β = −1, 0, 1.
Each simulation was performed with the same initial condition and on an equivalently-
sized domain with periodic conditions on the lateral edges. They were allowed to evolve
to dimensionless time t = 100. For flow down the outside of the cylinder (β = 1),
the contour plot measuring h(θ, z) shows a long finger with a capillary ridge at the tip
(indicated by the lightest shaded region). A finger is also present in the planar case with
no substrate curvature (β = 0), but is significantly shorter. For flow down the inside of
a cylinder (β = −1) there is only a slight perturbation visible at the contact line. The
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lack of a finger for β = −1 indicates that flow down the inside is the least unstable to
fingering of the three cases. In fact, a further reduction in the cylinder radius below
roughly Rˆ = 1.53 results in a completely stable contact line for flow down the inside of
a cylinder (β = −1). In this case, all initial perturbations decay in time and the flow
quickly becomes axisymmetric.
An interesting result is that we are able to observe ‘nontrivial travelling waves’ in our
three-dimensional solutions for flow down the inside of a cylinder (β = −1), as was docu-
mented for the analogous problem of flow down an inclined plane [124]. These travelling
waves occur when the fingers at the contact line reach growth saturation, and the en-
tire fingering pattern propagates at a constant speed without changing shape. This is in
contrast to flow down a vertical wall (β = 0), down the outside of a cylinder (β = 1),
and down an inverted plane, for which the length of the fingers continue to grow for all
time [119,136,154].
To illustrate these two features, figure 4.3 shows the results of two simulations for a
cylinder of radius Rˆ = 1.89: the first row is for flow down the outside of the cylinder
(β = 1) and the second for flow down the inside (β = −1). Solutions are shown at
dimensionless times t = 140, 220, 300 and the same initial condition and domain size were
used for each case. In the first row the finger on the outside of the cylinder continues to
grow in length over the given time period. Running the simulations up to t = 500 showed
that this growth continues. However, for flow down the inside of a cylinder, the second
row illustrates that the growth rate of the finger saturates some time after t = 140, and
the film forms a nontrivial travelling wave where the fluid front continues to propagate
down the cylinder wall with the finger in a steady formation (recall that we are using a
shifting computational window and so the values on the z-axes in figure 4.3 are present
to indicate the distance the fluid front has moved over time). These nontrivial travelling
waves become more difficult to observe as Rˆ increases (that is, as substrate curvature
decreases) due to larger initial growth rates of the perturbations. Kondic and Diez [124]
suggested, for their analogous problem of flow on an inclined plane, that growth saturation
will eventually occur as long as the plane is inclined less than α = pi/2. Therefore, we
may expect this phenomenon to occur in our simulations for all finite Rˆ while β = −1.
Simulations of (4.1) were performed for a larger range of Rˆ values than those presented
in this report. However, figures 4.1–4.3 are sufficient to capture the main results. For
values of Rˆ ≥ 1.53, the same number and placement of fingers were consistently observed
for the three cases β = −1, 0, 1, suggesting that the curvature has little effect on the
preferred wavelength of the fingering pattern. Only the growth rate of the fingers was
seen to change, indicating the difference in instability between the three cases. Linear
stability analyses quantify these growth rates and relate them to the size of the initial
perturbation [119, 136, 232]. While we presented simulations in this paper with only
one finger, the number of fingers increases approximately linearly with cylinder radius
[154,232]. However, it becomes more difficult to observe the effect of substrate curvature
at larger radii. In summary, the two- and three-dimensional simulations both suggest
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Figure 4.3: Solutions of (4.1) for Rˆ = 1.89 and β = 1 (first row) and β = −1 (second row). Simulations
evolved until dimensionless time t = 300 on a periodic domain of 306, 918 nodes (grid spacing is ∆z = 0.05,
Rˆ∆θ ≈ 0.1).
that substrate curvature has the effect of increasing instability for flow down the outside
of a cylinder, while for flow down the inside of a cylinder it has a stabilising effect.
4.4 Discussion
Mayo et al. [154] presented two- and three-dimensional numerical simulations for flow
down the outside of a vertical cylinder. Good agreement was observed between those
results and both the experimental observations and linear stability predictions of Smolka
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and SeGall [232]. Here we presented some preliminary results for the complementary
regime of unstable flow down the inside of a vertical cylinder, which is analogous to the
well-studied problem of flow down an inclined plane.
When compared to the (intermediate) problem of flow down a vertical plane, the effect
of substrate curvature on flow down the outside of a cylinder is to increase the instability
of the flow to small perturbations at the contact line. For flow down the inside of the
cylinder substrate curvature has the opposite effect. These findings are evident in both
two-dimensional simulations of the fluid profile and three-dimensional simulations of the
fingering patterns. Further, the number and form of fingers in the contact line does not
change between the three cases; it is only their growth rates that differ. This effect is
magnified at small radii, but becomes insignificant when the radius becomes reasonably
large.
Our simulations demonstrate the existence of nontrivial travelling wave behaviour on the
inside of a cylinder, in agreement with studies of flow down an inclined plane. This
behaviour is not observed for the more unstable regimes of flow down a vertical plane or
down the outside of the cylinder.
The ADI method used to solve the fourth-order evolution equation is a powerful tool
for producing efficient flow simulations. The non-iterative pseudolinear scheme employed
here factorised the problem into a family of smaller one-dimensional problems. At each
time step, this required the solution of just two linear pentadiagonal systems. The review
by Witleski and Bowen [269] offers several alternative ADI methods, some of which are
second order in time. It may be worth investigating these for more accurate solutions of
(4.1). An adaptive time-stepping scheme may be of further benefit.
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Abstract
A curvilinear thin film model is used to simulate the motion of droplets on a virtual leaf
surface, with a view to better understand the retention of agricultural sprays on plants.
The governing model, adapted from Roy, Roberts and Simpson [206] with the addition
of a disjoining pressure term, describes the gravity- and curvature-driven flow of a small
droplet on a complex substrate: a cotton leaf reconstructed from digitised scan data. Coa-
lescence is the key mechanism behind spray coating of foliage, and our simulations demon-
strate that various experimentally observed coalescence behaviours can be reproduced qual-
itatively. By varying the contact angle over the domain we also demonstrate that the
presence of a chemical defect can act as an obstacle to the droplet’s path, causing break-
up. In simulations on the virtual leaf, it is found that the movement of a typical spray
size droplet is driven almost exclusively by substrate curvature gradients. It is not until
droplet mass is sufficiently increased via coalescence that gravity becomes the dominating
force.
5.1 Introduction
Droplet motion on leaf surfaces is a complex process, dependent on both the chemical
composition of the droplet and the specific leaf surface [72, 83]. The topic is of great
interest in agrichemical spray applications where the retention of spray droplets needs
to be maximised, with an even distribution (coverage) over the leaf canopy of a crop
of particular importance for the efficacy of protectant pesticides, which include many
fungicides and insecticides. In this context, modelling the interactions that occur between
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spray drops and leaves is best considered in two parts. First is the impaction event, which
may lead to droplet bounce, splash or adhesion [6,58,149,151,277,290]. Impaction models
must quantify the volume of fluid which is captured by the leaf and determine whether
any of the repelled fluid is recaptured by another part of the plant. Next, after the
successful retention of a drop on a leaf, post-impaction models must adequately describe
the drop’s journey. Of particular interest is the question of whether the drop interacts
with others to coat the surface, or is lost to run-off at the leaf extremities. Depending on
the application, further modelling of the leaf uptake of an active ingredient from the fluid
formulation may also be required [76].
Experimental observations like those shown in figure 5.1 provide motivation to further
investigate the post-impaction movement of a spray droplet on a leaf surface. In figure
5.1(a) (and supporting multimedia1), an accumulation of water sprayed on the difficult-
to-wet underside (abaxial surface) of an avocado leaf leads to the coalescence of small
stationary droplets into larger ones which then quickly propagate along the leaf surface.
As they move, they engulf smaller drops in their path and grow increasingly in size, leaving
a clean leaf surface in their wake. These large drops are eventually lost as run-off on the
edge of the leaf. In figure 5.1(b) (and supporting multimedia), the captured coalescence
behaviour is very different. Here a surfactant has been added to the spray formulation,
lowering the fluid surface tension and consequently the contact angle of the fluid on the
leaf (at 1000 ms, the surface tension of the droplet with this particular surfactant at
0.15% concentration is approximately 25 mN/m, as opposed to 72 mN/m for water). The
result is that the individual drops spread on the leaf rather than beading up, leading to a
rapid coalescence of neighbouring drops into a thin and even coating film. The spreading
observed with the addition of surfactant can be likened to water drops (with no surfactant)
spreading on a more easily wettable surface. These interactions are well known for the
coalescence and run-off of rain droplets on surfaces of various wettability [169], but are
less studied in the context of agricultural sprays on leaves.
We wish to provide simulations of droplet motion which replicate these observations,
and provide additional insight into the process. The simulations must be capable of
incorporating the effects of complex leaf surface topography, as some leaf varieties have
significant gradients in elevation and curvature. We employ a thin film model with gravity,
substrate curvature, and contact angle acting as the influencing forces of droplet motion.
The governing model, presented later in section 5.2, is a generalisation of the well-studied
thin film equation for gravity-driven flow down an inclined plane [19,52,119,250]:
∂h
∂t
= − 1
3µ
∇ · [γh3∇∇2h− ρgh3∇h cosα+ ρgh3 sinαi] , (5.1)
where h(x, y, t) is the fluid height measured from the plane, µ is the fluid viscosity, γ is
surface tension at the fluid–air interface, ρ is density, g is acceleration due to gravity, and
1Supporting multimedia for the figures in this article can be found in the folder entitled Chapter 5 sup-
porting multimedia which accompanies the electronic version of this thesis. Alternatively, the multimedia
can be found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0022112001007133.
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(b)(a)
Figure 5.1: (a) The abaxial surface of an avocado leaf is sprayed with water, leading to coalescence and
run-off. (b) A surfactant (Du-WettR©, Etec Crop Solutions Ltd.) has been added to the water, causing a
coating film to form on the leaf surface. See also supporting multimedia.
α is the inclination angle of the plane. The gradient operator is defined as ∇ = (∂x, ∂y),
where x is the distance down the incline and y is the transverse direction. The main
assumptions behind (5.1) are that the film is very thin in comparison to a representative
in-plane length scale, the dimensionless Reynolds number is of O(1) or smaller (for a
relatively viscous and slow-moving flow), and that the contact angle of the fluid on the
surface is very small (for a complete wetting fluid).
Equation (5.1) describes the time evolution of the free surface of a liquid film within some
spatial domain, but it is the movement of the contact line which is often truly of interest
(the three-phase interface between the fluid film, the solid substrate, and the surrounding
gas), since this interface separates the regions of dry domain from wet. However, the
existence of a true moving contact line introduces a paradox where the standard no-
slip condition on the substrate contradicts the movement that we expect at the contact
line [20]. A precursor film model is used to alleviate this problem by assuming that a
thin film of dimensionless height b 1 coats the entire domain (where the representative
height of the main film is 1 dimensionless unit). Therefore there is no longer a true
contact line in the model, but an apparent one where the bulk of the fluid in the droplet
meets the precursor level. While smaller is better, the choice of b is restricted by mesh
resolution, as the mesh spacing must be of roughly the same order as b or smaller for
numerical accuracy [220,288].
Studies of (5.1) are typically concerned with the coating flow of a fluid sheet, often in the
context of understanding the stability of an advancing contact line. In the context of flow
down a plane, gravity-driven instability manifests as fingering or sawtooth patterns in the
front of the film [19, 52, 119, 250, 288]. With the addition of a disjoining pressure term,
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equation (5.1) has been shown to also effectively model the flow of fluid droplets, whose
movement involves both advancing and receding contact lines. Using (5.1) with a two-
term form of the disjoining pressure, Schwartz et al. [222] and Koh et al. [115] simulated
droplets sliding down inclined and vertical planes, demonstrating steady-state, pearling
and stretching behaviours depending on plane inclination angle and drop size. While
these simulations were qualitatively similar to published experimental findings [132,182],
Koh et al. [115] noted that quantitative agreement could only be achieved with a finer
mesh resolution, and precursor level commensurate with experiments. Koh et al. [115],
along with Veremieiev et al. [255] and Ahmed et al. [1] additionally modelled contact
angle hysteresis through the prescription of a spatially varying contact angle in the two-
term disjoining pressure. On a horizontal surface, Schwartz [219] and Schwartz and
Eley [220] demonstrated that a spatially varying contact angle could cause a droplet to
spontaneously spread or even split into smaller pieces. The timescale of their simulations
was much smaller than observed in reality, again due to the presence of an unrealistically
large precursor film. In a similar vein, Schwartz et al. [221] modelled surfactant-driven
motility and break-up of drops on a horizontal plane.
Other variations of (5.1) incorporate the effect of substrate curvature to model thin film
flow on simply-curved substrates such as cylinders [68,69,154,155,232] and spheres [240].
Mayo et al. [154] simulated droplets sliding down the outer wall of a vertical cylinder, ob-
serving the same regimes as those on an inclined plane [115,132,182,222]. Other authors
have employed a surface profile function to consider the effect of topographical features
on droplet movement, such as the channels and microscopic plant surface characteristics
presented by Glass et al. [89]. Glass et al.’s work was driven by the motivation to model
the delivery of pesticides to leaf surfaces, and the model also included surfactant and
evaporation effects. In a similar vein, Veremieiev et al. [254, 255] considered the delivery
of bio-pesticide to foliage. They approximated a leaf surface with a planar substrate and
compared droplet flow on both the top and underside of the substrate. In a study by
Gaskell et al. [80], droplet motion was influenced by an interplay of contact angle and to-
pographic heterogeneities, demonstrating the possibility of driving preferential spreading
patterns. Later, Lee et al. [129] simulated the flow of films and drops as obstructed by
large occlusions.
Specific to flow on whole leaves is the work of Wang et al. [259], in which a ‘virtual
surface’ method is used to simulate droplet motion over curved surfaces including leaves.
The model considered interfacial tensions at the contact line and implemented a dynamic
contact angle, producing realistic droplet motion simulations in the context of animation.
Oqielat et al. [176] used a triangulated Frangipani leaf surface as the basis for droplet
motion. The triangle elements, essentially a series of inclined planes, guided the droplet
motion via a path of steepest descent. A crude thin film theory was used to approximate
the height of the drop, with motion ceasing when the height decreased below a critical
value.
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Simple surface topographies have been utilised to demonstrate the stick-slip motions of
two-dimensional (2D) droplets [213], which are mostly known to occur on surfaces with
chemical heterogeneities (such as a spatially-varying contact angle) [215, 248]. Savva
and Kalliadasis [214] combined both topographic and chemical heterogeneities of the 2D
surface to demonstrate these dynamics, and showed that chemical gradients could cause
a droplet to move uphill. They stated that an ideal homogeneous substrate could not
cause droplet pinning, as substrate heterogeneities are the principle source of contact
angle hysteresis.
There has clearly been a wealth of research into droplet motion in response to various
physical and chemical characteristics, even in the context of movement on leaf-like sur-
faces. We expect that gradients in the curvature of the leaf surface will play a large role in
droplet movement, and while there have been some studies concerned with drop motion
over topography, there has been little focus on the effect of substrate curvature. Further,
studies of droplet coalescence have mostly focused on sessile droplets [131,225], with mo-
tions like those shown in figure 5.1(a) only well described in the context of rainfall [169].
In the present study we employ a thin film model capable of accurately simulating droplet
motion over a virtual leaf surface, which has been reconstructed from 3D scans of a real
leaf. We are motivated to recreate observations such as those in figure 5.1, and to in-
vestigate the interplay that occurs between gravity and substrate curvature for a typical
spray-size droplet on a leaf.
For flow on complex or arbitrarily curved surfaces, Roy and Schwartz [207], Roy et al. [206]
and Roberts and Li [201] derived a thin film model in a curvilinear coordinate system. The
model accurately describes fluid motion in response to gradients in substrate curvature,
as well as gravity and inertia. It is a generalisation of (5.1) and will reduce to this form
in the case of a planar substrate. The derivation process in [201, 206, 207] assumes a
special coordinate system, in which lines of principal curvatures are orthogonal (such as
on a simply curved substrate like a cylinder or torus). Following Roy et al., Thiffeault
and Kamhawi [249] presented the curvilinear model in nonorthogonal form, for use when
the curved substrate does not have this property. We present the generalised curvilinear
model in section 5.2, with the addition of disjoining pressure, to model the gravity- and
curvature-driven flow of a small droplet on a virtual leaf substrate.
In section 5.3 a virtual cotton leaf surface, reconstructed from 3D scans of a real leaf,
is presented as the substrate for droplet motion. Boundary conditions and numerical
details are presented in section 5.4. Our simulations are presented in section 5.5. First
section 5.5.1 investigates the coalescence and separation behaviours of drops on simple
surfaces. As shown in figure 5.1, coalescence is a key mechanism in the interaction between
spray droplets on a leaf, and our simulations demonstrate that coalescence behaviour can
be reproduced qualitatively. By varying the contact angle over the domain, we also
demonstrate the separation of a single drop into multiple parts. This is representative of
leaf surfaces with physical or chemical defects. Finally, section 5.5.2 addresses the problem
of droplet motion over a virtual leaf surface. It is found that a typical spray size droplet
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does not have sufficient mass for gravity to be a key influencing factor in its movement,
and instead gradients in substrate curvature drive the flow. However, gravity becomes
the dominating force when droplet mass is sufficiently increased. We demonstrate that
the coalescence of many spray droplets can lead to the formation of droplets with a larger
mass, which may then be driven by gravity.
5.2 Thin film model
Roy and Schwartz [207], Roy et al. [206], and then Roberts and Li [201] proposed a
model for thin film flow on an arbitrarily curved substrate. This was formed under the
assumption of an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system.
On a leaf surface described by the function Z = f(x1, x2), the curvilinear system is a
natural extension of a regular Cartesian system. By superimposing a Cartesian grid on the
leaf surface, vectors tangent to the curves of constant x1 and x2 (e1 and e2, respectively),
coupled with normal vectors to the surface (e3), define a unique basis at any point. On
a complexly curved substrate (as opposed to a cylinder, sphere or torus, for example),
these bases do not usually align with principal curvatures, and so are not orthogonal. In
this case, the orthogonal curvilinear model presented by Roy and Schwartz [207], Roy et
al. [206] and Roberts and Li [201] becomes slightly more involved.
Thiffeault and Kamhawi [249] have presented the generalised (nonorthogonal) form of
Roy et al.’s [206] curvilinear model. In order to apply this formulation to our problem,
we must first introduce some notation and parameters necessary for the distinction of co-
and contra-variant objects required for the construction of a curvilinear model. First,
note that Greek indices α and β span the labels 1, 2, and that the presence of repeated
indices indicates summation, unless otherwise stated. Lower indices denote covariant
components, and upper indices contravariant components. By the range convention for
index notation, it is assumed that Aαβ denotes all four components of the rank 2 tensor
A (provided that summation of individual components has not been implied). Partial
differentiation with respect to x1 is represented by ∂1, and similarly for ∂2.
We first define
p = ∂1Z , q = ∂2Z , r = ∂11Z , s = ∂12Z , t = ∂22Z . (5.2)
At a given point on the substrate, the nonorthogonal tangent vectors are
e1 = (1, 0, p)
T , e2 = (0, 1, q)
T , (5.3)
and the unit normal, given by their cross product, is
eˆ3 =
1√
1 + p2 + q2
(−p,−q, 1)T . (5.4)
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Together these form our basis. The (covariant) metric tensor of the substrate is [249]
Gαβ = eα · eβ =
[
1 + p2 pq
pq 1 + q2
]
, (5.5)
while its inverse (the contravariant metric tensor) is
Gαβ = eα · eβ = 1
w2
[
1 + q2 −pq
−pq 1 + p2
]
. (5.6)
Here eα are the covectors of the substrate (see [249] for full details), and for convenience
we define
w =
√
detGαβ =
√
1 + p2 + q2 . (5.7)
The metric tensor and its inverse can be used to raise and lower indices in the usual way,
and will be used to express the governing model in terms of the curvilinear coordinates
of the substrate. The curvature tensor of the substrate is
Kαβ =
1
w3
[
(1 + q2)r − pqs (1 + p2)s− pqr
(1 + q2)s− pqt (1 + p2)t− pqs
]
, (5.8)
which gives mean curvature
κ = Kαα =
1
w3
(
(1 + q2)r − 2pqs+ (1 + p2)t) , (5.9)
and Gaussian curvature
G = detKαβ =
1
w4
(rt− s2) . (5.10)
In the special orthogonal coordinate system assumed in [201, 206, 207], the metric and
curvature tensors are diagonal. This is not the case for our substrate presented in section
5.3.
The governing thin film equation is derived from the Navier-Stokes equations under lu-
brication theory (see [201, 206, 207,249] for full details). It is assumed that the fluid film
is very thin in relation to its extent across the domain, and that the flow occurs pre-
dominantly in the x1 and x2 directions. A small slope approximation is used for the free
surface of the film. The governing equation is to be solved for the film height above the
substrate, which is measured at a distance of y = h(x1, x2, t) along the normal e3. Since
e3 varies along the surface, it is assumed that the fluid film is sufficiently thin that the
normals do not intersect with within the thin layer of the fluid. That is, the topographical
variations of the substrate are on a sufficiently larger scale than the film thickness.
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In coordinate-free form, Thiffeault and Kamhawi’s [249] dimensional model is
∂tζ =− γ
3µ
∇ ·
[
h3∇κˆ− h4
(
κI− 1
2
Kαβ
)
∇κ
]
− ρg
3µ
∇ ·
[
h3
(
I− h(κI− 1
2
Kαβ)
)
gˆt + gˆnh
3∇h
]
−∇ · [h3∇Π] , (5.11)
and is identical to that presented by Roy and Schwartz [207], Roy et al. [206] and Roberts
and Li [201] (apart from the disjoining pressure term Π, which we have added). The
quantity ζ = h − 12κh2 + 13Gh3 represents the volume per unit substrate area of a fluid
layer of thickness h, while gˆ = gˆt + gˆne3 is the gravitational force vector containing
tangential and normal components. Further, κˆ = κ + κ2h + ∇2h where κ2 = KαβKβα,
and the disjoining pressure Π is
Π =
γ
Hb
(n− 1)(m− 1)
(n−m) (1− cos θe)
[(
Hb
h
)n
−
(
Hb
h
)m]
. (5.12)
The parameter H is the representative height scale, b is the dimensionless precursor film
height (hence Hb is the dimensional precursor height), θe is the equilibrium contact angle
of the fluid, and n and m are constants such that n > m > 1. Recall from section 5.1
that the dimensionless precursor film height b must be chosen such that b  1. In this
study we use b = 0.01 (1% of the initial dimensionless drop height and radius).
The introduction of disjoining pressure into the model is necessary to accurately model the
contact line movement of a droplet, particularly in the receding portion. This is because
the complete wetting assumption of the governing thin film model prevents dewetting
of the substrate. The prescription of a contact angle in (5.12) allows the fluid to be
partially wetting, aiding movement at the rear of the droplet. While there are many
forms of disjoining pressure used in the literature, we choose the above two-term form for
its ease of implementation and its compatibility with a precursor film regularisation. The
first term in square brackets in (5.12) represents liquid–solid repulsion, while the second
describes attractive forces. A stable film thickness exists at h = Hb (the dimensional
precursor height). The values of n and m are generally chosen to best reflect the physical
properties of the system which is being replicated. Here we use m = 2 and n = 3, a
common choice for simulations of droplet movement [89,115,219,220,222].
The disjoining pressure (5.12) results from forces present on an intermolecular scale.
Further, it is linked with the precursor thickness which is suggested by experiments to
realistically lie within the range of 1 to 100 nm [115,219]. Since the numerical scheme must
operate on a significantly larger scale, the usage of the disjoining pressure in the current
context can be interpreted as a physically motivated device to prescribe an equilibrium
contact angle and also to allow de-pinning of the receding contact line [288]. The two-
term form of disjoining pressure has been used effectively in many previous studies to
model droplet movement down a plane [1, 115, 222, 255], on simply curved surfaces like a
cylinder [154], and on more complex surfaces including surface topography [89,129].
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By expressing the differential operators of Equation (5.12) in the curvilinear coordinates
of the substrate, the governing PDE becomes
∂tζ = −∇αJα , (5.13)
where the covariant divergence is defined as ∇αqα = 1w∂α(wJα), and the contravariant
components of the mass flux vector are
Jα(h) =
γ
3µ
h3
(
∂ακˆ− hκ∂ακ+ 1
2
hKβα∂βκ
)
+
ρg
3µ
h3
[
gˆαt − gˆβt h
(
κδαβ +
1
2
Kβα
)
+ gˆn∂
αh
]
+ h3∂αΠ . (5.14)
The covariant Laplacian (contained within κˆ) is defined as ∇2h = 1w∂α(∂αh), and ∂α =
Gαβ∂β. From Thiffeault and Kamhawi [249], the gravitational components are
gˆ = (gˆ1t , gˆ
2
t , gˆn)
T = − 1
w2
(p, q, w)T . (5.15)
The disparity between height and length scales of the film can be exploited to scale the
problem appropriately. The height scale H is chosen as the height of the droplet in its
equilibrium state on a horizontal plane, while the length scale R is the radius. Conse-
quently, R is the typical length over which the film height varies by an O(1) magnitude.
Applying lubrication theory, it is assumed that  = H/R  1. The variables are scaled
as
hˆ = h/H , (xˆ, yˆ) = (x, y)/R , Kˆ βα = RKαβ , tˆ = t/T , (5.16)
where the time scale T is defined as 3µR4/(γH3). The metric tensor does not require
scaling as it is already dimensionless. Nondimensionalisation of (5.11) and (5.12) leads to
∂th = −∇αJα , (5.17)
where
Jα(h) =h3
[
∂α
(
1

κ+ κ2h+
1
w
∂α(∂
αh)
)
− hκ∂ακ+ 1
2
hKβα∂βκ
]
+ h3
(
Bo

gˆαt + Bogˆn∂
αh
)
+ h3∂αΠ . (5.18)
The new parameter Bo = ρgR2/γ is the Bond number, and the dimensionless disjoining
pressure is
Π =
2
b2
(1− cos θe)
[(
b
h
)3
−
(
b
h
)2]
. (5.19)
Equation (5.17) is represented to O(1); all terms of O() after scaling have been omitted.
Note that we have omitted the ‘hat’ notation for readability, and will continue to do so
from here on.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: (a) The virtual cotton leaf, constructed using a discrete smoothing D2-spline. A photograph
of the cotton leaf has been texture-mapped to the surface. (b) For this study we have chosen a very small,
approximately 2.5 mm by 2.5 mm, subset of the leaf surface on which to perform our simulations.
The relative size of each of the terms in (5.17) can vary greatly with leaf surface topog-
raphy and droplet properties. For example, if substrate curvature is zero or constant,
the curvature terms will not contribute at all to the flow (with zero curvature across the
domain, (5.17) reduces to the equation for purely gravity-driven flow down a plane de-
scribed by (5.1)). If substrate curvature gradients are present, and the droplet’s mass is
sufficiently small, then ∂ακ/ may potentially have the leading order effect on the flow.
For a droplet of large mass due to increased volume or density, the tangential gravity
terms Bo gˆαt / may instead dominate the flow, even when substrate curvature gradients
are present. The magnitude of the Bond number is of O(1) or smaller in all following
simulations.
5.3 Leaf surface fitting
The virtual leaf surface is obtained by digitising a cotton leaf and reconstructing it with
surface fitting techniques. Kempthorne et al. [109] discuss three-dimensional scanning
devices suitable for the digitisation of plant leaves. Here, the Artec S [9] was used to
digitise the physical leaf surface, as this device produces the highest quality data upon
which to base the surface fitting.
The virtual leaf surface can be reconstructed from the digitised data set using discrete
smoothing D2-splines [8], as described in Kempthorne et al. [108, 110]. In [108], the
discrete smoothing D2-spline representing the reconstruction of the full leaf surface was
formed as a linear combination of reduced Hsieh-Clough-Tocher (HCT) finite elements,
which produce a continuously differentiable (class C1) surface. This method applied to
our leaf surface is shown in figure 5.2(a).
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The full leaf surface is required for the construction of structural plant models for spray
droplet simulations [58], which form the basis of the broader motivation for the present re-
search. In this context, HCT basis functions are favourable due to their compact support.
However, they do not produce a class C2 or higher surface, as required by the parameters
of (5.17), which involve at least second order derivatives of the surface. To overcome this
difficulty, polyharmonic splines of the form φ(r) = r5 were used to reconstruct the small
segment of the leaf surface upon which the numerical experiments will take place. This
allows the leaf surface to be expressed over this region as
Z(x) =
n∑
i=1
ci‖x− vi‖5, (5.20)
where vi, i = 1, . . . , n are the centres and the coefficients ci are to be determined. Figure
5.2(b) shows a small subset of the leaf surface which has been constructed in this way.
This leaf section will be used as the basis of our simulations.
5.4 Numerical details
5.4.1 Boundary and initial conditions
The virtual cotton leaf pictured in figure 5.2(a) is roughly 8 cm long and 6 cm wide. In
this study, a typical spray-sized droplet is assumed to have a spherical diameter of 0.3 mm.
This corresponds approximately to the VMD (volume mean diameter) of a medium spray
coarseness as per the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers Standard
572.1. [10] VMD is defined such that 50% of the volume of the spray consists of drops with
a smaller diameter, and 50% with a larger. Therefore a medium spray consists mostly of
drops with a diameter smaller than 0.3 mm. A 0.3 mm diameter translates to a radius of
roughly 0.5 mm when the drop is sitting at equilibrium on the leaf surface with a contact
angle of 50◦. As a result, a simulated droplet is very small in relation to the leaf surface.
Although coalescence and run-off can occur on the whole-leaf scale (see figure 5.1), the
following simulations only consider droplet movement over a small rectangular subsection
of the leaf surface, as this is sufficient to capture the desired behaviours, and a larger
domain can become computationally prohibitive.
As long as the simulated droplet is contained within the boundaries of the set rectan-
gular domain, the particular boundary conditions are not important. We employ simple
Dirichlet and Neumann conditions around the perimeter:
h(x1a, x
2) = h(x1b , x
2) = h(x1, x2a) = h(x
1, x2b) = b ,
∂1h(x
1
a, x
2) = ∂1h(x
1
b , x
2) = ∂2h(x
1, x2a) = ∂2h(x
1, x2b) = 0 , (5.21)
where x1a, x
1
b , x
2
a and x
2
b denote the x
1 and x2 boundaries of the domain and b is the
dimensionless precursor thickness of 0.01.
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The initial shape of a droplet is given by
h(x1, x2, 0) = h0
[
1−
(
x1 − x10
r0
)2
−
(
x2 − x20
r0
)2]
, (5.22)
where h0 is the dimensionless height, r0 the dimensionless radius, and (x
1
0, x
2
0) the coordi-
nates of the droplet centre. Since the length and height scales are the equilibrium radius
and height of the drop, a choice of h0 > r0 would result in a drop spreading to regain
its equilibrium, while a drop with h0 < r0 would contract. Unless otherwise stated, we
choose h0 = r0 = 1.
5.4.2 ADI scheme
The numerical solution of (5.17) is performed using a pseudolinear alternating direction
implicit (ADI) method. Specifically, we employ the pseudolinear scheme presented by Wi-
telski and Bowen [269] as pL2, which uses a second-order backward differentiation formula
to approximate the time derivative, and factorises (5.17) into the following (coordinate-
free) form:
L˜1u =− 1
3
(
h˜n+1 − 4hn + hn−1
)
− 2
3
∆t∇ · J
(
h˜n+1
)
, (5.23)
L˜2v = u , (5.24)
hn+1 = h˜n+1 + v , (5.25)
where
J = Jαeα = (J
1, J2)T , (5.26)
is the flux vector with components given by (5.18), hn indicates the solution at current
time tn, and hn±1 at time tn±∆t where ∆t is the time step. Equations (5.23)–(5.25) are
solved in sequence at each time step in order to update the solution from hn to hn+1. In
the general form of pL2 this is an iterative process, where the initial iterate is given by
the second-order explicit two-level extrapolation h˜n+1(0) = 2h
n − hn−1, and the iteration
generates a sequence of improved estimates h˜n+1(k) that converge to h
n+1. We found that
iterating (5.23)–(5.25) at each time step provided no measurable improvement to the
solution compared to using the method non-iteratively (with a single iteration).
We have discretised L1 and L2 using a vertex-centred finite volume scheme (details in
supplementary material B at the end of this chapter). The linear operators are defined
by
L˜1 =1 +
2
3
∆t
AP
[
∆x2e
(
D˜1
)
e
−∆x2w
(
D˜1
)
w
]
, (5.27)
L˜2 =1 +
2
3
∆t
AP
[
∆x1n
(
D˜2
)
n
−∆x1s
(
D˜2
)
s
]
, (5.28)
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where e, w, n, s subscripts indicate evaluation at the east, west, north and south control
volume (CV) faces, AP is the surface area of the curved substrate within a given CV,
and ∆x2e and its variations are the length of each control volume face. The differential
operators are
D˜α =
(
h˜n+1
)3{[
κ2Gαα + Bo gˆnGαα + ∂α
(
1
w
∂β
(
wGβα
))]
∂α
+
[
Gαα
(
1
w
∂β
(
wGβα
))
+ ∂αGαα
]
∂αα + (Gαα)2 ∂ααα
}
+
2
2b
(1− cos θe)Gαα
[
2b2 − 3b3
(
h˜n+1
)−1]
∂α . (5.29)
In this case repeated α does not indicate summation, except for the term ∂β(wGβα), for
which there is summation over β.
The D˜α operators are obtained by splitting the spatial operators into distinct x
1 and x2
parts. As a result, (5.23)–(5.25) sequentially solve a family of one-dimensional problems
by way of x1- and x2-direction sweeps of the discretised domain. The use of second-
order gradient approximations leads to linear pentadiagonal systems to be solved in each
iteration of (5.23) and (5.24). An advantage of employing a finite volume discretisation
is its superior mass conservation properties compared to finite difference schemes.
While ADI methods have been popular in solving thin-film-type equations like ours [154,
219, 222], more recent work has shown that parallelised multigrid methods may offer
the greatest potential for efficiency [43, 81]. However, we find that an ADI approach is
sufficiently fast for the scale of the presented simulations.
5.4.3 Choice of parameters
Given a droplet volume (such as V = 0.014 µL for a spray drop of 0.3 mm diameter),
we make the assumption that the equilibrium drop formation is a paraboloid with radius
R, height H, and volume V = piR2H/2. The small slope approximation, as required by
the thin film model, gives an estimation of the equilibrium contact angle as θe = 2H/R.
While the contact angle does not in practice determine the aspect ratio of a drop, this
approach allows a method for stipulating reasonable values of R and H when a drop
volume and contact angle are given as inputs.
The prescribed contact angle value can significantly alter the motion of the drop due
to the coefficient of the disjoining pressure term (5.19). However, the choice of θe must
abide the constraints of the thin film model. First, a contact angle larger than 90◦ would
imply that h(x1, x2, t) is multivalued, which is not allowed. Second, a choice of θe too
close to 90◦ would result in H ≈ L, which contradicts the lubrication assumption that
 = H/L 1. This introduces the first major restriction to our model, since many plant
species have very hydrophobic surfaces, leading to large θe for water drops. However, the
addition of surfactants to the water acts to significantly reduce this hydrophobicity, and
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so our model is still valid in such regimes. A small contact angle means that our simulated
droplets move via a sliding motion, rather than the rolling motion which is observed for
drops with a more circular cross section [245].
In this study we use values up to θe = 50
◦, which results in  = 0.44. This is not a
particularly small value for the thin film parameter, but the model is robust as evidenced
by our simulations. Each of the following simulations was performed with a mesh spacing
of ∆x1 = ∆x2 = 0.01. This was found to be sufficiently small for grid independence of
the solution, and to provide accurate solutions with a precursor level of b = 0.01.
Throughout this study, simulated droplets have the density and viscosity properties of
water: ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and µ = 8.9 × 10−4 Pa·s respectively. Surface tension is either
specified as γ = 0.072 N/m for pure water droplets, or γ = 0.025 N/m for water with
surfactant added. The Bond numbers in the following simulations range from Bo = 0.0085
to 2.35, satisfying the requirement that it is of O(1) or smaller.
5.5 Simulations
Previous studies of droplet motion have reproduced steady and transient sliding drop be-
haviours [115,222], demonstrated preferential droplet motion due to chemical and physical
properties of the substrate [80, 220], and simulated droplets moving over leaf-like or vir-
tual leaf surfaces [89,176,259]. We wish to further investigate the interaction that occurs
between a drop and a curved leaf surface in the context of agricultural sprays, and demon-
strate that observations such as those in figure 5.1 can be reproduced qualitatively with
a thin film model. In section 5.5.1 we consider a simple planar substrate in order to focus
on the processes of droplet coalescence and separation. In section 5.5.2 we use a recon-
structed leaf surface, digitised from a real cotton leaf, to investigate the relative roles that
gravity and substrate curvature play in spray droplet motion.
5.5.1 Coalescing and separating drops
Recall figure 5.1, in which two different spray formulations lead to contrasting behaviours
when delivered to the underside of an avocado leaf. In figure 5.1(a), water droplets have a
large equilibrium contact angle on this hydrophobic surface, resulting in almost spherical
droplets. Coalescence only occurs when two or more drops are sprayed in proximity to
each other, or when a drop slides into another. However, the addition of a surfactant
in figure 5.1(b) considerably lowers the surface tension of the spray formulation, and
consequently the contact angle. This causes the drops to spread outwards and coalesce
rapidly over the leaf surface, leading to a coating film and almost full leaf coverage. In
figures 5.3 and 5.4 we present simulations of these types of coalescence events.
First, figure 5.3 depicts a simulation of multiple droplets on a vertical plane. A planar
substrate avoids any potentially confounding substrate curvature effects from the analysis,
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Figure 5.3: As several drops slide down a vertical plane, the larger drop consumes smaller ones in its
path. Parameter values are γ = 0.072 N/m,  = 0.44, Bo = 0.034, contour spacing is ∆h = 0.2.
reducing equation (5.17) to the (dimensionless) form of (5.1). The initial condition (t = 0)
for this simulation sees four droplets placed on a vertical wall: a larger towards x1 = 0
(corresponding to the top of the plane) and three smaller randomly placed down-plane.
While the contact angle for the experiments in figure 5.1(a) is greater than 90◦, the model
assumptions require that we prescribe a smaller value. As such, we have chosen to use
θe = 50
◦ here.
As simulation time begins, the drops begin to travel down the wall. The larger and
more massive drop travels the fastest. As it slides down the vertical wall it engulfs the
smaller drops in its path, growing in size and velocity with each coalescence. Coalescence
occurs rapidly due to the need to correct large curvatures in the film free surface and
to minimise surface energy. This simulation shows how readily coalescence will occur
when two volumes of fluid come into contact with each other. It also demonstrates
the model’s ability to use contact angle information from the disjoining pressure term
to recover a circular droplet footprint quickly after a perturbation to the contact line.
Finally, the simulation qualitatively reproduces, albeit on a smaller scale, the coalescence
events present in figure 5.1(a) and its supporting multimedia.
In relation to the observations in figure 5.1(b), figure 5.4 depicts two simulations of coa-
lescence events. In this case we consider a horizontal plane substrate so that our analysis
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is not confounded by sliding motions of the droplets. Figure 5.1(b) indicates a very small
contact angle, so we have set θe = 1
◦ for the first simulation. The initial condition (t = 0)
involves seven droplets placed in no particular pattern in a square domain. Each has been
assigned an initial height of h0 = 2 and radius r0 = 1/2 to encourage spreading.
As soon as the simulation begins, the drops spread outwards and decrease in height in
order to reach an equilibrium position. The meeting of contact lines between neighbouring
drops leads to coalescence of the seven drops into one single body of fluid by t = 0.5,
which quickly recovers the circular footprint shown at t = 10. The end result is a single
drop sitting at rest on the horizontal plane with roughly equal radius and height. Our
simulations indicate that the same qualitative outcome occurs for any nonzero value of
θe. However, the actual spread area differs greatly with θe; a smaller contact angle means
a larger R scale and smaller H, so a drop with θe = 1
◦ is considerably more spread out
in dimensional space at equilibrium than a drop with θe = 50
◦.
The same simulation was then run for the special case θe = 0
◦. Setting the contact angle
to zero removes the disjoining pressure term from the model and allows the fluid to be
completely wetting. This is clear at times t = 0.5 and t = 10, when the drops coalesce and
then continue to spread rather than forming a circular footprint. While we have halted
the simulation at t = 10, the spreading will continue at a slow pace for all time. A choice
of θe = 0
◦ appears to be most representative of the coalescence behaviour observed in
figure 5.1(b).
Coalescence is the key mechanism behind spray coverage on leaves, but the reverse pro-
cess of separation may sometimes occur too. It is well known that pearling occurs at
the rear of a drop travelling over a surface at a sufficient velocity [132, 182]. However,
we are presently more interested in the mechanism of droplet break-up due to hetero-
geneities in the surface. The wetting properties of a leaf are determined by the surface
microstructure, and the integrity of this structure can be compromised by small physical
and chemical interferences. The microstructure may also vary along the topography of
the leaf, particularly between the cuticle and veins.
Figure 5.5 considers the case in which there is a small heterogeneity present in the path
of a sliding drop, leading to a change in contact angle on the surface. The substrate is an
inclined plane with the highest point at the top left corner of the domain, and lowest at
the bottom right. The majority of the surface has a contact angle of θe = 15
◦ associated
with it, and the square defect is more difficult to wet with θe = 45
◦. The simulation shows
that the drop avoids wetting the defect in favour of the more wettable surface surrounding
it, and breaks up into four separate droplets: two which continue to flow down the plane,
and two of much smaller mass which break off in a process similar to pearling.
The coalescence and separation simulations depicted in figures 5.3–5.5 have been presented
for comparison with real observations like those in figure 5.1. Similar droplet behaviours
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Figure 5.4: Drops on a horizontal plane spread and coalesce. A single larger drop is formed for a contact
angle of θe = 1
◦ (top row), while a continuously spreading film of fluid develops for θe = 0◦ (bottom row).
Parameter values for both simulations are γ = 0.025 N/m,  = 0.0087, Bo = 0.33, contour spacing is
∆h = 0.2.
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Figure 5.5: As a drop flows down an inclined plane with equilibrium contact angle θe = 15
◦, it encounters
a small surface defect with θe = 45
◦ (blue dashed square). This causes separation into four smaller droplets
as the defect obstructs the path of movement. Parameter values are γ = 0.072 N/m,  = 0.13, Bo = 0.84,
contour spacing is ∆h = 0.07.
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have been studied before [80, 89, 115, 154, 219, 220, 222], but have rarely been studied in
the context of spray droplets on leaves.
5.5.2 Droplet movement on a virtual leaf surface
While planar substrates appear to be sufficient for demonstrating simple coalescence pro-
cesses like those in figure 5.1, the topographical features of a leaf surface cannot always
be ignored. In this section we investigate the relative roles that gravity and curvature
play in droplet motion, using the section of the reconstructed cotton leaf shown in figure
5.2(b). This particular leaf section was chosen so that there were interesting topographical
features present to influence the flow.
Consider figure 5.6(a) (and supporting multimedia). Here a drop of representative spray
diameter 0.3 mm has been placed on the leaf section of figure 5.2(b), and the simulation
allowed to evolve in time. The contact angle for this simulation (and all following) is
θe = 50
◦, leading to a scaling of R = 0.249 mm and H = 0.109 mm. Figure 5.6(a) is
shown in dimensional variables (in units of mm) for ease of interpretation. The droplet
(blue contours) is shown is its final position, while the (red) dotted line illustrates the
path it took to arrive there. The drop was initially placed near a high point (a ‘peak’) of
the leaf surface, and by the end of the simulation it has not travelled far from this point.
The path indicates that the drop moved down the side of the peak and nestled itself in
a trough between the initial peak and a neighbouring one. Here the drop is at rest and
ceases to move.
This path of movement is contrary to the path one might imagine the drop to take if
driven by gravity, but it is not surprising given the small droplet size. After all, a drop of
diameter 0.3 mm has volume of only 0.014 µL. Since the mass and consequent gravitational
influence on the drop is small, substrate curvature acts as the primary driving force of
motion. Gradients in substrate curvature tend to direct the drop to a region of the
substrate where the surface energy of the fluid can be minimised.
Figures 5.6(b)–(d) (and supporting multimedia) show similar simulations, but with drops
of varying size. Drops of 14, 16 and 65 µL are considered respectively (corresponding
diameters, volumes, Bond numbers and length and height scales are shown in table 5.1),
which are generally outside the realm of possible droplet volumes produced from an agri-
cultural spray nozzle, but serve to provide examples of the effect that increased mass has
on droplet movement. In order to obtain a fair comparison between the simulations, the
leaf surface has been scaled up in size in order to retain identical topographical features
in relation to the size of the drops. This leads to a scale factor for the length and height
scales of each simulation when compared to the reference simulation of figure 5.6(a). We
define these scale factors as Hs = H/H300, where H300 = 0.109 is the height scale for a
standard 0.014 µL drop. Note that Ls has the same value as Hs for these simulations,
because the aspect ratio of the drops does not change. The scale factor values are listed
in table 5.1, and are evident in the differently sized domains in figure 5.6.
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D (mm) R (mm) H (mm) V (µL) Bo Hs, Ls 40T (s)
0.3 0.249 0.109 0.014 0.0085 1 0.0044
3.0 2.492 1.087 14 0.8451 10 0.0445
3.1 2.575 1.123 16 0.9023 10 13 0.0460
5.0 4.153 1.812 65 2.3474 16 23 0.0742
Table 5.1: Parameters used in the simulations depicted in figures 5.6 and 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: A (a) 0.014 µL, (b) 14 µL, (c) 16 µL, and (d) 65 µL drop has been placed on the virtual
cotton leaf surface (black contours), and its movement simulated for a time of t = 40 (dimensionless)
units. The blue contours represent the final position of the droplet, while the red dotted path illustrates
the path it took to arrive there (at intervals of ∆t = 2/3). The contour spacing is 0.1Hs mm for the leaf
topography and 0.2H mm for the drops. See also supporting multimedia.
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Figure 5.6(b) shows the path taken by a drop initially placed in the same position as the
one in figure 5.6(a) (this is true for all of the simulations in this figure). Rather than
immediately moving towards the valley, the 14 µL drop begins to slide down the peak
somewhat before making a sharp turn. The drop then moves a short way uphill to arrive
in the valley like the first drop. Figure 5.6(c) sees a drop of similar volume (16 µL) move
along the topography. This drop initially has a very similar path, but ultimately veers in
the opposite direction when it makes a left turn. The drop comes to rest within the deep
valley in the upper-right portion of the domain, which happens to be the lowest point of
the given topography. Finally, in figure 5.6(d) we see a very large drop of 65 µL. This
drop appears to take the path of steepest descent along the topography, and very quickly
moves towards the same deep valley. The drop becomes ‘caught’ in this topographical
feature and cannot move any further.
These simulations show a gradual change in the balance between substrate curvature
gradients and gravity effects on the flow, in response to a change in droplet mass. The
smallest drop, in figure 5.6(a), is driven purely by gradients of curvature in the leaf
surface. Figures 5.6(b) and 5.6(c) show two drops of very similar size being influenced
by a combination of the two driving forces. We see that substrate curvature gradients
prevail for figure 5.6(b), while the balance is tipped in favour of gravity in figure 5.6(c).
In figure 5.6(d), gravity dominates the flow and substrate curvature appears to have little
measurable effect.
It is not surprising to find that typical spray-size droplets do not move in response to
gravity. Indeed, many small stationary drops can be seen in figure 5.1(a), and movement
is not observed until sufficient coalescence has occurred. The nature of an agricultural
spray means that drops do usually land on the leaf in close proximity to each other, and
are often even impacted from above by other spray drops.
In figure 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) (and supporting multimedia) we have placed a grid of nine
equally-spaced 0.014 µL and 14 µL drops (respectively) on the leaf surface in order to
represent the adhesion of multiple spray drops. At the beginning of the simulation, the
drops start to move in different directions according to substrate curvature gradients and
gravity. In figure 5.7(a), the nine drops coalesce to form three larger drops. It appears
that even with this combined mass, the drops are still small enough to be driven primarily
by substrate curvature gradients, as they have not all moved downhill. Contrastingly, the
larger drops in figure 5.7(b) have coalesced to form one single drop which has settled in
the lowest part of the leaf. The supporting animation for these two simulations shows the
coalescence between droplets in much more detail.
While these simulations have evolved for t = 40 units of dimensionless time, the real
time scales (40T , where T = 3µR4/(γH3)) are listed in table 5.1. The times range
from 0.0044 to 0.0742 s, indicating that the droplet movement is very fast. It is known
that the presence of a precursor layer can create a disparity between real and simulation
time scales [115,219,220], since the precursor film removes the true contact line and thus
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Figure 5.7: Nine (a) 0.014 µL and (b) 14 µL drops are placed on the virtual cotton leaf surface (black
contours), and their movement simulated for a time of t = 40 (dimensionless) units. The blue contours
represent the final positions of the droplets, while the grey dashed contours represent their initial positions.
The contour spacing is 0.1Hs mm for the leaf topography and 0.2H mm for the drops. See also supporting
multimedia.
allows the main body of fluid to move more easily. The enhanced movement can only
be counteracted by reducing the precursor thickness, and consequently the mesh spacing,
which can be computationally prohibitive.
5.6 Discussion
In this study we have investigated droplet motion in response to various physical and
chemical properties of the surface. Our simulations replicate coalescence events that
were observed experimentally for two contrasting spray scenarios (see figure 5.1) and are
more generally observed when spraying leaves. First, a drop sliding down a vertical wall
engulfed smaller droplets in its path, and then drops spreading on a horizontal surface
with a small (or zero) equilibrium contact angle formed a thin coating film. By assigning
a spatially-varying contact angle to the surface, separation events were also simulated
when drops preferentially wetted areas with a smaller contact angle.
Of central interest to the study was the interplay that occurred between gravity and
substrate curvature effects for drops on a complexly curved virtual leaf surface. A surface
reconstructed from scans of a cotton leaf was used as a realistic topography for our droplet
motion. This surface, coupled with a thin film model defined in a curvilinear coordinate
system [201,206,207,249], allowed for realistic simulations of the post-impaction behaviour
of spray droplets. We observe that a typical-sized spray droplet from a medium spray [10]
was primarily driven by gradients in the curvature of the leaf surface, and that a much
larger droplet mass would be required for gravity to have a significant effect on the flow.
However, in the context of an agricultural spray there is usually a larger number of
drops present on the leaf, allowing the opportunity for drops of increased mass to form
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through coalescence. This is when run-off occurs. For drops of any size, our simulations
showed that certain features of the leaf topography could ‘catch’ the drops and inhibit
any further movement. The results illustrate that there is an important interplay between
substrate curvature gradients and gravity present for drop movement on a complexly
curved substrate, which cannot be ignored in the governing model.
The focus of this study has been to implement simulations of droplet movement on a re-
alistic leaf surface topography, focusing particularly on the effect of substrate curvature.
Coalescence between drops was also simulated, and we postulated that defects in the
leaf surface, resulting in a heterogeneous contact angle, could act as an obstruction and
cause drop separation. However, real leaf surfaces are very complex in nature; accurate
description of the surface requires knowledge of its microstructure, and the position of
anatomical features such as veins and stomata. Surface microstructure may vary signifi-
cantly over the single leaf surface; for example, leaf veins often have different properties
to the rest of the leaf surface. Further, hairs may be present in dense or sparse patterns,
altering the topography or acting as obstacles to droplet movement. The spray formu-
lation itself contains surfactants, which dynamically change the surface tension of the
fluid. Evaporation of water from the formulation causes the surfactant concentration to
change over time, in addition to the volume and mass of the drop. The current thin film
framework does not strictly apply for non-small contact angles, and is certainly not valid
for angles greater than 90◦, which may present a problem for particularly hydrophobic
species. While some of these complications have received attention before [89, 221], the
topic of post-impaction modelling in the context of agricultural sprays certainly deserves
further attention to improve realism.
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Supplementary material A
Supporting multimedia for the figures in this article can be found in the folder entitled
Chapter 5 supporting multimedia which accompanies the electronic version of this thesis.
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Alternatively, the multimedia can be found in the online version at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0022112001007133.
Supplementary material B
If we return to the coordinate free form of (5.17), we have
∂th = −∇ · J . (5.30)
We discretise this with a vertex-centred finite volume scheme. For simplicity, node spac-
ings in the x1 and x2 directions are kept constant, though ∆x1 and ∆x2 may be different
from one another. Integrating (5.30) over the area of a CV at a point P = (x1P , x
2
P ) on
the curved substrate, where
x1w = x
1
P −
1
2
∆x1 ≤x1 ≤ x1P +
1
2
∆x1 = x1e ,
x2s = x
2
P −
1
2
∆x2 ≤x2 ≤ x2P +
1
2
∆x2 = x2n , (5.31)
defines the limits of the CV VP , we have∫∫
VP
∂thdV = −
∫∫
VP
∇ · J dV
= −
∮
∂VP
J · nˆ dS
= −
∫
e
J · i dS +
∫
w
J · i dS −
∫
n
J · j dS +
∫
s
J · j dS . (5.32)
The second line is a result of the divergence theorem, e, w, n, s indicate the east, west,
north and south faces of the CV, and i, j are the regular Cartesian basis vectors. A
midpoint approximation of (5.32) gives
AP ∂thP = −∆x2eJ1e + ∆x2wJ1w −∆x1nJ2n + ∆x1sJ2s , (5.33)
where AP is the surface area of the substrate within the CV at point P , ∆x
2
e is the length
of the east CV face along the curved substrate, J1e = J
1(h(x1e, x
2
P )) indicates evaluation
at the centre of the east CV face, and similarly for the remaining terms. The area and
length measurements of the curved substrate may be calculated directly, or approximated
with the metric tensor components (for example, ∆x2e ≈ G22∆x2 for sufficiently small
∆x2). Witelski and Bowen’s [269] pL2 method approximates the time derivative of (5.33)
with the second-order backward differentiation formula
∂thP |tn+1 ≈
3hn+1P − 4hnP + hn−1P
2∆t
. (5.34)
The flux J (see 5.18) involves a number of parameters which vary over the leaf topog-
raphy; at each node, there is a unique gravitational force vector, metric tensor, and
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curvature tensor. Equation (5.33) indicates that these parameters (and in many cases,
their derivatives) must be known at each CV face.
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6 Towards a model of spray–canopy interactions:
Interception, shatter, bounce and retention of
droplets on horizontal leaves
This chapter has been published as
Dorr GJ, Kempthorne D, Mayo LC,1 Forster WA, Zabkiewicz JA, McCue SW, Belward
JA, Turner IW, Hanan J. Towards a model of spray–canopy interactions: interception,
shatter, bounce and retention of droplets on horizontal leaves. Ecological Modelling 290,
94-101 (2014).
Abstract
Pesticides used in agricultural systems must be applied in economically viable and environ-
mentally sensitive ways, and this often requires expensive field trials on spray deposition
and retention by plant foliage. Computational models to describe whether a spray droplet
sticks (adheres), bounces or shatters on impact, and if any rebounding parent or shatter
daughter droplets are recaptured, would provide an estimate of spray retention and thereby
act as a useful guide prior to any field trials. Parameter-driven interactive software has
been implemented to enable the end-user to study and visualise droplet interception and
impaction on a single, horizontal leaf. Living chenopodium, wheat and cotton leaves have
been scanned to capture the surface topography and realistic virtual leaf surface models have
been generated. Individual leaf models have then been subjected to virtual spray droplets
and predictions made of droplet interception with the virtual plant leaf. Thereafter, the
impaction behaviour of the droplets and the subsequent behaviour of any daughter droplets,
up until recapture, are simulated to give the predicted total spray retention by the leaf. A
series of critical thresholds for the stick, bounce, and shatter elements in the impaction
process have been developed for different combinations of formulation, droplet size and ve-
locity, and leaf surface characteristics to provide this output. The results show that droplet
properties, spray formulations and leaf surface characteristics all influence the predicted
1My intellectual contribution in this chapter is in the investigation and development of models for
droplet bounce and shatter. Specifically, I wrote section 6.2.4 Spray droplet impaction models to calculate
adhesion, bounce or shatter behaviour, and helped proofread the full text.
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amount of spray retained on a horizontal leaf surface. Overall the predicted spray re-
tention increases as formulation surface tension, static contact angle, droplet size and
velocity decreases. Predicted retention on cotton is much higher than on chenopodium.
The average predicted retention on a single horizontal leaf across all droplet size, velocity
and formulations scenarios tested, is 18, 30 and 85% for chenopodium, wheat and cotton,
respectively.
6.1 Introduction
The challenges facing agrichemical users have increased in complexity over recent years.
On the one hand, consumers require the highest quality of produce, while on the other,
regulators insist on safety (to the consumer from residues) and risk reduction (to the
operator, environment or ecosystem) [283]. The requirement to reduce detrimental eco-
logical effects and retain or improve both biological efficacy and the economic viability of
the grower can only be met by optimising spray efficacy through smarter and more cost
effective spray formulation and application.
These factors must be considered together as they are linked inextricably [283] if optimal
canopy penetration and coverage is the objective.
Many spray programmes currently employed in the agricultural industry appear to pro-
vide lesser control of pests than might be expected from laboratory trials, which can be
attributed to inadequate canopy penetration and foliar coverage. Spray adjuvants and
the correct choice and use of spray application equipment are powerful tools to maximise
pesticide efficacy, reduce detrimental environmental effects and improve the economic
viability of the grower.
Expensive field measurements of specific crop/environment combinations are currently
required to determine optimal adjuvant formulations and spray application technology.
The use of mathematical and computational models to help predict such behaviours could
provide a more cost effective alternative, provided they can reliably predict total plant
retention, within canopy distribution, leaf coverage or spray solution run-off.
Previous studies have resulted in empirical models for initial adhesion [72] and spray re-
tention [73,180] by individual plants. These models utilise parameters that describe solu-
tion properties, spray droplet physical properties and leaf surface characteristics. Further
progress has been made on various elements of the spray retention process. However, there
is a need for a coherent overarching simulation package that is based on process-driven
principles instead of empirical chemical-crop environment specific scenarios.
Models for spray deposition from aerial application do exist [244], however the focus
has been on spray drift, not retention. Models of spray deposition through the plant
canopy [55], or impaction onto the plant [18] also exist. However, these models make
the simplifying assumption that if a plant intercepts a droplet, it is always retained.
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Process-driven models for retention, taking into account droplet bounce and shatter,
have recently been implemented within AGDISP [217]. The focus of the current paper is
on further developing process-driven models for droplet interactions with the plant, at or
after interception. The innovation of the system presented here is that virtual leaf surface
models have been developed and then subjected to virtual spray droplets, with predictions
made of droplet interception and retention by the plant leaves. The model inputs include
formulation, droplet and plant parameters, so the model will be able to help pick the best
formulation and droplet size spectrum to be used for a given plant/crop. These inputs
will need to be modified by intelligent operational choices to avoid excessive spray drift
while maximising retention in reality.
The construction of a virtual surface with which the droplets may interact is, in itself,
a challenging problem. In order to capture a large, accurate data set the technology of
scanners and their operation requires a significant amount of experience. Work reported
by Loch [140], investigated the use of piecewise cubic elements to interpolate a point cloud
by a surface with a continuous gradient. In that work the use of a hand held scanner
was addressed and an initial investigation of pathways of surface droplets under gravity
was made. A theoretical analysis of the interpolation technique was made by Turner et
al. [251] and Oqielat et al. [176] who investigated two techniques for derivative estimation.
In that paper a quasi-one-dimensional model of the movement of a droplet, incorporating
gravity and some surface effects was presented. Experiments were made by putting water
droplets onto a leaf and recording their paths. In [107, 108] least squares approximation
of point clouds by linear combinations of smooth splines was investigated. These were
the surface fitting techniques used in the current work for which efficient numerical linear
algebra algorithms have been constructed.
This paper reports on the development of process-based models for adhesion and retention,
using a simplifying assumption of horizontal surfaces and droplets impacting perpendic-
ular to the surface. The model is then tested for three different formulations on three
plant leaf examples with differing surface shapes and impaction characteristics.
6.2 Model description
6.2.1 Overview
Mathematical models of droplet impaction processes at multiple scales are being developed
and integrated to help quantify, optimise and predict the complexities of agrichemical
spray retention by plants. Parameter-driven interactive software has been implemented
to enable the end-user to study and visualise a variety of practical agrichemical scenarios.
Actual plant leaves have been scanned to capture the surface topography and a realistic
virtual leaf surface model generated as an integral component of a structural model of
an entire virtual plant. Virtual spray droplets are then applied to the leaf model and
predictions made of droplet interception and retention by the plant leaf.
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6.2.2 Leaf surface models to provide virtual reproductions of leaf
topography
A leaf surface representation was generated to act as the target for the droplet intercep-
tion and impaction models. To generate these surface representations a large number
of three-dimensional data points were captured from an actual leaf surface. Cotton and
chenopodium leaves were scanned using an Artec STM, by ArtecGroup [9], which is a
3D white light scanner. This scanning process produced a cloud of data points, which
was then used as an input for a surface fitting algorithm [108, 176]. This technique pro-
vides the ability to control the coarseness of the underlying mesh, with coarser meshes
providing shorter simulation times for the spray droplet trajectory model. The surface is
constructed using D2-splines [8], which minimises a combination of the squared residuals
between the fitted surface and the collected data and the curvature of the surface.
This process is displayed for a chenopodium leaf in figure 6.1. A photograph of the scanned
leaf is shown in figure 6.1(a). The point cloud of the scanned leaf contained 105, 846 data
points and is shown in figure 6.1(b). This data set was then used to generate a mesh
of 6921 points and 13, 226 triangles, displayed in figure 6.1(c). The resultant surface is
shown in figure 6.1(d), where the photograph in figure 6.1(a) has been texture mapped
onto the surface. The surface can be presented in a format suitable for use with the spray
droplet trajectory model described in the following section.
6.2.3 Modelling spray droplet trajectories and interception by leaves
on virtual plants
L–studio, a Windows-based software environment for creating simulation models of plants
[187,188], was used in this study. The leaf surfaces from section 6.2.2 were imported into
the ‘cpfg’ (plant and fractal generator with continuous parameters) component of L–studio
using the T-surface specification [157]. L–system based models of the whole plants can
be extended to incorporate the detailed leaf surface models and the spray interception
model. A particle trajectory model that uses a combined ballistic and random walk
approach, as described by Dorr et al. [55], was used to model the movement of spray
droplets through the air. It calculates the trajectory of the droplets from release to final
impact and determines if they impact on any leaf; if so, their incidence angle and velocity
is determined at impaction. Any droplets that are released through shatter or bounce
are tracked until all droplets are accounted for, including those lost to the ground or
that drift away from the sprayed area. A complementary output is the distribution of
spray throughout the canopy. The single plant outputs can be also amalgamated into a
multi-plant (same or different species) model to simulate spray retention by entire crops
or crop/weed populations.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Photograph of a chenopodium leaf with area 735 mm2, (b) point cloud of the scanned
leaf, (c) generated mesh, and (d) the resultant model leaf surface.
6.2.4 Spray droplet impaction models to calculate adhesion, bounce or
shatter behaviour
When a droplet impacts on a leaf surface, there are three possible outcomes, namely
adhesion, bounce or shatter. The model by Mao et al. [148] is used to describe the
droplet’s interaction with the leaf surface, leading to either adhesion or bounce. Their
model considers only a horizontal surface [229] and does not apply if the droplet shatters
on impact. Modelling of the shatter process is at a less advanced stage than spread and
bounce
Modelling droplet bounce
Droplet spread and rebound is typically modelled by balancing changes in the kinetic
and surface energy of a droplet once it has impacted a substrate. Attane et al. [11]
presented a one-dimensional energy balance model describing the spreading and recoiling
motions of a droplet impacting a horizontal surface, which was then extended by Mercer et
al. [159] to produce a predictor for bounce. This model, however, requires the solution of
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a second order nonlinear ordinary differential equation for each droplet impaction which
can become time consuming. An alternative model, by Mao et al. [148], was instead
favoured for its use of purely algebraic equations as well as its better agreement with
(unpublished) experimental data.
By comparing energy states of the droplet at key stages of the impact process, the energy
balance model presented by Mao et al. [148] predicts the maximum spread diameter of
the droplet after impact, and its tendency to bounce after subsequent recoil. The model
enforces conservation of volume throughout the impaction process and assumes that the
droplet shape at maximum spread can be approximated by a thin cylindrical disc.
Maximum spread diameter, dm, is predicted by equating the system energy before im-
paction (consisting of surface and kinetic energy) to that at the moment of maximum
spread (consisting of surface energy and accounting for kinetic energy lost due to viscous
dissipation in the spreading process). To calculate dm, the cubic equation[
1
4
(1− cos θe) + 0.2We
0.83
Re0.33
](
dm
D
)3
−
(
We
12
+ 1
)(
dm
D
)
=
2
3
= 0 , (6.1)
from equation (17) of Mao et al. [148] must be solved. This equation incorporates the
system parameters through the Weber number We = ρV 2D/σ, the Reynolds number
Re = ρV D/µ, and the equilibrium (static) contact angle θe. Note that V and D are the
impact velocity and initial diameter of the droplet respectively, ρ is the fluid density, σ
is the surface tension at the fluid–air interface, and µ is the fluid viscosity. The above
cubic equation can be solved exactly for dm; if we write the polynomial in its monic form,
x3 + px+ q = 0, then the real root is given by
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In order to use this result, the inequality(q
2
)2
+
(p
3
)3
< 0 , (6.3)
must be checked first. If this condition is not met, then no real solution for dm exists.
Fortunately this only occurs for relatively small initial droplet diameter D and impact
velocity V , where it is likely that the droplet adheres to the surface and calculation of dm
is not required.
Bounce is predicted by determining whether the recoil stage after maximum spread will
provide enough kinetic energy to the droplet to allow it to re-form into a spheroid and
lift off the surface as a whole. If the energy is not available for rebound, the droplet will
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adhere to the surface. Mao et al. predict bounce through the equation
EERE =
1
4
(
dm
D
)2
(1− cos θe)− 0.12
(
dm
D
)2.3
(1− cos θe)0.63 + 2
3
(
D
dm
)
− 1 . (6.4)
This equation specifically determines the ‘excess rebound energy’ (EERE) of the droplet
as a function of the maximum spread diameter dm. A value of EERE greater than zero
indicates sufficient energy for bounce, and a zero or negative value indicates adherence.
This leads to an extension of the Mao et al. model, where a positive nonzero EERE can
be used in the calculation of the exit velocity of a bouncing droplet through the relation
Vexit =
√
12EERE
piρD3
. (6.5)
In the present study, the direction that the droplet bounces is assumed to be a mirror of
its incoming direction. This simplifying assumption makes most sense when the impaction
occurs perpendicularly onto a horizontal surface, since the droplet would be expected to
rebound upwards (at least in the absence of surface defects). For impactions involving
angled surfaces or trajectories, the concept becomes more complex, with factors such as
energy loss playing a role in determining the precise path of the bouncing droplet. These
complexities are not considered by the simplified mirror assumption, and are the subject
of further work.
Additionally, a ‘bounce boundary’ may be generated for each spray formulation and plant
type combination by running the Mao model as described above for a range of initial
droplet diameters D and impact velocities V . When plotted on V and D axes, the points
where EERE switches from negative to positive connect to form a curve that delineates
the border between bounce and adhere results.
Modelling droplet shatter
Due to droplet shatter being less well understood than spread and bounce, the bulk of
the literature relies on empirical relations to predict the onset of shattering. A sound
theoretical argument can be made that droplet shatter occurs when the inertial forces
from impact overcome the capillary effects of the fluid. A relation can be written in terms
of the Weber and Reynolds numbers but must be empirically fitted to data [162]. Mundo
et al. [164] use one such relation, K = We1/2Re1/4. They found that a critical value
of K, Kcrit = 57.7, correlated well to the shatter boundary for their data. The value
Kcrit delineates shatter results from non-shatter results: if the calculated K on impact is
greater than Kcrit then the droplet will shatter, otherwise it will either bounce or adhere.
Labourious adhesion and shatter experiments would normally be required to empirically
fit a suitable value of Kcrit to a new data set, which is counterproductive to the modelling
objective. Forster et al. [74], however, devised a simple method to overcome this issue by
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providing an estimation of Kcrit based on two contact angle measurements of standardised
formulations. This approach is used here to calculate Kcrit for each plant type, and shatter
is predicted if the computed value of Mundo et al.’s [164] criterion exceeds this.
The shatter criterion has the shortcoming that it does not give any information about the
satellite droplets formed in the shatter event; it merely acts as an indicator of whether
shatter occurs or not. Yoon and DesJardin [281] present energy balance arguments to
account for the distribution of energy to the satellite droplets after shatter. They also
summarise linear stability theories that may be used to predict the number of satellite
droplets formed on impact, Ns. We take their equation (21) (originally presented in
Marmanis and Thoroddsen [150]),
Ns = 0.1Re1 , (6.6)
where
Re1 =
V
2
√
µ/ρ
(
pi2ρD3
σ
)1/4
, (6.7)
to predict the number of satellite droplets, and use conservation of volume (between
pre-impact and post-splash states) to predict the diameter of each as Dsat = D/N
1/3
s .
To calculate the exit velocity of each satellite droplet, Yoon and DesJardin [281] form
energy balance arguments much like those in Mao et al. [148], leading to
EKE =
pi
4Ns
d2m (1− cos θe)σ − piσD2sat , (6.8)
for the kinetic energy of each satellite droplet, EKE. We then use the following equation
to calculate the exit velocity of each droplet:
Vexit =
√
12EKE
piρD3sat
. (6.9)
The values for EKE can become negative for certain parameters (in particular for low
contact angles and when the number of satellite drops becomes large) and hence no real
solution for Vexit exists. Even situations where EKE is positive but very close to zero may
pose a problem in practice, because Vexit will in turn be so small that the satellite droplets
will not actually splash away from the site of impaction. To overcome this limitation we
include the condition that if EKE is calculated to be less than piρV
2D3sat/1200, we set
EKE = piρV
2D3sat/1200. This ensures that Vexit may never be less than 10% of the initial
impact velocity V , a value which we consider an appropriate lower bound on the exit
velocity to ensure that satellite droplets will splash away.
The angle of ejection for each satellite droplet is taken from Dorr [56], based on empirical
random distributions of mean and variance.
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Figure 6.2: L–studio screen shot showing a grid of droplets falling onto a chenopodium leaf.
6.3 Model evaluation
By combining leaf models (section 6.2.2) with droplet trajectory (spray) models around
plants (section 6.2.3) and impact models (section 6.2.4) it is possible to provide realistic
simulations of spray retention based on real plants and formulations. Leaves of varying
size and character were chosen to provide diverse target types. Similarly, representative
formulations with specific physicochemical properties were used to provide a range of
input parameters. The outputs from the models described above can be tested against
laboratory data for individual leaf retention (involving droplet adhesion and secondary
capture from bouncing or shattered droplets) to validate the accuracy of the overall single
leaf retention model.
6.3.1 Single leaf
The model described in section 6.2 was run for various droplet sizes, droplet velocities, leaf
types and spray mixtures. Droplet size ranged from 100 to 700 µm in 100 µm increments.
Droplet velocities were selected to be 1, 3, 6 and 9 m/s. A regular grid of mono-sized
droplets at 1 mm spacing was generated and allowed to fall vertically so that the whole
leaf surface was covered (figure 6.2).
Three leaf types were tested: cotton, wheat and chenopodium. Cotton leaves are easy to
wet, whereas chenopodium and wheat leaves can be described as difficult to wet. Wheat
provides an example of a grass plant while cotton and chenopodium are broad leaf plants.
The leaves were modelled as described in section 6.2.2. Cotton was tested with a coarse
mesh consisting of 70 triangles and a calculated area of 2848 mm2. Due to the long, thin
and curved nature of the wheat leaf, a mesh consisting of 2271 triangles was used with a
leaf area of 1848 mm2. The output of the chenopodium leaf model was saved at two levels
of detail. Initial testing was with a coarse mesh that consists of 100 triangles for the leaf
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and these results were then compared to a fine mesh that contains 13, 266 triangles per
leaf at a 3 m/s droplet impact velocity. The calculated area of the chenopodium leaf was
731 mm2 for the coarse mesh and 736 mm2 for the fine mesh. The main reason for the
difference in area for the two mesh details is due to edge effects, since the finer the mesh
improves the approximation of the leaf edge.
Three spray mixtures were selected to simulate our models: water only, 0.1% Ecoteric R©
T20 (Huntsman) and 0.1% Pulse R© (Nufarm Ltd). The physical properties used for model
inputs are shown in table 6.1. In order to obtain these properties, the following approaches
were employed. Surface tension was measured using a Kru¨ss bubble pressure tensiometer
(BP 2 MKII). Static contact angles of each formulation were measured using a KSV
CAM 200 optical contact angle meter with a Basler digital video camera. Finally, Kcrit
was estimated according to Forster et al. [74] from static contact angles of 20% and/or
50% aqueous acetone solutions on each leaf surface.
6.4 Results
The predicted retention of the spray on each of the three leaf types with different spray
mixtures, droplet sizes and droplet velocities are shown in tables 6.2–6.4. The retention
is expressed as a percentage of the total volume of spray droplets that impact the leaf.
Normal text indicates that the primary droplets adhere on impact. The bold text indicates
that the primary droplets bounce on impact and the total retention values shown are due
to subsequent recapture of the bouncing droplets. The italic text indicates that the
primary droplets shatter on impact and the total retention values shown are due to the
recapture of the daughter droplets.
A comparison of a fine chenopodium leaf surface mesh and a coarse mesh on spray re-
tention is shown in table 6.5. Spray retention obtained from the fine mesh was slightly
higher than obtained from the coarse mesh, although the same trends in the results were
observed.
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Mixture Form 1 Form 2 Form 3
100% water 0.1% Ecoteric R© T20 0.1% Pulse R©
Plant Chenopodium Wheat Cotton Chenopodium Wheat Cotton Chenopodium Wheat Cotton
Surface tension (N/m) 0.073 0.073 0.073 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.023 0.023 0.023
Static contact angle (◦) 179a 179a 1b 131 1b 1b 1b 1b 1b
Kcrit 52 65 150 52 65 150 52 65 150
a There was complete repulsion of the droplet, so a value of 179 was used.
b There was complete spreading, so a value of 1 was used.
Table 6.1: Physical properties used in the model.
Predicted retention (% of the total volume of spray droplets impacting the leaf)
Velocity = 1 m/s Velocity = 3 m/s Velocity = 6 m/s Velocity = 9 m/s
Droplet size (µm) Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
200 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 78.6
300 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 67.3 70.2
400 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 68.6 56.0 58.2 61.4
500 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 63.8 49.9 51.4 53.7
600 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 57.7 60.0 45.5 46.8 48.8
700 100 100 100 100 100 100 99.3 54.8 55.8 43.2 44.5 45.7
Primary adhesion Bounce + recapture Shatter + recapture
Table 6.2: Predicted retention of spray on a single horizontal cotton leaf.
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Predicted retention (% of the total volume of spray droplets impacting the leaf)
Velocity = 1 m/s Velocity = 3 m/s Velocity = 6 m/s Velocity = 9 m/s
Droplet size (µm) Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3
100 100 100 100 27.7 100 100 15.6 17.0 100 9.6 15.0 58.4
200 100 100 100 14.4 15.6 100 3.0 42.8 52.9 21.0 45.0 50.6
300 100 100 100 12.0 13.3 100 14.0 24.2 48.5 13.6 26.5 47.0
400 100 100 100 6.0 12.2 54.8 11.2 15.4 47.6 11.4 13.9 45.4
500 28.3 100 100 2.8 11.8 53.4 10.8 12.9 47.5 10.9 11.5 44.2
600 16.1 100 100 2.4 13.6 53.1 10.8 11.3 45.9 10.1 11.0 44.2
700 13.5 38.8 100 2.2 12.9 53.0 7.3 11.5 45.8 5.3 10.4 43.8
Primary adhesion Bounce + recapture Shatter + recapture
Table 6.3: Predicted retention of spray on a single horizontal wheat leaf.
Predicted retention (% of the total volume of spray droplets impacting the leaf)
Velocity = 1 m/s Velocity = 3 m/s Velocity = 6 m/s Velocity = 9 m/s
Droplet size (µm) Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 1 Form 2 Form 3
100 100 100 100 51.4 99.1 100 10.7 16.5 100 5.9 29.8 50.8
200 100 100 100 2.3 6.7 100 13.3 16.4 39.1 5.7 16.1 33.0
300 100 100 100 0.0 0.7 51.3 2.3 11.1 26.5 1.5 5.2 20.2
400 100 100 100 0.0 0.0 46.8 1.1 2.7 21.0 1.1 2.4 16.4
500 51.4 100 100 0.0 5.2 42.8 1.3 1.8 18.6 1.0 1.3 15.2
600 36.9 83.9 100 1.6 2.3 41.4 1.2 1.5 17.6 1.0 1.4 14.7
700 26.5 54.6 100 1.2 1.8 39.8 0.9 1.2 16.6 0.6 1.2 14.5
Primary adhesion Bounce + recapture Shatter + recapture
Table 6.4: Predicted retention of spray on a single horizontal chenopodium leaf (coarse mesh).
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Retention (% of spray droplets impacting the leaf)
Form 1 Form 2 Form 3
Droplet size (µm) Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse Fine
100 51.4 51.9 99.1 100 100 100
200 2.3 7.2 6.7 10.6 100 100
300 0.0 3.7 0.7 6.3 51.3 53.1
400 0.0 1.1 0.0 4.3 46.8 47.1
500 0.0 1.6 5.2 5.8 42.8 44.3
600 1.6 1.9 2.3 3.1 41.4 42.3
700 1.2 1.9 1.8 2.7 39.8 40.6
Primary adhesion Bounce + recapture Shatter + recapture
Table 6.5: Comparison of fine and coarse chenopodium leaf mesh surface on retention at 3 m/s velocity.
6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Droplet size and velocity of impacting drops
Predicted retention of the spray on all three single leaves tended to decrease with increas-
ing droplet size and increasing droplet velocity of impacting droplets. For example, at a
droplet velocity of 3 m/s, predicted retention of Formulation 2 (Ecoteric T20) on a wheat
leaf reduced from 100% with a droplet size of 100 µm down to 12.9% with a droplet size
of 700 µm (table 6.3). Increasing the velocity from 3 m/s to 9 m/s for a 100 µm drop of
Formulation 2 on a wheat leaf reduced the retention from 100% down to 15%.
The main reason for this trend is that larger and faster droplets have greater energy on
impact. For a given leaf surface, as the energy of the impacting droplet increases, the
velocity of any resulting rebound or shatter droplet increases. The faster these rebound
and shatter droplets move, the greater the chance that they move further from the point
of impact and hence are not retained on the leaf of original impact, although they may
be retained on other nearby leaves if they are present. These results indicate that the
velocities and direction of drops after initial impact can influence the final retention on
the leaf. Further work is required to refine and validate this effect.
6.5.2 Leaf characteristics
Predicted retention on cotton leaves was much higher than on chenopodium and wheat.
At a velocity of 3 m/s, all droplet sizes and formulations tested on cotton adhered on
impact, so retention was 100% (table 6.4). This can be contrasted to retention of 400 µm
droplets of Formulation 1 (water) and Formulation 2 (Ecoteric T20), where all droplets
bounced off a chenopodium leaf after initial impact, so retention was 0% (table 6.4). The
lowest predicted retention on cotton leaves was 43.2% for 700 µm droplets at a velocity
of 9 m/s (table 6.2), whereas retention on chenopodium was often below 10% (table 6.4).
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The average predicted total retention across all droplet size, velocity and formulations
scenarios tested was 85, 30 and 18% for cotton, wheat and, chenopodium respectively.
This result is largely due to the easy to wet nature of cotton leaves, as reflected in lower
static contact angles and high Kcrit values (table 6.1). There is also a tendency when
droplets shatter or bounce for retention to be higher as leaf surface area increases (leaf
areas for cotton, wheat and chenopodium were 2848, 1848 and 731 mm2, respectively).
After initial impact any shatter or bounce droplets move away from the point of impact
and hence the larger the surface area, the greater the proportion of shatter and bounce
droplets likely to be intercepted.
6.5.3 Formulations
Retention of spray on leaf surfaces can be modified by changing the properties of the
formulation applied. Reducing the surface tension of the liquid generally reduces the
static contact angle of the formulation on the leaf surface, resulting in higher retention.
For example, retention of 400 µm droplets on chenopodium at a velocity of 3 m/s reduced
from 46.8% for Formulation 3 (Pulse) down to 0.0% for Formulation 1 (water) and at
9 m/s reduced from 16.4% down to 1.1% (table 6.2).
This increase in retention, achieved by modifying formulation properties, was most notable
on the hard to wet species of chenopodium and wheat. The repulsion of shatter droplets
increases as the contact angle between droplet and leaf increases. Hence retention values
are lower with Formulation 1 (water) than with Formulation 3 (0.1% Pulse) on all three
leaf types since the greater the velocity the further the droplets are propelled away from
the point of impact.
6.5.4 Leaf model detail
It was found that increasing the detail in the leaf model through using a finer mesh
slightly increased the predicted retention on the chenopodium leaf (table 6.5). Increasing
the amount of detail, however, increases the run time of the model. This becomes more
significant when extending the model to whole plant and full field applications. The same
trends and comparative differences in retention were observed between the fine and coarse
mesh and the difference in predicted retention was often less than 2%. Given the relatively
small difference compared to the greater run time it is considered that the coarse mesh
leaves would be suitable for future studies with full plants.
6.6 Conclusions
A model to predict spray retention on leaf surfaces based on scanned leaf images and
measured formulation properties has been developed. The results show that incoming
droplet properties (size and velocity), spray formulations, leaf surface characteristics and
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properties of any shatter or bounce droplets after impact, all influence the amount of
spray retained on a leaf surface. Formulations with a lower surface tension and static
contact angle on a leaf surface will result in higher retention. Retention was found to
decrease with increasing droplet size and velocity for a given formulation and leaf type.
The droplet impaction models described in this paper are for a combination of horizontal
leaves and droplets impacting perpendicular to the surface. Further work is required
to allow droplets to impact the leaf at different angles. The shatter model needs to be
improved in the area of the predicted number of shatter drops generated, velocity of these
satellite drops and their trajectory.
Ultimately, the impaction model will be incorporated into virtual models of commercially
relevant crop and weed plants that are currently being developed, followed by labora-
tory and field validation of the results. These simulations will then be used to quantify
agrichemical spray retained by the foliage, and its relative distribution through the plant
canopy for the sustainable management of pesticides in agricultural systems.
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7 Impaction of spray droplets on leaves: influ-
ence of formulation and leaf character on shat-
ter, bounce and adhesion
This chapter has been published as
Dorr GJ, Wang S, Mayo LC,1 McCue SW, Forster WA, Hanan J, He X. Impaction of
spray droplets on leaves: influence of formulation and leaf character on shatter, bounce
and adhesion. Experiments in Fluids 56 (2015).
Abstract
This paper combines experimental data with simple mathematical models to investigate the
influence of spray formulation type and leaf character (wettability) on shatter, bounce and
adhesion of droplets impacting with cotton, rice and wheat leaves. Impaction criteria that
allow for different angles of the leaf surface and the droplet impact trajectory are presented;
their predictions are based on whether combinations of droplet size and velocity lie above
or below bounce and shatter boundaries. In the experimental component, real leaves are
used, with all their inherent natural variability. Further, commercial agricultural spray
nozzles are employed, resulting in a range of droplet characteristics. Given this natural
variability, there is broad agreement between the data and predictions. As predicted, the
shatter of droplets was found to increase as droplet size and velocity increased, and the
surface became harder to wet. Bouncing of droplets occurred most frequently on hard to
wet surfaces with high surface tension mixtures. On the other hand, a number of small
droplets with low impact velocity were observed to bounce when predicted to lie well within
the adhering regime. We believe this discrepancy between the predictions and experimental
data could be due to air layer effects that were not taken into account in the current bounce
equations. Other discrepancies between experiment and theory are thought to be due to the
1My intellectual contribution in this chapter is primarily in the investigation and development of models
for droplet bounce and shatter, and thus I wrote section 7.3 Droplet impaction models. I also contributed
significantly to the writing of the introductory section 7.1, the results section 7.4, and the discussion 7.5,
as well as proofreading the full text and helping to respond to reviewer comments.
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current assumption of a dry impact surface, whereas, in practice, the leaf surfaces became
increasingly covered with fluid throughout the spray test runs.
7.1 Introduction
Pesticides are used for the management of weeds, insects or pathogens in most agricultural
cropping systems worldwide. They are generally applied as a spray with the aim of
covering all or part of the target (pathogens, insects, leaves or other plant parts). To be
effective at controlling the pest, the droplets must be retained on the target surface and
not lost as spray drift, or deposited on the ground and other non-target sites within the
sprayed area. Within this context, we present here experimental data on droplet impaction
events using real leaves, commercial spray nozzles, and a variety of spray adjuvants.
While our motivation is to study droplet impaction in the context of agrichemical spray-
ing, another closely related application of this type of work is the spreading of pathogens
from leaf to leaf by rain droplets after impaction. Splash from rainfall or overhead irriga-
tion is important in the dispersal of particles from natural surfaces, since secondary drops
produced when rain droplets impact a surface can pick up pathogens and deliver them
to another plant. Rain-splash is probably the second most important natural agent for
dispersal of spores after wind [70,100]; splashing provides an effective short-range disper-
sal, particularly when the leaf canopy is dense, whereas wind is the mechanism behind
long-range dispersal [33]. In contrast to pesticide application, droplet sizes from rainfall
are much larger in size. Typically the diameters of rain drops are greater than 1 mm,
whereas for pesticide application median diameters are typically less than 0.5 mm [58].
Further, in a rainfall event, leaves are typically wet and hence are more prone to shatter
when compared to field application of pesticides, where most of the droplets impact upon
a dry area of the leaf. Nevertheless, the shatter events which occur during either pesticide
application or via rainfall are largely determined by a competition between inertial and
surface tension forces acting on the droplet at impact [212].
There are three main possible outcomes when a droplet impacts the target: it can adhere,
bounce off the surface, or shatter into a number of smaller droplets [159]. Each of these
three outcomes can take different forms. If a droplet adheres it can return to the shape
of the original droplet and rest on the surface, or it can spread over an area much larger
than the initial droplet diameter [274]. If a droplet bounces it can fully rebound or
part of the droplet can remain at the point of impact (partial rebound [277]). Shatter
can take many different forms, for example prompt splash, corona splash and receding
breakup [149, 162, 277]. Additional impaction behaviours can involve droplets sliding or
rolling along the surface [156,255], or the formation of rivulets, wherein the droplet slides
downslope while spreading but recoil does not occur [7,53,54]. However, for the purpose
of this paper we will use the three outcomes as outlined in [159].
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When droplets bounce or shatter on impact with a target, the retention of the spray
at the position of impact is negligible compared to adhesion on impact. However, these
bounce or shatter daughter droplets can redistribute to other parts of the target or nearby
targets [59]. Alternatively, droplets may bounce or shatter from non-target surfaces onto
the target. Thus, each impact event may positively contribute to retention, and it is
important to understand when and how each takes place.
There are several key stages common to any single droplet impaction [11,148,159]. First,
the drop impinges on the surface and inertial forces are redirected from the impact trajec-
tory to directions at a tangent to the surface. This initiates a spreading stage where the
drop’s surface area increases, but kinetic energy is dissipated due to viscous forces within
the fluid and at the advancing contact line. If the drop has not shattered in response to
the large inertial forces, spread continues until kinetic energy is depleted entirely. In some
cases this may be the end of the droplet’s journey, with adhesion being the end result. In
other cases, particularly when the surface is difficult to wet, the increased surface energy
due to spread can cause recoil. If the drop recoils with enough energy, it will rebound from
the surface (partially or completely [198]). Alternatively, the drop will undergo several
oscillations of spread and recoil but ultimately settle down to an equilibrium position and
adhere to the surface.
A common approach to modelling spread and recoil is to consider the changes in kinetic
and surface energy as the drop oscillates on the surface. Several authors have developed
ordinary differential equation (ODE) models based on energy equations, which describe
how the radius of a drop varies during spread and recoil [11,111]. Most notably, Attane et
al. presented a semi-empirical model based on an assumed rimmed-disc geometry which
closely predicted the maximum spread factor for a range of fluid and impact parameters.
This model was then extended by Mercer et al. [159] to incorporate the effect of differing
contact angles for advancing and receding motions, and also to include a predictor for
bounce.
Such ODE models are to be contrasted with the purely algebraic energy balance model by
Mao et al. [148], which not only closely predicts maximum spread factor (when compared
to various data from the literature), but also provides a bounce criterion, without the
need to solve a nonlinear ODE for each impaction. The reduced computational time of
an algebraic bounce model is highly advantageous for large scale applications where thou-
sands of drops may be present at the same time, such as in multi-component simulations
of agricultural spray scenarios [59]. While there are models in the literature which can
accurately simulate the entire impaction process in three dimensions [145], they are very
computationally intensive even for a single droplet. It is for this reason that the present
work focuses on purely algebraic energy balance models. We employ Mao et al.’s model to
describe and predict droplet bounce, with simple modifications to allow for the calculation
of rebound velocity, and to apply the model to the case of an oblique impaction.
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The mechanisms behind droplet shatter are not yet completely understood [193]. As
a result, much of the literature consists of empirical models for the prediction of shat-
ter based on one theoretical foundation in hydrodynamics: droplet shatter occurs when
the inertial forces of impact overcome the capillary effects of the fluid [162]. Empirical
shatter criteria are typically simple equations involving dimensionless quantities such as
the Weber, Reynolds and Ohnesorge numbers, which indicate whether shatter occurs or
not [163, 193, 252]. In addition to the hydrodynamic argument on which these criteria
hinge, there is an ongoing interest in the literature in ideas such as the role that air en-
trapment [116, 146, 193] and atmospheric pressure [194, 272] play in the onset of droplet
shatter. Here we simply use the Mundo et al. criterion to predict shatter for normal and
oblique impactions [163].
There are few studies which model the post-shatter behaviour deterministically (number,
velocity and trajectory of secondary drops), although it can be achieved to some extent
through energy balance models very similar to those used for spread and bounce [281].
Alternatively, empirically-based statistical models may be used, such as those by [86,211]
for the rain-splash dispersal of pathogens. We do not consider post-impaction events in
this study, as these processes are difficult to observe and measure accurately within the
current experimental framework.
High speed video images have been used by researchers to study the impaction process,
although these have typically been on uniform, well defined surfaces such as glass [205],
parafilm [260] or PTFE coated microscope slide [151]. Reichard et al. [190, 191], Fox
et al. [77], and Wirth et al. [268] used high-speed cameras to record droplet impaction
on leaves. The speed and image resolution of these cameras, however, could not cap-
ture the dynamic impaction process, and the properties of daughter droplets could not
be determined because many droplets overlapped within the camera target focus area.
More recently, Dong et al. [53, 54] developed a system that used two high-speed digital
cameras and 3D software to study the impact of a range of droplet sizes and impact
velocities on Hydrangea quercifolia, Dracaena, and Euphorbia pulcherrima, and was used
to qualitatively describe the impaction process and measure the spread of droplets on
impact.
In other recent research, Massinon and Lebeau [151] and Zwertvaegher et al. [290] studied
droplets of both water and surfactant mixtures impacting on horizontal, synthetic, hy-
drophobic polytetrafluoroethylene, Teflonr (PTFE) coated slides. Drops were delivered
to the surface with a moving agricultural nozzle, and impaction details (droplet size and
velocity) and outcomes (adhesion, bounce and shatter) were extracted from high speed
video images. Their results show a zone of transition between each impaction outcome
and not a clear boundary between them. A ‘Weber number of transition’ was used to
delineate the boundary between adhesion and bounce, and bounce and shatter. These
transition values were obtained from the intersection between the Weber number proba-
bility density distributions of their data. In some cases (when surfactant concentration
was sufficiently increased), bounce outcomes were not observed at all, and so only one
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Weber number of transition was required, describing a boundary between adhesion and
shatter zones [151].
Likewise, Massinon et al. [152] obtained similar results for water and surfactant mix-
tures on PTFE and blackgrass leaves of various orientations. Rather than using Weber
numbers of transition to delineate adhesion–bounce and bounce–shatter zones, they re-
ported impact outcome probability as a function of eleven energy classes, where each
class boundary corresponds to a constant Weber number. As with the Weber numbers of
transition [151, 290], Massinon et al.’s [152] impact outcome probabilities in each energy
class were experimentally-determined. Spraying distilled water was found to result in less
adhesion, more bounce, less shatter in Cassie-Baxter regime and more shatter in Wenzel
regime than when a spray mixture of 0.1% Break-Thru S240r was applied. For impaction
on blackgrass leaves, Massinon et al. [152] found that the leaf roughness pattern clearly
affects drop impact behaviour compared with an artificial surface. From these results it
seems reasonable to expect that impaction outcomes may be more variable on natural
leaf surfaces due to their inherent variability [72,167,242].
Experimental techniques such as those outlined by Massinon et al. [151,152], Zwertvaegher
et al. [290] and Dong et al. [54] demonstrate a difference in impaction outcomes between
different surfaces and spray mixtures. However, it is desirable for future modelling of
whole plant spraying, and also pathogen spreading scenarios, to be able to predict these
effects without being totally reliant on experimental data for each possible application
scenario.
In this paper we report on experimental data taken from high speed video images of
droplets impacting on cotton, wheat and rice leaves. In an attempt to more closely mimic
conditions in the field, we use three different commercial agrichemical spray nozzles and
four different formulation types (one of which is simply water, while the other three
include commonly used adjuvants). The experimental details are provided in section 7.2.
For both horizontal leaves and leaves held at 45◦, the outcome (adhere, bounce or shatter)
for each droplet impaction was recorded, as well as the droplet size and speed just before
impaction. The mathematical approaches outlined above (and described in section 7.3)
are tested by plotting bounce and shatter boundaries as a function of droplet size and
speed, and comparing with the experimental results (section 7.4). Section 7.5 includes a
discussion of our work. We find broad agreement between the data and predictions, but
also highlight cases in which observations are not backed up by the models as they stand.
This research provides confidence that simple and computationally efficient mathematical
models can be used to investigate retention of pesticides on whole plant from typical
pesticide applications [55, 59], but also points to aspects of the modelling which needs
further refinement.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic layout of high speed video experiments
7.2 High speed video analysis
7.2.1 Experimental set up
Droplets with a range of diameters and velocities were recorded impacting on three plant
species with a high speed video system at a frame rate of 5000 f/s and shutter speed
of 1/20000 s. The system consisted of a Lightning RDTPlus high-speed camera (DRS
Technologies, Inc., USA), an HL-250 high-intensity discharge light with maximum power
of 1, 250 W (Shanghai Anma Industry Co., Ltd, China) and integrated with MiDAS 2.0
software modules (Xcitex, Inc). The experimental layout is shown in figure 7.1.
During each test run, a target leaf was fixed on a sample board and placed on an alu-
minium alloy frame that enabled the angle of the leaf to be altered. The camera focused
on the leaf surface to capture the impaction process. To protect the camera and light
from spray and to limit the number of out of focus droplets, a plastic board with a slot
0.01 m wide and 0.1 m long was used as a cover. The slot was positioned over the leaf to
allow droplets to go through and impact on the target at the camera focal plane.
By using a slot to limit the number of droplets, together with a low application rate that
is typical of field applications, we were able to ensure that the majority of the impacting
droplets hit a dry area on the leaf. To verify that most of the droplets impact an area of
the leaf where there was no previous impact, we sprayed water under the same operating
conditions on water sensitive cards (75× 25 mm) that change colour from yellow to blue
when a droplet impacts on their surface. A figure demonstrating these results is included
in the supplementary material.
After recording the spray, the movement of droplets that were in good focus prior to
impact was manually tracked using the MiDAS software and the impact velocity of the
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droplet was calculated. It was then noted from the recorded images if that droplet ad-
hered, bounced or shattered on impact. To measure the droplet size, a public domain
image processing program (ImageJ 1.48c, developed at the National Institutes of Health)
was used. Towards the end of the frame sequence, droplets that were suspected to have hit
a wet area (due to a visible change in behaviour of the impacting droplet) were excluded
from the analysis.
7.2.2 Spray methods and formulations
The distance from the nozzle tip to the target was 0.5 m. The spray pressure was 0.3 MPa,
supplied by a TYW-2 air compressor (Suzhou Tongyi Electromechanical Co., Ltd., China).
The droplets were produced by three nozzle types (IDK120-02, ST110-02 and TR80-02
nozzles, Lechler GmbH, Germany) whose respective Volume Median Diameters (VMD)
with water were 273 µm, 174 µm and 171 µm, respectively, measured by a SympatecHe-
lios laser-diffraction particle-size analyser (Spraytec laser-diffraction particle-size analyser,
Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK) at the stated spray distance and pressure [262]. The noz-
zle was mounted on a track sprayer, operated at a constant speed of 1.0 m/s over the test
zone.
The following solutions were tested:
• Water
• 0.05% NF100 (Spray adjuvant, Numen (Beijing) International Biotech Co., Ltd.,
China) + water
• 0.1% Tween 20 + water
• 0.05% Silwet 408 (Spray adjuvant, Numen (Beijing) International Biotech Co., Ltd.,
China) + water
Tween 20 and NF100 are conventional nonionic surfactants. Silwet 408 is an example of
what is often referred to as a superspreader due to its very low surface tension and ability
to spread over the leaf surface after impact [4, 171,253,261,285].
Each solution was sprayed onto leaves from three crops (cotton, rice and wheat) for both
horizontal leaves (0◦) and leaves at a 45◦ angle, to give 72 treatments. Plants were grown
in a glasshouse for approximately one month prior to tests. Every treatment was repeated
twice. The data from the three nozzle types was combined so that impaction results for
each leaf type, spray mixture, and leaf angle combination were obtained from six separate
leaves, each from a different plant.
The contact angle for each of the spray mixes on cotton leaves was initially measured by
placing a 1 µL droplet with a micro syringe on a section of a cotton leaf, viewing side
on through a microscope, manually measuring the height and base width of the droplet,
and calculating the contact angle by the method in [142]. It was found that by the time
the leaf section was positioned on the microscope, the microscope was focused and the
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Surface tension σ (N/m) Contact angle
Mix 10 ms 50 ms 900 ms Cotton Wheat Rice
Water 0.0716 (0.0001) 0.0716 (0.0001) 0.0716 (0.0001) 54◦ (10) 132◦ (2) 129◦ (6)
0.05% NF100 0.0640 (0.0002) 0.0569 (0.0002) 0.0482 (0.0002) 48◦ (3) 110◦ (4) 126◦ (3)
0.10% Tween 20 0.0457 (0.0001) 0.0374 (0.0001) 0.0320 (0.0001) 55◦ (7) 116◦ (4) 108◦ (4)
0.05% Silwet 408 0.0514 (0.0002) 0.0359 (0.0002) 0.0194 (0.0002) 1◦* 69◦ (9) 73◦ (2)
Kcrit (dimensionless) 150 69 74
*Complete spread so value of 1◦ used.
Table 7.1: Surface tension and contact angles of the test spray mixtures on leaf surfaces. Standard
deviation from 3 replicate measurements shown in brackets.
measurements taken, droplets on wheat and rice leaves had flattened, resulting in lower
than anticipated contact angle measurements. To overcome this issue, the high speed
video camera was then used to record images of the droplet as it was applied to the
leaf. The contact angle was determined from the resulting images by using the low-bond
axisymmetric drop shape analysis (LBADSA) plug-in to ImageJ [236].
To delineate impaction thresholds, a value for Kcrit, as described in section 7.3.1, was
calculated using contact angles of either 20% or 50% aqueous acetone solution via the
method in [74]. The Kcrit value for each plant type is shown in table 7.1.
Dynamic surface tension (DST) was measured with a Bubble pressure Tensiometer-BP2
(Kru˝ss, Germany). It is well established that DST, rather than equilibrium surface ten-
sion, is better correlated with retention [5]. However, the most appropriate time scale
for the DST measurement is not yet fully resolved. On one hand it may be argued that
the droplet surface is instantaneously ‘fresh’ at impact due to a significant deformation of
the fluid free surface [5], and so the most appropriate time scale may as early as 10 ms.
Others, however, argue that the DST measurement should correspond to the time to im-
pact [5,72,238,268]. Since the most appropriate time scale for DST has not been resolved,
we consider values at a surface age of both 10 ms and 50 ms. The former represents a
fresh droplet surface, while the latter is the average time between atomisation and im-
pact. Since our DST data began at roughly 30 ms, the 10 ms estimate was obtained
by extrapolation from a fitting of Hua and Rosen’s [99] Equation (2) for the DST of a
surfactant mixture. To arrive at the 50 ms estimate, we assume the average velocity of a
droplet from nozzle to target is roughly 10 m/s (all of the measured impact velocities in
figures 7.2 and 7.3 are less than 10 m/s, but drop velocities close to the nozzle are greater
than 10 m/s [263]), and the distance from nozzle to target is 0.5 m.
For comparison, we have also considered DST at 900 ms, which is essentially the equilib-
rium value for our three spray mixtures. The validity of using DST at these three ages is
discussed in sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2. The surface tension values for each spray mixture
are shown in table 7.1.
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7.3 Droplet impaction models
In [59], simple mathematical models were presented to predict the outcome of a droplet
impacting a horizontal leaf surface from directly above (normal impaction). The three
possible outcomes considered were shatter, bounce, and adhesion. The shatter criterion
(based on Mundo et al. [163]) is summarised below in section 7.3.1, and in section 7.3.2,
an extension to the bounce criterion (based on Mao et al. [148]) is provided to allow for
different angles of the leaf surface and the droplet impact trajectory (oblique impaction).
The key parameters describing droplet impaction are the impact velocity (V ), droplet
diameter before impact (D), fluid density (ρ), dynamic fluid viscosity (µ), fluid–air surface
tension (σ), and equilibrium contact angle (θe). Note that each spray mixture is assumed
to have the density and viscosity of water (ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and µ = 9.78 × 10−4 Pa·s);
it is only surface tension that changes with the addition of an adjuvant (see table 7.1 for
specific surface tension values).
7.3.1 Shatter criterion
The process of droplet shatter can be quite variable, depending on the nature of the fluid
and the surface being impacted. Types of shatter can be categorised as prompt, crown,
and receding, to name a few [149,277]. This wide variety, together with the fact that the
physical processes occurring during shatter are not entirely understood, makes it a very
difficult subject to accurately model and predict using simple models.
It is widely agreed that a prompt splash occurs when the inertial forces created by impact
are sufficient to overcome the capillary forces which hold the fluid together [162]. This
takes place during the spreading process, immediately after impaction. Several authors
have developed criteria to predict shatter based on this theory, such as Mundo et al. [163],
who proposed the relation
K = We1/2n Re
1/4
n , (7.1)
where Wen = ρV
2
nD/σ and Ren = ρVnD/µ are the dimensionless Weber and Reynolds
numbers computed with the component of velocity normal to the impacted surface
Vn = V sinα . (7.2)
Here α is the angle between the leaf surface and the incoming trajectory of impact (0 <
α ≤ 90◦). Thus (7.1) is valid for both normal and oblique impactions.
A droplet is predicted to shatter on impact if
K > Kcrit (7.3)
where Kcrit is a critical value related to the properties of the surface being impacted.
Mundo et al. found that Kcrit = 57.7 correlated well with their data (which involved
impactions of three different fluids onto smooth and rough surfaces, which rotated to
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mimic impact at an angle); however, this value could not be expected to translate to
the data presented in this study. Mao et al. [148], for example, demonstrated that Kcrit
could be as large as 152 for particular surfaces. Therefore criteria like (7.3) typically
require that labourious adhesion and shatter experiments are performed in order to fit a
suitable value of Kcrit to any new data set. To remove this limitation, Forster et al. [74]
devised a simple method for estimating Kcrit based on contact angle measurements of
standardised formulations. In this way, the value of Kcrit adapts to reflect the wettability
properties (including roughness effects) of the surface, while K describes the fluid and
droplet properties. Hence the novelty in this study is in the use of Forster et al.’s method
to extend upon Mundo et al.’s [163] criterion.
Note that as the angle of impact α decreases, Vn will in turn decrease, leading to a smaller
calculated value of K. The implication of this trend is that shatter becomes less likely
with a smaller impact angle.
It is worth noting that (7.1) may be equivalently written as K = Oh Re
5/4
n , where Oh =
µ/(ρgD)1/2 is the Ohnesorge number. Further, (7.3) may be written as Oh > KcritRe
−5/4
n .
Thus, as summarised by [193], this criterion belongs to a family of models predicting that
shatter occurs when Oh > αReβn , with α constant and β = −5/4. Other models in
this family are due to Cossali et al. [41] and Yarin and Weiss [278]. In these works, the
focus was on droplet impaction on a prewetted surface. Our experimental set up is such
that droplets usually impact dry areas, although towards the end of the run there is an
increased chance of impacting on portions of the leaf surface that had previously been
wet by other droplets. Thus we do not adopt the models of [41] or [278].
Mundo et al.’s shatter criterion, (7.3), provides a method for predicting whether splash will
occur or not. However, it does not begin to address the secondary distribution of the spray,
such as the number of secondary droplets produced in the splash, and their individual
velocities and trajectories from the impaction site. Such post-shatter information is not
considered in the current study, but relevant models have been published in [281] and [59].
7.3.2 Bounce criterion
In the event that (7.3) predicts that shatter does not occur, a secondary criterion is re-
quired to differentiate between the possible subsequent outcomes of bounce and adhesion.
Our bounce criterion hinges on work by Mao et al. [148], with a few modifications.
Mao et al.’s bounce model considers several key stages of the impaction process:
(a) Before impact. A spherical droplet of diameter D is travelling at velocity V towards
a solid surface.
(b) Maximum spread. After impact, the droplet spreads radially to a maximum diameter.
A cylindrical disc geometry is assumed.
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(c) Maximum recoil. After maximum spread, the droplet recoils toward the point of
impact.
(d) Equilibrium. If the droplet does not bounce, it will settle to an equilibrium formation
on the surface.
In addition to these four, a fictitious stage is introduced for the purpose of predicting
bounce:
(e) Bounce criterion. A spherical droplet momentarily at rest above the surface.
Equating stages (a) and (b) leads to a cubic polynomial describing the maximum spread
diameter of the droplet. It is assumed that, if bounce occurs, it takes place after stage (c),
and instead of (d), in response to a sufficiently rapid recoil. A comparison between stage
(c) and the fictitious stage (e) determines whether detachment from the surface (bounce)
is the energetically favourable outcome after recoil. A successful bounce is indicated by
a positive value of an ‘excess rebound energy’:
EERE > 0 . (7.4)
If EERE < 0, then the droplet is predicted to adhere to the substrate.
Dorr et al. [59] expanded upon Mao et al.’s model by using EERE to calculate the exit
velocity of the bouncing droplet. However, the model fundamentally describes the spread
and bounce of a drop impinging a solid horizontal substrate from directly above (normal
impaction). This is a major limitation in a spray scenario where leaf surfaces may have
any orientation, and are impacted by spray droplets from various directions. Here we
present a modification of the bounce criterion to account for oblique impaction.
The impact angle parameter α, is used to quantify the ‘obliqueness’ of an impact, with
α = 90◦ for a normal impaction and smaller α being more oblique. The orientation of
the leaf surface itself is not taken into account explicitly because it is assumed that the
magnitude of the inertial forces acting on the droplet during impaction, over the short
timescale of spread and recoil, is much greater than the effect of gravity on the droplet.
This is reasonable when considering typical spray-sized droplets of very small mass.
The modelling for oblique impact is kept as similar to the case of normal impaction as
possible. Indeed, the criterion outlined here reduces to that in [59] when α = 90◦. While
a cylindrical disc geometry is assumed by Mao et al. [148] for a normal impaction, an
elliptical disc geometry is now taken for the spreading drop, with the major axis in the
impact direction. There is some probability of an oblique impaction leading to rivulet-type
stretching, sliding, or rolling downhill (particularly for small α and highly hydrophobic
surfaces; Antonini et al. 2014). However, it has been observed that a drop impacting
an oblique surface can also exhibit the conventional spread and recoil behaviour that
we assume here [138]. Further, ellipses have been used in the literature to approximate
the shape of oblique spreading patterns in a few applications [35, 106, 284]. Thus, we
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acknowledge that the use of an elliptical geometry and the assumptions behind it is an ad
hoc approach which meets our requirements of a simplistic criterion with realistic bounce
trends. There may be other simple alternatives that work better, especially in situations
where α is expected to be small.
To quantify the amount of spread along the minor and major axes of the assumed ellipse,
a few simple assumptions are made about the spreading process:
1. The sideways spread of the droplet (in the direction of the minor axis of the ellipse, per-
pendicular to the impaction direction) can be quantified using the normal component
of impact velocity.
Although the majority of spread will be in the impact direction, some spread will occur
in the sideways direction as well. The sideways spread will decrease as α decreases, along
with the normal component of impact velocity, Vn.
2. The area of the droplet at maximum elliptical spread is equal to what it would be if
impacting at α = 90◦ with the same impact velocity.
The principle here is that the droplet should undergo roughly the same extent of defor-
mation when impacting a surface at velocity V , regardless of whether the impaction is
oblique or normal.
3. The retraction of the droplet after maximum spread will depend only on the major
axis.
A droplet bounces if there is sufficient surface energy to cause the droplet to recoil rapidly.
If the spread is elliptical, the major axis will determine the likelihood of rapid recoil while
the minor ellipse will have little contribution to the process.
The method employed for predicting oblique bounce is as follows. First, the impaction is
treated as if it is normal (α = 90◦) [59, 148]. The maximum spread diameter Dnormal is
found via the cubic polynomial[
1
4
(1− cos θe) + 0.2We
0.83
Re0.33
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12
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Dnormal
D
)
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= 0 , (7.5)
which can be solved exactly for Dnormal. This corresponds to Equation (17) of [148], and
makes use of a stagnation point flow analogy to empirically quantify viscous dissipation
during the spreading process.
If a real solution to (7.5) does not exist, or Dnormal is calculated to be less than D, we
set Dnormal = D as a minimum bound. Once Dnormal is known, the second assumption
implies that the spread area of the droplet in the oblique impaction is
Area =
pi
4
D2normal . (7.6)
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Using the first assumption, the extent of sideways spread of the elliptical droplet is calcu-
lated with the normal component of the velocity (7.2), leading to another cubic equation
for maximum spread:[
1
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Re0.33n
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−
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+ 1
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D
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+
2
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= 0 , (7.7)
to be solved for Dminor under the condition. The notation Wen and Ren denotes the
Weber and Reynolds numbers computed with Vn rather than V . If Dminor < D, then we
set Dminor = D as a correction.
Now, the area of an ellipse is given by
Area =
pi
4
DminorDmajor , (7.8)
and so the second assumption coupled with (7.6) allows the calculation of Dmajor as
Dmajor =
D2normal
Dminor
. (7.9)
Using the third assumption, the excess rebound energy of the droplet is calculated by
EERE =
[
pi
4
D2major(1− cos θe) +
2
3
pi
D3
Dmajor
]
σ − 0.12piD2σ
(
Dmajor
D
)2.3
(1− cos θe)0.63
− piσD2 . (7.10)
Bounce occurs if the criterion (7.4) is satisfied (otherwise adhesion is predicted). Equa-
tions (7.5)–(7.10) incorporate properties of the fluid (density, viscosity, and surface ten-
sion) and droplet (velocity and diameter) through the Weber and Reynolds numbers.
Meanwhile, the equilibrium contact angle θe describes the energetics of the liquid–solid–
gas system. Mao et al. [148] found that θe was sufficient to account for the effects of
surface roughness without explicitly including a roughness parameter. The exit velocity
of the droplet is
Vexit =
√
12EERE
piρD3
. (7.11)
The direction that the droplet bounces is assumed to simply be a mirror of its incoming
trajectory. The validity of this assumption is discussed in section 7.4.
The impaction models described here are best visualised by a bounce or shatter bound-
ary. For a given plant and spray formulation, one could run the bounce criterion for an
appropriate range of V and D, and then on the V versus D plane delineate regions of
predicted adhesion and bounce with a curve representing the boundary between the two
outcomes. This boundary corresponds to EERE = 0. Similarly, K = Kcrit leads to a
shatter boundary which may be plotted on the same plane. The interpretation of the
bounce (or shatter) boundary is that a spray droplet with initial velocity and diameter
falling above the curve results in a positive prediction for bounce (or shatter). Recall that
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bounce may only occur if there was no shatter during the droplet’s spreading process,
and so shatter always takes precedence over bounce in the impaction model.
7.4 Results
Experimental impact outcomes for droplets on cotton and wheat leaves are shown in
figure 7.2 for horizontal leaf surfaces, and figure 7.3 for leaf surfaces inclined at an angle
of 45◦. For each leaf type, the results for the four spray mixtures (water, Tween 20,
Silwet 408 and NF 100) are shown separately. Each of the subplots combines data from
the three nozzle types, and on average 75 impact outcomes, on six individual leaves, from
six different plants, are recorded in each. Additional data for rice is provided in the online
supplementary material.
Each data point in figures 7.2 and 7.3 represents a single droplet impaction, plotted
according to the measured droplet diameter and velocity on impact. Three symbols are
used to indicate the observed impaction outcomes: a (red) square for droplet shatter
on impact, a (blue) circle for droplet bounce on impact, and a (black) cross for droplet
adhesion on impact. All three outcomes are well represented in the results for wheat
leaves, while the results for cotton leaves show a majority of adhesion observations with
relatively few shatter and bounce observations. For all leaf and spray mixture types,
there is not always a clear grouping of the three types of impaction outcome. This is
particularly true for bounce and adhesion observations, where the data are often mixed
in the lower left region of the plots (corresponding to smaller diameters and velocities).
The shatter observations, on the other hand, are generally grouped in the upper right
region (corresponding to larger diameters and velocities) with little overlap with bounce
and adhesion observations. It is interesting to note that there is not a clear difference in
the distribution of shatter, bounce and adhesion results between the horizontal and 45◦
leaves.
For comparison of the experimental data with impaction criteria, shatter boundaries
(K = Kcrit, from the model in section 7.3.1) are indicated by a (red) dashed line, and
bounce boundaries (EERE = 0, as described in section 7.3.2) by a (blue) solid line. Recall
that shatter is predicted when a droplet’s impact diameter and velocity fall above the
shatter boundary, so that (7.3) is satisfied. On the other hand, bounce is predicted when
the droplet’s attributes place it between the bounce and shatter boundaries, because
shatter takes precedence over bounce. In those plots within figures 7.2 and 7.3 where
only a shatter boundary is depicted, the bounce boundary has been omitted because it
fell above the shatter boundary. Droplet adhesion is predicted when the diameter and
velocity information falls below or to the left of a bounce boundary, or below and to the left
of the shatter boundary for cases without a bounce boundary. Three shatter boundaries
are shown in each subplot of figures 7.2 and 7.3; these correspond to DST measurements
at 10 ms (top shatter boundary), 50 ms (middle shatter boundary), and 900 ms (bottom
shatter boundary). Bounce boundaries are shown for a DST measurement at 50 ms only.
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Figure 7.2: Impaction observations for horizontal wheat and cotton leaves and a variety of formulations.
The corresponding predictions are illustrated with bounce (EERE = 0) and shatter (K = Kcrit) curves.
The top shatter curve in each subplot corresponds to DST at a surface age of 10 ms, the middle curve to
50 ms, and the bottom curve to 900 ms. The bounce curves are computed with DST at 50 ms.
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Figure 7.3: Impaction observations for wheat and cotton leaves inclined at 45◦, and a variety of formu-
lations. The corresponding predictions are illustrated with bounce (EERE = 0) and shatter (K = Kcrit)
curves. The top shatter curve in each subplot corresponds to DST at a surface age of 10 ms, the middle
curve to 50 ms, and the bottom curve to 900 ms. The bounce curves are computed with DST at 50 ms.
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This is for two reasons. First, a change in DST made little visible difference to the position
of the bounce boundary, and so does not affect interpretation of the results. Second, the
most appropriate DST measurement is even more uncertain for the bounce process than
it is for shatter, due to the larger timescale over which it occurs and the potential for
DST to vary significantly over that time.
Note that there are a few important trends in the positions of the shatter and bounce
boundaries in figures 7.2 and 7.3. First, the position of the shatter boundary lowers as
the surface tension of the spray mix is decreased. This is true both between subplots
(when comparing spray formulations), and within subplots (when comparing DST mea-
surements). This means that the probability of shatter increases with decreasing surface
tension, because the droplets have a lower surface energy and are therefore more prone
to break-up. Second, the position of the shatter boundary rises as the leaf surface is
tilted from the horizontal to 45◦. This means that shatter becomes less probable in an
oblique impaction. Finally, the bounce boundary slightly lowers as the leaf is tilted to
45◦, indicating a higher probability of bounce in an oblique impaction.
In figure 7.4(a), the observed angle of bounce, as measured from the nominal surface
normal, is contrasted with the angle of impact. The (red) line running diagonally through
the plot indicates the expected bounce angle if rebound was to occur as a mirror image
of the incoming trajectory. The distribution of the majority of data points below the
line indicates that the bounce angle tends to be greater than the impact angle, implying
that the assumption made in section 7.3.2 about these angles being equal is not strictly
applicable. This trend can be attributed to energy loss in the impact process (spread and
retraction of the droplets). It should be noted that while these results are relative to the
nominal surface normal (normal to either a horizontal or 45◦ surface), the leaf surfaces
have irregularities that would cause the actual surface normal at the point of impact to
vary from the nominal surface normal. This difference would contribute to the scatter in
the data, and may account for the cases where the bounce angle is less than the impact
angle.
Figure 7.4(b) compares the measured velocity of bouncing droplets to the predicted ve-
locity calculated by (7.11). The (red) line illustrates where data points would fall if there
was perfect agreement between the experiments and prediction. There is a slight ten-
dency for droplets with higher observed bounce velocities (> 1 m/s) to fall below the
line, indicating that bounce velocity may be underestimated by the model. The overall
agreement is quite good, however, with the scatter of data points generally centred about
the line.
7.5 Discussion
While there exist a variety of sophisticated mathematical models that are designed to
simulate the entire droplet impaction process, the majority of these are computationally
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Figure 7.4: (a) Measured impact angle and bounce angle for all droplets that were observed to bounce.
The (red) line shows the expected angle if bounce were to occur as a mirror image to the incoming trajec-
tory, about the surface normal. (b) Measured velocity of droplet after bouncing off a surface compared to
the predicted velocity. The (red) line indicates where measured velocity would the same as the predicted
velocity.
intensive even for a single droplet. On the other hand, we are motivated by large scale
applications where thousands of drops may be present at the same time, such as in
multicomponent simulations of agricultural spray scenarios. Thus we have a need for
simple, easy-to-compute models and, as such, have focused on algebraic energy balance
criteria and an ad hoc type approach. While there is scatter present in the experimental
data presented here, and distinct grouping of different impact outcomes (adhesion, shatter
or bounce) is not always observed in figures 7.2 and 7.3, we find the overall predictions
of the simple energy balance criteria compare well to the measurements.
Most of the experimental studies on droplet impaction to date have used uniform synthetic
(dry) targets and mono-sized droplets. However, in this work, we have used real leaves,
with all their inherent natural variability (for example, hairs, trichomes, stomata, veins,
wax structures), and commercial agricultural spray nozzles that result in a range of droplet
velocities, sizes and trajectories being produced [58]. The nature of the spray experiments
introduces the further complication that, while the leaf surfaces are initially dry, they do
become partially wet throughout the run as drops accumulate on the surface. There are
some measurement errors associated with the camera field of view and using a single
camera to record a 3D process [53, 54], although we have tried to minimise these by
only selecting measurement of drops that remain in good focus throughout the impaction
process.
7.5.1 Shatter
The shatter boundary tends to work reasonably well for the situations tested, although
there are some discrepancies where most shatter is observed below the predicted shatter
line (see water on 45◦ cotton and water and NF 100 on 45◦ wheat in figure 7.3). There is
also little difference between shatter boundaries for the three DST values, apart from in
the case of the superspreader mix where the boundaries are more spread apart. Therefore
it is difficult to make any conclusions about the most appropriate timescale for DST with
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respect to shatter. The occurrence of droplet shatter increases with diameter and velocity,
as evidenced by the concentration of shatter observations in the upper-right of the plots.
This trend is more obvious on the difficult to wet wheat leaves than the easy to wet cotton
leaves where shatter observations were more scarce.
In theory we might expect to find that the number of shatter observations increases as the
surface tension of the spray mix is decreased, and that a higher impact velocity would be
required for shatter as the surface tension is increased. This is due to the hydrodynamic
principle that the inertial forces of impact must overcome the capillary effects, which are
weaker as the surface tension decreases. There is perhaps some evidence in figures 7.2
and 7.3 that there are fewer shatter observations for water on wheat than the other spray
mixes, and that those observations generally occur at higher velocities. However, more
data is required for confirmation.
As stated above, there is a tendency for some drops to shatter when their velocity and
diameter fall below the shatter boundary. Interestingly, these discrepancies tend to be
present for the oblique impactions (figure 7.3) more than the normal impactions (figure
7.2). It is likely that at least some of these droplets hit a previously wet area on the leaf
and are hence more prone to shatter [252], which is supported by the fact that these cases
often appear later in the run where there is a higher chance of impacting a previously wet
area. As the camera view is looking side on to the leaf surface, it is often not possible to
determine if the impact area has been wet by previous droplet impacts or not.
7.5.2 Bounce
Due to the overlap of bounce and adhesion results in figures 7.2 and 7.3, there is not always
a distinct region of bounce only observations in the data as there was for shatter, but
the expected trends are still present overall. For example, the bounce criterion predicts
that droplets will never bounce on the more easily wettable cotton, or with superspreader
spray mixtures such as Silwet. In the data, only a few droplets were observed to bounce
for these cases, particularly when compared to the number of observations for bouncing
of water droplets.
Many bounce observations can be seen below the bounce boundaries in figures 7.2 and
7.3, implying that the probability of bounce is higher than was predicted by the bounce
criterion. This is particularly clear in the plot for water on a horizontal wheat leaf in
figure 7.2, where many bounce outcomes were observed for small drops of low impact
velocity, but not predicted by the bounce criterion due to low kinetic energy.
This discrepancy between the predictions and data could be due to the fundamental
assumptions of the bounce criterion, adapted from [148]. Mao et al. acknowledge that the
precision of the model decreases significantly for low impact velocities (V < 1 m/s) due
to the assumption of a cylindrical disc spreading geometry, and a stagnation point flow
analogy for viscous dissipation.
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One consideration may arise from the bounce observations common to the context of
superhydrophobic surfaces. In such studies [138, 160, 175, 196], the substrate is typically
textured to induce a Cassie-Baxter wetting regime, minimising both contact angle hystere-
sis and contact area between fluid and substrate on impact. As a result, drops impacting
such surfaces have a greatly enhanced tendency to bounce. Richard and Que´re´ [196] ob-
served that bouncing drops with We 1 (kinetic energy significantly smaller than surface
energy) had very little shape deformation on impact, and a high restitution coefficient
(e = Vexit/V ) due to efficient transfer of kinetic energy to surface energy. Viscous dissipa-
tion within the fluid was shown to be negligible. The largest contact angle considered in
this study is 132◦, so our surfaces are not considered superhydrophobic, but these results
illustrate why drops with low kinetic energy may not be adequately described by the
current model. A different geometry for the impacting drop (such as an oblate spheroid,
rather than a cylinder) may be required for this regime, as well as a re-evaluation of the
dissipation term.
Another significant assumption of the bounce criterion is that a drop will make contact
with the leaf surface on impact. In reality, there is an extremely small air layer between
the drop and substrate which must first be drained before contact between the two can
occur [139, 209]. Therefore the discrepancy between the predictions and data could be
due, at least in part, to complex air layer dynamics that are not taken into account in
the bounce equations presented in section 7.3.2.
Kolinski et al. [117] demonstrated that, on even a perfectly hydrophilic substrate, the air
layer can prevent contact and cause a drop to rebound. However, this was only true for
an atomically smooth substrate, and it was shown that a drop would inevitably make
contact with a surface with defects larger than the thickness of the film (as would be
true for most surfaces, particularly natural surfaces such as leaves). Air layer effects
have also been show to enhance the rebound of drops impacting on liquid. For example,
Couder et al. [42] demonstrated bouncing on the surface of a vertically vibrated liquid
bath. Of more relevance to our study, Gilet and Bush [87] described the presence of an
air layer aiding the rebound of small, slow-moving drops, which were impinging a surface
prewetted with a viscous fluid. They observed that a compressible air layer between the
drop and underlying film could act as a cushion, promoting bounce as long as the layer
was not penetrated. On the other hand, faster drops could break through the air layer,
make contact with the wetted surface, and adhere. These observations could represent
impactions occurring towards the end of our experiments, when there is a small possibility
of droplets hitting a previously wet area.
Gilet and Bush [87] reported that enhanced bounce due to the air layer effect occurred
for We < 2. They found that when We > 15, the air layer breaks and a total merger
occurs between the droplet and the underlying film. Between We = 2 and 15, a complex
series of intermediate regimes occur. For context, curves indicating We = 2 and We = 15
have been added to the impact outcome plot for water on a horizontal wheat leaf (refer
to figure 7.2) in figure 7.5. In Gilet and Bush’s observations, droplets falling above the
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Figure 7.5: Magnified chart of water droplets impacting a horizontal wheat leaf. The predicted bounce
boundary presented in this paper is indicated, along with curves corresponding to We = 2, 15.
We = 15 curve were not susceptible to the air layer effect, and those below the We = 2
curve were.
We have presented some of many possible explanations for the discrepancy between ob-
served and predicted frequencies of bounce. Other potential causes could be the presence
of dust particles on the leaves or irregularities in the leaf surface structure, neither of
which are accounted for in the bounce criterion.
In terms of total spray retention on whole plants, this extra incidence of bounce may
not have a significant influence, since these small droplets only account for a very small
proportion of the total volume of the spray, and they are typically moving at low velocities
so they are often recaptured by the same leaf anyway.
As with shatter discussed above, the value of dynamic surface tension we use in our model
(measured at 50 ms) may not be the most appropriate to describe the bouncing process.
Since bounce occurs over a considerably longer timescale than shatter, the concentration
of surfactant molecules at the fluid surface can vary in a complex manner during the
processes of spreading and recoiling, which is not yet completely understood. Therefore,
different values of σ (and consequently, θe) may need to be used for each term of (7.10)
to reflect the true dynamic nature of the surface tension.
7.5.3 Surface wettability, roughness and texture
The properties contributing to the wettability of a leaf can be divided into two categories:
physical and chemical interactions between the leaf surface and the droplet solution [98].
Most studies do not attempt to isolate and quantify each of these properties, but rather
indirectly infer relative values by quantitatively measuring behaviour that is allied to
wettability, such as contact angles [166] (as we have done in this paper).
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Figure 7.6: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) photographs at 200-fold magnification of leaves for
three crops (a) wheat, (b) cotton, (c) rice.
A leaf may be difficult-to-wet (high contact angle of water, 20% or 50% acetone) even
though it may have a chemically neutral or even relatively polar surface, due to the surface
being extremely rough (as opposed to being hydrophobic) [166,168].
In order to demonstrate the variability of the leaf surfaces from each of the three crops at
a small scale, scanning electron microscope (SEM) photographs at 200-fold magnification
[275] are presented in figure 7.6. These images show: the surface of a wheat leaf is smooth
and covered by a wax layer with hooked shape (unciform) and needle shaped (acicular)
hair on the surface, but no papilla (figure 7.6(a)); the surface of a cotton leaf has no hair
nor papilla (figure 7.6(b)); and the surface of rice leaf is rough with unciform hairs and
also papilla (figure 7.6(c)).
7.5.4 Leaf elasticity
The impaction models presented in this study assume a stationary, rigid leaf surface. This
is in line with the experimental observations gained from high-speed video imaging, in
which the spray droplets were very small relative to the leaf surface, the leaf was fixed
on a board, and there was no evidence of deformation of the leaf surfaces on impact. It
is possible, however, that the impaction of large drops, the bombardment of many small
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spray drops, or the presence of wind could cause significant movement of leaves in a real
spray scenario. Further, particular leaves may have compliant surfaces, especially when
impacted by a drop with significant kinetic energy (size or velocity).
To incorporate leaf movement in the current bounce and shatter criteria, a straightforward
approach may be to replace impact velocity with the net impact velocity (sum of the
droplet and leaf velocities). However, Lee and Kim [126] demonstrate for the case of
droplet rebound that it is the motion of the target surface and surrounding air which
influences the impact outcome, rather than the net change in velocity. Therefore air
motion may need to be considered, at least in the spreading stage where it is most
influential.
Elasticity of the leaf surface may be accounted for with a small reduction in droplet
kinetic energy, representing the kinetic energy absorbed by the surface during impact.
Pepper et al. [181] showed that substrate elasticity can suppress shatter for this reason,
but that these effects cannot be described by a traditional energy balance approach due
to the timescale over which shatter occurs. Similarly, Mangili et al. [147] and Alizadeh
et al. [2] considered drop impaction on soft polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) substrates,
and demonstrated an absorbance of kinetic energy due to substrate deformation, which
resulted in a significant reduction of droplet recoil. This suggests a lower available energy
for rebound on compliant surfaces. In agreement with these studies, Cho et al. [40] saw
that their fibrous elastic membrane could suppress both shatter and bounce.
Complicating these analyses are the findings of Chen et al. [36, 37], which show that an
air film may form beneath a drop impacting a soft PDMS substrate. As long as the
drop velocity is within a critical lower and upper limit, air entrapment occurs between
the droplet and surface due to the shear-thinning property of elastomeric PDMS. As a
result, droplet bounce was observed on soft PDMS even when it did not occur for any
impact velocity on rigid PDMS. These results, along with the discussion of air films in
the previous section, illustrate a need for a better understanding of air layer effects on
droplet impaction.
7.5.5 Dispersal of pathogens by rain
While the data presented in this paper were generated for typical pesticide applications,
the principles are relevant to the impaction of rain droplets onto leaf surfaces and the
subsequent dispersal of pathogens between plants. The main differences between these two
applications are that: 1) rain droplets are purely water, whereas typical spray mixtures for
pesticide application contain additions that alter characteristics such as surface tension;
and 2) for pesticide applications, the leaf surfaces are mostly dry and the volumes used
are usually such that the surface does not become fully wet, while impaction during rain
events are often onto fully wet surfaces. It would be expected that shattering of rain
droplets is enhanced through the combination of wet surfaces and larger droplets while
shattering of pesticide drops is enhanced through lowering of surface tension. The bounce
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and shatter criteria developed in this paper assume a dry surface and additional work is
required to characterise the influence of a wet surface on droplet impaction outcomes.
The post-impact behaviour of droplets for both rain dispersal and pesticides needs to
be characterised through further research to enable distribution of either pathogens or
pesticide through a plant canopy to be determined.
7.6 Conclusions
The application of agricultural chemicals via spraying, and spreading of pathogens by rain
splash, are complicated processes and there are many inherent variations. These include:
the plant shape and structure with resulting variation in leaf angles; leaf microstruc-
ture that can contain, for example, hairs, trichomes, stomata, veins, and wax structures;
variable droplet properties (in particular size, velocity, trajectories, density); variable
formulation properties (e.g. surface tension and viscosity); variable droplet impact con-
ditions (due to the increased possibility of impaction on a previously wet area as the run
progresses); and variable airflow due to micrometeorology and turbulence resulting from
the spray application. The experimental technique used in this study incorporated many
of these variables, such as the use of real leaves with all their inherent natural variabil-
ity, and commercial agricultural spray nozzles resulting in a range of droplet velocities,
sizes and trajectories being produced. While there is scatter in the experimental mea-
surements largely due to these uncontrolled factors, the results do show broad agreement
with predictions. In particular:
• shatter of droplets increased with increasing size and velocity of droplets at impact;
• shatter of droplets increased as the surface become harder to wet (shatter was more
obvious on the hard to wet wheat leaves than the easy to wet cotton leaves);
• for easy to wet surfaces or superspreader mixtures, the droplets mostly either ad-
hered or shattered on impact, with very few droplets bouncing;
• bouncing of droplets was most pronounced on hard to wet surfaces (such as wheat)
with high surface tension spray mixtures (such as water).
Droplets which had a diameter of 200 µm or smaller and were travelling at less than
1 − 2 m/s mostly adhered on impact, with a few exceptions, particularly in the case of
water droplets on wheat. On wheat, many of these smaller, slow moving droplets were
observed to bounce. Shatter became predominant as the velocity and size of droplets was
increased, without exception. Addition of adjuvants (surfactants) which lower surface
tension can assist with initial adhesion, but will also lead to more shatter. By combining
modelling with experimental observations, a better insight into the processes occurring
with different spray conditions has been achieved.
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Supplementary material
To verify that most of the droplets impact an area of the leaf where there was no previous
impact, we sprayed water under the same operating conditions on water sensitive cards
(75 × 25 mm) that change colour from yellow to blue when a droplet impacts on their
surface. The results are shown in figure 7.7. Here the six panels represent results from
each of the three different nozzles used (see below for details of the nozzles used), for
cards positioned at the leaf location, held horizontally and at 45◦. We see that the
majority of the droplets hit a part of the surface where there was no previous impact. In
particular, this is true for the IDK120-02 nozzle which produces the largest droplet sizes
and hence most likely to shatter on impact. It should be noted that these cards indicate
likely distribution of impacting droplets; however, the extent to which the spray droplets
spread on impact and hence the area coverage will depend on the formulation and surface
properties.
Experimental impact outcomes for droplets on rice leaves are shown in figure 7.8 for both
horizontal leaf surfaces, and leaf surfaces inclined at an angle of 45◦. The results for
the four spray mixtures (water, Tween 20, Silwet 408 and NF 100) are shown separately.
Each of the subplots combines data from the three nozzle types, and on average 75 impact
outcomes, on six individual leaves, from six different plants, are recorded in each.
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show individual frames from the high speed video footage of a
bouncing and shattering drop droplet, respectively. MiDAS and ImageJ were used to
calculate droplet size and impact velocity from these images.
Figure 7.7: Deposit on water sensitive cards which show droplet impacts as blue stains on yellow
backgrounds. Cards are shown for three nozzle types (IDK120-02, ST110-02 and TR80-02) at two angles
(horizontal and 45◦). The final coverage of droplets as a percentage of the total area is given as the mean
+/− standards deviation from 8 replicate cards.
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Figure 7.8: Impaction observations for horizontal rice leaves and rice leaves inclined at 45◦. The
corresponding model predictions are illustrated with bounce (EERE = 0) and shatter (K = Kcrit) curves.
The highest shatter curve in each subplot corresponds to a surface tension value at a surface age of 10 ms,
the centre curve to 50 ms, and the lowest curve to 900 ms.
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Figure 7.9: Example showing a 231µm water droplet travelling at 1.15m/s bouncing on impact with a
rice leaf. Time between images is 0.0002s.
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Figure 7.10: Example showing a 183µm water droplet travelling at 7.95m/s shattering on impact with
a wheat leaf. Time between images is 0.0002s.

8 Spray retention on whole plants: modelling, sim-
ulations and experiments
This chapter has been submitted as
Dorr GJ, Forster WA, Mayo LC,1 McCue SW, Kempthorne DM, Hanan J, Turner IW,
Belward JA, Barry M, Young J, Zabkiewicz JA. Spray retention on whole plants: mod-
elling, simulations and experiments. Pest Management Science (2016).
Abstract
Previous simulations of agrichemical spray retention by plants gave poor agreement for
hard-to-wet species when compared with actual measured retention. A new model is devel-
oped here that accounts for: species wettability, impaction angle, droplet bounce, partial
retention on shatter (via a pinning proportion parameter p), a variable time to shatter (via
a spread factor parameter f), and the number of daughter droplets produced. The results
from the new model are compared to data obtained by spraying five mixtures via five noz-
zles onto easy-to-wet cotton ( Gossypium hirsutum L.), and hard-to-wet wheat ( Triticum
aestivum L.) and fat hen ( Chenopodium album L.). The new model correctly predicts
retention to be highest on cotton and lowest on wheat. The trend in both measured data
and the model predictions is for retention to decrease with increasing droplet size, on all
three plant species. Formulation is correctly predicted to have little influence on retention
by easy-to-wet cotton plants and to enhance retention by the harder-to-wet wheat and fat
hen plants. The shatter parameters f and p have a substantial influence on retention, as
they affect primary or secondary droplet capture. A better understanding of the kinetic
energy effects and the interactions between the formulation and the leaf surface are needed
to refine their input values.
1My intellectual contribution in this chapter is primarily in the investigation and development of models
for droplet bounce and shatter, and thus I wrote sections 8.2.1 Impaction models and 8.2.1 Shatter models.
I also contributed to the writing of sections concerning the interpretation of impaction model parameters
and output (particularly sections 8.2.2 Pinning proportion and shatter spread factor, 8.3.3 Influence of
shatter parameters, f and p, and 8.4.2 Primary and secondary retention), as well as proofreading the full
text.
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8.1 Introduction
Pesticide application research is normally undertaken using field experiments that are
conducted under prevailing meteorological conditions. It is, however, often difficult, time
consuming and expensive to conduct numerous field experiments because of the variability
and complexity involved.
Alternative approaches, including the use of wind tunnels or spray chambers, are therefore
often employed to allow experiments to be performed under repeatable and controllable
conditions. This makes it possible to perform multiple experiments over short time periods
and similar air flow conditions, which is not possible in the field. These alternative
experimental approaches can provide large amounts of reliable data and are often the
most rapid, economical and accurate means for conducting fundamental research [14].
Theoretical models and computer simulations have also been used to estimate the likely
deposition of pesticides onto plants or soil surfaces [32,244] and to improve understanding
of the pesticide spray application and behaviour processes. Virtual plant architectural
models can position various plant components in three-dimensional space [187] and, when
combined with particle trajectory models, make it possible to effectively study the reten-
tion of impinging spray droplets onto such vegetative elements [55]. The use of computer
simulations enables strong and fundamental links to be made between the pesticide ap-
plication process, the influence of plant architecture and leaf surface characteristics, and
spray formulation properties on the pesticide retention and canopy distribution pattern.
This theoretical approach can substantially improve our understanding of the complex
relationships causing the retention of pesticide droplets on vegetative surfaces (e.g. crop
canopy, weeds, downwind buffer vegetation) and has the potential to estimate the distri-
bution of pesticides within a plant canopy at very low costs in time and materials.
Compared to undertaking a set of experiments in the field, running a virtual experiment
through mathematical models and computer simulations is fast and reproducible. As a
general rule, such mathematical models should include as much physics and chemistry
as is necessary to describe the important processes involved, but should not be overly
complicated or contain too many input parameter values. In the present context, the
models should also be simple enough to facilitate simulations with tens of thousands of
droplets impacting on leaf surfaces using standard desktop computing resources. Ulti-
mately, models need to be suitably tested by verifying the correctness of an algorithm or
code and validating the results by comparing model outputs with actual physical mea-
surements [92].
Previous research has resulted in models for initial adhesion and spray retention [59,
72, 73] by individual leaves and plants. These models utilise parameters that describe
solution properties, fluid properties of the spray droplets, and leaf surface characteristics.
A combined spray and plant architecture model used [55] to investigate retention by
plants showed good agreement between the model and experimental results for Gossypium
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hirsutum L. (cotton; an easy-to-wet plant), but retention measured on Sonchus oleraceus
L. (sow thistle; hard-to-wet) plants was lower than predicted by the model. The suggested
reasons for the lower than predicted deposit on sow thistle were that droplet bounce was
not taken into account and shatter equations were based on simple empirical relationships
that are only valid for easy-to-wet surfaces. A further analysis of the model [57] concluded
that formulation effects such as surface tension did not have a significant effect on the
modeled spray retention. While this conclusion may be valid for easy-to-wet plants on
which the model assumptions were based, it is not true for hard-to-wet plants [30,93,208].
In this paper a multi-component predictive spray retention model is described. The
foundations for this work are based on earlier versions of the model [55,59]; virtual plants
are developed using an L–studio environment [187,188] and individual leaves are created
by scanning real leaves [109] and reconstructing the data using surface fitting algorithms
[108,110]. The path of each droplet is modeled using a particle trajectory model [46,161],
while the outcome of each impaction event between the droplets and leaf surfaces is
predicted using criteria developed using energy conservation arguments [148, 163] and
extended to include the effect of leaf surface roughness and wettability [60,74]. The model
for post-impaction behavior, which includes a prediction for the number and velocity of
satellite droplets [3, 12, 281], is further modified to take into account partial retention
of liquid on impaction and also to allow for droplets to shatter before spreading to the
maximum diameter.
Model predictions are compared with experimental results obtained from spraying: three
plant species, ranging from easy-to-wet (cotton) to hard-to-wet (Triticum aestivum L. and
Chenopodium album L.; wheat and fat hen respectively); with five spray mixtures (static
surface tensions ranging from 22 to 72 mN m−1 and dynamic surface tension at 50 ms
ranging from 55 to 72 mN m−1); applied through five different commercially available
agrichemical spray nozzles (which produced droplets ranging in Dv0.5 from 202 µm to
833 µm with water).
8.2 Materials and methods
8.2.1 Predictive spray retention model
Spray model
The combined spray and plant architectural model utilised in this study is based on the
model described by Dorr et al. [55] and developed in L–studio [187,188], a Windows-based
software environment for creating plant-based simulation models. A particle trajectory
model, based on the combined ballistic and random walk approach proposed by Mokeba et
al. [161] and Cox et al. [46], is implemented to model the movement of droplets through the
air from the nozzle to the target plant. In this model, time is divided into a large number
of small, discrete steps, during which the velocity of the particle is kept constant. The
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movement of individual droplets through the atmosphere is tracked through successive
time steps. A meaningful estimate of dispersal statistics can be obtained by following a
large number of trajectories [32,95].
Plant model
The plant models for this study were developed for cotton, fat hen and wheat using the L–
system formalism [185,187] and incorporated into the main model as sub L–systems [157].
The structure of the cotton model is based on existing functional-structural models of
cotton [204], but the cotton leaves in that model are replaced with actual scanned and
reconstructed cotton leaves [59,108,109]. The algorithm for the plant model was allowed
to run for nine iterations, resulting in a plant with 13 leaves. Fat hen and wheat models
are based on physical measurements of plants grown in pots under prevailing weather
conditions. Individual leaves in the model are obtained from scanned and reconstructed
leaves [110].
Impaction models
Droplet retention models for bounce and shatter [59], expanded to include oblique impact
angles [60], have been incorporated into the current model. These consider droplet im-
paction events individually, and employ traditional energy balance principles that enforce
energy and mass conservation at key stages of the impaction process. Such energy balance
models have been widely used as a simple, and computationally tractable, approach to
describe droplet impact [11,21,111,148,281].
The impaction models employed in the current work are purely algebraic (i.e. they do
not require the solution of differential equations, as has been the approach in many other
energy models [11,21,111]). This is a deliberate choice, as the full spray retention model
has many components and can become very computationally intensive as the number
of droplets become large. Therefore we have taken the liberty to use very simple and
idealised models for bounce and shatter that can be generalised to any new spray sce-
nario. The intention is to work towards impaction models that are not only efficient, but
are formulated in a process-oriented way which minimises the need for empirical fitting.
Alternatively, several recent studies have used experimental fitting to produce a proba-
bilistic method for predicting adhesion, bounce, and shatter [151,152,290]. These models
were then utilised within a 3D virtual spray model similar to ours to study the retention
of water and a low surface tension surfactant formulation on a barley plant [153].
Upon impact on a dry solid surface, a droplet is known to spread rapidly outwards due to
the redirection of kinetic energy from the normal to tangential directions. If the inertial
forces created by the impact are sufficient to overcome the capillary forces which hold the
fluid together, then shatter will occur. Otherwise, the drop will continue to spread until
viscous forces (both within the fluid and at the advancing contact line) have dissipated
the kinetic energy. At this point, the geometry of the drop is usually a flattened disc
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with a thicker rim around the circumference. The drop is momentarily at rest at this
point in time [148], and its diameter is typically referred to as the maximum spread
diameter (Dmax). If the surface energy of the drop is significant, the drop will then
undergo a subsequent recoiling stage which may lead to rebound. Comprehensive reviews
of impaction experiments to date, many of which exhibit these spreading and recoiling
phases, are provided elsewhere [104,149,192,277].
A bounce criterion published previously [59, 60, 148] indicates whether a drop will have
sufficient energy available after impact to rebound from the surface. This criterion was
first presented by Mao et al. [148], who calculated Dmax and predicted bounce via a series
of energy balance arguments which considered the spread and recoil stages of impact.
However, Mao et al. [148] only considered droplets impacting a horizontal surface from
directly above (normal impaction). Dorr et al. [60] extended this work to consider impact
at any angle of impingement, and any inclination of the leaf surface (oblique impaction).
Dorr et al.’s model is used in this paper. In summary, bounce is predicted by calculating
the ‘excess rebound energy’ of the drop (EERE). If the criterion
EERE > 0 (8.1)
is met, then there is sufficient energy for bounce to occur. Thus EERE = 0 is the borderline
case that precisely delineates predictions of bounce and adhesion.
The key parameters describing impaction are the droplet diameter (D), the droplet impact
velocity (V ), the fluid density (ρ), the fluid viscosity (µ), the fluid–air surface tension (σ),
the equilibrium contact angle (θe), and the impingement angle (α). The impingement
angle is defined as the angle between the impact trajectory and the leaf surface tangent
plane at the site of impaction.
Shatter models
An initial simple criterion for shatter determines whether the kinetic energy of a drop
will overcome capillary effects on impact, leading to a fragmentation of the drop into
secondary droplets. Following this phase, the modelling is primarily concerned with post-
shatter outcomes, which determine how the reflected droplets may contribute to secondary
retention. Like the bounce model (as presented by Dorr et al. [60]), the following shatter
models apply to both normal and oblique impaction scenarios. However, due to model
limitations, predictions for extreme impact angles (small α) are expected to be less accu-
rate.
In order to determine whether shatter will occur on impact, we employ Mundo et al.’s [163]
relation
K = Wen
1/2Ren
1/4 , (8.2)
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where Wen = ρV
2
nD/σ and Ren = ρVnD/µ are the dimensionless Weber and Reynolds
numbers computed with the component of velocity normal to the impacted surface:
Vn = V sinα . (8.3)
A droplet is predicted to shatter if the criterion
K > Kcrit (8.4)
is met, where Kcrit is a parameter related to the properties of the surface being impacted
[74]. The method of computing Kcrit is discussed in section 8.2.2 Kcrit determination. In
this way, the fluid and droplet properties are described by K, and the surface properties
(such as wettability, including roughness effects) are described by Kcrit. It is important
to note that shatter takes precedence over bounce; that is, bounce may only occur if
shatter does not take place during the spreading process. Therefore, if both bounce and
shatter criteria (equations (8.1) and (8.2)) are met, shatter is the predicted outcome. Thus
the equality K = Kcrit precisely delineates predictions of shatter from either bounce or
adhesion.
Equation (8.2) only predicts whether shatter will occur or not; it provides no insight into
the post-shatter events, wherein the drop breaks into many secondary droplets which
are reflected from the leaf at various angles and velocities. It is important to model
these events, as secondary droplets can contribute significantly to retention. Post-shatter
modeling can also be provided by taking an energy balance approach which is very similar
to that taken for bounce [59,60,148]. Post-shatter events have been modeled in this way to
some extent before [59,281], but there is a need to better describe the inherent variability
of shatter. Parameters that need to be considered are: a variable time to shatter (for
example, distinguishing between prompt shatter or late shatter); and a variable proportion
of droplet pinning (this measures the amount of fluid that remains at the impaction point
after break-up).
Shatter occurs during the spreading process, during which the drop typically forms a
flattened disc with a thicker rim around the circumference. In order to simplify analysis,
the route of Mao et al. [148] is used and a cylindrical disc geometry is assumed for the
spreading drop, neglecting the rim. Shatter may occur in a number of forms [149,192,277],
but ‘prompt’ and ‘corona’ shatter are the two most common for drops impacting dry, solid
substrates [198, 273]. Prompt shatter occurs rapidly after the impact of a drop onto a
rough surface. This is a consequence of perturbations and subsequent breakup at the
expanding contact line region of the spreading drop. Corona shatter typically occurs
when a drop impacts and spreads on a smoother surface. In this case a crown-like sheet
of fluid forms around the circumference of the spreading drop, and destabilises due to
the presence of surrounding air. Corona shatter occurs later in the spreading process
than prompt shatter. In order to account for potential variations in shatter time, we
introduce the shatter spread factor parameter f as a measure of the point in time during
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the spreading process that shatter occurs. This leads to Dshatt = fDmax as the diameter
of the drop at the time of shatter, where Dmax is the diameter the droplet would have
reached had shatter not occurred [59, 60, 148]. The shatter spread factor is allowed to
vary as 0 < f ≤ 1, with f = 1 indicating shatter at the point of maximum spread. Note
that lowering f will not only indicate an earlier shatter, it leads to a greater quantity of
kinetic energy available to the secondary droplets leaving the impaction site, since less
has been consumed by dissipation during spreading.
Complicating matters further, shatter may either occur completely or partially. In the
first case, a drop will fragment into a number of secondary droplets and the entire volume
of fluid is reflected from the point of impact. This outcome is most likely to occur
in a regime of high substrate hydrophobicity [26]. Alternatively, a drop may shatter
partially, and leave some fraction of fluid pinned at the impaction site. It is likely that
the amount of pinning is not constant across all leaf surfaces and spray mixtures, with
higher droplet pinning on easy-to-wet surfaces (such as cotton) and low surface tension
formulations (such as with organosilicones). It has been observed [26, 71] that pinning
on impaction could account for a significant proportion of overall spray retention. Thus
it is important to consider regimes for which the total drop volume is not ejected as
secondary droplets, and instead a fraction of the fluid is left behind on the leaf. A
pinning proportion parameter p (0 ≤ p < 1) is now proposed to represent this fraction,
with p = 0 indicating complete shatter and p > 0 indicating partial shatter, where some
daughter shatter droplets are produced and some liquid is retained at the impaction
point. Thus the volume of fluid that is projected away (i.e. the combined volume of the
secondary droplets) is Volsec = (1 − p)piD3/6. Assuming a cylindrical disc geometry for
the spreading drop, the width of the outer portion of the drop which splashes away is
d = Dshatt(1−√p)/2.
The number of secondary droplets (Nsec) is computed using the method of Allen [3] as
later extended by Aziz and Chandra [12], along with an ad hoc condition to ensure that
the number of secondary droplets varies sensibly with the pinning proportion p (i.e. Nsec
decreases as the volume of fluid which splashes away decreases):
Nsec =
⌈
(1− p)piDshatt
λ
⌉
, (8.5)
where
λ = 2pi
√
3σD
ρV 2
. (8.6)
Note that the ceiling function is applied here, to round Nsec up to the nearest integer
and ensure that at least one daughter droplet will always be produced in the splash.
This method of calculating Nsec assumes that the expanding rim of the spreading droplet
destabilises due to the rapid deceleration of the fluid–air interface (an example of the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability [3]). This destabilisation leads to the formation of fingers
which break away as secondary droplets. There are a number of such formulae in the
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literature (several are summarised by Yoon and DesJardin [281]) which vary from the-
oretical to empirical, and consider a variety of instability mechanisms. Note that Nsec
is a function of the droplet spread diameter at the time of shatter, Dshatt, and is thus
affected by the choice of the shatter spread factor f as well as the pinning proportion p.
Specifically, Nsec will increase with an increase in f .
The velocity of each of the Nsec secondary droplets needs to be estimated. Given Nsec,
the diameter of each secondary drop is then
Dsec =
(
6Volsec
piNsec
)1/3
. (8.7)
The kinetic energy of each secondary drop is computed by evaluating the energy of the
drop before impaction (stage 1), during shatter (stage 2), and after shatter (stage 3), in
a similar manner to Yoon and DesJardin [281] and Mao et al. [148]. Given the assumed
cylindrical disc geometry for the spreading drop, we arrive at
S2 =
[
pi
4
D2shatt (1− cos θe) +
2piD3
3Dshatt
]
σ , (8.8)
for the surface energy of the drop at the time of shatter. The kinetic energy at the same
time can be expressed as
K2 =
( pi
12
ρV 2 + piσ
)
D3 − S2 − 0.2pifWe
0.83
Re0.33
σD2max (8.9)
where the last term describes energy dissipation during spreading. This is Mao et al.’s
[148] semi empirical expression for dissipation between impact and maximum spread,
scaled by the shatter spread factor parameter f . The surface energy of the fluid that
remains on the surface after shatter is
S′3 =
[
pi
4
(Dshatt − 2d)2 (1− cos θe) + 2piD
3
3D2shatt
(Dshatt − 2d)
]
σ , (8.10)
while the surface energy of each ejected secondary drop is S′′3 = piσD2sec. Finally, compar-
ing the energy at stages (2) and (3) leads to
K3 =
K2 + S2 − S′3
Nsec
− S′′3 , (8.11)
for the kinetic energy of each secondary drop. The exit velocity of each drop may then
be calculated as
VExit =
√
12K3
piρD3sec
. (8.12)
These energy conservation principles are essentially the same as those employed by Yoon
and DesJardin [281] for a shattering drop, but the equations differ in two ways. First, we
have employed Mao et al.’s [148] formulae for Dmax and viscous dissipation and, second,
the new parameters f and p have been introduced in an attempt to better describe the
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inherent variability of shatter. In this way, the properties of shatter can be adapted to
best suit the system (spray formulation and plant surface) of interest. As yet, we have no
reliable method of determining the most appropriate values of f and p for a given system.
We have provided some discussion of their effects on retention in section 8.3.3 Influence
of shatter parameters, f and p, although this largely remains a topic for future research.
Yoon and DesJardin [281] also developed an ad hoc model for the distribution of secondary
droplet trajectories. Their method ensured that, in a mean sense, droplets were uniformly
distributed azimuthally about the normal to the impact site. We now modify Yoon and
DesJardin’s model in order to account for impactions, occurring at an oblique angle to
the leaf surface.
As described previously [59], a bouncing droplet is given a trajectory which is a mirror
image of the impact trajectory. Similarly, shatter trajectories are assumed to fall within a
cone centred on this predicted bounce trajectory. Following Yoon and DesJardin [281], the
‘range’ of the trajectories about the bounce trajectory (defined as half the cone aperture)
is by default θdefault = pi/2− cos−1
√
2/3. However, as the impaction angle α (the angle
between the impact trajectory and leaf surface) decreases, this range must narrow in
order to avoid trajectories pointing into the leaf. Thus we set θmax = α as the maximum
range. For each of the Nsec secondary droplets, the exit trajectory vector, t = (tx, ty, tz),
is computed by
tx = AVexit cos(2piR2) , ty = AVexit sin(2piR2) , tz = B Vexit , (8.13)
where
β2 = β1 +
(pi
2
− β1
)
R1 , A = cosβ2 , B =
√
1−A2 . (8.14)
Here R1 and R2 are numbers chosen randomly between 0 and 1, and β1 is a variable
whose value is β1 = pi/2 − θmax if θdefault > θmax, and β1 = cos−1
√
2/3 otherwise.
These trajectories must then be rotated so that the centre of the cone corresponds to the
theoretical bounce trajectory.
8.2.2 Parameters required for model inputs
The model described above (section 8.2.1) requires various input parameters including
surface tension, equilibrium contact angle, critical value for shatter (Kcrit), droplet size,
droplet velocity and the shatter parameters f and p. In order to model spray retention and
compare to the measured data described below (section 8.2.3) it is necessary to undertake
a series of measurements characterizing the spray–plant system to provide the required
model inputs.
Surface tension
Formulation surface tensions were measured using a bubble pressure tensiometer (BP2
MKII, Kru¨ss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). It was previously established that dynamic
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surface tension (DST), rather than equilibrium surface tension [5], is better correlated
with retention. This distinction is important, as the time taken for droplets to reach
the plant surface, after atomization from a ground boom application, can be less than
the time for the formulation to reach equilibrium. However, the most appropriate time
at which the DST measurement should be made is not yet fully resolved, with a range
from 10 ms through to the time of impact suggested in the literature [5,72,237,268]. The
average time between atomisation and impact has been used here for DST values. For the
larger and/or faster moving droplets, the time from atomisation to impaction has been
estimated to be around 50 ms [60] and that is the value used for all formulations in the
spray model tested in this paper.
Formulation equilibrium contact angle measurements
Droplets (2 µL) of water or water plus adjuvant were applied (using a 50 µL Hamilton
syringe fitted with a Hamilton repeating dispenser; Hamilton Co., Reno, Nevada) to
the adaxial surface of freshly detached, horizontally positioned, leaves of each species.
Replicate droplets (n > 21) were measured on at least three separate leaf surfaces from
three different plants. An optical contact angle meter (CAM 200, KSV Instruments,
Helsinki, Finland) and digital video camera (Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany) was used
to determine the equilibrium contact angle. It should be noted that it is extremely difficult
to measure contact angles that are greater than 160◦ as at these values the droplet will
not detach from the syringe onto the plant, with the droplet being completely repulsed
by the plant. Therefore, for these cases the true contact angle (CA) could be any value
between 160◦ and 180◦. In these instances, the equilibrium angle has been set at 179◦.
Similarly, where there is complete spreading of droplets, a value of 1◦ is used.
Kcrit determination
As stated in section 8.2.1 Shatter models, shatter is predicted via the equation K =
Wen
1/2Ren
1/4 with a critical impact parameter Kcrit which is estimated using the following
equations developed by Forster et al. [74] as follows:
Kcrit = −0.584 (CA20%acetone + 147) , (8.15)
Kcrit = −0.9227 (CA50%acetone + 160) , (8.16)
where CA20%acetone and CA50%acetone are the static (equilibrium) contact angles (measured
as described above) made by a droplet of either 20% acetone or 50% acetone on the leaf
surface. The equation for estimating Kcrit from CA20%acetone is used for species which are
easy-to-wet and the equation for estimating Kcrit from CA50%acetone is used for species
which are hard-to-wet.
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Droplet size
The droplet spectra for each of the five nozzles and five spray mixtures used in the
retention studies (section 8.2.3) were measured by a Sympatec Helios Laser diffraction
analyser following the procedure outlined in Dorr et al. [58].
In the spray model, the droplets generated were based on a log-normal distribution that
has a mean, assumed to be the volume median diameter (VMD or Dv0.5), and a standard
deviation (SD). The standard deviation was calculated by using the Solver function in
Excel to maximise the R2 value between the measured and model distribution. This
standard deviation term was found to correlate well with the relative span (RS = (Dv0.9−
Dv0.1)/Dv0.5 where Dv0.1, Dv0.5, Dv0.9 indicate the droplet size where 10, 50 and 90%
respectively of the total volume of the spray is less than this value). The log-normal
standard deviation term was therefore estimated by the regression, SD = 0.1795RS (R2 =
0.9483).
Droplet velocity
The spray model requires input of the starting velocity of the spray at the point of
droplet formation. A Dantec Phase Doppler Particle Analyser (PDPA), operated in two-
dimension mode, was used to measure velocity close to the nozzle tip (100 mm) for each
of the nozzles and spray mixtures used in the retention studies. The PDPA measurements
were made at a distance of 100 mm, which is beyond the point of breakup for the tested
nozzles and mixtures and many of the droplets, particularly the smaller sizes, have already
slowed by that time. The 0.999 percentile of the droplet velocity was therefore selected
to use as the initial velocity in the model.
Pinning proportion and shatter spread factor
The shatter model as described in the section 8.2.1 Shatter models utilises a pinning
proportion parameter p to represent the proportion of fluid that remains at the impaction
site while secondary droplets are ejected, and a shatter spread factor f to represent
the point during the spreading phase after impaction that shatter is assumed to occur.
Currently there is little evidence to indicate the values that should be used for these
parameters for different spray scenarios, beyond an intuition that f may need to be lower
(corresponding to an earlier droplet breakup) for lower surface tension formulations or
rougher surfaces, or p lower (corresponding to a more complete droplet shatter) on more
difficult-to-wet surfaces.
Two combinations of the shatter parameters, f and p, were tested for comparison of the
model output with the experimental spray retention data, for each spray formulation
studied. In the first instance (‘original model’) we set f = 1 and p = 0 (i.e. shatter
is considered to occur at maximum droplet spread, and no proportion of the shattered
droplet volume is considered to remain at the point of droplet impact). The shatter
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Shatter parameters
Spray DST SST Contact angle (◦) Original model Revised model
formulation (mNm−1) Wheat Fat hen Cotton f p f p
Water 72 72 179 179 1 1 0 0.5 0.1
0.1% LI-700 71 48 132 134 1 1 0 0.5 0.2
0.1% Ecoteric T20 64 49 129 132 1 1 0 0.4 0.5
0.1% Pulse 57 22 1 1 1 1 0 0.3 0.4
0.1% Teric G12A6N 55 32 69 67 1 1 0 0.25 0.4
Table 8.1: Dynamic surface tension (DST) at 50 ms, static surface tension (SST), contact angles, and
shatter parameters used in model runs.
parameters employed in the revised model (in which we allow f and p to vary with spray
formulation) for each spray formulation are given in table 8.1. The values for f in the
revised model were based on observing the number of daughter droplets that mono-sized
droplets of each formulation shattered into after impacting wheat and fat hen leaves. The
values for p in the revised shatter model given in table 8.1 were based on observing, for
each formulation, the proportion of the impacting droplet retained at the point of impact
when applying mono-sized droplets onto wheat and fat hen leaves.
The model was run with a range of f and p for fat hen plants to illustrate the influence
of the parameters f and p on predicted retention.
8.2.3 Measured retention
Plants
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L. sourced from Wrightson, NZ), fat hen (Chenopodium al-
bum L., seed from PPCNZ grown plants) and cotton (Gossypium hirsutum Milenium;
supplied by Syngenta UK, origin Greece) plants were grown from seed in individual pots
containing PPCNZ/Bloom potting mix (Daltons, NZ). Plants were raised under con-
trolled environment conditions with 70% relative humidity, a 14 h photoperiod (for cot-
ton and fat hen, and for first week of wheat, after which wheat had a 12 h photoperiod)
at ca. 450 µmol m−2 s−1 light intensity. Day/night temperatures were 25◦C/25◦C for
cotton, 23◦C/18◦C for fat hen and 23◦C/18◦C for the first week for wheat, followed by
20◦C/15◦C. The seed-grown plants were used at approximately 4 weeks of age for wheat
and fat hen, and 5 weeks of age for cotton.
Chemicals and formulations
The five treatments selected for the study were water, and water plus 0.1% of: Ecoteric
T20 (a polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitanmonolaurate; Huntsman); Teric G12A6N (a C12EO6
alcohol ethoxylate; Huntsman); LI-700 (lecithin, a mixture of soya oils, propionic acid
and surfactants; Nufarm); and Pulse (Trisiloxane ethoxylate; ETL). These mixtures were
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chosen to provide a range of chemistries and static surface tensions (22 to 72 mN m−1)
that would typically be found in field operations. Tartrazine dye (10 g L−1; Hawkins
Watts Ltd.) was incorporated into all treatments.
Determination of retention
Sprays were applied at a nominal 150 L ha−1 with a calibrated moving head track-sprayer
travelling at an average speed of 1.12 m s−1 (4 km h−1). Application was through each
of five different nozzles (Spraying Systems Co., Wheaton, USA) typically used for agro-
chemical applications, two of which were flat fans (XR11003VP, TT11003VP) and three
of which were Air Induction (AIXR11003VP, AI11003VP, TTI11003VP). These were po-
sitioned 50 cm above the mean plant height and provided a range of spray droplet spectra,
at 300 kPa, to 20 replicate plants per treatment (10 plants sprayed at a time with 5 plants
placed either side of the nozzle, in a line along the direction of the nozzle movement).
Artificial targets (x 4 LILY 3PCD white round 100 mL, 65 mm diameter, plastic con-
tainers), placed similarly under the nozzles, were sprayed in all treatments to accurately
confirm the spray volume delivered.
After spraying, the plants were harvested at soil level and total retention for the entire
plant was used for the results in the current study. All of the plant material in each
replicate was placed into individual re-sealable plastic bags and washed in a known vol-
ume of deionised water. The artificial targets were also washed in a known volume of
deionised water. The tartrazine dye recovered in washes (from plant or artificial target)
was quantified spectrophotometrically (427 nm) to determine total dye recovery from
plant or artificial surfaces. Plant surface areas were determined using a LI-COR LI-300
area meter (Li-cor Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). Percentage plant retention was calcu-
lated from the amount of dye recovered per plant unit area divided by the known amount
applied per unit area (from artificial surface determinations).
Statistical analyses
Treatments were compared using analysis of variance and least significant difference tests
(LSD) at P = 0.05 to determine the significance of treatments on spray deposits re-
tained by the plant. Stabilising transformations were performed, where required, prior to
analysis.
8.2.4 Comparison of model output to retention study
The model was run and compared to results from the spray retention trial. Parameters in
the model were adjusted to match experimental conditions. Spray retention was simulated
on two plants of each species with a single nozzle moving between the centre of the plants
(figure 8.1). The model plant scale was modified so that the total model leaf area per
plant was close to average sprayed plant leaf areas of 329.7, 60.7 and 194.7 cm2 for cotton,
fat hen and wheat respectively. Nozzle height was set to 50 cm above the plant height.
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Figure 8.1: Experimental configuration (left), and screen shot (right) showing the virtual plant spray
simulation configuration with spray boom moving from right to left through the centre of the pair of
plants.
The nozzle moved from right to left in figure 8.1 at a speed of 1.1 m s−1. Plants were
sprayed in a chamber but air is rarely perfectly still so a wind speed of 0.1 m s−1 was
used in the model. Three replicate model runs with 18, 175 droplets tracked per replicate
were averaged for each treatment.
Statistical analysis of the model output compared to the measured retention was under-
taken using Pearson’s correlation coefficient in Statistix 9.0 (Analytical Software, Talla-
hassee FL, USA).
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Input parameters for predictive spray retention model
Static surface tension and dynamic surface tension at 50 ms are shown in table 8.1 for
each of the spray mixtures. Contact angles for each spray mixture on wheat, fat hen
and cotton are also shown in table 8.1. The critical impingement factors (Kcrit) used for
cotton, wheat and fat hen were respectively 154, 65 and 52. Results from the droplet size
and velocity measurements that were used in the model are shown in table 8.2.
8.3.2 Measured retention
The addition of an adjuvant significantly increased spray retention by wheat compared
to water alone, which is as expected for a difficult-to-wet species [30, 93, 208]. Overall,
spray retention by individual wheat plants was low (table 8.3), with the highest (37%)
provided by Teric G12A6N (Teric) applied through the nozzle producing the smallest
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Droplet spectra
Nozzle Spray formulation Dv0.5 (µm) Relative span Initial velocity (m/s)
XR11003 Water 202 1.28 20.1
XR11003 0.1% Ecoteric T20 199 1.49 21.8
XR11003 0.1% LI-700 241 1.19 21.9
XR11003 0.1% Teric G12A6N 200 1.43 21.8
XR11003 0.1% Pulse 221 1.19 22.6
TT11003 Water 412 1.48 17.1
TT11003 0.1% Ecoteric T20 417 1.52 17.5
TT11003 0.1% LI-700 298 1.19 18.0
TT11003 0.1% Teric G12A6N 395 1.44 15.4
TT11003 0.1% Pulse 299 1.25 18.2
AIXR11003 Water 436 1.12 15.5
AIXR11003 0.1% Ecoteric T20 429 1.16 15.0
AIXR11003 0.1% LI-700 431 0.99 15.0
AIXR11003 0.1% Teric G12A6N 435 1.07 16.1
AIXR11003 0.1% Pulse 426 1.07 16.3
AI11003 Water 599 1.09 13.3
AI11003 0.1% Ecoteric T20 554 1.11 13.8
AI11003 0.1% LI-700 530 1.10 13.3
AI11003 0.1% Teric G12A6N 570 1.00 13.4
AI11003 0.1% Pulse 546 1.03 13.2
TTI11003 Water 833 1.18 9.1
TTI11003 0.1% Ecoteric T20 822 1.13 9.9
TTI11003 0.1% LI-700 630 1.03 9.3
TTI11003 0.1% Teric G12A6N 793 1.14 9.8
TTI11003 0.1% Pulse 670 1.12 8.6
Table 8.2: Experimentally determined droplet spectra and velocity values for the formulations and
nozzles used as input values in the predictive spray retention model.
droplets (XR11003VP). When data from all nozzles was combined, Teric and Ecoteric
provided the highest retention, and were not significantly different from each other (23
and 22% retention respectively). The order in which surfactant enhanced retention over
all nozzles was: Teric = Ecoteric > Pulse = LI-700 > Water. Previous studies [73] have
suggested that retention by difficult-to-wet species would increase with decreasing surface
tension of the formulation, which was not the case for either wheat or fat hen in the
current study. Over all formulations, spray retention decreased with increasing average
spray droplet Dv0.5: 213 µm > 364 µm > 431 µm > 560 µm = 750 µm.
Fat hen is also a very difficult-to-wet species and, as with wheat, the addition of adjuvant
significantly improved spray retention in comparison to water (table 8.4), and the order of
overall enhancement was: Ecoteric > Teric > LI-700 > Pulse  water (P = 0.05). The
highest spray retention (74%) was with Ecoteric applied through the nozzle producing
the smallest droplets (XR11003VP). As with wheat, this nozzle provided the highest
retention over all formulations. However, in contrast to wheat there was no significant
difference in retention among the next three nozzles (Dv0.5 = 364, 431 and 560 µm) which
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was unexpected. The nozzle producing the highest Dv0.5 (750 µm) droplets provided
significantly less retention with fat hen (table 8.4).
Cotton, in contrast to wheat and fat hen is typical of an easy-to-wet plant species, where
an adjuvant is often seen to provide no benefit to retention [30, 93, 125, 208], and may
even be disadvantageous (due to the adjuvant promoting run-off). However, the addition
of LI-700 and Teric (table 8.5) provided somewhat higher retention than the water only
treatment, although the enhancement was much less than was the case for either wheat or
fat hen. There was no significant difference in retentions between the nozzle providing the
smallest Dv0.5, and that providing the largest Dv0.5, although it is interesting that both
of these nozzles provided slightly higher retention than the TT11003VP nozzle (Dv0.5 =
364 µm).
Over all adjuvants and three nozzles, cotton retained significantly more spray than fat
hen, which retained significantly more spray than wheat. Fat hen is a difficult-to-wet
plant like wheat, so the fact that wheat retains less is an illustration of the effect of plant
architecture. Cotton is a much easier-to-wet species but it is surprising that retention is
still low (< 50% of possible).
8.3.3 Influence of shatter parameters, f and p
An evaluation of the model with different values of the shatter spread factor f and the
pinning proportion p was undertaken on fat hen plants using two different nozzles to
determine the influence of these parameters on predicted retention. Since these modeling
scenarios are essentially with single plants, it may be expected that droplet shatter will
affect retention, either by losses (decreased retention), or by recapture (increased retention
or different plant distribution) of the daughter droplets produced.
Decreasing the shatter spread factor f acts to decrease the predicted retention (figure 8.2).
This result is not surprising since a droplet has its highest kinetic energy immediately
after impaction, with that energy steadily dissipating until none remains at maximum
spread (when f = 1). The smaller f is, the earlier shatter will occur, and therefore more
kinetic energy will be passed onto secondary droplets. Those secondary droplets with high
energy will be projected away from the leaf at a significant velocity, which can reduce
the possibility of secondary recapture. This influence by the parameter f within the
formulations studied is even greater with nozzles that generate a larger droplet diameter
(e.g. AI11003) and with higher impact velocities.
When the shatter spread factor f is close to 1, it is possible to encounter the situation
where the energy loss calculated throughout the droplet spread process is such that there
is no energy available to impart to any daughter shatter droplets created. This leads
to no real solution for Vexit, with all the droplet volume remaining at the position of
impact (same result as when a droplet adheres on impact). This is particularly obvious
when f = 1 with Teric and Pulse in figure 8.2, where the predicted retention is higher
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Figure 8.2: Effect of the shatter spread factor f on predicted retention when spraying different spray
mixtures through two different spray nozzle onto Chenopodium album, assuming a constant value for the
pinning proportion, p = 0.
Figure 8.3: Effect of the pinning proportion p on predicted retention when spraying different spray
mixtures through two different spray nozzle onto Chenopodium album, assuming a constant value for the
shatter spread factor, f = 0.8.
than would be expected from the general trend from increasing f . The evaluation for
the pinning proportion p was therefore undertaken with a value of f = 0.8 to avoid this
occurring.
The spray retention predicted by the model for fat hen increased as the pinning proportion
p increased across all formulations (figure 8.3). This result is unsurprising, as a larger
value of p corresponds to a smaller volume of fluid ejected during shatter, and a larger
proportion retained at the site of impaction. As with the parameter f , the influence of
the parameter p is greater when using nozzles that generate a larger droplet diameter.
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Nozzle Water Ecoteric T20 LI-700 Teric G12A6N Pulse Nozzle average
XR 11003VP 15.7 gh 34.7 b 23.5 d 37.4 a 25.2 cd 27.3 A
TT 11003VP 13.4 ij 27.0 c 21.9 e 17.7 f 15.8 gh 19.2 B
AI XR 11003VP 7.6 l 18.1 f 14.3 hi 23.7 d 13.7 i 15.5 C
AI 11003VP 5.9 m 16.1 g 10.2 k 17.7 f 13.9 i 12.8 D
TTI 11003VP 6.0 m 12.9 ij 12.2 j 18.5 f 17.0 fg 13.3 D
Adjuvant Average 9.7 C 21.8 A 16.4 B 23.0 A 17.1 B
Table 8.3: Experimentally determined retention percentage of five formulations, sprayed through five different nozzles, by whole Triticum aestivum (wheat) plants. Means
sharing the same lowercase letter do not differ significantly (P = 0.05). Comparisons among nozzle average or adjuvant average are indicated using uppercase.
Nozzle Water Ecoteric T20 LI-700 Teric G12A6N Pulse Nozzle average
XR 11003VP 18.1 k 74.0 a 46.4 de 61.8 b 42.8 ef 48.6 A
TT 11003VP 16.0 kl 53.2 c 43.2 ef 46.7 de 34.4 hi 38.7 B
AI XR 11003VP 15.8 kl 45.7 de 39.6 fg 45.6 de 35.3 ghi 38.2 B
AI 11003VP 11.8 l 49.8 cd 42.5 ef 49.9 cd 37.1 gh 36.4 B
TTI 11003VP 5.1 m 32.2 ij 28.1 j 31.7 ij 27.8 j 25.0 C
Adjuvant Average 13.4 E 51.0 A 39.9 C 47.2 B 35.5 D
Table 8.4: Experimentally determined retention percentage of five formulations, sprayed through five different nozzles, by whole Chenopodium album (fat hen) plants. Means
sharing the same lowercase letter do not differ significantly (P = 0.05). Comparisons among nozzle average or adjuvant average are indicated using uppercase.
Nozzle Water Ecoteric T20 LI-700 Teric G12A6N Pulse Nozzle average
XR 11003VP 43.2 de 48.9 bc 45.9 bcd 49.7 bc 40.5 e 45.6 A
TT 11003VP 35.0 f 34.4 f 55.1 a 41.9 de 34.7 f 40.2 B
TTI 11003VP 41.1 de 44.6 cde 45.2 bcde 50.5 ab 45.0 cde 45.3 A
Adjuvant Average 39.8 B 42.6 B 48.7 A 47 A 40.1 B
Table 8.5: Experimentally determined retention percentage of five formulations, sprayed through five different nozzles, by whole Gossypium hirsutum (cotton) plants. Means
sharing the same lowercase letter do not differ significantly (P = 0.05). Comparisons among nozzle average or adjuvant average are indicated using uppercase.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of the measured and modelled retention for all tests. The left side chart shows
the original model and the right side chart shows the revised model.
8.3.4 Comparison of model output to retention study
A comparison of the measured retention versus the model prediction is shown in figure 8.4
for both the original model (figure 8.4(a)) and the revised model (figure 8.4(b)). Across
the entire data-set (tables 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 vs. predicted results; 65 pairs of data) there
was an almost certain correlation between measured and predicted results using both
models, although the correlation was higher using the revised model (Pearson’s correlation
coefficient = 0.8177 and 0.6898 for the revised and original model respectively; p-value
P = 0.0000).
The average predicted and measured retention for each spray mixture and plant species
combination, across all five nozzles is given in figure 8.5(a)–(c) for wheat, fat hen and
cotton. There was much better correlation with measured retention (figure 8.5(a)–(c);
15 pairs of data) using the revised model (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.7945,
P = 0.0004) than using the original model (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.5465,
P = 0.0350).
Across wheat, fat hen and cotton, the average of all spray mixtures (figure 8.5(d)–(f);
13 pairs of data) there was an almost certain correlation using both the revised model
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.9324, P = 0.0000) and the original model (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient = 0.8947, P = 0.0000).
Since the correlation is better when the averaging across all spray mixtures (figure 8.5(d)–
(f)) than averaging across all nozzles (figure 8.5(a)–(c)), these results suggest that the
model is better at predicting differences due to nozzles, than differences due to spray
mixtures/adjuvants. This in turn indicates that the formulation interactions (e.g. through
f and p) are not accounted for as well as the physical spray factors.
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of the measured (solid) and modelled (hatched) retention on whole plants. The
left side charts (a)–(c) show the average of the five nozzle types tested for each of the five spray mixtures.
The right side charts (d)–(f) show the average of the five spray mixtures tested for each of the five nozzle
types. AIXR11003 and AI11003 nozzles were not measured on cotton.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Measured and predicted retention
As the revised model (using the values of the shatter spread factor f and the pinning pro-
portion p shown in table 8.1) produced results that were closer to the measured data than
the original model (f = 1 and p = 0), the following discussion is based on a comparison
between the revised model and the measured data.
Over all treatments, the measured and modelled retention by cotton was similar with the
addition of adjuvant making little difference to either predicted or actual retention (figure
8.5(c)). There was a tendency for the predicted retention by cotton to be higher than
measured with the XR11003 nozzle, which produced the smallest sized droplets (average
Dv0.5 = 213 µm), and lower than measured with the TTI11003 nozzle (figure 8.5(f))
which produced the largest sized droplets (average Dv0.5 = 750 µm). The possible reason
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is again that the shatter parameters are not correct for the different impaction velocities
of the droplets.
The addition of surfactant (to water) enhances the predicted spray retention by difficult-
to-wet species, in agreement with measured results (figure 8.5(a),(b)). The reason for this
may be in part due to the fact that in the modified model, p has input values of 0.2 to
0.5 for the surfactant formulations, hence predicted retention must increase as well.
On the hard-to-wet species of fat hen and wheat, the model generally predicts that reten-
tion increases as the dynamic surface tension decreases, with highest predicted retention
achieved when spraying Teric and Pulse (figure 8.5(a),(b)) which have the lowest dynamic
surface tensions at 50 ms (table 8.1). Measured and predicted retention for Teric were
similar. The Pulse formulation which has a similar DST at 50 ms to Teric (table 8.1) and
hence similar predicted retention, produced the lowest measured retention of the surfac-
tant mixes. The reason for this is not understood but may be related to incorrect f and
p estimates.
Both the measured data and model predictions show a trend for retention to decrease
as droplet size increases: i.e. highest retention with the XR11003 and lowest with the
TTI11003.
Retention averaged across all nozzles and spray mixtures was highest on cotton, which is
the easiest to wet, and lowest on wheat for both the measured and predicted results. The
lower retention on wheat can be attributed to it being both difficult-to-wet and having
long narrow shaped leaves with a more vertical orientation.
8.4.2 Primary and secondary retention
Total retention on a plant can be through a combination of primary retention, due to
complete droplet adhesion of the primary droplets, partial pinning, and secondary re-
tention, due to re-capture of daughter bounce and shatter droplets. These possibilities
have been identified in previous related modelling approaches [75], but has never been
addressed experimentally. The present retention simulations now provide an opportunity
to elucidate and quantify such behaviour.
The proportions of primary retention (initial adhesion plus pinning component) and sec-
ondary retention (recapture of shatter and bounce droplets) expressed as a percentage
of the total plant retention that was predicted by the two models are shown in figure
8.6, for the species, nozzles and formulations employed in this study. Primary retention
is always greater with the revised model compared to the original model. This is not
surprising, since the revised model allows for a proportion of the shattering droplet to be
retained at impact (p > 0), whereas in the original model the assumption is that if the
droplet shatters the entire droplet volume reflects away on impact (p = 0). The differ-
ences between the original and revised models are most obvious for the nozzles producing
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the predicted primary and secondary retention, expressed as a percentage of
the total plant retention, for the original and revised model. The left side charts (a)–(c) show the average
of the five nozzle types tested for each of the five spray mixtures. The right side charts (d)–(f) show the
average of the five spray mixtures tested for each of the five nozzle types.
the larger droplet sizes (e.g. TT11003) on the hard-to-wet plants (wheat and fat hen). In
these cases, the original model predicts most of the retention is due to secondary retention
while the revised model predicts it is mostly due to primary retention.
It can be seen that for the hard-to-wet species of wheat and fat hen the predicted propor-
tion of primary retention (in both models, figure 8.6(a),(b)) increases as dynamic surface
tension decreases. As droplet size increases, droplets are more likely to either shatter or
bounce on impact and hence it may be expected that the proportion of primary retention
would decrease with increasing droplet size (figure 8.6(d),(e)). This is the case with the
original model, but this trend is not there with the revised model, where the primary re-
tention essentially remains the same, regardless of droplet size. It is proposed that the f
and p values probably need to be varied not only with formulation, but also plant species,
and possibly droplet velocities.
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In the original model, p = 0, hence there was no pinning, therefore all the primary
retention is due to adhesion; in the modified model, primary retention is due to both
adhesion plus the pinning component.
The values used for the pinning proportion p have a significant influence on the predicted
retention as indicated in figure 8.6(a)–(f) (and in figures 8.2 and 8.3). As expected,
increasing the value of p increases the retention since a greater volume of fluid remains
pinned on the leaf at the point of impact.
The value of f also influences overall retention. As f is decreased, shatter occurs ear-
lier in the spreading process. Therefore less kinetic energy is dissipated, leaving more
to be imparted to the daughter droplets, resulting in higher predicted velocities. These
faster moving droplets are propelled further away from the point of impact and hence
they are less likely to be re-caught by nearby leaves. Additionally, the number of pre-
dicted secondary droplets decreases as f is decreased, further reducing the probability
of recapture. It is likely that values for f and p may be restricted in range, dependent
on each other, and cannot be chosen independently. Furthermore, the choice of f and
p will be dependent on the plant and formulation, hence current models of primary and
secondary retention are only indicative of the outcomes possible. Under field conditions,
plant architecture, spacing and growth stage will also determine the total retention as
well as canopy distribution.
8.5 Conclusion
This paper outlines a multi-component spray and virtual plant architectural model and
demonstrates that good agreement can be achieved between spray retention predicted by
simulations of the model and measured retention from spraying a variety of mixtures via
commercial nozzles onto whole cotton, wheat and fat hen plants with a moving track-
sprayer.
The following conclusion can be drawn:
• The nature of how droplets shatter when they impact upon leaf surfaces has a strong
influence on retention. Increasing the value of both p (the pinning proportion) and
f (the shatter spread factor) in our mathematical model increases the predicted
retention. The effect of these parameters on retention increases as the droplet size
(or impaction velocity) increases.
• Both the measured data and model prediction show that the highest retention is on
cotton, due to it being easy-to-wet and thus associated with a lower probability of
droplets shattering or bouncing on impact. Lowest retention is obtained on wheat
due to it being both difficult-to-wet and having long, thin, vertically oriented leaves.
• Increasing droplet size produced by nozzles reduces the overall predicted and mea-
sured retention on all three plant species.
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• Spray formulation has little influence on either predicted or actual retention by
easy-to-wet cotton plants.
• On the harder-to-wet wheat and fat hen plants, lowering the surface tension of the
spray mixture increases the predicted retention.
While it is very difficult to develop accurate mathematical models for describing the
whole range of complex interactions involved in spraying and retention of agrichemical
formulations by real plants, where leaves are oriented at a spectrum of angles, the model
used here shows promise. Additional work is required to obtain physically relevant values
of the shatter parameters p (the pinning proportion) and f (the shatter spread factor),
and their dependence on leaf surfaces and formulations. A better understanding of the
mechanisms behind secondary droplet formation would be desirable, especially in terms
of the effect of surface free energy and leaf surface roughness (for each species of plant)
on the number of secondary droplets, since the majority of the literature is for synthetic
surfaces. Furthermore, the simple models used here have been developed for droplets
impacting onto dry surfaces. In practice, droplets may impact on pre-wetted areas of a
leaf. Taking this possibility into account in the models would provide an interesting but
challenging avenue for future research. Further components could be added to the model,
such as those that model the spreading or run-off by droplets on a leaf [89, 156, 255] and
hence the ultimate distribution of spray agrichemicals on leaves and through the canopy.
Additionally, estimates of ground deposition and airborne fractions of applied spray could
also be calculated.
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9 Conclusions
This thesis has presented a body of research undertaken as a core component of the Aus-
tralian Research Council (ARC) Linkage Project entitled Modelling interactions of spray
droplets with plants. The objectives of the research encompassed the mathematical mod-
elling of impaction and post-impaction events that occur between droplets and plants at
a single leaf level. There were two distinct areas of research, namely Thin films and Im-
paction models, which required very different modelling approaches. The former involved
the formulation of sophisticated and accurate models for fluid flow on complex surfaces,
while the latter focused on the development of simple and efficient predictive models of
impaction for a strongly application-oriented perspective.
The significance of the research and expected outcomes in this thesis were outlined in
section 1.1. In particular, the principle objectives were:
Objective 1: Thin films
• Formulate thin film models which accurately describe fluid driven by gravity, sur-
face tension, and substrate curvature. These must be capable of incorporating the
complex topography of a virtual leaf.
• Determine the most appropriate physics at the contact line. The model must contain
devices to regularise the contact line paradox, and incorporate disjoining forces for
realistic contact line motion.
• Implement appropriate numerical schemes for thin film flow. These should utilise
appropriate and efficient numerical methods and exploit available computational
resources such as GPUs to run the schemes as efficiently as possible.
Objective 2: Impaction models
• Develop process-oriented impaction models (as opposed to empirical). These must
make use of fluid, surface and droplet properties to predict adhesion/bounce/splash
over a range of impaction scenarios; this may include different spray formulations,
plant types, and droplet sizes, velocities, and impingement angles.
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• Validate models with data provided by others in the research team.
• Provide models to colleagues for implementation in L–studio software to simulate
and visualise spray scenarios interactively.
In this chapter we summarise the results and novel contributions of this work, and discuss
potential avenues of further investigation.
9.1 Summary
Our research began in chapter 2, where we presented a brief review of the literature
relevant to Thin films and Impaction models. Each of the following chapters, 3–7, is a
published journal article that relates to the research objectives. Chapter 8 is a work in
progress which is yet to be submitted to a journal.
Chapters 3–5 show a progression of work related to thin film modelling: from the formu-
lation of a governing equation for flow driven by gravity, surface tension, and substrate
curvature, to the development of an efficient numerical scheme for the solution of this
equation, to the extension of this model to nonorthogonal coordinate systems (a virtual
leaf) and partially-wetting fluids (with the addition of disjoining pressure). I am the
primary author of these three articles.
First, chapter 3 considered the phenomenon of fingering instabilities in the advancing
contact line of a thin film, in the context of flow on the outside of a vertical cylinder.
This work was motivated by recent experimental results by Smolka and SeGall [232],
and the fact that three-dimensional simulations had not yet been performed for this
particular problem in this geometry. The problem of fingering instabilities is a classic in
the field of thin film flow, so by considering this problem initially, we were able to gain
an invaluable understanding of the physics of thin film flow, particularly in the much-
debated contact line region. By studying flow on a cylinder, we developed an ADI scheme
that could produce simulations efficiently. We were also able to consider sliding droplets
and determine the role that substrate curvature plays in their motion, particularly in the
context of pearling. Finally, we made an important connection between the evolution
equation for flow on the outside of a vertical cylinder, and that on an inverted plane.
Chapter 4 was an extension of the work in chapter 3. We considered flow on the inside
of a vertical cylinder, and we elaborated on some of the numerical details. We identified
the connection between this and the well-studied problem of flow on an inclined plane.
In many ways, chapter 5 is a further extension of the ideas in the previous two chap-
ters. Here we considered the motion of droplets on leaves in the context of agricultural
spray applications. The work builds on the previous two chapters by considering a gen-
eralisation of the same governing equation and refining the ADI scheme used to obtain
solutions numerically. Additionally, we implemented the code (apart from the solution
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of banded systems) on a GPU machine for enhanced computational efficiency. Further-
more, the study of contact line motion (and the devices required to regularise it) is
central to all three chapters. While the movement of drops within a thin film framework
has received an increasing amount of attention in the literature recently, there has not
been sufficient attention to accurately modelling the movement of drops over complex
topography. Previous studies have either used very simplified models for the fluid mo-
tion [38, 176, 259, 275, 287], a non-smooth leaf substrate [176], or a planar surface with
basic topographic obstacles [80, 89, 129, 214, 254]. We have used a smooth virtual leaf
surface, reconstructed from 3D scans of a real leaf, in conjunction with a curvilinear thin
film model for the first time. Our results demonstrate that the competing effects of sub-
strate curvature and gravity play an important role in driving the fluid flow, and cannot
be ignored by approximating the substrate with a radically simplified and curvature-free
geometry.
Chapters 6–8 demonstrate research and collaboration toward developing and verifying
predictive impaction models. My precise contribution to these articles is outlined in
section 1.3.
The motivation for chapter 6 was to develop a spray simulation model to estimate the
overall spray retention of three spray formulations on three plant species. The program
used for simulation was L–studio, which is a Windows-based software environment de-
veloped by Prusinkiewicz et al. [187, 188] for creating simulation models of plants, and
extended by colleagues in the research team to include particle trajectory models [55] and
virtual leaf surfaces [108]. The component of the article contributing to this thesis was
the development of simple models for droplet adhesion, bounce, and splash to predict
the outcome of each individual droplet impaction. These impaction models were valid for
drops impinging on a dry horizontal surface from directly above, and prediction of bounce
was achieved by the extension of an existing semi-empirical (but largely energy-balance)
model [148], while that for shatter employed and extended upon an amalgamation of
energy-balance ideas from various sources [164, 281]. The predictions of overall spray re-
tention demonstrated the expected trends (e.g. higher retention for a lower surface tension
and static contact angle), which showed future potential for the simulation software in
spray applications with some further refinement of each model component.
In chapter 7 we continued to refine the impaction models, particularly in the case of droplet
rebound. Co-authors performed controlled spray application experiments for four spray
formulations impacting the leaves of three plants species, and used MiDAS software to
extract the size, velocity, and observed impaction outcome of the spray drops from each
frame of the high speed video footage. This provided a number of adhesion, bounce,
and shatter data points with which to compare the theoretical impaction models. The
primary extension of the bounce and shatter models of chapter 6 was the allowance
for impaction to occur at any impingement angle. This was achieved in a somewhat
heuristic way for bounce due to the complexity and uncertainty of the process, and the
requirement for simple models. We also investigated a few key timescales for dynamic
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surface tension. Overall, there was broad agreement between the impaction models and
experiments. However, a number of discrepancies were present for small drops with low
impact velocities that were observed to bounce in experiments but were not predicted to
do so by the model. These discrepancies were likely caused by several factors, such as the
inherent natural variability of the leaf surface which was not accounted for by the models
(which assume a chemically and physically smooth surface), and the possible presence of
a layer of fluid on the leaf from previous impactions, which was also not accounted for in
the model (and was difficult to verify in the video footage).
In chapter 8 we further modified the impaction models by creating new parameters to
better describe the variability of splash. In particular, a pinning proportion parameter
p was introduced to allow for a user-specified fraction of fluid to remain attached to the
impaction site after splash. A second parameter, the splash spread factor f , allowed for
a variable time to splash. These two parameters were inspired by an array of published
experiments [88,149,192,198,277] that demonstrate that splash can occur in many different
forms (complete, partial, prompt, corona), depending on the properties of the spray fluid
and the substrate. While p and f are theoretically-sound additions to the model, and novel
in the fact that previous studies had only considered complete and late splash [59, 281],
it is very difficult to ascertain their values for a given spray formulation and plant type.
When input into the L–studio model, it was found that the new splash parameters had
a substantial influence on primary and secondary droplet capture, and therefore on total
retention. When compared to experimental spray retention results obtained by colleagues,
the addition of p and f to the model demonstrated the potential for closer agreement
between predicted and measured retention.
9.2 Future work
Here we discuss some specific problems that have arisen in the previous chapters and
deserve further investigation.
9.2.1 Thin films
For this objective, we have implemented thin film models to simulate the motion of
droplets over surfaces with arbitrarily curved topography. The motivation behind this
objective has been largely from a point of mathematical interest, and the outcomes have
been primarily academic, with three published articles providing a contribution to the
literature in the field of thin film flow. Considering the applied nature of the grant
supporting this research project, the relevance of these thin film models to industry is
a topic that still deserves attention. Specifically, it is of great interest to our industry
partners to accurately model the post-impaction motion of drops on the foliage of whole
plants in order to determine the eventual distribution (and hence retention) of fluid.
Accurate but tractable routines are desired for implementation within spray simulation
software to provide these predictions.
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In chapter 5 we presented a virtual cotton leaf surface (figure 5.2(a)) with dimensions of
approximately 6 to 8 cm in length and width. In contrast, the representative leaf subset
on which our simulations were performed had dimensions of 2.5 mm by 2.5 mm (figure
5.2(b)). These simulations (figures 5.6 and 5.7) required between 6 and 27 hours of runtime
for solution on a domain of 1,000,000 nodes. This runtime cannot simply be reduced by
decreasing the number of nodes, due to the requirement that the mesh is sufficiently fine
with respect to the precursor film height and the radius of a representative droplet. Even
with the use of more advanced numerical methods (such as perhaps the multigrid method,
as we will soon discuss), and GPU implementation, the solution of a three-dimensional
thin film equation on the scale of a whole leaf would require a disproportionate amount
of computing power for the needs of our industry partners. Thus it is clear to see that
the current curvilinear model has significant computational limitations that restrict its
application to industry in the current context.
Therefore a simplified and considerably more computationally tractable model is still
required to provide post-impaction information within the spray simulation software.
This does not mean that our existing curvilinear model lacks relevance to industry: it
is still a valuable tool for future research, as it can be utilised as a benchmark for the
output of a ‘simple’ model and thus alleviate the need for comprehensive experimental
verification. Our curvilinear model has also highlighted the importance of the role of
substrate curvature in determining droplet motion. As a result, we are now aware that
simple models such as that derived by Oqielat et al. [176] for the gravity-driven motion
of a drop on a virtual leaf is only valid for droplets exceeding a critical mass. In order for
a post-impaction model to be of use to industry, it must be as computationally viable as
that by [176], but also retain a more complete description of the physics driving the flow.
The computational challenges of the model are not exclusive to its application to indus-
try. By implementing an ADI scheme, we have reduced the solution of the governing
fourth-order nonlinear curvilinear equation to the solution of pentadiagonal linear sys-
tems. These can be solved efficiently with a highly optimised banded LU factorisation
routine; for this we utilise the functions dgbtrf and dgbtrs from LAPACK. Furthermore,
all additional calculations, such as the finite differences required for spatial discretisation
of the problem, are completely parallelisable and are thus performed with a GPU. Nev-
ertheless, we still face a significant computational challenge in prescribing a a precursor
film level that is commensurate with experiments (approximately 1 to 100 nm [219,243]).
We have seen that a macroscopic precursor film can lead to a disparity between real
and simulation time scales (chapter 5), but a microscopic precursor level requires a pro-
hibitively fine computational mesh even within the current numerical framework. Many
recent studies for droplet motion have utilised a multigrid scheme, due to evidence that it
performs more efficiently than an ADI scheme for the solution of a three-dimensional thin
film equation [43]. However, successful multigrid simulations with a microscopic precursor
film have not yet been reported [115]. It appears that future work in facing these compu-
tational challenges will likely involve further utilisation of multigrid-like methods, along
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with appropriate and efficient techniques for exploiting GPU resources for enhanced par-
allelisation of the code (e.g. see [81], in which the computational domain was partitioned
for parallelisation between processors).
Throughout chapters 3–5 we have implemented methods to regularise the contact line
paradox (precursor film) and incorporate disjoining forces at the contact line (disjoining
pressure term). However, there still exists some uncertainty about the most appropri-
ate way to do so due to an incomplete understanding of the physics in this region. In
particular, the form of the disjoining pressure term implemented in this thesis, which is
appropriate for our thin film model for numerous reasons (ease of implementation; nu-
merical stability; allowance for the prescription of a contact angle; compatibility with the
precursor film regularisation), may not be the most appropriate to describe the flow. We
have consistently assumed the parameter values (m,n) = (2, 3) for the disjoining pressure
term (5.12), but other choices may be more appropriate, especially as fluid and sub-
strate properties vary. There are also numerous alternative forms of disjoining pressure
presented elsewhere in the literature which could be investigated [49,84,177,243].
Our research into sliding droplets has revealed the corner–cusp–pearling transition to
be an interesting and active area of study [132, 182, 189]. The use of thin film models
to achieve very close quantitative agreement between experiments and simulations is an
ongoing problem deserving of further attention. An accurate description of the physics at
the contact line is of utmost importance here, particularly for implementation of contact
angle hysteresis [1, 115, 255], and the dynamic motion of the advancing and receding
contact lines (and associated dynamic contact angles) of the drop. We present some
preliminary ideas about this problem in appendix A.
While it is beyond the current scope of this thesis, future research must address fluid run-
off on the leaf extremities, and the foliar uptake of agrichemicals in the spray formulation,
for a complete description of the post-impaction interactions of droplets with leaves.
These mechanisms are of great interest to industry since they determine spray efficacy,
and models describing them would be very valuable additions to the spray simulation
software developed within this research grant.
9.2.2 Impaction models
In contrast to the first objective, the impaction models formulated throughout chapters
6–8 were developed specifically for application in industry. In this way, the models were
intentionally simplified for efficient computation within spray simulation software, and the
mathematical significance of the research was of a lower priority. We have successfully
shared these models with the research team, and through collaborative work we have
produced predictions of spray retention on the single leaf (chapter 6) and whole plant
(chapter 8) levels, as well as testing the impaction models and spray simulation output
against experimental data (chapters 7 and 8, respectively). This collection of work pro-
vides a contribution to the literature in the growing area of research regarding spray
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modelling, and provides our industry partners with a tool to test new spray technologies
and demonstrate results to clients.
A consequence of the simplicity of the impaction models is that there is still great op-
portunity (and in some cases, great need) to refine them. Of particular importance, the
current models for splash and bounce need to be extended to account for impact on wet
as well as dry surfaces, since a drop’s probability of impacting a prewetted site increases
throughout the duration of the spray. It may be necessary in future to incorporate the
effect of hairs, veins, and other leaf features that create spatially-dependent impaction
predictions and reflect the natural variability of a leaf surface. There is also opportunity
to add some amount of mathematical complexity to the models without necessarily for-
feiting their computational tractability within spray software: our industry partners are
willing to wait longer for simulations (to an extent) if the results are sufficiently improved.
One possibility is to utilise one-dimensional differential equations for the time-dependent
shape of the impacting and spreading drop [11, 159], rather than relying on algebraic
energy balance arguments for discrete impact stages.
Although we set out to produce process-oriented models, some aspects of the modelling
have necessitated the use of empirical terms (e.g. the critical splash parameter Kcrit, and
the use of Mao et al.’s [148] empirically-fitted dissipation term for droplet spreading). This
is not surprising due to the uncertainty of the processes behind impaction, and perhaps
is unavoidable when considering the inherent variability of leaves. We observed this
variability in chapter 7 (figures 7.2 and 7.3), where experimental bounce/splash/adhesion
observations exhibited some degree of ‘overlap’. In order to provide models that accurately
describe a wide variety of spray scenarios in a natural way, future research may need to
consider a balance not only between model complexity and computational viability, but
also deterministic and probabilistic modelling.
Unresolved questions largely revolve around the process of splash, as the mechanism
behind it is not fully understood (especially since splash may occur in many forms [88,
198]). In particular, future research is required to clarify the precise instability that gives
rise to secondary drops, the number of drops that are produced, the point during spreading
at which splash occurs, and the proportion of fluid that remains pinned at the point of
impact. The role of dynamic surface tension on bounce and splash is also uncertain,
as a drop undergoes a significant deformation on impact which exposes surfactant-free
fluid [5]; it is possible that the use of a static surface tension value is not sufficient to
capture the dynamics of bounce and splash. Many of these open questions can only be
addressed with the aid of experimental investigation.
9.3 Final Remarks
The work in this thesis represents one facet of the Australian Research Council (ARC)
Linkage Project entitled Modelling interactions of spray droplets with plants, namely the
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development of mathematical models describing the impaction and post-impaction inter-
actions that occur between spray droplets and leaves. The applied nature of this project
has presented a challenge in consolidating quite a broad area of research in a way that
satisfies both industrial and academic obligations. In many cases we have had to make
a trade-off between computational accuracy, complexity of the models, and relevance for
industry. In this effort, we have presented work that contributes to current literature in
the area of thin film flow, and through collaboration with a team of academic and industry
partners we have made significant progress towards realising interactive spray simulation
software for industry application.
A Contact angle induced pearling
This chapter is in preparation as
Mayo LC, McCue SW, Moroney TJ. Contact angle induced pearling (2016).
Abstract
Droplets sliding down an incline can develop a corner or a cusp at their rear, or undergo
a pearling transition whereby the tail breaks up into a number of smaller satellite droplets.
These phenomena have been of interest since the experimental work of Podgorski et al.
(2001) Phys Rev Lett 87, 036102. We use a thin film model with a widely-used two-term
form of disjoining pressure to investigate the corner–cusp–pearling transition numerically.
Although similar numerical studies have been performed previously, the novelty of our work
is in the use of a significantly more accurate coefficient for the disjoining pressure, which
ensures that the virtual drop precisely retains the static contact angle value prescribed in
the model. Our model presents an interesting analogy between increasing droplet volume
and decreasing substrate wettability, and demonstrates that the transition towards pearling
can be viewed in regimes of both increasing and decreasing droplet velocity, depending on
how the simulations are interpreted. Finally, we investigate several methods of incorpo-
rating contact angle hysteresis in the model and comment on the validity of each.
A.1 Introduction
The evolution of drops on a solid substrate has long been studied experimentally and
mathematically. Much of the early work has been concerned with the pinning of drops
on an incline [22, 65, 79] rather than a continuous sliding motion. The first studies to
investigate drops running down an incline in the absence of pinning, and at appreciable
velocities, considered the rolling regime of a completely non-wetting fluid [144,195]. It was
not until relatively recently that running partially-wetting drops were also considered, first
by Podgorski et al. [182], and then most notably by Le Grand et al. [132] and Puthenveettil
et al. [189].
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The experimental investigation of this problem has largely been limited due to the diffi-
culty of minimising contact angle hysteresis, whereby physical or chemical heterogeneities
of the substrate (or fluid) cause pinning and distortion of the droplet. These hetero-
geneities are known to cause pinning of a partially-wetting drop when the surface is
inclined below a critical angle [22,79], and to potentially cause a ‘stick-slip’ motion at the
onset of sliding [213,248]. Contact angle hysteresis refers to a nonuniqueness of the static
contact angle, θs, which describes the angle at which a fluid droplet will meet a solid
substrate when sitting at rest. The static contact angle is determined by molecular inter-
actions that take place between materials at the contact line: the three-phase interface
that occurs between the fluid, solid, and surrounding gas. However, θs is notoriously diffi-
cult to measure accurately since in most material systems there exists an interval [θs,r, θs,a]
(where θs,r < θs < θs,a) within which the contact line remains at rest [25, 64, 84]. In the
context of drops running down inclines, contact angle hysteresis is usually measured by
finding the maximum substrate inclination at which a drop will remain stationary. Then,
hysteresis is computed by the difference between the static advancing (maximal) contact
angle θs,a at the front contact line, and the static receding (minimal) contact angle θs,r at
the rear contact line. In addition to these two important parameters, it must be recog-
nised that a drop in motion will exhibit a range of dynamic angles. The dynamic receding
contact angle θd,r describes the angle that the rear of the droplet makes with the substrate
when the drop is in motion, and similarly for the dynamic advancing contact angle θd,a.
As a rule, it is known that θd,r will decrease with increasing droplet velocity (and θd,a
will increase), but the precise theory governing this dynamic is not yet known. Static
and dynamic contact angles in practice refer to an apparent contact angle measured at a
macroscopic level.
Since contact angle hysteresis inhibits the smooth motion of drops, it must be minimised
to approach the ideal case of θs,a = θs,r = θs. Podgorski et al. [182] used a glass plate
coated with a fluoropolymer to reduce the hysteresis of silicon oil droplets to about 10◦.
By using a change in plate inclination to vary drop velocity, they were able to observe
and document a range of steady and transient droplet shapes for the first time. At low
velocities, drops travelled down the incline in a circular or oval formation. An increase
in velocity caused drops to deform and develop a corner at the trailing edge which, at a
critical velocity, jumped to a cusp. At even higher velocities, a tail was released at the
rear of the drop, which broke up due to a Rayleigh-type instability in a process referred
to as pearling. The corner was observed to occur for an in-plane half-angle of 30◦.
These transitions in the rear of a sliding drop – from corners to cusps to pearling – are
closely related to the well-studied problem of a plate being withdrawn from a pool: at
low velocities the contact line is horizontal and steady, and at higher speeds a sawtooth
pattern emerges, releasing small drops from the tip of each peak [24]. The transition to a
sawtooth pattern, which is essentially a series of corners in the contact line, was theorised
by Blake and Ruschak to postpone a transition to fluid entrainment, in which the dynamic
receding contact angle vanishes. The formation of a corner achieves this by allowing the
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contact line to move normally to itself at the critical velocity for entrainment, while the
plane itself moves at a higher velocity. Podgorski et al. [182] suggested that the corner
transition of a running drop occurs for the same reason, and like Blake and Rushak [24],
hypothesised that the receding dynamic contact angle in the corner regime is θd,r = 0
◦.
Le Grand et al. [132] elaborated on Podgorski et al.’s results with an improved experi-
mental setup which allowed the measurement of dynamic contact angles of the drops. For
the three viscosities of silicon oil tested, the value of the dynamic receding contact angle
in the corner regime was θd,r = 21, 23, 26
◦, disproving Podgorski et al.’s [182] hypothesis
of a vanishing angle. Further, Le Grand et al. observed corners to occur with an in-plane
half-angle of 47◦ rather than 30◦. Le Grand et al. compared their dynamic contact angle
data to four existing wetting dynamic models. It was found that each model was described
the data relatively well, but none were able to do so perfectly and completely. The best
agreement appeared to occur for the Cox-Voinov model [44, 256], despite the fact that it
assumes a vanishing receding contact angle and neglects hysteresis.
The static contact angles considered in the experimental setups of [132, 182] were in
the vicinity of θs = 45
◦, for a relatively easy-to-wet system, and the fluids (silicon oils)
were fairly viscous. Puthenveettil et al. [189] performed similar experiments with the
intention of investigating more capillary- and inertia-driven droplet motion, by working
with larger contact angles, and less viscous and faster-moving drops. In their experiments
for water on fluoropolymer-coated glass (θs = 90
◦), no corner, cusp, or pearling regimes
were observed. Instead, there was a direct transition from an oval shape to a rivulet at
the rear. This is likely due, at least in part, to the large contact angle hysteresis of 35◦.
This hysteresis causes pinning at the rear of the drop, which prevents the contact line
from maintaining the critical normal velocity required for corner formation. For mercury
on glass (θs = 140
◦), an oval transitioned to a corner, then a cusp, and then a rivulet
with no pearling. In this case hysteresis was very low at 6◦. Like Le Grand et al. [132],
Puthenveettil et al. measured the dynamic contact angles of their drops and further
demonstrated that a corner regime occurs for for mercury at nonzero θd,r. Puthenveettil
et al. considered two wetting dynamic models in addition to those investigated by Le
Grand et al.: a model by Shikhmurzaev [227], and an inertial model by Cox [45]. Most of
the models were inadequate to describe the data, but the Shikhmurzaev model provided
a theory that was able to explain both the similarities and differences in behaviour of the
dynamic angles of water and mercury.
Therefore it appears to be very difficult to achieve the necessary experimental condi-
tions that give rise to the corner–cusp–pearling transition. Apart from Puthenveettil
et al.’s [189] recent study, we have very little information of the transition outside of
the standard experimental setup of silicon oil on fluoropolymer-coated glass. As we will
soon demonstrate, a corner–cusp–pearling transition can be easily found for any fluid
and substrate properties prescribed within a thin film model. Thus by investigating the
transition numerically, we can gain better insight into the effect that certain conditions
(such as contact angle) have on the transition than could be achieved experimentally.
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Figure A.1: The presence of a precursor film removes the true three-phase contact line. Instead, the
apparent contact line occurs where the drop meets the precursor level. The apparent static contact angle
of a drop is measured at a macroscopic level.
Thin film models have been widely used to simulate the three-dimensional motion of
droplets on a solid substrate, not only in the context of corners, cusps and pearling
[1, 115, 154, 222], but also in the simulation of drops flowing on foliage [89, 156, 255],
and drops responding to physical and chemical obstacles [80, 129, 219, 220], among other
applications. The governing equation for the flow is commonly of the (dimensional) form
∂h
∂t
= − 1
3µ
∇ · [γh3∇∇2h− ρgh3∇h cosα+ ρgh3 sinαi]− 1
3µ
∇ · [h3∇Π] , (A.1)
where z = h(x, y, t) represents the fluid height above the substrate, µ is the fluid viscosity,
ρ is the fluid density, γ the fluid–air surface tension, α is the inclination of the plane on
which the drop is moving, and Π is disjoining pressure. The gradient operator is defined
as ∇ = (∂x, ∂y), where x is the distance down the incline and y is the transverse direction.
Thus (A.1) describes flow in three spatial dimensions and full numerical simulations are
usually referred to as three-dimensional, despite the third dimension being dependent.
A well-known complication associated with (A.1) is the contact line paradox, wherein
the standard no-slip condition on the substrate contradicts the movement that we expect
at the contact line [20]. The commonly preferred regularisation in the context of sliding
drops is the precursor film, in which a very thin prewetting film is prescribed on the entire
surface in order to remove the problematic three-phase interface. Thus the ‘apparent’
contact line of the problem is interpreted as the region where the bulk of the film (the
drop) meets the precursor level (see figure A.1). Apart from acting as a numerical device,
precursor films are a real phenomenon, and have been experimentally verified to form
ahead of a spreading film either due to a condensation of vapour [94] or surface diffusion
of molecules [13]. Experimental measurements of precursor films can range from 1 to
100 nm [219,243], but convergence issues [119] which require that grid spacing is of of the
same order as b or smaller mean that a significantly larger numerical precursor thickness
is usually inevitable.
When the disjoining pressure term Π is absent, (A.1) is very well-studied in the context
of fingering instabilities which occur at the advancing contact line of a gravity-driven thin
liquid film [119,123,136,154]. In studies concerned with the motion of fluid drops (an in
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fact also for some studies concerned with fingering [67,288]), the disjoining pressure term
often takes the form
Π = B
[(
Hb
h
)n
−
(
Hb
h
)m]
, (A.2)
where B is a coefficient which usually depends on a representative contact angle θ for the
substrate:
B =
γ
Hb
(n− 1)(m− 1)
(n−m) g(θ) . (A.3)
The correct form of g(θ) is discussed in section A.2. The parameter H present in both
(A.2) and (A.3) is the representative height scale of the problem, b is the dimensionless
precursor film height (and hence Hb is the dimensional precursor film height), and m
and n are constants such that n > m > 1. Disjoining pressure describes fluid–solid
and fluid–fluid intermolecular forces within the contact region, and gradients arise when
these forces vary with film thickness [243]. In (A.2), the first term (in square brackets)
represents liquid–solid repulsion, while the second describes attractive forces. A stable
film thickness exists at h = Hb, and Π → 0 as we move sufficiently far from the contact
line and towards the bulk of the film (i.e. as h increases). Thus (A.2) is only effective in
the immediate contact line region. While there are many forms of disjoining pressure used
in the literature [49,84,177,243], the above two-term form is often chosen for these types
of simulations due to its ease of implementation and its compatibility with a precursor
film regularisation.
Schwartz et al. [222] used (A.1) with disjoining pressure (A.2) to simulate drops sliding
down a vertical plane. The droplet volume was varied in order to increase droplet velocity
and successfully reproduce the various experimental observations of [182]. An additional
regime was found for drops with very large volume, in which the rear of the drop be-
comes practically pinned in place, despite the presence of disjoining pressure, and a long
rivulet of fluid drips from the front. Koh et al. [115] also used (A.1) to simulate drops
sliding down inclined and vertical planes, and demonstrated steady-state and pearling
behaviours depending on plane inclination angle and drop size. The measured velocity
of each drop was used for comparison with experimental data from [132, 182], but Koh
et al. could not obtain very close quantitative agreement with experiments. This was
due to the impracticality of prescribing a numerical precursor film level commensurate
with experiments, and so the unnaturally large precursor film resulted in an increased
velocity of the simulated drops. Similar results were noted by Schwartz [219], Schwartz
and Eley [220], and Mayo et al. [156], where the timescale of their simulations was much
smaller than observed in reality due to the presence of an unrealistically large precursor
film.
A recurring concept to increase realism has been to incorporate contact angle hysteresis in
the model. Koh et al. [115] introduced hysteresis through the prescription of a spatially-
varying contact angle implemented within the disjoining pressure term (A.2). Static,
static advancing, and static receding angles were prescribed based on information about
the current motion of the drop. A similar hysteresis model was employed by Veremieiev
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et al. [255] to simulate the flow of bio-pesticide droplets on foliage, although the novelty
of the work was in the retention of inertial terms in the Navier-Stokes equations, which
allowed the description of thin film flow without the requirement for a low or zero Reynolds
number (this was an extension of their own previous work in [254]). Simulations showed
that the presence of inertia appears to extend the time a sliding drop takes to relax into a
steady shape and velocity. Ahmed et al. [1] also used a geometry-based hysteresis model
to simulate droplet motion down inclined surfaces. The addition of hysteresis was seen
to decelerate the drop and delay pearling.
We are motivated by the experimental results of [132,182,189] to investigate the corner–
cusp–pearling transition numerically with the use of a thin film model. While this has
already been accomplished before [1, 115, 154,222], our study differs in the use of a more
accurate form of the disjoining pressure coefficient B for realistic contact angle dynamics
in the advancing and receding contact lines of the sliding drops. This coefficient is an
adaptation of that by Zhao and Marshall [288] for the simulation of fingering instabilities
on a heterogeneous surface, as explained in section A.2. To our knowledge, this is the first
time that this coefficient has been used with (A.2) for the simulation of droplets, rather
than the less accurate coefficient presented by Schwartz [219]. In section A.3 we present
our numerical scheme, and in section A.4 we justify the choice of parameters used within
the model. In section A.5 we simulate droplet motion on a perfectly homogeneous surface,
in the absence of hysteretic forces. Specifically, in section A.5.1 we verify that pearling
can be observed in our numerical simulations in response to increasing droplet velocity
(as achieved by increasing the droplet volume). Then, in section A.5.2 we investigate the
effect that contact angle has on pearling; this encompasses regimes that are not easily
achievable experimentally. We observe that the transition towards pearling occurs as
the static contact angle is decreased, which interestingly also corresponds to decreasing
droplet velocity. Finally, in section A.6 we discuss the validity of incorporating contact
angle hysteresis into the model via the techniques of [1,115,255], as well as two variations
of our own.
A.2 The model
The study of thin film flow is pertinent to applications in many fields. As the name
would suggest, thin films are characterised by a geometry in which one length scale of the
fluid body is significantly smaller than the others, with the coordinate in this direction
conventionally defined as the height scale. The exact nature of the film’s flow varies with
application, but gravitational, centrifugal or surface tension effects are common driving
forces [49, 177]. A simple but fundamental scenario sees a thin film driven along a dry
substrate by gravity. It is often of interest to understand how the shape of the contact
line evolves as the film moves.
Equation (A.1) is derived by exploiting the disparity between representative height (H)
and length (L) scales of the film. The resulting small thin film parameter  = H/L 1 is
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used to expand the Navier-Stokes equations in a perturbation series [172]. It is generally
assumed that the dimensionless Reynolds number is of O(1) or smaller (for a relatively
viscous and slow-moving flow), and that the slope of the free surface is small everywhere.
This leads to the condition that contact angle of the fluid on the surface is very small,
which is typically valid for a complete- or highly-wetting fluid. This is commonly referred
to as the ‘small slope’ assumption.
In the current study, we scale (A.1) with
hˆ = h/H , (xˆ, yˆ) = (x, y)/R , tˆ = t/T , (A.4)
to take the nondimensional form
∂h
∂t
= −∇ ·
[
h3∇∇2h−  Bˆo cosαh3∇h+ Bˆo sinαh3i + h3∇Π
]
. (A.5)
We have omitted all ‘hat’ notation for convenience. The representative height scale H
has been chosen as the height of the droplet in its equilibrium state on a horizontal plane,
while the length scale L is the equilibrium droplet radius R. Thus  = H/R  1 is the
thin film parameter, and Bˆo = Bo/ = ρgR3/(γH) is the reduced Bond number. The
time scale is T = 3µR4/(γH3). The scaled disjoining pressure is
Π = B
[(
b
h
)n
−
(
b
h
)m]
, (A.6)
where
B =
(m− 1)(n− 1)
b2(n−m) g(θ) . (A.7)
In the previous section, we saw that a disjoining pressure term is usually implemented in
the context of modelling sliding drops, and the function g(θ) depends on a representative
contact angle θ of the substrate. The introduction of disjoining pressure is necessary to
accurately model the contact line motion of sliding drops, particularly in the receding
portion of the droplet, since the small slope assumption (θ  1) prevents dewetting of
the substrate. By prescribing a larger nonzero contact angle in (A.7) through the function
g(θ), the fluid is allowed to be partially wetting so that the rear contact line of the droplet
may move along the substrate.
Schwartz [219] derived the disjoining pressure coefficient B by integrating the liquid in-
terfacial pressure over a small control volume encompassing the region around the contact
line (see figure A.2). Using the assumption that the slope of the free surface of the film
is small (∂xh 1), Schwartz derived B as (A.3) with
g(θ) = (1− cos θ) . (A.8)
By exploiting the small slope assumption again, (A.8) can further be simplified to
g(θ) =
θ2
2
. (A.9)
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Zhao and Marshall [288] revisited Schwartz’s derivation of B with a view to propose a
more accurate form, particularly for when the numerical precursor film is not infinitesi-
mal. Furthermore, Zhao and Marshall did not exploit the assumption that ∂xh 1, and
thus retained more terms in intermediate steps of the working. The control volume shown
in figure A.2 was again considered. At point A the film has (in this case, dimensionless)
thickness h0 and the liquid–air interface has approached a straight line at an angle cor-
responding to the apparent contact angle θ. At point B, the interface asymptotes to the
dimensionless precursor level b. Schwartz [219] assumed that h0 was essentially infinite
when measured in units of b, while Zhao and Marshall [288] assumed that h0 was suffi-
ciently large compared to b that terms of O(b/h0)
2 and beyond were negligible, but terms
of O(b/h0) were retained due to the reality that a numerical precursor film is usually
artificially large. The resulting coefficient of the disjoining pressure was found to be (A.3)
(or equivalently, the scaled form (A.7)) with
g(θ) = f
tan2 θ
2
, (A.10)
where
f =
[
1− F (m− 1)(n− 1)
(n−m)
]
, (A.11)
and
F =
1
m− 1
(
b
h0
)m−1
− 1
n− 1
(
b
h0
)n−1
. (A.12)
The two-term form of the disjoining pressure (A.6) may be implemented with any pair of
(n,m) values depending on the material properties of the system (provided that n > m >
1 is satisfied). Schwartz demonstrated some possibilities in [219]. However, the pair used
overwhelmingly in the literature is (n,m) = (3, 2), due largely to its associated numerical
stability [1,67,89,115,129,154,220,222,288]. This is the (n,m) pair that we utilise hereon,
and the choice leads to
F =
b
h0
+O
(
b
h0
)2
. (A.13)
For an infinitesimal precursor film, F can be neglected and thus f = 1. In this case the
revised expression for B, (A.7) with (A.10), is equivalent to that derived by Schwartz [219]
in the limit that the small slope assumption is valid (since tan2 θ ≈ 2(1 − cos θ) ≈ θ2
when θ  1). When b is not infinitesimal, as is inevitably the case within a numerical
simulation, F cannot be neglected and we must find an appropriate value for it. We
discuss this further in section A.4.
The dynamic angles of the advancing and receding contact lines of a drop should arise
naturally from the disjoining pressure term without any input information other than a
representative contact angle θ [222]. Since accurate contact line dynamics are of utmost
importance in the simulation of sliding droplets, we believe that it is important to utilise
Zhao and Marshall’s [288] form of g(θ) given by (A.10) with an appropriate value of F for
an accurate representation of disjoining pressure. The vast majority of prior numerical
studies of this problem have instead utilised Schwartz’s [219] approximations (A.8) and
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Figure A.2: Control volume in the immediate contact line region. This figure is an adaptation of figure
3 from [219] and figure 7 from [288].
(A.9), and to our knowledge, the revised and more accurate form (A.10) has only been
applied by Zhao and Marshall in [288] for the simulation of fingering instabilities on a
heterogeneous substrate, and recently by Sellier in [226] for the wetting of a solid occlusion
by a film.
In order to calculate the height and length scales for the calculation of Bˆo and  in
(A.5), we make the assumption that the equilibrium drop formation (and thus the initial
condition) is a paraboloid with radius R, height H, static contact angle θs, and volume
V = piR2H/2 . (A.14)
At an edge of the paraboloid, we can easily derive
tan θs = 2H/R = 2 . (A.15)
With these two expressions, H and R can be determined for any given droplet volume
and static contact angle, and thus Bˆo and  can be calculated.
An obvious choice for the representative contact angle in g(θ) is the static contact angle:
θ = θs. When this is the case, (A.15) allows (A.10) to be rewritten as
g(θ) = 22f . (A.16)
Thus with (n,m) = (3, 2), the disjoining pressure coefficient reduces to
B =
4f
b
, (A.17)
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and since all simulations in this study will be performed on a vertical plane (α = 90◦),
the governing equation becomes
∂h
∂t
= −∇ ·
{
h3∇∇2h+ Bˆoh3i + 4f
b
h3∇
[(
b
h
)3
−
(
b
h
)2]}
. (A.18)
This means that the static contact angle is prescribed implicitly through Bˆo. Further,
since Bˆo is the only parameter allowed to vary in (A.18) (f and b are constants as specified
in section A.4), it’s value will single-handedly determine the droplet behaviour. This form
of the governing equation will be used throughout section A.5, where we consider droplet
motion on a perfectly homogeneous substrate.
Alternatively, the contact angle in g(θ) may vary over the drop contact area or the entire
substrate: θ = θ(x, y). In this case, the full form of the disjoining pressure coefficient
must be used, and the corresponding governing equation is
∂h
∂t
= −∇ ·
{
h3∇∇2h+ Bˆoh3i + f tan
2 θ
b2
h3∇
[(
b
h
)3
−
(
b
h
)2]}
. (A.19)
This form of the governing equation will be used in section A.6, where we introduce
hysteresis into the model.
A.3 Numerical scheme
Alternating direction implicit (ADI) methods have been very popular in solving thin–
film–type equations like (A.5) [67,136,154–156,219,220,222]. However, multigrid methods
have also been widely used [1, 80, 89, 115, 129, 255], and recent work has shown that they
may offer the greatest potential for efficiency [43], especially when the parallelisation of
the problem is exploited [81]. In the present study we find that an ADI approach is
sufficiently fast for the scale of the presented simulations, and the numerical solution of
(A.18) and (A.19) is performed using a pseudolinear ADI scheme presented by Witelski
and Bowen [269]. Specifically, we employ their pL2 method, which uses a second-order
backward differentiation formula to approximate the time derivative, and factorises the
governing equation into the following form:
L˜xu =− 1
3
(
h˜n+1 − 4hn + hn−1
)
− 2
3
∆tn∇ ·
{(
h˜n+1
)3 [∇∇2h˜n+1
+ Bˆo i +∇Π˜
]}
, (A.20)
L˜yv = u , (A.21)
hn+1 = h˜n+1 + v , (A.22)
where hn indicates the solution at current time tn, hn±1 at the immediate past and future
times tn±1, and ∆tn is the size of the nth timestep. Equations (A.20)–(A.22) are solved in
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sequence at each time step in order to update the solution from hn to hn+1. In the general
form of pL2 this is an iterative process, where the initial iterate is given by the second-
order explicit two-level extrapolation h˜n+1(0) = 2h
n − hn−1, and the iteration generates a
sequence of improved estimates h˜n+1(k) that converge to h
n+1. We found that iterating
(A.20)–(A.22) at each time step provided no measurable improvement to the solution
compared to using the method non-iteratively (with a single iteration).
We have discretised L1 and L2 using a vertex-centred finite volume scheme. The linear
operators are defined by
L˜x =1 +
2
3
∆tn
∆x
[(
D˜x
)
e
−
(
D˜x
)
w
]
, (A.23)
L˜y =1 +
2
3
∆tn
∆y
[(
D˜y
)
n
−
(
D˜y
)
s
]
, (A.24)
where e, w, n, s subscripts indicate evaluation at the east, west, north and south control
volume (CV) faces. The corresponding differential operators are
D˜x =
(
h˜n+1
)3
∂xxx +B
[
2b2 − 3b3
(
h˜n+1
)−1]
∂x , (A.25)
D˜y =
(
h˜n+1
)3
∂yyy +B
[
2b2 − 3b3
(
h˜n+1
)−1]
∂y , (A.26)
where B is the appropriate form of the disjoining pressure coeffcient. The differential
operators are obtained by splitting the spatial operators into distinct x and y parts. As a
result, (A.20)–(A.22) sequentially solve a family of one–dimensional problems by way of x
and y sweeps of the discretised domain. The use of second-order gradient approximations
leads to linear pentadiagonal systems to be solved in each iteration of (A.20) and (A.21).
These are solved with a highly optimised banded LU factorisation routine; for this we
utilise the functions dgbtrf and dgbtrs from LAPACK. Furthermore, the calculations
required for the discretisation of the right-hand-side of (A.20) are readily parallelisable
and are thus computed with a GPU machine.
Computational expense is further reduced by exploiting the symmetry of the problem: we
need only ever solve for one half of the droplet since it is mirrored about the x axis (recall
that x is the down-plane direction, while y is the transverse direction). The corresponding
boundary condition is
∂yh(x, y0) = ∂yyyh(x, y0) = 0 , (A.27)
where y0 is the centre-line of the plane which corresponds to the centre of symmetry of the
drop. We then employ simple Dirichlet and Neumann conditions around the remaining
perimeter of the domain:
h(xa, y) = h(xb, y) = h(x, yb) = b ,
∂xh(xa, y) = ∂xh(xb, y) = ∂yh(x, yb) = 0 , (A.28)
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where xa, xb and yb denote the x and y boundaries of the domain. The initial shape of a
droplet is given by the paraboloid
h(x, y, 0) = 1− (x− x0)2 − (y − y0)2 , (A.29)
where (x0, y0) is the coordinate of the droplet centre.
A.4 Choice of parameters
We intend to investigate the corner–cusp–pearling transition in sliding drops within the
range of relevant parameters investigated in experimental studies by Podgorski et al. [182]
and Le Grand et al. [132]. Based on their combined experiments, our benchmark problem
will correspond to 47V10 silicon oil drops (γ = 20.1 mN/m, µ = 10 cP, ρ = 936 kg m−3)
on fluoropolymer-coated glass (θs,r = 40
◦, θs,a = 50◦, θs = 45◦, where θs,r and θs,a are
the static receding and advancing contact angles, and thus θhyst = θs,a − θs,r = 10◦ is the
contact angle hysteresis). These contact angle values are consistent with those used in
several previous and similar numerical studies of sliding droplets [1, 115, 255]. Podgorski
et al. [182] observed the corner–cusp–pearling transition as both the inclination angle of
the plate and the droplet volume (and hence the droplet velocity) were increased. Le
Grand et al. [132] held volume constant at 6 mm3 and varied inclination angle only. In
the present numerical study, we will use increasing Bˆo as a device to control the transition
while holding the inclination angle constant at α = 90◦ (corresponding to a vertical plane).
We liken an increase in Bˆo to either an increase in droplet volume (V ) or a decrease in
contact angle.
A static contact angle of 45◦ is quite clearly contradictory to the small slope assumption
of the governing thin film model (θ  1). The corresponding thin film parameter for a
drop of this configuration is  = 0.5, which is similarly inconsistent with the assumption
that   1. Therefore we must concede that we are pushing the boundaries of the thin
film model somewhat in the following simulations. In the past we have found (A.1) and its
variations to be very robust when these underlying assumptions are challenged [154–156].
The following simulations are no different: no numerical instability or anomalous results
were ever encountered as a result of the large contact angles, and so we are confident that
there was no detriment to the interpretation of the results.
A range of values for the precursor thickness b and the mesh increment ∆x were inves-
tigated in order to determine their effect on the corner–cusp–pearling transition. It was
found that ∆x had very little influence on the simulation, but, as expected, it needed
to be of roughly the same size as b or smaller for numerical convergence (note that we
use a uniform mesh such that ∆x = ∆y). The effect of decreasing b was to decrease
the velocity of the sliding drop due to the increased resistance to motion (recall that
b → 0 approaches the no-slip scenario). As a result, the corner–cusp–pearling transition
occurred for increasing droplet volume V as b was decreased. We were unable to achieve
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convergence of the critical volume for pearling for a sufficiently small b since the require-
ment of an increasingly fine mesh was too computationally prohibitive, especially for the
number of simulations required in this study. We settled on b = 0.005 (and ∆x = 0.005,
for a typical domain of 251 × 3001 nodes), as the droplet volume corresponding to the
transition did not vary significantly below this value.
If we are to utilise Zhao and Marshall’s [288] revised from of disjoining pressure, (A.7)
with (A.10), we must fit an appropriate value of F for the chosen precursor level. Zhao
and Marshall’s [288] study was concerned with the fingering instabilities at the advancing
contact line of a thin film, and they were able to fit f (and thus F ) empirically as f(b) =
1 + 6.6069b+ 161.7b2− 1547b3 + 5890b4 by assuming that the dynamic advancing contact
angle obeyed the Tanner-Hoffman-Voinov formula [97, 241,256]. We do not consider this
a sufficient method for the current study, because 1) there are a number of competing
theories about the law governing dynamic contact angle (many of which are investigated
in [132,189]), and 2) an accurate dynamic receding contact angle is also of great importance
in our study.
Instead, we consider the fact that the contact angle in the disjoining pressure coefficient
B is usually prescribed as the static contact angle θ = θs. Therefore, any simulation of a
drop reaching equilibrium on a horizontal plane should retain this value as the apparent
contact angle of the virtual drop. Furthermore, since all simulations in following sections
are performed in a geometry where there is no normal component of gravity acting on
the drop (a vertical plane), we may neglect the second term in (A.5), and consider the
equation
∂h
∂t
= −∇ ·
{
h3∇∇2h+ 4f
b
h3∇
[(
b
h
)3
−
(
b
h
)2]}
, (A.30)
for the selection of an f value. A solution to (A.30) was found by allowing the simulation
to progress to the point that the virtual drop had reached an equilibrium position. The
apparent contact angle of the solution was computed by considering a central cross-section
of the virtual drop along the x-axis and finding the greatest slope of the profile near the
apparent contact line region. The precise region considered for the calculation spans from
the contact line itself, towards the droplet centre, to the position that corresponds to
approximately h = 0.5 (the highest point of the drop is approximately h = 1). However,
the greatest slope invariably occurs within the immediate vicinity of the contact line.
Through trial and error, we found that f = 1.22386 provided excellent (within at least
0.003% relative error) preservation of prescribed static contact angle, and hence this is
the f value used in all following simulations. However, note that the most appropriate
value for f will be different for other values of b, and will also be related to the magni-
tude of the normal component of gravity (and hence the droplet volume) in studies where
α < 90◦. For comparison, the use of Schwartz’s [219] expressions (A.8) or (A.9) in the
disjoining pressure coefficient (A.7) under-predicts the static contact angle significantly
for larger θs, as the small slope assumption that underpins their derivation is being chal-
lenged. We found that the equilibrium contact angle obtained with these coefficients was
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Figure A.3: The transition from an oval, to a corner, to a cusp, to a rivulet, and then to pearling as a
result of increasing Bˆo: (a) 4, (b) 4.5, (c) 4.69, (d) 4.71, (e) 4.72, (f) 4.73, (g) 4.74.
under-predicted by 24% for θs = 45
◦. This means that the results of previous studies em-
ploying Schwartz’s disjoining pressure coefficient with large θs for the simulation of sliding
droplets, such as [1, 115, 156, 255], are not accurately representing the prescribed contact
angle information. Additionally, Zhao and Marshall’s [288] empirical formula provides us
with f = 1.03689, which under-predicts the static contact angle by up to 8%.
A.5 Drops sliding on a perfectly homogeneous substrate
In section A.2, we saw that the prescription of a constant static contact angle θ = θs over
the entire domain, along with an assumed parabolic initial condition, resulted in a reduced
form of Zhao and Marshall’s disjoining pressure coefficient: (A.17). By further assuming
a vertical plane (α = 90◦), the governing equation for the flow can be represented as
(A.18). This means that the nature of the solution is dependent only on the parameter
Bˆo = ρgR2/(γ), since the precursor film thickness b is held constant at 0.005, and the
parameter f has a constant value of 1.22386 (for the given value of b, and in the special
case of α = 90◦). Thus we must be able to observe the corner–cusp–pearling transition
in response to a change in Bˆo.
We have used the numerical scheme described in section A.3 to solve (A.18) for a range of
Bˆo values. Figure A.3 illustrates a handful of simulations. Figures A.3(a)–(g) each show
the footprint of a droplet which has travelled approximately 12 dimensionless units down a
vertical plane (where the scaled droplet radius is one unit). The contour representing the
drop footprint is taken at h = 0.006 in order to create an apparent contact line just above
the precursor level. For smaller Bˆo, such as Bˆo = 4 in figure A.3(a), a droplet quickly
establishes a steady oval formation and travels at a constant velocity. Increasing Bˆo
results in an increased velocity (figure A.4), and figure A.3(b) shows that by Bˆo = 4.5 the
drop has a less circular shape, with the rear contact line beginning to resemble a corner.
Figure A.3(c) shows a clear corner forming for Bˆo = 4.69. As identified experimentally,
the tip of the corner is rounded with high curvature. This particular corner occurs for a
in-plane corner half-angle of approximately φ = 44.5◦, which is comparable to Le Grand et
al.’s [132] experimental observation of φ = 47◦ for similar fluid and substrate parameters.
Above Bˆo = 4.69 the corner transitions into a cusp, whereby the receding contact lines no
longer exist as straight lines leading to the tip, but instead begin to bend outwards slightly
before the tip such that φ → 0 [182]. A cusp is visible in figure A.3(d) for Bˆo = 4.71.
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Figure A.4: The dimensionless droplet velocity Uˆ , as measured for simulations with 0.2 ≤ Bˆo ≤ 11.
Then, in figure A.3(e) for Bˆo = 4.72, the cusp becomes a thin rivulet. Finally, figures
A.3(f),(g) show pearling at Bˆo = 4.73, 4.74. First, a small droplet formas at the end of the
rivulet, and then it breaks away due to Rayleigh-type effects. Regardless of the regime
occurring at the rear of the drop, the front of the simulated drop always remains rounded
with constant curvature, in agreement with Le Grand et al.’s [132] experimental findings.
Figure A.3 only shows a handful of simulations that were performed for this study. The
full investigation is illustrated in figures A.4 and A.5 and contains information from
simulations corresponding to Bˆo = 0.2 to 11. Figure A.4 shows the dimensionless droplet
velocity as a function of Bˆo. Vertical lines indicate the oval–corner and cusp–pearling
transitions. Evidently, the corner–cusp–pearling transition occurs within a very narrow
range of Bˆo. The velocity was calculated by recording the position of the highest point
of the drop at a number of equi-spaced time points of the simulation. We disregarded
the velocity at very early times in order to account for the transition from the initial
condition into a sliding state. Figure A.4 shows that the velocity is a relatively linearly
increasing function of the parameter Bˆo. The slope decreases slightly after the cusp–
pearling transition, as this signifies the boundary between steady-state and transient
regimes. In the latter the velocity decreases throughout the simulation due to the emission
of secondary droplets resulting in a reduced primary droplet mass.
In addition to velocity, we have recorded the dimensionless dynamic receding (θˆd,r) and
advancing (θˆd,s) contact angles of the virtual drops. These were measured at the end of
each simulation, when the drop had travelled to the end of the domain (∼12 dimensionless
units). Figure A.5 shows the dynamic angles as a function of Bˆo. As Bˆo increases, we
simultaneously observe an increase in θˆd,a and a decrease in θˆd,r. This is the expected
behaviour and it demonstrates the ability of the current disjoining pressure model —
Zhao and Marshall’s (A.10) with our fitted value of f = 1.22386 — to produce reasonable
dynamic motion. Figure A.5 shows that the dynamic contact angles converge to the
value atan(2) in the limit Bˆo→ 0. This corresponds to the contact angle of the parabolic
initial condition, and again demonstrates the disjoining pressure model’s excellent ability
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Figure A.5: The dimensionless dynamic receding (θˆd,r) and advancing (θˆd,a) contact angles, as measured
for simulations with 0.2 ≤ Bˆo ≤ 11.
to preserve the correct droplet shape in the contact line region (as long as an appropriate
value of f is utilised).
For flow on a perfectly homogeneous vertical substrate (θ = θs, α = 90
◦), the governing
equation reduces to (A.18) and the nature of the flow depends only on the parameter
Bˆo = ρgR2/(γ). Since this single dimensionless parameter represents many potential
combinations of fluid and substrate parameters, the results in figures A.3, A.4 and A.5
paint a universal picture for the flow and the associated corner–cusp–pearling transition of
a drop. In the following subsections we investigate this further, and relate the transition
to a change in specific parameters of interest: droplet volume (as a device to control
droplet velocity), and static contact angle.
A.5.1 Pearling in response to droplet velocity
We assume the fluid parameters of 47V10 silicon oil and a static contact angle of θ =
θs = 45
◦ and consider the flow of single droplets down a vertical plane. Our aim in this
section is to confirm that the corner–cusp–pearling transition occurs in our simulations for
increasing droplet velocity (as a consequence of increasing droplet volume), and compare
our results to those that have been documented experimentally for similar parameters
[132, 182]. The governing equation is (A.18), and in order to consider droplet volume as
the defining parameter of the flow, we can refer back to (A.14) and (A.15) and find
V =
pi
4
(
γBˆo
2ρg
)3/2
tan5/2 θs , (A.31)
for any specified value of Bˆo. This assumes that the fluid parameters (µ, ρ, γ) are held
constant as those for 47V10 silicon oil, and the prescribed static contact angle is θs = 45
◦,
corresponding to silicon oil on fluoropolymer-coated glass. Thus we can use increasing
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Figure A.6: The various regimes a sliding drop experiences in response to increasing Bˆo in the governing
equation (A.18). These results may be interpreted in two ways: by increasing droplet volume while holding
the static contact angle constant, or by decreasing the static contact angle constant while holding volume
constant. Parameters are contained in table A.1.
droplet volume (increasing Bˆo) as a device to control droplet velocity, and we expect to
observe the corner–cusp–pearling transition with increasing velocity.
Revisiting figure A.3, we can now interpret (a)–(g) as simulations with the corresponding
droplet volumes: (a) 7.21 mm3, (b) 8.60 mm3, (c) 9.15 mm3, (d) 9.21 mm3, (e) 9.23 mm3,
(f) 9.26 mm3,and (g) 9.29 mm3. This means that the transition to pearling occurs for a
drop of about V = 9.26 mm3. For comparison, Le Grand et al. [132] observed pearling
for drops at a volume of V = 6 mm3.
In order to expand on the results in figure A.3, figures A.6(a)–(f) illustrate the droplet
regimes for a few select simulations. As in figure A.3, each drop has travelled the same
distance down the plane relative to its size (∼12 dimensionless units). From figures A.6(a)
to (d) we see a transition from a steady-state ovular droplet at Bˆo = 4 (V = 7.21 mm3),
to a cusped drop at Bˆo = 4.71 (V = 9.21 mm3), to variations of pearling at Bˆo = 5
(V = 10.07 mm3) and Bˆo = 6 (V = 13.24 mm3). Theses variations of pearling appear to
be due to an increasingly wide rivulet emerging from the rear of the droplet, resulting in
increasingly wide satellite droplets. Then, in figure A.6(e) for Bˆo = 10 (V = 28.48 mm3),
the rivulet becomes so large that the break-up into satellite droplets is delayed, but
a Rayleigh-Plateau-type instability is visibly encouraging the rivulet to do so. Finally,
figure A.6(f) shows a droplet in a thin rivulet-like formation for Bˆo = 20 (V = 80.56 mm3).
In this case, the rear contact line appears to have remained almost completely pinned in
place throughout the entire simulation. The final few regimes here correspond to quite
large droplet volumes (when assuming 47V10 silicon oil parameters and θs = 45
◦). In
these situations the fluid may be most accurately considered as a ‘puddle’ rather than
droplet, and important inertial effects on the flow may be neglected by our thin film
model. Nevertheless, it interesting to observe the progression of regimes. Table A.1(a)
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shows the parameter values (including computed capillary number) for each droplet in
figure A.6.
It is also of interest to investigate the relationship between the corner–cusp–pearling tran-
sition, the dynamic advancing and receding contact angles, and the dimensional droplet
velocity in this specific context of 47V10 silicon oil on fluoropolymer-coated glass. In
experimental studies, the dimensional droplet velocity U is usually reported in terms of
the dimensionless capillary number Ca = µU/γ. Given the velocity scale γ3/(3µ), the
capillary number can be computed with the measured dimensionless velocity as
Ca =
3
3
Uˆ =
tan3 θs
24
Uˆ , (A.32)
where the second step is obtained with (A.15). Note that for θs = 45
◦, Ca = Uˆ/24.
Figure A.7 is an alternative representation of the information in figures A.4 and A.5, and
shows the dimensional dynamic advancing (θd,a) and receding (θd,r) contact angles as a
function of the capillary number. As Ca increases, we simultaneously observe an increase
in θd,a and a decrease in θd,r in figure A.7. In the limit Ca → 0 (Uˆ → 0), both dynamic
angles converge to the static angle θs = 45
◦. For a perfectly homogeneous vertical surface,
this is the correct theoretical limit as it corresponds to a solution of (A.30), where both
normal and tangential components of gravity are absent. For any nonzero tangential
driving force, the solution of (A.18) will always produce forward motion of a droplet and
thus nonzero Uˆ and Ca, as well as θd,r < θs and θd,a > θs. Again, this demonstrates the
ability of the current disjoining pressure model — Zhao and Marshall’s (A.10) with our
fitted value of f = 1.22386 — to produce reasonable dynamic motion with only the static
contact angle as an input.
Unfortunately this does not correspond to reality, where hysteretic effects counteract the
gravitational force acting on the drop and cause pinning for sufficiently small droplet vol-
umes or plane inclination angles. As a general rule, this occurs roughly when the droplet
radius becomes smaller than the capillary length λc =
√
γ/(ρg) (which is approximately
1.5 mm for the current fluid parameters and would correspond to a droplet volume of
approximately 2.5 mm3 given a static contact angle of θs = 45
◦). The implication of this
is that we should expect to see θd,a diverging from the experimentally-measured static
advancing contact angle θs,a, and θd,r from the static receding angle θs,r, rather than both
diverging from θs as we have observed in our simulations. This behaviour can be seen in
figure 10 of Le Grand et al.’s article [132].
Figure A.7 shows that the corner–cusp–pearling transition occurs with increasing Ca, or
equivalently, increasing dimensional droplet velocity. This is the expected result from
experimental studies [132,182,189]. The receding contact angle at the transition to a true
corner (figure A.3(c)) is approximately θd,r = 25.4
◦. This is slightly larger than the 21◦
observed by Le Grand et al. [132] for 47V10 silicon oil, although we observed that θd,r
continued to decrease rapidly to 21.7◦ for a cusped drop (figure A.3(d)). A significant
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Figure A.7: The dimensional dynamic receding (θd,r) and advancing (θd,a) contact angles, as measured
for simulations with 0.2 ≤ Bˆo ≤ 11. The x-axis is reported in terms of the capillary number Ca, which is
computed with the measured droplet velocity via (A.32).
(a) (b)
Figure Bˆo V θs Ca V θs Ca
A.6(a) 4 7.21 45 0.0327 6 42.90 0.0262
A.6(b) 4.71 9.21 45 0.0379 6 40.12 0.0227
A.6(c) 5 10.07 45 0.0398 6 39.11 0.0214
A.6(d) 6 13.24 45 0.0470 6 36.08 0.0182
A.6(e) 10 28.48 45 0.0730 6 28.21 0.0113
A.6(f) 20 80.56 45 0.1355 6 19.49 0.0060
Table A.1: The volume (mm3), static contact angle (◦), and computed capillary number of each droplet
simulation in figure A.6. Table (a) interprets the results as a consequence of holding θs constant while
varying V , while table (b) considers the opposite.
discrepancy between our simulations and Le Grand et al.’s experiments is that our corner–
cusp–pearling transition occurs within the range Ca = 0.037 − 0.038, while theirs is for
Ca = 0.004−0.006 (see figure 10 in [132]). This is due, at least in part, to the presence of
a macroscopic precursor film which lowers resistance to contact line movement and allows
for unrealistically large velocities. This is a well-known problem reported in many studies
of contact line motion, including that for droplets in [115,156,219,220].
These various differences between simulation and reality are not surprising when the cur-
rent implementation of the model, (A.18), represents an ideal scenario where the substrate
is perfectly homogeneous and hysteresis-free. Therefore we are not yet accurately repro-
ducing the experimental conditions, and so we cannot expect our simulations to exactly
reproduce experimental observations. The addition of hysteresis to improve realism of
the thin film model has been a topic of some recent research [1, 115,255]. We will revisit
this problem soon in section A.6, but first we will identify other factors influencing the
shape of a sliding droplet.
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A.5.2 Pearling in response to contact angle
As we have established so far, experiments of running drops have generally been per-
formed within a very small range of contact angles due to the use of silicon oil on
fluoropolymer-coated glass (although more recent experiments in [189] consider more hy-
drophobic regimes with water and mercury), and the primary focus has been on pearling
in response to increasing droplet velocity (or equivalently, the capillary number). Since
our numerical simulations are not constrained by experimental difficulties, we can imagine
any material as the substrate for droplet motion, which means we can prescribe any value
for θs in the model. In the remainder of this section we investigate the effect that contact
angle has on the onset of pearling, and provide some interesting analogues to the results
in figure A.6.
Recall that the results so far are obtained by the numerical solution of (A.18), in which
the only parameter determining droplet dynamics for a specified fluid and substrate type
is Bˆo. In the previous section we held θs constant at 45
◦ and interpreted Bˆo as a droplet
volume. In this section we instead choose to hold droplet volume constant at V = 6 mm3
(corresponding to the droplet volume used in the experimental work [132]), and vary
the static contact angle θs in order to explore a range of substrate wettabilities that
may not easily be achievable experimentally. We continue to use the fluid parameters
corresponding to 47V10 silicon oil. By rearranging (A.31) we obtain
θs = atan
[(
2ρg
γBˆo
)3/5(4V
pi
)2/5]
. (A.33)
Thus we can use decreasing θs (increasing Bˆo) as a device to control the corner–cusp–
pearling transition.
Revisiting figure A.6, we can now interpret (a)–(f) as simulations with the corresponding
static contact angles (a) 42.90◦, (b) 40.12◦, (c) 39.11◦, (d) 36.08◦, (e) 28.21◦, and (f)
19.49◦. Therefore with droplet volume (and fluid parameters) held constant, the transition
from an oval, towards a corner, cusp, pearling and beyond occurs with decreasing θs. Table
A.1(b) shows the corresponding parameter values for each droplet in figure A.6, including
the capillary numbers computed with (A.32). We see that Ca decreases with decreasing
static contact angle, so that the corner–cusp–pearling transition occurs with decreasing
Ca, or equivalently, decreasing dimensional droplet velocity. This is contrary to the trend
of increasing Ca in table A.1(a) and figure A.7.
The parallel between increasing V (with constant θs) and decreasing θs (with constant V )
is an interesting result that has not been discussed in either an experimental or numerical
study; the corner–cusp–pearling transition has previously only been reported for increas-
ing Ca (velocity), so it is interesting to consider the transition in a regime of decreasing
Ca (velocity) instead. Mathematically, it is clear that the analogue occurs due to an
equivalence in the value of Bˆo in our governing equation for the special case of flow on
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a vertical plane. We recognise that it would be possible to achieve further relationships
between parameters if µ, ρ, and γ were also chosen freely. Furthermore, if an inclined
plane (α < 90◦) was considered instead, or if the assumed initial droplet shape did not
admit the relationship between tan θs and  given by (A.15), there would be no perfect
analogy between increasing V and decreasing θs due to the presence of additional param-
eters in the governing equation (i.e.  Bˆo in the second term of (A.5), and tan2 θs/
2 in
the disjoining pressure coefficient).
A particular quantity of interest in studies of the corner–cusp–pearling transition is the
critical value of θd,r at the onset of corner formation. We call this quantity θc,r. Podgorski
et al. [182] first theorised that a corner would occur at θc,r = 0
◦, and Le Grand et
al. [132] later demonstrated that the value was actually nonzero, at θc,r = 21
◦ for 47V10
silicon oil on fluoropolymer-coated glass. Puthenveettil et al. [189] also demonstrated
nonzero θc,r for water on fluoropolymer-coated glass and mercury on uncoated glass.
In the previous section we saw reasonable agreement between our simulations and Le
Grand et al.’s measurement, with an observed value of θc,r = 21.7
◦ (we consider the
critical angle in the cusp regime immediately before the onset of pearling, rather than in
the corner regime, as this represents the minimum possible receding contact angle and
signifies the transition from a steady-state formation to entrainment). We can investigate
the relationship between the critical receding angle θc,r and substrate wettability θs with
the expression
tan θc,r = 
∥∥∥∥∥∂hˆ∂xˆ
∥∥∥∥∥
∞,r
=
tan θs
2
∥∥∥∥∥∂hˆ∂xˆ
∥∥∥∥∥
∞,r
, (A.34)
where
∥∥∥∂hˆ/∂xˆ∥∥∥
∞,r
is the maximum absolute slope of the dimensionless droplet profile in
the region near the rear contact line. From the solution of (A.18) with Bˆo = 4.71, the
maximum slope is 0.7944. This leads to
θc,r = atan (0.3972 tan θs) , (A.35)
which can be compared to θc,r = θs/
√
3: a result of de Gennes’ model of wetting dy-
namics [85], which was employed by both Le Grand et al. [132] and Puthenveettil et
al. [189] for comparison with their experimental dynamic angle measurements. By using
a different form of dissipation in de Gennes’ model, Puthenveettil et al. [189] obtained
the alternative expression θc,r = 0.635 θs. It would be interesting to further investigate
how the critical receding angle relates to substrate wettability, particularly with the aid
of new experimental measurements.
A.6 Drops sliding in the presence of hysteresis
In section A.5.1 we saw that our simulated droplets travelled at a significantly higher
velocity than those observed in reality, and also that the corner–cusp–pearling transition
occurred for a larger droplet volume than observed in the experiments in [132,182]. This is
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largely unsurprising due to the relatively large numerical precursor film in the simulations,
and also due to the fact that the simulations assumed a perfectly homogeneous fluid and
substrate. As a result of the latter assumption, drops of all sizes will always slide down
the plane at some speed, even when we would expect their motion to be inhibited by
hysteresis in reality. Further, we see that the dynamic advancing and receding contact
angles diverge from the prescribed static contact angle with increasing droplet velocity,
rather than from the static advancing and receding angles, respectively.
Some authors [1,115,255] have attempted to approximate hysteresis within their thin film
models in order to correct these discrepancies between simulation and reality. Veremieiev
et al. [255], for example, modelled hysteresis caused by substrate heterogeneity based on
recent motion of the drop:
θ =

θs,a, if
∂h
∂t > 0
θs, if
∂h
∂t = 0
θs,r, if
∂h
∂t < 0 .
(A.36)
In this way, advancing portions of the drop are prescribed the static advancing contact
angle, receding portions are prescribed the static receding contact angle, and stationary
portions are prescribed the static contact angle. On the other hand, Ahmed et al. [1]
used the geometry of the drop to separate advancing and receding portions. The widest
point of the drop (in the transverse direction y, across the width of the plane) occurs at
some value x = xhys. Ahmed et al. considered all fluid ahead of the widest point to be
advancing and that behind to be receding, such that
θ =

θs,a, if x > xhys
θs, if x = xhys
θs,r, if x < xhys .
(A.37)
Both methods apply the hysteresis model at every time step of the simulation in order to
continuously update the advancing and receding angles according to the dynamic motion
of the drop.
Each of these methods should ensure that θd,a ≥ θs,a at the advancing contact line, and
θd,r ≥ θs,r at the receding contact line. However, we feel that a more natural approach
would be to vary the contact angle smoothly between θs,r and θs,a. Adapting the method
of Ahmed et al. [1], we present a third hysteresis model which prescribes the contact
angle as a smooth function of the shape of the droplet: specifically, the orientation of the
contact line. We consider the width w of a half-drop as a function of the x-coordinate
(see figure A.8(a)). The angle that a tangent to w(x) makes with the x-axis is given by
Φ = tan−1
dw
dx
, (A.38)
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Figure A.8: (a) Illustration of a contact line used for computation of θ in Model C. The width of
the droplet w is described as a function of the in-plane coordinate x. (b) The random heterogeneous
substrate used for Model D. Light grey indicates regions of θ ≥ 46.67◦, dark grey indicates θ ≤ 43.33◦,
and 43.33◦ ≤ θ ≤ 46.67◦ otherwise.
which exists in the range [−pi/2, pi/2]. We then prescribe the contact angle in the disjoining
pressure term (A.10) as
θ = θs − Φ θhyst
pi
, (A.39)
so that θ varies smoothly in the range [θs,r, θs,a], and all advancing segments of the contact
line are assigned θ > θs. The very front of the drop is prescribed θ = θs,a exactly (similarly
for the receding areas).
An additional possibility for incorporating hysteresis is by mimicking the natural source
of contact angle variation: heterogeneities in the substrate. We have generated a random
but smooth contact angle function θ(x, y) for the substrate, which utilises a Gaussian
distribution to assign θ(x, y) within the range [θs,r, θs,a] = [40
◦, 50◦], centred on θs, with
a standard deviation of approximately 1.1◦. Figure A.8(b) shows the resulting function
θ(x, y), with light grey indicating regions of θ ≥ 46.67◦, and dark grey indicating θ ≤
43.33◦. This is a similar approach to that taken by Zhao and Marshall [288] for the
simulation of fingering instabilities on heterogeneous substrates.
This means we have four hysteresis models to compare. For convenience, we name them
as follows: the model described by (A.36) is Model A, the model described by (A.37) is
Model B, the model described by (A.38) and (A.39) is Model C, and the model utilising
a heterogeneous surface is Model D. We applied these four hysteresis models to four
benchmark simulations. Hysteresis was set to θhyst = 10
◦ for each model, based on θs,r =
40◦ and θs,a = 50◦. Droplet volumes were V = 1, 6, 9.21 and 10.07 mm3 (corresponding to
Bˆo = 1.07, 3.54, 4.71, 5) in order to cover a range of regimes. Since we do not have θ = θs
prescribed over the whole domain, (A.7) with (A.10) must be used for the disjoining
pressure coefficient (with (n,m) = (3, 2)), rather than the reduced form (A.17). Thus the
governing equation for the flow is (A.19). The height and length scales are prescribed
using the static angle θs = 45
◦ as well as the specified droplet volume V .
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Figure A.9: A comparison of the performance of the four hysteresis models for four droplet volumes:
(a) 1 mm3, (b) 6 mm3, (c) 9.21 mm3, (d) 10.07 mm3.
In order to determine whether the presence of hysteresis alleviated any of the discrepancies
identified between simulations and experiment, the success of each model was determined
by four main criteria:
1. A droplet simulated under the hysteresis model should have a reduced velocity
compared to an equivalent droplet simulated without hysteresis.
2. The hysteresis model should encourage pearling to occur at a smaller droplet volume
compared to simulations without hysteresis.
3. The dynamic advancing and receding contact angles should diverge from θs,a and
θs,r with increasing droplet velocity (volume), respectively.
4. Sufficiently small drops should become pinned to the substrate due to hysteresis.
The results of the hysteresis simulations are show in figure A.9, where rows (a), (b), (c)
and (d) correspond to V = 1, 6, 9.21 and 10.07 mm3 respectively. The smallest volume
of 1 mm3 was chosen in order to observe if pinning would occur in any of the models.
For Models A and D, pinning did not occur and the drop was able to move downhill
to the end of the domain, albeit at a reduced speed when compared to a corresponding
simulation without hysteresis. Model B, however, saw the drop move uphill rather than
downhill. This reveals a problem with implementing a hysteresis model simplistically
based on drop geometry: with a larger contact angle at the front portion of the drop,
the drop preferentially wets the area towards the rear of the drop, causing movement in
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Figure A.10: The contact angle distribution assigned by Model A for a 1 mm3 drop sliding down a
vertical plane. Light grey indicates regions of θ = 50◦, and dark grey indicates θ = 40◦.
the upward direction whenever the drop does not have enough mass to counteract the
hysteresis model and move down-plane. Model C showed similar behaviour wherein the
drop moved uphill for approximately 0.6 units, but it then came to rest and remained
pinned in place indefinitely. The dynamic advancing and receding contact angles measured
in each simulation were inside the interval [θs,r, θs,a] = [40
◦, 50◦] (i.e. the third criterion
was not satisfied). For Models B and C this can be attributed to the reverse movement of
the drop. For Model D the result is unsurprising because the random function θ(x, y) is
Gaussian distributed, so the advancing and receding contact lines are more often subjected
to contact angles near the mean (θs) rather than the extremities (θs,a and θs,r). For this
reason, the dynamic angles measured for Model D are always similar those observed in
section A.5.1 for no hysteresis. To explain the dynamic angles produced by Model A, we
must remember that (A.36) assigns contact angle based on past movement of the drop
rather than its geometry. Thus while we would expect that θs,a would usually be assigned
in the front portion of the drop and θs,r in the rear, this is not always guaranteed to be
the case. For the first 1 mm3 drop shown in figure A.9, it happens that the movement of
the small drop is sufficiently stunted by Model A that the contact angle is distributed in
the pattern shown in figure A.10.
For the simulations illustrated in figure A.9, the second droplet volume of 6 mm3 was cho-
sen in order to be representative of the experiments performed by Le Grand et al. [132], in
which pearling was observed for drops of the same size. However, we still did not observe
pearling for the 6 mm3 drop when any hysteresis model was applied. We did, however,
see that all four models reduced the droplet velocity when compared to a corresponding
simulation with no hysteresis. Model A reduced velocity (and hence the measured cap-
illary number) by 27%, Model B by 51%, and Model C by 35%. Model D only reduced
the velocity by a little over 0.006%. The dynamic contact angles for Models A, B, and C
diverged from θs,a and θs,r with increasing droplet velocity as required, while the dynamic
angles for Model D were in line with those for a hysteresis-free simulation.
The third volume of 9.21 mm3 corresponded to a cusped drop at the verge of pearling
in section A.5.1 (figures A.3(d) and A.6(b)). Figure A.9 shows that Models A, B, and
D succeeded in promoting pearling for this drop, satisfying our second criterion. Unfor-
tunately we did not see pearling for Model C, which is probably due to the fact that
(A.39) only applies θ = θs,r exactly at the very rear point of the drop where the tangent
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become vertical. Further, as the rear of the drop transitions to a corner, the region of
the drop which is assigned θ near θs,r becomes localised at the tip of the corner. A final
volume of 10.07 mm3 was considered in order to observe whether the nature of pearling
would be affected by hysteresis (c.f. figure A.6(c)). We found that there was no signif-
icant effect for Models B and C, although the secondary droplets were slightly reduced
in size for Model C. These hysteresis models were implemented such that the secondary
droplets were subjected to θ = θs,r. Model A, on the other hand, applied the hysteresis
effect described by (A.36) to the trailing droplets, and they are less regular in size as a
result. Due to the substrate heterogeneities, the secondary droplets produced by Model
D naturally vary in shape and size, and they are not emitted in a perfectly straight line as
the main drop moves forward in a wandering motion. For both V = 9.21 and 10.07 mm3,
Model A reduced the droplet velocity (and hence Ca) by approximately 27%, Model B
by 36− 37%, and Model C by 23− 25%. Model D only reduced the velocity marginally,
by 0.006− 0.01%.
If we consider the shape of each primary drop in figure A.9, it is clear to see that Models
A and C always retain a rounded shape at the front. The shapes predicted by Model D
are very similar, but there are some irregularities in the contact line due to the substrate
heterogeneities. Model B predicts drops with rounded fronts but straight sides, which is
reminiscent of experimental observations in setups where hysteresis is significantly and
pinning is prevalent [22,79].
In summary, no hysteresis model met the four criteria perfectly. While Models A, B,
and C reduced the droplet velocity significantly, it was still not enough to be commensu-
rate with velocities documented in experiments. The application of the models to small
droplets highlighted some flaws with their implementation, particularly Models B and C
which saw unphysical uphill motion. For larger volumes, Model B performed very well,
but the straight-sided shape of the droplets was not consistent with rounded droplets
observed experimentally in [132, 182, 189]. Model D did not adequately satisfy the first,
third, or fourth criteria, but may perform differently with another heterogeneity function
θ(x, y): such as a different spatial distribution of heterogeneities which better reflects the
microscopic heterogeneities present on a carefully prepared fluoropolymer-coated surface,
or a higher prevalence of regions with θ near (or outside of) the extremities of the in-
terval [40◦, 50◦]. It may be that this method of prescribing random heterogeneities is
more appropriate for applications that consider droplets travelling on natural surfaces,
like leaves. Finally, these methods of incorporating hysteresis (particularly Models A, B,
and C) are somewhat artificial and arbitrary in the way that they prescribe the contact
angle over the domain. We must keep in mind that they act only as approximations to
real hysteretic effects, in an attempt to produce simulations which are more in line with
reality.
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A.7 Conclusion
While sliding drop experiments may be considerably restricted due to the practical lim-
itations of minimising contact angle hysteresis, numerical simulations provide an ide-
alised environment in which the user can specify any desired fluid or surface proper-
ties. We have presented a well-known thin film model, with the addition of a widely-
used two-term form of disjoining pressure, to describe the flow of sliding drops down
an inclined plane. Although many similar numerical studies have been performed previ-
ously [1,80,89,115,129,154,156,219,220,222,255], the novelty of our work is in the use of
a significantly more accurate coefficient for the disjoining pressure, which ensures that the
virtual drop precisely retains the static contact angle value prescribed in the model. We
use a fitting of the disjoining pressure coefficient derived by Zhao and Marshall in [288],
where it was presented for the simulation of fingering instabilities on heterogeneous sub-
strates. The form of the coefficient used commonly in previous studies of droplet motion
was derived by Schwartz [219] under the assumption of a small slope of the free surface of
the film and an infinitesimal precursor film. Since these assumptions are regularly chal-
lenged within such studies (with large contact angles and a macroscopic precursor film),
the use of a model with Schwartz’s form of the disjoining pressure will produce virtual
droplets with a significantly smaller contact angle than was prescribed.
A key motivation for our study was to investigate the corner–cusp–pearling transition that
has been observed in various experimental studies [132, 182, 189]. We have assumed the
fluid parameters of 47V10 silicon oil and considered the special case of flow on a vertical
plane. These assumptions, along with an assumed parabolic shape for the initial (and
equilibrium) drop, led to a governing equation with a single open parameter: the reduced
Bond number Bˆo = Bo/. Our numerical simulations demonstrate that the corner–cusp–
pearling transition is easily observable by increasing the value of this parameter. We have
interpreted the results in two ways. First, increasing Bˆo corresponds to increasing the
droplet volume while holding the static contact angle constant. Alternatively, increasing
Bˆo corresponds to decreasing the static contact angle while holding the droplet volume
constant. The former interpretation provides results consistent with experimental findings
in [132, 182], in that the corner–cusp–pearling transition occurs for increasing droplet
velocity. However, the latter sees the transition occurring for decreasing droplet velocity,
highlighting a new way to view the transition. We find the parallel between increasing
droplet volume and decreasing static contact angle (in the special case of a vertical plane)
to be interesting, and as far as we know it has not been discussed before, as previously
published forms of the governing thin film equation do not have this special property, and
experimental studies are typically restricted in the range of static contact angles that can
be explored.
There are still some significant obstacles to achieving realistic droplet motion, such as the
existence of a macroscopic precursor film in the numerical scheme. In our simulations,
we were not able to obtain results that were independent of the precursor film height b,
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and our measured droplet velocities (and corresponding capillary numbers) were conse-
quently unnaturally large. In order to prescribe a sufficiently small precursor height for
b-independent results, the mesh spacing must be prohibitively small within our current
numerical (ADI) framework, and this is also reported to be the case within a multigrid
framework [115].
In addition to a sufficiently small precursor film, the addition of a hysteresis mechanism in
the model appears to be necessary to achieve perfect agreement between experiment and
theory. This has been attempted in a few similar studies recently [1,115,255], and we have
tested these hysteresis models as well as implementing our own variations. Unfortunately,
the results of any one model were not completely satisfactory due to a number of factors,
and the theoretically-correct way to implement hysteresis is not clear. In particular,
there is a need for a hysteresis model that accurately predicts pinning for droplets below
a critical volume (or substrate inclination).
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